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THE PLANS, THE DEPARTMENT OF FISH AND GAME AND THE PUBLIC
Alaska's Wildlife Management Plans are the result of a long-tenn planning
effort which first resulted In the development of the Alaska Game Management
Policies In 1973. These plans are another step toward developing a
~for wise husbandry of Alaska's wildlife resources and, basically,
are rec01m1endattons to the public by the Oepart~ent of Fish and Game for
the manage111ent of all wildlife In the state.
The fnfonaatton and rec~ndatfons contained in these plans represent a
concerted effort by Department staff to compile and review existing
fnfo~ation on the status, distribution, and uses of Alaskan wildlife
populations. Current and projected land use patterns and natural resource
potentials and developments are also considered. Synthesis of these
plans began at the field level where local needs and conditions were
best understood.

I

The need for planning In the management of wildlife, and particularly In
the allocation of use of wildlife, has becOllle pressing In recent years.
Alaska ts experiencing unprecedented growth In human population at the
same time that traense land areas, conveyed to private ownership or
federal single-purpose classification, may be lost to multipurpose
public use. Development and mobilization of resources are i1111>actin9
wildlife and its habitat and are bringing ~re people Into contact with
once-remote w11 dlf fe popu 1at ions. 'Jn s Imp lest tenns. A1aska faces a
rapidly growing demand for wildlife use which ts In sharp contrast to
the shrinking resource area available to support such use. Moreover,
as pressures on wildlife populations Increase, there are Increasing
possibilities that any given use will have detrimental effects. There
Is, therefore, need for greater precision In management.
The complexity of resource allocations requires the systematic approach
provided by planning. In keeping with mandates of Alaska's constitution,
the Department's planning efforts are Intended to eventually achieve
opti!llUlll, diversified use of Alaska's wildlife throughout the forseeable
future.
Publication and distribution of these recomnendations mark the beginning
of the second phase in this planning process: the public's review of
the staff's reconmendatlons and Its Involvement and participation In
shaping the Initial proposal Into a statement of direction for wildlife
.anagetnent In Alaska.
The responsibility of the Department Is to manage Alaska's wildlife
resources for the benefit of the people. Therefore, ft Is Incumbent on
the Department to determine what the public wants fr~ Its wildlife
resources, It Is clear also that the Department will not be able to
maintain the continuity of long-term ~anagement programs without the
support of Alaska's people.
Development and Implementation of the wildlife plans will affect Alaskans
In several ways. First, the public will participate In the Initial
formulation of the basic long-term 111anage111ent direction. Second, the
plans as presented for review will lnfonn the public about Alaska's
wildlife populations and their current and potential uses. They will also
give the public a clearer understanding of the role and responsibilities
of the Department of Fish and Game. Third, If i11111lemented, the plans
will provide Alaskans and other Interested persons with an array of
alternative uses of wildlife which can be maintained through purposeful
management.

All interested people are invited to contribute to the wildlife management
planning effort. The Division of Ga11e recOllPendations contained in this
and other booklets and maps are being distributed to the public throughout
the state. Included is a questionnaire soliciting opinions about the
management the Division is proposing. In addition to printed circulation
of the proposed plans, the Division will hold public meetings In many
Alaskan communities to obtain connent and discussion.
All public response will be considered fn evaluating and lllOdifying the
proposed plans. Allocation of wildlife values among competing users and
between conflicting uses is a complex problem which will have to be
resolved through careful consideration of expressed public desires and
the bloloqlcal capabilities of the wildlife populations In question.
Minority as well as majority demands should be accomodated if we are to
retain the values afforded by a spectrU11 of wildlife-oriented experiences.
The Division will work closely with the Alaska Board of Game and with
the Board's loca 1 advisory cocnl ttees during the entire publ1c review
process. As the principal forum for the public's voice in Alaska's
wildlife 11anage111ent, the Alaska Board of Game will JJOdlfy and make the
final determination on proposed wildlife plans. The Division of Game
will assist the Board by providing a full report of the public review
process and the response ft engenders.
After the public review process, and revision and adoption by the Board
of Ganie, the plans will be published and distributed to the public.
lleedless to say, the plans are not Intended to be inflexible. Conditions
change with time, and the plans will need to be adaptable. Revision of
plans 11111y occur as the result of periodic reviews or when individual
situations require modification. Revision of plans will be made with
participation by the pub11c.
lmpletnentat1on of the plans will begin as soon as practical after final
acceptance by the Board of Gaiae. Those areas or species now receiving
the greatest use or in danger of losing those attributes called for by
the plans should receive the earliest attention. l~pletaentation will
involve development of operational plans, fonnulation of regulations,
Internal Oepartiaent actions such as research and management activities,
and fnteragency cooperative actions as required.
Development and implementation of these management plans will be strongly
affected by conveyance of 40 million acres of land Into private ownership
and by inclusion of up to 80 ~!Ilion acres of classified federal withdrawals
into "Four Systems" federal management under terms of the Alaska Native
Clal~s Settlement Act. Development of staff reconnendations has proceeded
with the knowledge that many changes in the contents of the final plans
are inevitable. Management of wildlife on lands under federal Jurisdiction
or under private ownership will necessarily be conaensurate with the
land-use policies of the respective landowners. Important land-use
decisions are being made now and In the next few years that will affect
wildlife and Its future use in the state. By developing wildlife plans
now, we can Improve the rationale by which land-use policies will be
formulated.
WHAT THE PLANS CONTAIN
This reg ional booklet ls only one portion of a cocprehensive public
proposal by the Division of Game, Department of fish and Game, for the
planned 111anagement of Alaska's wildlife resources . The proposal consists
of: 1) seven regional booklets (of which this ls one) containing
recocmiendations for managetaent of each species of wildlife, and 2} a
set of eleven statewide maps outlining boundaries of individual species
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management plan areas. The maps are Intended to complement the material
presented in the regional booklets. For complete understanding of the
plans, the maps and appropriate regional booklets should be used together.
These plans are for your review. Questionnaires have been Included with
the maps and booklets for your written cOlllllents. In addition, public
meetings will be held throughout the state to explain plans and receive
cocrtnent. You are invited to contact the Game Division staff to discuss
these plans.
REGIONAL BOOKLETS
Each regional booklet ls arranged in two parts. Part I contains an
explanation of the planning effort and how the public will participate
In the development of the plans. Included is an explanation of the
management goals upon which the recOllllll!ndatlons are structured . In
addition, Part I presents a brief discussion of wildlife management in
Alaska, reviewing the formal structure of management, the biological
bases for wildlife use, and the problems encountered in managing wildlife.
Part II contains the individual species/area management reco11111endations.
Each of the regional booklets corresponds to one of seven geographic
regions of the state, depicted In the figure below.

All proposed management plans covering all or part of a region are
Included in the booklet for that region. The plans are arranged by
species in Part II of each booklet, and each plan is titled and nuaibered
to provide easy reference to the corresponding species map. Each individual
plan Includes:
1)

A geographical description of the location of the area covered by
the plan.
---

2)

Goals - One primary goal and in some cases one or more secondary
goals.

3)

~of

Management Guidelines - These are used to qualify or

(jiiilltffy Tii a more specific way the rec011111ended management under a

goal for any particular area.

M.inagement Guidelines are statements about:
the wildlife population:
product Ivi ty.

its size, sex and age structure and

use: season lengths and tlMlng, bag llMlts, number or distribution
of hunters or other users, access , transport, viewing, and
aesthetic enjoyment.
habitat: alteration or protection.
4)

A short sunmary of available information on the species and Its use
In the area to provide perspective for evaluation of the proposed
inanagement framework.

5)

Statements of protlems that may be encountered In managing for
proposed goals. n general, problems deal with:
maintaining wildlife population levels:
loss of habitat.

loss of animals or

use of wildlife: exclusion of hunting, excessive access,
noncompliance with regulations, state and federal legislation,
and limitations on Department authority.
conflicts caused by wildlife: agricultural depredations, and
safety of life and property.
6)

A SU11111i1ry of the im~actj of the proposed management in terms of its
effects on the spec es n question, on characteristics of Its use
by man, on other species, and on other uses of tile area.

HAHAGEHENT GOALS
We have selected six management goals for these wildlife plan proposals.
The goals are categories of use Into which the various appropriate fonns
of hUllliln interactions with wildlife can be grouped. The goals provide
direction for management wlth flexlbll lty In mind . In mst lndlvldwl
plans, lllllltlple goals are assigned: a single primary goal and one or
llDre secondary goals. Each goal esphasiies one general type of use
opportunity. This does not necessarily mean that other uses wtll be
excluded. Rather, It recognlies that if uses conflict, uses appropriate
to the stated goals will receive preference. Furthennore, uses tndicated
by stated goals will be actively managed for. The overall content of
each plan will further define goals for that specific area.
All proposed management goals are based on Alaska's constitutional mandate
that Its wtldltfe shall be reserved to the ~pie for cOOPOn use and
shall be utlllied and maintained on the sus~ned field y:;tnc~le for
the maximum benefit of the people. Use on a susta ned y eld sis for
the maximum benefit of the people will take on different dimensions
depending on Individual situations. As an example, In rural Alaska the
benefit of the people may, in large part, be concerned with the harvest
of nieat for domestic use, and yield would refer to pounds of meat or
nl.mlbi!r of animals harvested. In another situation the greatest benefit
to the people may accrue fl'Olll only observi09 wildlife. Yield tn this
instance refers to the i111POrtant but often intangible enjo~nt derived
from viewing or otherwise being aware of the presence of wildlife.
The choice of goals and their various combinations are Intended to
acconmodate the variety of situations which exist in Alaska. The six
wildlife management goals are :
1.

TO PROVIDE AH OPPORTUNITY TO VIEW, PHOTOGRAPH AHll ENJOY WllOLIFE.

2.

TO PROVIDE FOR AN OPTIMUM HARVEST.

3.

TO PROVIDE THE GREATEST OPPORTUNITY TO PARTICIPATE IN HUNTING .

4.

TO PROVIDE AN OPPORTUNITY TO HUNT UNDER AESTHETICALLY PLEASING
CONDITIONS .

5.

TD PROVIDE AN OPPORTUNITY TO TAKE LARGE ANIMALS.

6.

TO PROVIDE AN OPPORTUNITY FOR SCIENTIFIC ANO EDUCATIONAL STUDY.

A thorough understanding of the goals 1s essential to understand and
evaluate the plans. We urge you to study the following explanations of
each goal.
1.

TO PROVIDE AN OPPORTUNITY TO VIEW, PHOTOGRAPH AND ENJOY WILDLIFE.

Thi s gual

rscorJni~es

the !1l'Cat 11alueo of being able to see Llildtife in a

ccmtczt not neceesaPily related to actual roking, and
in t erms of aesthetic values.

emphasi~oo

yield

There aPe important areas uhere tho

combinat ion of ui.ldlifo abundance, uni.qua opportunity and human access
resu lt in t hia use accruing t he ma:cimum benefit t o paople.
on vi ei.ri.ng and photographing and may c:::alud11 aZZ o tl1er use11.
ot her• uaoa iualuding hunti"!l r.ray be al lor.Jcd if c:()rr.f'1ti ble.

s

Emphasis is
HatJever,

So-called "nonconsuinptlve• use of wildlife ts popular in the state
today. Viewing and photographing occur most frequently alOllg the state's
road and trail systems, areas which often receive heavy hunting use and
which are most susceptible to human development. In some areas where
unusual abundance, visibility, or accessibility of wildlife enable ready
observation by the public without detrimental effects to wildlife,
management for these purposes should be provided. Prompt Identification,
establishment and management of such areas Is necessary to avoid losses
to encroaching development and competing uses. Many of these areas have
been previously identified.
Hanage111ent which provides an opportunity to view, phot09raph, and enjoy
a species is concerned with 111a lntalnlng a sustained, observable population
of that species. Hul!liln uses of wildlife or of the area supporting
wlldl He which s lgnlflcantly detract from the opportunity to observe the
primary species may be regulated or restricted. Hunting for the primary
species Is generally excluded during the period when most observation
takes place. Limitations on the number, distribution, or activities of
viewers and photographers may be necessary where unlimited use would
detract from the opportunity to observe wildlife or cause undue disturbance .
Hunting may be allowed when year-round or area-wide observation does not
occur. In some situations concurrent consumptive and "nonconsumptlve"
uses may be compatible.
Viewing and photographing are often compatible with other uses; this Is
reflected In the numerous plans where viewing and photography occur in
coll1binatlon with other~oals. When applied as a secondary goal the
emphasis on viewing and photographing is subdued, and uses addressed by
primary goals may at times 1imit opportunities for observation. In some
cases, however, management for other primary goals may enhance opportunities
for observation of wildlife.

2.

TO PROVIDE FOR AN OPTIMUM HARVEST.

'Ihia aoat "mpliaoi:c:: yiu td of animal" [01• I = uoc .

Within thia goat

arc ac:<.'Or.r.>Odatcd the flCcdo fo1• d=c:atic: utili::<Jti cm, eopcc:iall y by 1•.;rat
rcaidento, br.t alno by rccrcationat hunte1'" primarily intc1•cuted in
meat; cormre1•dat harvcata; and aituationu ir.uollling rrraintc11ancu of
IJiWtifc poputationn at apecifi·?d lct•ula.

Acutlwtic quu.Uty of c;r:pct•icnc:c

and prodiwtion of ti•opl1y aninulc rrray ba <.-ompromncd.

Direct domestic utilization of wildlife is Important to many rural
residents and ts a valuable supplement to the larders of urban citizens.
Em;>hasis of management will be to achieve an optlllWll harvest. This goal
Is also desirable In situations where excessive wildlife numbers develop
and the welfare of wildlife populations or the safety of human life or
property will require maintaining some lower optlll1Ull1 number of the
species in question. Finally, management to provide for an optimum
harvest Is used where direct carmerclal utilization Is warranted.
Optimum harvest can be defined as the amount or level of yield that Is
most favorJble to some specified end result, whether It Is productivity
or density of a wildlife population, within the constraints of sustaining
that population for future use. Such a harvest will differ from area to
area, frDl!I species to species, and over tl~e.
Management of populations under this goal will be Intensive, Involving
manipulation of the numbers and/or sex and age structure of the population.
Controls an inethods and ineans of taking gaine, adjustments to lengths of
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hunting seasons and bag ll~fts and restrictions on the nlllllber of hunters
are ways by which use will be regulated. In cases where production of
food Is Important to local residents, the species may be managed to
maximize sustained productivity, and use may be regulated to favor those
people with the greatest dependency on the resource.
Management under this goal has wide latitude depending on the conditions
and requireaents of any particular area where ft is employed . The goal
Is often cQMPatible with the goal of providing the greatest opportunity
to participate in hunting and with other goals by regulating the time
and place of use. This goal 111ay adversely affect aesthetic hunting
considerations and the production of trophy class anf111als. "Nonconsumptive"
uses may be available on an opportunistic basis.
This goal differs fra11 the other five goals because It does not directly
consider opgertunlty for use, but rather use Itself. Perhaps the greatest
similarity etween this goal and other goa~ is with that of providing
the greatest opportunity to participate In hunting. Under both goals
the upper limit to consumptive use is the maxllllUlll harvest that a population
can sustain. But whereas "greatest opportunity to participate In hunting"
Is dependent on the optimum harvest, attaining an "optimum harvest" Is
not dependent on providing the greatest opportunity to participate In
lluii"ting. Yield of the latter is partfcll)!tion . In the former, yield Is
In number of anilllills (bi01111ss) that can
taken.
3.

TO PROVIDE THE GREATEST OPPORTUNITY TO PARTICIPATE IN HUNTING.

This goal recognfacs the

l'OC1'CO.tio~Z

value of hunting ar.d cmphasi::::cs

the freedom of opportunity for all ...-iti.::ena to participate .

In t hi a

case, the opportunity to part i c ipate is docmed mo:•c impor tant t han
auccosa or etmidarda of quality of e:periencc.

As Alaska moves away from the open frontier lifestyle, recreational
hunting Is an increasingly Important use of wildlife In the state. Yet
even as the demand for recreational hunting Is growing, the area available
for such use is decreasing. Extensive private land ownership and
additional extensive parks, refuges and other lands designated for
limited use will strongly affect recreational hunting opportunities in
the state.
Providing the greatest opportunity to participate in hunting will not
mean maximizing apportunlty to kill. Management will consider varticipation
more desirable than success. Opportunity must sometimes be llm ted to
maintain harvests witfiTii'"'ilie numbers that a wildlife population can
sustain. Restricting harvest will usually involve altering methods and
111eans of taking game, bag li•its, and lengths and timing of seasons
before ll~lting nulllber of hunters. When partic i pation must be limited,
thae allowed for a hunt will be limited before limiting number of hunters.
Management to provide the greatest opportunity to participate In hunting
often will be similar to providing for an optimum harvest, berause where
de111and to hunt is sufficient, full beneficial use of the resource will
be allowed . Consequently these two goals are rec011Dended In combination
in lllilny areas. Used as the only goal In an area, greatest opportunity
to participate in hunting iaay compr0111lse aesthetic considerations or
reduce opportunity to take large (trophy) animals; "nonconsumptive uses
would be available on an opportunistic basis.

4.

TO PROVIDE AN OPPORTUNITY TO HUNT UNDER AESTHETICALLY PLEASING COHlllTIOlfS.

7hia goal emphasi:ca quality of hunting

c;rpe1~ence .

To achieve it uill

often require limiti"'} t he riumber of people uho may participate, au t.1ell
'"' tha means used to take game.

Criter ia f o1• such ai-caa include ,..atural

Gr uildar.tesa cl:aracta1• of the Zand, lotJ hunter densities, and emphasis
on hunting uithout the aid of mecluzni acd vshiclca.

Quality of experience ls becoiaing increasingly important to a greater
nUllber of hunters, especially for those who value the aesthetics of the
hunting experience as much or 1110re than hunting success. For them the
proliferation of off-road vehicles, riverboats, airplanes and the
•hunter behind every bush" situation ls distasteful. Under this goal,
aesthetically pleasing conditions refers to a hunting experience which
usually includes low hunter densities, controlled methods of transport,
undisturbed wilderness character, and regulation of other conflicting
uses, separately or In combination. Human activities which adversely
affect the aesthetic quality of the hunting experience will be dlscourastd,
limited, or prohibited. Opportunity as used here does not guarantee
unlimited participation, and would normally Imply lliiirt~n participation.
Controls on hunter transport milY reduce hunting success. This goal will
not usually require large or dense populations of wildlife, nor will
animals necessarily be of large (trophy) size. Harvests need not attain
the highest levels that can be suP1>0rted by the population.
The value of aesthetics ls often considered when other goals are primary,
and this goal is often used in combination with other goals to reflect
the considerations of quality not explicitly stated in other goal 1. To
the extent that other uses conflict with aesthetic values, timing and
zoning of the area of use can be employed to obtain greater utilization
of a wildlife population.

5.

TO PROVIDE AN OPPORTUNITY TO TAKE LARGE ANIMALS.

Thia goal

cr.tphaai~ca

the opportunity for hunters to take large animals.

To accomplisli tliis goal uitl uuually mean that participat:iOP1 of huntera
ui l l be l imited aPUi t he apaciea popu lation !Ji t hin the area may be manipulated

to produ"<! the mazimum number of large anima l s.

Many recreational hunters are especially interested in taking a large
anilll41. With development and Increasing human pressures on wildlife
resources, the opportunities for hunters to be selective for large
anh!lills are becDlnlng fewer. Hanageaent under this goal may ensure that
in SOflle areas and for some species such opportunity will be retained .
Areas recOllllll!nded for managl!ml!nt under this goal must have a reasonable
n11111ber of large, old or trophy animals available or the potential to
produce ~uch animals. Opportunity as used here would not guarantee
unlimited part icipation, but would provide a reasonable<:liance of
.
success to those who do participate. Management will often be Intensive,
Involving manipulation of the sex and age composition to produce large
animals. and possible controls on number and distribution of hunters.
This goal and that of hunting under aesthetically pleasing conditions
will often be compatible, and hunting both for large animals and under
aesthetic conditions will be enjoyed simultaneously. Managetaent for
other goals is possible when the production of large animals ls not
affected. However, intensive management to produce large anilllillS may

s

require taking other population segments by other users. For example,
to produce large bull moose it may be necessary to harvest substantial
numbers of female moose. This goal does not preclude "nonconsumptive"
uses, and in fact may enhance "nonconsumptive" use experiences by
providing improved opportunities to view large animals.
6.

TO PROVIDE AN OPPORTUNITY FOR SCIENTIFIC AND EDUCATIONAL STUDY.

Thia 9oal

recogni~ea

the dcoirabitity and need to provide for sdcntiffo

and educati=l use of t.ti.ldtifc to achieve a ocicntific baaio for
evaluating management optiona.

Such mal'.agemcnt nuy rcq1<ire aatting

aside areas aolaly for thia purpoaa, but in ,,.,at caaaa, thio uac is

compatiblo

~ith

other typeo of uaa.

The Alaskan wilderness, including its wildlife, is a unique natural
laboratory for the scientific study of ecosystems and wildlife biology,
and for the educational enrichment of the people. Scientific study and
education have continually taken place in many areas of Alaska, reflecting
the wide compatibility of such use with other uses of wildlife. Occasionally
however, undisturbed or closely controlled conditions are necessary for
study requirements and justify the designation of areas managed primarily
for the scientific and educational study of wildlife. Study requirements
would specify the extent to which other uses, both consumptive and
nonconsumptive, would be allowed. In some cases, intensive population
or habitat manipulation could be necessary to achieve study objectives.
Participation could be limited.
This goal appears most often in combination with the goal of providing
an opportunity to view, photograph and enjoy wildlife because they often
have much in cormon. Educational studies are often enhanced by relatively
undisturbed wildlife populations in areas established for viewing and
photography. Providing for scientific and educational study is proposed
as a primary goal in very few areas. Such limited direct application of
this goal emphasizes the fact that opportunities for scientific and
educational study exist throughout the state and special designation is
unnecessary unless intensive population or environmental controls are
required.
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HANAGEMENT BACKGROUND
To properly evaluate the individual species plans presented in this
volume, it is necessary to have some appreciation for the Alaska setting
in which these plans are developed. There are, of course, biological or
ecological characteristics of wildlife which affect Its !!lilnaqement.
There are also a nuet1ber of human institutions that affect management:
constitutional and statutory author1ty, requirements, and constraints;
pol 1cy; user requirements; and the demands of the "new Alaska," It Is
hoped that the following discussion touching on these considerations
helps to place the plans in a more relevant perspective for public
underst.<111ding.
THE LEGAL BASIS FOR WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT IN ALASKA

Wildlife management in Alaska was formally established in 1925 when
Congress created the Alaska Game Co11111ission •to protect game anim!ls,
land furbearing animals, and birds in Alaska, and for other purposes.•
Prior to 1925 protection of wildlife had been undertaken by the Departments
of Treasury, Corrmerce, and Agriculture, and by the territorial governor.
The five-member Alaska Game Cocrrnlssion, appointed by the governor,
represented each of four Judicial Divisions of the state and the U. S.
Bureau of Biological Survey, later to bec11111e the u. S. fish and Wildlife
Service. This COlmllssion set hunting seasons and bag limits subject to
approval by the Secretary of Interior. Emphasis of management was on
establishment of wildlife refuges and on enforcement and predator control
activities until the lgSO's when research of game populatiOlls was increased.
With the attainment of statehood in 1959 a formal fra~rk for State
management of Alaska's wildlife resources was established. In addressing
natural resources, Article VIII of the Constitution of the State of
Alaska states:
Section 1. Statement of Polley. It is the polfcy of the State to
encourage the settlement of its land and the development of its
resources by making thein available for maximum use consistent with
the public Interest.
Section Z. General Authority. The legislature shall provide for
the utilization, development, and conservation of all natural
resources belonging to the State, Including land and waters, for
the maxill'IUlll benefit of its people.
Section 3. Co111111n Use. Wherever occurring In their natural
state, fish, wildlife, and waters are reserved to the people for
cOll'lllOn use.
Section 4. Sustained Yield. fish, forests, wildlife, grasslands,
and all other replenishable resources belonging to the State shall
be utilized, developed, and maintained on the sustained yield
principle, subject to preferences among beneficial uses.
In accordance with these mandates, the Alaska legislature established by
statute a Department of Fish and Game, provided for a Co11111issioner as
the principal executive officer of the OeparllM!nt, and created a Board
of Fish and Game. The Division of Game was one of several divisions
created to carry out the responsibilities of the Department.
Since statehood the role of the Legislature and the functions, structure,
and interrelationships of the Board of Fish and Gaime, its advisory
cOllJllittees, and the Department have undergone changes In response to
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public concerns over increased use of wildlife, increased conflicts
between users, growing public Involvement in government and Increased
public environmental concern.
Legislature
The legislature, by virtue of Its broad constitutional authority, has
been a dOA1inant force In establishing the character and direction of
Alaska's manageaient of wildlife. At statehood the Legislature enacted
the Fish and Game Code of Alaska (Title 16) which establ Ished the COIM!issioner
and Departinent of Fish and Game and a Board of Fish and Game, and defined
the poioers, duties and functions of each. In addition, this act, or
amendments and additions to it, provided for: the authority to enforce
laws and regulations1 licensing of hunting and trapping, including
specification of licenses and tags required and their fees; protection
of fish and game from human activities; establishment of state game
refuges and sanctuaries, and designation of critical habitat areas;
suppression of and bounties for predatory animals; CD111111!rclal use of
fish and game; and the specification of unlawful acts, violations, and
penalties therefor. Among the powers specifically reserved to the
Legislature were those of regulatory and administrative legislative
review, approval of areas set apart as fish and game reserves, refuges,
and sanctuaries by the Board, the authority to change the amount of fees
or licenses, and budgetary controls. This legislation, in essence,
formed the basic framework for the entire scope of activities carried on
by the Department and the Board.
Since statehood, th~ legislature has variously added to, amended or
re;>ealed portions of the original State fish and gal~ statutes, reflecting
Increased complexities of resource raanagement, and Increased demands on
the legislature by the people. In general, revisions of the statutes
have served to clarify or expand legislative intent and to increase
provisions for aianageaient. protection, regulation and use of wlldlffe.
Although many of the revisions have affected the scope of activities of
the Connlssloner, the Department, and the Board, lllOSt have had little
substantive effect on the interrelationships between these princlpels.
Some recent state legislation however, has affected the traditional
structure of Commissioner and Board authorities. The general effect of
these recent legislative actions has been a diminution of Commissioner
and Board authorities In favor of Increased parochial advisory ccrrmittee
roles and Increased publ le participation. Included in such acts are
those relating to:
Boards of Fisheries and Game. This 1975 act restructured the

12 member Board of Fish and Game into two, 7-member boards,

one for fisheries and one for game; repealed the status of the
Commissioner of Fish and Game as an ex-officio member of the
Board; redefined the regulatory powers of the Boards; amended
the provision establishing advisory committees to concurrently
expand advisory connittee authority to close seasons and limit
the Co11111lssloner's authority to overrule closures established
by advisory comlttees.
Taking of antlerless moose. This 1975 act expanded the authority
of advisory tOGAittees aild the Deparuient while limiting the
regulatory authority of the Board ~f Game by prohibiting the
taking of antlerless lllOOSe except under regulations adopted by
the Board after requisite reconnendatlons for open seasons are
1Mde by thelleiiarbaent and by a majority of active local
advisory coanlttees for"tlie gallll! iaanagement unit or units
affe~ted.

Although it is important to recognize that the legislature has delegated
broad regulatory authority to the Board of Game, it is also important to
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understand that the legislature has the authority to affect that delegation
dt any time. for exaniple, seasons and bag 1l111lts, nol"lllally set by the
Board , could legally be established by the Legislature. However, the
legislature has generally restricted Its activities to 110re general and
enabling legislation.
Governor
The Governor, as chief executive of the State, Is responsible for the
conduct of the Department of fish and Game In serving the people of
Alaska. All actions of the Departlllent are subject to review and concurrence
by the Governor. In addition, the Governor may Invoke independent
executive actions. Under his strong constitutional authority, the
Governor has brought about inajor reorganization of the Departlnent in the
past. In 1962 lllOSt of the functions and powers of the Department
relative to the collection, accountability, and custody of fish and game
revenues was transferred to the Department of Revenue by executive
order, Similarly, the Division of Protection, with primary responsibility
for enforcement of all fish and game laws and regulations for the Depart111ent,
was transferred to the Department of Public Safety In 1972.
Conaissloner of the Departinent of Fish and Game
The Comnlssloner Is the principal executive officer of the Oeparblent of
rtsh and Gallll!. He is appointed by the Governor for a tel"ll of 5 years,
subject to confirmation by the legislature, and serves at the pleasure
of the Governor. The C011111lssloner functions to "manage, protect, maintain,
Improve, and extend the fish, game and aquatic plant resources of the
state In the interest of the economy and general well-being of the
state" (AS 16.05,020). To that end, he supervises and controls the
Department, Including appointments of personnel and assistants necessary
for the general administration of the Department and he may delegate his
authority to subordinate officers.
Alaong the powers and duties of the Coanfssfoner are adlllinf strative,
budgeting and fiscal powers; the collection, classification and dissemination
of statistics, data and lnfonaation; the e111ergency opening or closure of
seasons or areas; and the capture, propagation, transport, purchase,
sale, or exchange of fish or game or eggs for scientific or stocking
purposes.
In addition to that authority specifically provided to the Col!'llllssioner
by statute, the Board may delegate to the Conlnissloner authority to make
regulations. However, such delegation in the past has been limited and
specific in nature.
Division of Gaae
The Division of Game was established in lgSg under provisions of the act
creating the DepartJaent of Fish and Gaine. As one of several divisions
of the Department, the Division of Game functions in 111eeting the legislative
charge to the Co111mlssloner to "manage, protect, maintain, Improve and
extend the ••••• game ••••• resources of the state •..••• " as well as in
providing such assistance to the Board of Game as It requires In the
performance of Its functions. In each of these areas, the Division
attempts to maintain a public posture by disseminating information and
encouraging public involvement in the management of Alaska's wildlife .
The Division of Game conducts 1114ny activities to meet its responsibilities
Including:
AssesS111ent of game population status Involving biological
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research, surveys and Inventories of game populatlor.s, and
c<1111pilatlon and analysis of harvest statistics.

•

Identification and protection of important wildlife habitats •
The Division provides information and recOllllll!ndatlons to
federal, state and lccal agencies which plan for, manage,
regulate, or otherwise affect lands In Alaska or their use, to
minimize detrimental impacts of land and water uses upon
wildlife habitat in Alaska.

•

Preparation of reports on the status, maNgement and use of
Alaska's wildlife resources, for public Information, scientific
publication and use, and to provide the Board of Game with
1nfol"lililt1on 1t requires to pr0111Ulgate regulations.

•

Rec011111endln9 appropriate regulations for consideration by the
Board of Game.

*

Enforcement of re~ulatlons. Although primary responsibility
for enforcement o fish and game regulations falls to the
Division of Wildlife Protection in the Department of Public
Safety, Ga.e Biologists are authorized as enforcement officers
and maintain an active profile in the enforcl!!lll!nt of regulations.

•

Providing the ~bllc with information, assistance and other
services. The lvislon disseminates reports of Division
activities to the public, contributes to Departmental Information
and education activities including television and radio programs,
a Fish and Game magazine and newspaper articles, distributes
regulation pamphlets to the public, and provides personal
assistance and explanation on an Individual inquiry basis.

At present, the Division of Game is staffed with approximately 110 fulltime positions. About 75 positions are filled by professional biologists,
all of whOll possess at least a Bachelor's degree in wildlife iaanageinent
or other biological sciences. Many possess Master's degrees or higher.
The recainder cOllprise the support staff of clerical, technical, and
statistical positions. In addf tfon to the Division headquarters in
Juneau, regional offices are 111aintained in Fairbanks, Anchorage and
Juneau. A total of 21 area field offices are maintained in major
comnunities throughout the state.
Activities of the Division of Game are largely funded by a federal-state
matching funds arrangement, made possible through a "Fish and Game Fund"
and the Federal Aid in Wildlife Restoration Act of 1937.
Under the Federal Aid in Wildlife Restoration Act and its amendlients,
funds frocn an excise tax on sporting ar11s and anmunition, including
pistols, revolvers, bows and arrows, and parts and accessories are 111ade
available to the various states on a 111tching basts for use in wildlife
restoration work, including land acquisition, research, developllll!nt and
1n.tnagement projects, and for use in hunter safety progra~s. Monies are
1n.tde available on a maximum share basis of 3 federal to 1 state dOllar
bisis. Provisions in the act require the various participating states
to maintain funds obligated to fish and wildlife restoration work as
defined by the act,
The Alaska Legislature established the Fish and Game Fund at the same
time the Department was established. Host of the lllney comprising the
Fish and Ga111e Fund derives frOAI the sale of state sport fishing and
hunting 1 icenses ~nd special penaits, although funds fl'Olll other sources
are possible. Funds gained from license sales or penait fees cannot be
used for other than the protection, propagation, investigation and
restoration of sport fish and ga.e resources and the expenses of ad~inistering
the Sport Fish and Glime Divisions of the Department.

Board~

lhe Board of Game, as presently constituted, was established In 1975.
Originally established in 1959 as an eight-member Board of Fish and
Game, the Board was subsequently enlarged by statute to 10 and then 12
members before being divided into two Boards, one for fisheries and one
for game. The Board of Game now has seven members, appointed by the
Governor and subject to confirmation by the legislature. The staggered
ter~ of office for members is four years.
Members serve at the pleasure
of the Governor.
The primary functions of the Board of Game in conserving and developing
the 9ame resources of the state are the promulgation of regulations
affecting use of wildlife and the establislwnent and conduct of advisory
cOtTmittees.
The Board of Game is empowered to make regulations for:
(1 ) setting apart game reserve areas, refuges and sanctuaries in
the waters or on the lands of the state over which it has
jurisdiction, subject to the approval of the legislature;
(2) establishment of open and closed seasons and areas for the
taking of game;
(3) establislwnent of the means and methods employed in the pursuit,
capture and transport of game;
( 4)

setting quot.is and bag li111its on the t.ski119 of game;

(5) classifying game as game birds, song birds, big game animals,
furbearing animals, predators or other categories;
(6)

investigating and determining the extent and effect of predation
and competition among game in the state, exercising control
measures considered necessary to the resources of the state
and designating game management units or parts of game management
units in which bounties for predatory animals shall be paid;

(7) engaging In biological research, watershed and habitat iriprovement,
and game manage111ent, protection, propagation and stocking;
(8) entering into cooperative agreements with educational institutions
and state, federal, or other agencies to promote game research,
111o1na9ement, education, and Information and to train men for
ga111e management;
(9)

prohibiting the live capture, possession, transport, or release
of native or exotic game or their eggs; and

(10) establishing the ti111es and dates during which the issuance of
game licenses, permits and registrations and the transfer of
pen11its and registrations between registration areas and ga111e
management units or subunits is allowed. (AS 16.05.255)
In addition, the Board of Game may adopt regulations upon the recOG111endation
of the Department. by the majority vote of affected local advisory
c011111ittees, or by written petition by interested residents of an area as
regards the establishment of subsistence hunting areas, the control of
transportation methods and means within subsistence hunting areas, and
the establishment of open and closed seasons and areas to protect subsistence
hunting. (AS 16.05.257)
Promulgation of regulations by the Board lll.ISt be in accordance with
Alash's Administrative Procedure Act (AS 44.62) which requires among
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other things that:
1.

Meetings of the Board be open to the public and th<lt reasonable
public notice be given for such meetings.

2.

A procedure

3.

be

used for adopting regulations which includes:

a.

prior public notification of proposed actions,

b.

opportunity for any Interested person to present statements,
arguments, or contentions In reference to a proposed
action, and,

c.

opportunity for an interested person to petition the
Board for the adoption, amendment, or repeal of a regulation.

Regulations be codified and published.

The Boards of Fisheries and Game are empowered to establish advisory
conmittees In various parts of the state for the purpose of providing
the Boards with reclllllllendatlons on fish and game in their areas of
jurisdiction. The Boards set the number and terms of the members of
advisory c0tm1ittees, delegate one member of each c0tm1ittee as chainnan
and give him authority to hold public hearings on fish or ga11e 111atters.
Advisory cOlll!littees have the authority to declare emergency closures
during established seasons under procedures established by the Board,
Furthermore, advisory c0tm1ittees must reconmend openings of antlerless
moose seasons In their respective areas, in conjunction with Oepart111ent
reconnendations for open seasons, before the Board of Gaine may adopt
regulations for the taking of antlerless moose.
The Board of Ga11e 111eets at least once each year, but may meet lllOre often
as ft considers necessary. Special Board iaeetings may be called at any
tfme by the Co11111issioner or at the request of two Board members.
~

Alaska's people are the ultillllte 1111nagers of their wildlife resources.
Through the electoral process and other 11echanfsms of government responsiveness,
the public can and does effect the management of wildlife in Alaska,
Wildlife management in Alaska Is an exceptionally public process. Aside
fr0111 the economic Interest in resource utilization, few other resources
elicit public attention to the extent that fish and wildlife do because
an intimate association with wildlife has been an Important part of the
Alaskan lifestyle. There is a traditional sense of personal ownership
of wildlife that doesn't exist to the same degree with other natural
resources. Other contributing factors are the Increasing i~portance of
outdoor recreational activities and the widespread public association
with "ecological awareness."
Alaska's constitution reserves the state's wildlife to the people for
cocnon use consistent with the public interest. In order to assUtlle an
active and productive role fn the management and use of wildlife, the
public must be cognizant of the responsfbflftfes demanded by such a
role. The public has a responsibility to be infor.ed about the status
of wildlife resources and the options for thefr use. The public should
also be informed about the governmental management framework - which
agencies are involved, what their responsibflitfes are, how their
functions and authority are Interrelated, and what legal, budgetary, and
administrative constraints limit their actions. Citizens should be
aware of the opportunities to express their concerns as provided by
statute, directive and policy: the legislative stage, the public forum
provided by the Board of Game, public hearings and meetings, petitions,
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and personal contact. Thi! public should participate in the regulatory
process and should actively support current regulations. Finally, all
wildlife users should bear their share of costs of conservation. Although
many people who do not hunt or fish derive substantial benefits fnMn
fish and wildlife, In Alaska almost all costs of wildlife management by
the Department of Fish and Game are borne not bf the general public, but
by those Individuals who purchase hunting and ~shlng licenses, guns and
a11111unition, and fishing tackle.
BIOLOGICAL CONSIDERATIONS
Wildlife Habitat
The dependency of wildlife on its habitat is of fundamental i~rtance,
yet many people are unaware of the relationships involved. H~tat ls
a combination of many Interrelated factors which provide living space
for a species. Food and cover are general terms for basic necessities
that are often cocplicated and variable according to season und circumstance.
Suitable and often different areas are needed for breeding, nesting,
rearing young, resting, escaping and feeding. Not only lll.ISt all these
essential components be present In a habitat to make It "habitable" for
a species, but they must be accessible to the animals. Some migratory
birds satisfy their habitat needs by depending on habitat components
over the breadth of two continents while some small mannals live their
entire lives in the space of a backyard. But the "backyard" must have
the necessary variety of areas to be good habitat. For many species,
the 1110re "edge effect" created by interspersion of vegetative types, the
better the habitat. The suitability of a habitat is the first concern
In any effort to establish, ma1ntaln, or enhance populations of a species.
There is a limit to thi! number of animals supported by a unit of habitat,
and this limit varies from season to season and from year to year as the
adequacy of the essential habitat factors vary. Wilen expressed as an
average density of animals that can be supported this li~it Is called
the carrying casaclty. When carrying capacity Is exceeded by a population,
habitat can be a111aged, and the result is often a reduction In the
carrying capacity followed by a decline In the wildlife population.
A species usually relies on more than one specific habitat area or
factor for the essentials of life. The area or factor in shortest
supply determines the maximum number of animals that a habitat can
support. This is known as a limiting factor. If food is the limiting
factor, and the supply Is increased, the carrying capacity for that
species will increase until it becomes limited by the shortage of another
factor, such as a place to escape from predators. Specific habitat
areas of great Importance to a wildlife population are called critical
areas or critical habitat. Such areas are critical because they-a;:e-1imlting, and their loss or reduction would result in elimination or
reduction of the population.
Habitat changes are continuously occurring naturally . Vegetation associations
succeed one another as each successlonal stage, through its occupancy,
inakes conditions ll'lllre favorable for its successor until a climax
vegetation stage is established. Climax communities remain in tenuous
balance with the long-ter111 forces of climate and geological change.
There are reversals in the process as well, and these nonnally are
sudden and drastic in comparison to the subtle progress of succession.
Fire Is perhaps the most spectacular, but there are inany others, such as
deposition of inaterlal by rivers and glaciers, effects of wlndstonas,
insect infestations, and man-made clearings. Wildlife populations
change In response to changes in habitat, as ft becomes more or less
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favorable for the species.
Hant ulation of habitat lncludin rotectlon when necessar ts
t ere ore a pr me too n manag nq for desired popu at ons of w ldllfe.
With the proper techniques the successlonal stages l!IDSt favorable to a
species can be maintained on a long-tenn basis, variety of desired
vegetation can be improved beyond natural occurrence, and special habitat
necessities can so.etimes be artificially provided. Response of wildlife
to habitat Improvements can be dramatic,
Some qualifications on the benefits of habitat Improvement should be
noted. Habitat Improvement programs are directed at increasing or
maintaining numbers of desired wildlife populations. Since a habitat
favorable for some species 11ay be less favorable for others, 11anlpulation
of habitat will inean reductions of so.ae species populations as well as
gains to others. Also, manipulation of habitat does not always result
In Increases of wildlife because the effectiveness of habitat Improvements
may be 1imlted by the Influence of uncontrolled factors such as climate
and soil quality. There also are a number of species which are dependent
upon climax vegetation associations. Because their populations cannot
be benefitted through short-term vegetation changes management must be
directed to other factors which are alterable.
Population dyna•lcs
Maintenance of populations at carrying capacity, however useful as a
management concept, Is rarely achieved under natural, unmanaged conditions.
How many individuals of a species there actually are in an area at any
time is a result of the Interplay of the population with the allowance
of its livi119 area. Wfldl ffe is often "out of phase" with 1ts habitat
ln a never-ending see-saw of adjustments to the excesses and shortages
of Its envlron.ent. The processes of adjustlllent by which a population's
size Is balanced with its habitat are termed population dynamjcs .
Essentially, these are the opposing forces of reproduction an mortality.
Reproduction is the main way new individuals are recruited into a population
(11igratlon iaay add animals, too). The Increase of a population, excluding
the effects of movement or 111>rtallty, 1s l111lted by the reproductive
y::tential of that spec1es. The nUlllber of young each fe111ale can produce
n a year, the 11inl- and maximum ages at which breeding may occur, the
sex ratio of breeding adults, and longevity of Individuals, all together
determine the maximum rate of Increase that a population may exhibit.
Wildlife populations, however, rarely Increase at their maximum rate.
Mortality Is the main reason, of course, but other factors may depress
reproductive success. For example, not all females capable of breeding
find inales; or younger an1Nls capable of breeding 111ay be Inhibited 1n
atteMptlng to breed because of d0111lnance exerted by older Individuals;
and 111any species give birth to fewer young In times of adversity. Such
depressants on reproduction are co111110nll self-regulatl::J mechanisms,
through whlch anlmals respond to condlt ons of overcro Ing, food
shortages, or poor nutrition.
Mortality operates against population growth by removing animals.
Starvation, predation, hunting, inclement weather, diseases and parasites,
accidents, and strife between ani.als all contribute to losses of wildlife.
The relative i1111>ortance of any one factor Is generally dependent on two
things: the effects of other 1110rtallty factors , and the density of the
population. Animals Injured by accident or strife may have difficulty
obtaining food and may starve. Others, weakened by starvation or debilitated
by disease, may fall easy prey to pr!!ilators. In the absence of predation
and hunting, populations can outgrow their food supply and starvation
will be the major cause of mortality. Some factors, such as predation,
starvation, and disease, Increase In their Importance as the <Nnslty of
the population rises and these are known as density-dependent RW>rtallty
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factors. Success of predators increases as their prey becomes more
abundant. Starvation Is more comnon as competition for food increases.
Transmission of disease Is facilitated by crowding of animals. The
reverse situation Is also true . As a population ts reduced, relatively
fewer losses occur to these factors. Also, greater losses to Dile cause
will result in reduced losses due to other factors. To some extent,
change In one kind of loss Is compensated for by change In another kind
of loss.
These direct and indirect compensatory relationships between reproductive
performance, various mortality factors, and population density make ft
possible to SOllle extent for hucnan use of wildlife to replace other kinds
of mrtalfty.
Losses to wildlife populations are replaced by reproduction. If everything
Is working right and habitat quality Is reasonably good, anl111.tls characteristically
produce 1111>re young than are needed for replacement. This creates a
"surplus" of fndfvfduals, both young and old, that fs trimmed off by the
various mortal tty factors. The surplus !!!t_ be small ff the new Individuals
are accomnodated by excellent habitat. or It !!!t. be large as the population
exceeds the capacity of the habitat. Wildlife manage11ent seeks to take
advantage of compensatory relationships to make some of the surplus
available for human use.
Removal of anflllillS lowers population density. Fewer anl111als are then
lost to density-dependent mortality factors. Lowered density results fn
reduced competition for food, which fn turn Increases survival of
young, for ft Is the young (and the very old) which suffer the greatest
losses to starvation. Wfthfn limits, Increasing the reta0val of adult
animals continues to boost the survival of young. Furthennore, lower
population density makes more food available, more animals breed successfully
as a result of being fn good physical condition, and more young are
produced and raised by each female.
The productivity of a species In terms of Its use by humans fs called
"yield." Normally, yield applies to consumptive use, but ft can also
Include so-called "noncons11111ptlve" use as well. Managl!tlll!nt of wildlife
Is aimed at producing a sustained yield, that Is, utfllzlng a wlldlffe
population at such a level that the capability of the population to
continue to provide such use f s not impaired. Sustained yield is
the central concept fn the management of any renewable resource .
There fs usually a range In Intensity of use that wildlife populations
will sustain, from no use to that which Is the maximum allowable. Human
use Is another force acting on a population, affecting, and In turn
being affected by, the compensatory relationships of the various natural
reproductive and mortality factors. Consequently, a wildlife population
will establish an equilibrium with the forces acting upon ft, as long
as the minimal species requirements are met.

PROBLEMS OF MAHAGE11ENT
Management of wildlife has its share of problems. Although many problems
can be foreseen and avoided by giving careful thought to the future,
dealing with wildlife and with people fs full of surprises and the
wlldl ffe manager must be "ready for anything."
The difficulties faced by wfld animals in their dally lives become part
of the problems faced by wildlife managers. Hany of the crucial problems
faced by wildlife in obtaining enough good food, having a chance to
reproduce, and avoiding an untliaely death are known. Many remain nature's
secrets. A large part of the wildlife 111anager's job consists of learning
to recognize these crucial problems, and trying to either minimize or
make allowance for them.
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Perhaps a larger part of the manager's job Involves regulating man's use
of w1ldl1fe and its habitat. There are two broad problea areas involved.
The most difflcult is attempting to insure that use and developiaent of
resources other than wildlife cause the least difficulties for wildlife
and its habitat. The second broad problem area involves developing a
system of wildlife use that enriches the lives of the public in various
ways wlthout Impairing the welfare of wildlife species, their habitat,
or thelr relations with other species. The latter probleai is the
wlldllfer's "first love, • but rore often than not he's "...arried" to the
fol'llll!r l
Taken together, these two broad problem areas include a whole spectrum
of potential difficulties for wildlife, wildlife managers, and the
public who wishes to enjoy wildlife. Problems range in Importance from
critical to 111ere nuisances, depending on their nature, location, duration,
season and magnitude. The most important problem affecting the wellbeing of wildlife In Alaska and Indeed, in most parts of the world, Is
loss of suitable living space, or habitat. Alaska is fortunate In that
the wildlife habitat that has been lost or significantly damaged Is
small at this tflne, but the trend toward Increasing losses Is clear.
Many other problems exist, and the following review inay give readers a
feeling for the variety and Importance of problems encountered 1n
w1Jd11fe management. For convenience, problems are grouped according to
these c1rcumst4nces: natural factors, land use, use of wildlife, and
management llmltatlons.
Katural Factors
loss of habltat occurs through nature's processes, sometimes suddenly
but more often slowly enough for animals to adjust. Given time, meadows
1111y beclltlll! brushlands, and brushlands becocne forests. For exalf4lle, tll4!
great 1947 Kena1 burn, a huge wildfire on the Kenai Peninsula, allowed
thousands of acres of young willow, aspen and birch to replace mature
forests with prime food, and stimulated a boom in moose numbers. But
after 30 years the prime food plants have grown out of reach or have
been eaten up; the prime moose habitat Is gradually being lost, and the
number of 110ose the area can support has declined. Similar situations
have occurred throughout 11111ch of Southcentral and Interior Alaska, as
lllOdern, efficient fire suppression techniques have reduced the frequency
and extent of burning. On the other hand , natural and man-caused fires
have affected wildlife populations, such as caribou, red squirrels, and
spruce grouse, that are dependent on long-established (climax) vegetation.
There are other examples: ponds or sloughs used by beavers 111ay gradually
fill in with silt and dead plant remains, and either become too shallow
or develop a wide "beach" of sedges and grasses that makes food gathering
a dangerous proposition, and the beavers quit using the ponds.
Sometimes the animals cause their own problem. The Helchfna caribou
herd grew so large that ft decreased its own food supply by eating and
tra111111fng 1110re than the plants could produce. An important part of the
caribou habitat was lost, and wfll not recover for many years. But, to
repeat, these are all examples of relatively long-term changes, and
while great changes may occur in numbers of the species affected, the
change each year may be moderate.
In a few cases, change may be rapid and catastrophic. A much earlier
fire on the Kenai Penlnsula apparently destroyed the caribou habitat
then available. Caribou disappeared from the Kenai, and dfd not return
until transplanted by man 60 to 70 years later. The 1912 eruption of
l<atmaf was a catastrophe that quickly eliminated much wildlife habitat
on the Alaska Peninsula, and the 1964 earthquake caused the ocean floor
to rise several feet in SOIAe areas of southcentral Alaska, dramatically
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affecting all marine life, Including marine lllilcrmals and waterfowl.
Another major, natural limiting factor, or problem, for wildlife is
weather. Alaska's climate is often harsh and there are numerous examples
of the limiting effects of weather on wildlife. Jn the winters of lg11,
1972 and lg74 unusually cold weather caused sea ice in the Bering Sea to
extend hundreds of miles south of its usual limit; sea otters were
trapped, unable to feed and float as they nol'lllillly do, and many died.
Winters of prolonged, unusually deep snow have caused major die-offs of
IDOOSe at Yakutat, and in Southcentral and Interior Alaska. Jn some
cases 50 percent or ll'IOre of the ll'IOOSe niay have died , mainly because it
becallll! too difficult to get around in search of food.
Hard snow crusts fon11ed by unusual winter rain have caused grouse to die
from freezing, because the birds were unable to burrow in the snow at
night to sleep. Similar crusts caused by the bright spring sun have at
times aided wolves in pursuit of moose. Jn some years, frozen or windblown snow crusts may prevent caribou from feeding on parts of their
winter range; crusts or deep snow may affect sheep similarly.
Hid-winter flooding or unusually great depths of overflow ice have
driven beavers fn>n1 their houses, lllUCh to the benefit of passing wolves
or wolverines which find beavers easy prey on land. Severe spring
floods may drown beaver kits, calf moose, and other young-of-the-year.
Of course , the effect of any of these events depends on their severity,
how long they last, and whether or not they strike an especially vulnerable
spot in the species' annual cycle of living .
There may be times when weather is so severe that animals (especially
young ones) die outright from exposure, but usually, as in the examples
above, bad weather makes it so hard for animals bl use some critical
part of their habitat that they die from starvation, with a little extra
•push" frot11 a combination of various lesser factors such as disease or
parasites, predators, and accidents.
Food supply, or nutrition, is a crucial factor not only during hard
winters , but at other tlllll!s as well. Ample food of good quality is
especially iiaportant to pregnant and nursing females, whose food needs
are greatly Increased. A lack of proper food may result in weak offspring
which may be susceptible to disease, or be caught by a predator. Some
young may not even be born, or may be born dead. In fact, if the
female has been undernourished prior to breeding season, she may not
conceive when she mates, or perhaps she will have fewer offspring than
nonnal.
Hoose, deer, and caribou depend on "fattening-up" during the suamer in
preparation for a rugged rutting season and a long winter. Males lose
of their fat during the rut, and are actually In only fair condition
when winter comes. If winter weather ts particularly severe, or winter
food is scarce, males are 1110re likely to die than females. Calves and
very old animals are even more susceptible.

1110St

As more is learned about wildlife nutrition, It becomes evident that
food~ is as important as quantity. Some species of food plants
are more nutritious than others, some parts of plants are more nutritious
than other parts, and in general younger plants are more nutritious than
older plants. A bunch of brush ts not necessarily a bunch of good
wild! ife food:
Predation. If the 11100se, caribou, sheep, grouse or other species have
managed to survive all the other natural hazards of life so far discussed,
there is no time to be s11111g, because there 11111y be a bear, wolf, weasel,
hawk or some other predator looking for its next meat! When prey species
(those normally eaten by another speciesT""ire at low numbers, in poor
condition, or have trouble escaping because of deep snow or lack of
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suitable habitat, predators can eat enough prey to reduce or hold down
numbers of their prey. The effects may be short-tenn, or they may
extend over several decades, depending on the species involved and the
cin::umstances. There usually is little doubt that prey nUllbers will
eventually recover, but in the ineantiAll! few of the prey species may be
available for the remaining predators, scavengers, or for various uses
by people. For example, In recent years, severe winter weather has been
an i11111ortant cause of declining moose nUllbers in Interior Alaska. In
the Tanana Flats, near Fairbanks, hunting and predation contributed to
this decline . Hunting has been almost completely eliminated to encourage
the recovery of the moose population, but so far no recovery Is In
sight. Wolves have been one of the inajor factors preventing nioose
numtiers from rapidly recovering, and In the Tanana Flats, their depredations
may accelerate and deepen the moose decline to very low numbers. The
situation prompted wolf control programs In an effort to allow lllOOSe to
recover lllDre rapidly. Predators are rarely the sole reason for declines
of wildlife populations, but under certain circumstances they can be a
primary cause for depression of prey numbers,
There are additional natural hazards for wildlife. Accidents and
disease sometimes kill wildlife, but often these hazards are either
caused or prOlllOted by •ther hazards. For example, a hard winter or late
break-up may cause 110re accidents, because anlnials are In poor condition
and inore accident-prone.
In sunnary, a variety of natural inortallty factors affect wildlife
populations; these factors usually are Interrelated, and their impact
varies from negligible to considerable, Wildlife managers must know
what these factors, or problems, are, and either devise ways of reducing
them, or tailor 1111nage111ent to allow for effects of these hazards.
~

Land ownershlf was pretty simple before Al aska became a state. There
were a few ml ltary reservations, and a large petroleum reserve. A
handful of large National Parks, HonU111ents and extensive Wildlife Refuges
existed, plus large National Forest holdings In Southeastern Alaska and
smaller ones in Southcentral Alaska. Host of Alaska, though, was public
d11111aln , unc11m111itted to any special uses.
Times changed, the State of Alaska was given the right to select 104
million acres as part of Its dowry from the federal government, and
before long the question of Al aska Native I.and Cl ai111S arose. In 1971
the Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act gave Alaskan Natives the right
to select approximately 40 million acres of land In Alaska, and also
provided for Inclusion of up to 80 111illion acres in National Parks,
Refuges, Forests and Wild and Scenic Rivers. Native selections were
recently completed and are awaiting certification. Various proposals
have been 1111de for how the 80 111fllfon acres, called "d2 " lands, should
be assigned to the goverllllll!nt agencies Involved, and Congress has to
make the final decisions by December 1g79.
However those final decisions turn out, lands In Ala ska will be In a
crazy-quilt pattern of private, s tate, and (several) federal agency
ownerships, The rights, regulations and rules of the various owners
will make resource use of all kinds -.ich 1111re complex, and generally
more restrictive than ever before. For wildlife management to contribute
effectively to the well ~ belng of wildlife species , and to provide for
continued use of wildlife In various ways, some ma j or problems 111ust be
addressed.
Perhaps the 1111st bas ic problem is that even as demands for use of wildlife
Increase, the amount of land available for public use will decline,
si11111ly because the amount of land In private ownership will Increase.
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land granted to native groups will be private land. Like any landowner,
native groups will place their own interests first, and the lands granted
to them are their main resource in becoming economically self-sufficient.
Self-sufficiency may be based on resource development, subsistence use,
or both, but whatever combination develops, public access to wildlife on
those lands will no longer be a right, and opportunities to use wildlife
wil 1 decrease.
Some state-owned lands may go into private control, too, through sale or
lease. This would also decrease opportunity for public access to wildlife.
By statute, one Alaskan has as much right to use wlldllfe as another,
but, also by law, the landowner can regulate trespass on his own land as
he sees flt.
The dilemma of increasing demand for wildlife use is only a little less
complicated on public lands where constraints of private ownership are
not in effect. In substantial portions of the 80 million acres of d2
lands under consideration by Congress, wildlife uses such as hunting,
trapping, observing, or otherwise enjoying wildlife may be severely
restricted or prohibited. Loss or severe restriction of these uses in
large areas of federal domain is In itself a problem for those desiring
to hunt and trap, or use wildlife in other ways, but the problem Is
compounded because the demand for these uses is not likely to go away.
Rather, it will shift to other areas still available for these uses.
Wildlife management programs then must cope wlth this concentrated
demand and the stress it places on resources of a reduced land area.
With the many future owners of Alaska's lands and their diverse Interests,
a great challenge will be to achieve agreement on management that will
benefit wildlife no matter whose land they're standing on. Many species
will regularly cross property boundaries, and it will be very important
that habitat preservation or manipulation and other management measures
undertaken for the benefit of wildlife are a truly cooperative venture
among landowners.
DeveloTrlCnt of Alaska's natural resources has spurred Interest in Alaska
ever s nee the first Russian ship groped its way through the storms and
fog to find• and claim "The Great Land." The history of development in
Alaska Is really more a chronicle of exploitation, crammed with a thousand
shaky schemes to make men rich and sprinkled with a few that succeeded.
Alaska survived, more by its vastness, remoteness, and by chance than by ,
the enlightenment of men. Alaska is still vast but it is no longer
remote, and its future condition as an unique environment for wildlife
and for people depends upon the attitudes and actions of society Ill.Ith
more than in the past.
Resource development, such has logging, mining, oil extraction, dam
construction, and other activities are often viewed as the beginning of
the end for wildlife. This is not always the case, but such resource
uses do present potential problems to wildlife, wildlife habitat, and
wildlife management because they often involve rapid and substantial
habitat changes that persist for long periods of time. To most people,
the change most inrnediately obvious when development occurs is a loss in
aesthetic quality. Development involves change, and with few exceptions
people view such change as an aesthetic loss. Although it is not mentioned
in the following discussion, the degradatlon of aesthetic quality is a
problem co11JTOn to all forms of development.
Logging practices in Southeastern Alaska have been a source of concern
to wildlife (and fisheries) biologists for years, and recently became
national news when a court decision banned clear-cutting. Modern logging
in Southeastern Alaska usually involves clear-cutting of mature forests
because that is the most economical method In areas of even-aged trees
where few or no roads exist, the country is rugged, and forests are a
kind of jungle. Clear-cutting" means cutting all timber on a selected
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piece of ground. The ground cover vegetation is pretty well cleared
also, by heavy equipment used in logging.
Although shrubs of various kinds grow up in clear-cuts, there is some
question of how beneficial they may be to deer, particularly in large
clear-cuts, where deer may be reluctant to go far from the edge of
timber, or deep snow prevents them from doing so. Clear•cuts provide
new deer browse (primarily in snow-free periods) for 15 to 20 years, but
after that little food is available. Effects of clear-cuts on other
species are even less well known. Where logging occurs next to salmon
streams, siltation, stream blockage, and higher water temperatures may
reduce or elininate the strea111's suitability for spawning or for young
salmon and for other aquatic life, and may indirectly affect brown
bears, black bears, and numerous furbearers that feed along these
streams. Bald eagles nest in trees along the beaches, and they apparently
require virgin timber for nesting. Even in very old clear-cuts that now
have trees, eagles apparently do not nest.
Logs are usually stored In floating rafts which are held in sheltered
bays, or estuaries, where freshwater streams mingle with the ocean.
Estuaries are prime •nurseries • for many marine invertebrates and
fishes, and pollution frocn logs and bark that is soaked or worn off can
seriously affect the marine life of estuaries. Log rafts often scrape
around the shallow bottom in response to tide or 'wind, and this too
dainages the habitat so important to young inarine life. Thus, various
birds and inarimals that feed on the marine life of estuaries can be
affected by what seem at first glance to be remote and unrelated events.
Logging In other parts of Alaska has not been extensive since the goldrush days, but it is increasing in response to both domestic and foreign
demand. Not much is known about effects of logging in these areas.
Although logging was intensive in many places in the early days, no one
paid much attention to Its effects on wildlife. It inay be that logging
In Interior and Southcentral Alaska, can, with careful planning, benefit
certain wildlife species without doing great harm to others.
Klning for many years has been synonymous with habitat destruction In
parts of the U.S. where open-pit mines were developed. Alaska has had
little of such nethods, although scores of creek bottoms have been
turned upside down by placer mining and dredging for gold . Now, 10 to
60 years after most gold mining shut down, It's hard to say what the
impact has been or what It will amount to when another 50 years have
passed. Much silt In numerous streams may have taken Its toll on salmon
and grayllng, but impacts on wildlife are not well knowi1. If extensive
gold mining began once more, certainly habitat losses would result, but
the importance of the losses ls hard to predict.
In SOiie cases roads or trails opened to reach mineral claims or mines
have created erosion, thawing of pennafrost and sl11111Pln9, or other
dalllllge to habitat. Although some individual cases 111ay do minlinal
daiaage, the acclllll.llated damage may become significant, particularly if a
great increase in mining should occur.
In the past, roads and trails built by and for miners provided access
for co11J11erce of the day. Some of these routes became roads which today
allow thousands of wildlife users to reach new or different areas. The
results have been both good and bad. Wildlife users were able to
disperse to enjoy different areas and perhaps less crowding, but in
certain areas the added hunting pressure was undesirable and proved
detri11ental to some big game species. Should new access be created by a
future surge in mining, wildlife managers will have to be prepared to
cope with the possibility of too much access by highly 1110blle hunters
and other recreatlonists.
Impoundments, or lakes created by man-made dams are another form of
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development that creates wildlife management problems. In general, the
greatest problem caused by dams and their lakes is simply loss of the
wildlife habitat to flooding. Few dams have been bufl t in Alaska thus
far, and relatively little habitat damage has occurred. Two proposed
dams, however, i 11 us tra te the potent i a 1.
The Rampart Dam proposal was made in the early l960's. With a dam near
Rampart, on the Yukon River. the Yukon Flats would have been flooded,
with the impoundment reaching nearly to the Canadian border. Ft. Yukon
and several smaller villages would have been displaced along with
several million acres of prime waterfowl, furbearer and big gal!IE! habitat.
Electric power was the purpose of the dam, and it was finally decided
that the dam was not a good investment considering the returns It would
bring. For wildlife resources of the state (and the nation). it was a
fortunate decision. There is no way that production of wildlife in
other areas could have been Increased enough to make up for the losses
that would have resulted from such a massive loss of prime habitat.
The "Devil's Canyon•, or Susftna Dam, is a project currently being
seriously considered. Its purpose is also the generation of electric
power . A pair of dams would be built on the upper Susitna River where
the river flows through a deep, relatively narrow valley . Habitat loss
would be small compared to the Rampart Dam proposal, yet valuable wintering
areas for moose and migration routes of caribou would be flooded. and
Increased human access would probably result. The effects of flood
control on wildlife habitat below the dam are poorly understood. but it
is known that periodic flooding is one of the main events that keeps
river bottOllS fertile and productive.
"Transportation corridor" Is a currently-used phrase for a place to put
roads, pipelines, electric lines or other systems for moving people,
material or energy. Numerous transportation corridors for various
anticipated uses have been proposed In Alaska. The best known such
corridor In Alaska today Is the Trans-Alaska Pipeline corridor. with its
roads, camps, pipes and storage tanks .
For wildlife iaanageaient, the problems of transportation corridors
include habitat loss and disturbance of wildlife at critical t imes, but
probably of more Importance is how to regulate access and resource use
next to the corridor, and how to insure that the pipeline, road or
whatever may be built, interferes as little as possible with normal
animal movements and behavior. While a single corridor through an area
may have limited impact on wildlife, multiple corridors would very
likely create 111Uch more serious problems by COllPOUnding the smaller
influences of Individual corridors.
Urbanization and related effects of an Increasing human population, such
as sprawling suburbs, private recreation property, roads, and fences,
probably create more problems for wildl 1fe and wlldl i fe management than
is commonly appreciated. Loss of wildlife habitat to urban expansion is
often not very obvious, until comparisons are made with S, 10 or 20
years past.
The amount of habitat lost in the Anchorage area over the last 10 years
is startling, and can be appreciated only by comparing aerial photographs
from 10 years ago and now. The same is true of the Fairbanks area, and
to a lesser extent it is true of many smaller conmunitles and roadside
areas as well. Jn addition to habitat loss, disturbance by Increased
vehicle traffic, additional people, and more dogs and cats, places
greater difficulties before wildlife as they attempt to find and use
habitat once available to them but now gone or surrounded by "barriers."
Conflicts between wild ani111als and people In urban and suburban areas
often result in the elimination of the animals . Under such circumstances,
wi 1dlife numbers cannot he 1p llu t decline.
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A second fmpact of urban growth ts the effect upon adjacent recreation
areas. Urban dwellers characteristically look longfngly to the country,
and ff possible they will buy recreation property somewhere near their
haaes . Again, the Anchorage area ts a good example; ..any privately
owned recreation lots have sprung up fn the Hatanuska Valley. Where
foniierly old holllesteads and randan fires created clearings that produced
abundant winter food for 11100se, now private owners carefully guard their
quota of maturing forest whfch they understandably treasure . The resultfng
reduction fn winter range may have strong and long-term negative Impact
on the number of lllOOse fn the Hatanuska Valley. Although ft ts a wildlife
management probleta, there may be no solution, at least within the choices
presently available to the manager.
Pollution has only recently become a household word, even though It has
long been a cOlllll)n problem. Alaskans are fortunate in having few serious
pollution problems, but they do occur. Perhaps the most important
source of pollution with respect to wildlife Is oil development and
transporta tfon.
The effects of oil (or Its by-products) lllilY be direct, as when oil
products spilled on lakes, rivers or oceans illlllObllfze birds, ruin their
waterproofing, or poison them. 011 spills are now infamous for the
problems they have created for waterfowl and marine birds.
Indfrect effects are more subtle, and in the long run they may be more
important. Oil products can upset natural systems by killing or crippling
small organisms upon which larger forms feed. or by si~tlarly affecting
young stages of larger forms. Either way, there's potential for impacts
on gare or food fishes, shellfish, waterfowl, sea birds and .arfne
ma11111als , The fndf rect f111?Acts of just a single spill are poorly understood,
yet the potential for rvpeate:: spills exists and ts probably increasing.
Although more ts being earn about the effects of oil spills, and ll'Ore
effort is now inade to clean th~ up, the chief problea1 seems to be how
to avoid t~ in the first place.
Use of Wfldl tfe
Of all the problems of wildlife management, none are more perplexing to
the wildlife manager, nor stir the emotions of the public like wildlife
uses. People who would not blink an eye ff Hoover Dam were plunked In
the middle of Alaska, reservoir and all, are ready to fight if cow moose
hunting is suggested! And how many years has ft been since the "wolf
controversy" didn't warm up the Alaskan winter and save a thousand souls
from cabin feve;:'1""""'rhe list of wildlife issues that bring out the best,
or the worst, in people seems endless. Alaskans have a personal and
proprietary Interest 1n wildlife, and as many views on wildlife uses as
there are feathers on a falcon.
Is that a problem? No, and, yes. No - the public has the last word on
how wildlife should be managed and their Interest and Input is essential
If management is to turn out as they want it. But, yes - not everyone
can be satisfied. Then, too, there are some people whose views are
strictly self-serving, and who contribute 1111re to the problems than to
solutions.
Before a manager can think about how wildlife will be used and who will
use ft, he has to consider whether use can occur in the first place.
For use to occur, wildlife populations must be maintained at levels
where they can provide use; losses to natural factors lllUSt be considered
and habitat a111st be maintained (land use) .
To be used, wildlife ~st also be accessible. In many parts of Alaska
little use occurs simply because people can't get to the animals. An
increase fn private land and some federal lands, discussed earlier, will

iaake wildlife even less available to the public. Everyone will feel
110re restricted as the human population and demands on wildlife grow,
while wildlife populations and the lands where they can be used remain
the saine or shrink. What can be done?
There are a number of alternatives being used by other states where
these kinds of problems are much more advanced than in Alaska: 1)
increase access to remote areas; 2) make the public pay for access to
private lands; 3) Increase the number of animals in high use areas by
ineans of habitat manipulation techniques; 4) accept rrore crowded conditions
on public lands and at the sa111e tlaie reduce the success of the consumptive
users; 5) li~it the n~r of people who can use public lands to
Alc!lntaln satisfactory use experiences; and 6) rotate user groups on the
same area (called "tiiae and area zoning"). lbst likely all of these
alternatives eventually will be used in various combinations In Alaska.
Increased restrictions on use seem inevitable.
The biggest problem of use Is that of allocation or ''who gets what."
The public is made up of many Interest groups who wish to use and enjoy
wildlife in their own way; all have pretty much the same rights to do
so, but there isn't enough wildlife to go around. There are many
examples of user groups: the "locals" and the "outs lders," consumpt 1ve
users and nonconsumpt1ve users, recreational, "subs1steoce" and conmerclal
users, residents and nonresidents, hunters and anti-hunters, iaajorlties
and minorities, and let's not forget the "haves" and the "have-nots."
One of the first questions to be settled Is "who ls which?" Is the man
that kills a walrus and sells its ivory a subsistence user or a co11111erclal
user? Is a city dweller who hunts moose for meat a recreational hunter
or a sub~i~tcncc user? Is a hunter who photographs wildlife more a
consumptive or nonconsumptlve user?
If and when you can tell one user from another, the next point to
consider Is what each user's level of need Is and how much use Is
adequate to satisfy It. Where should the priorities be? Physical need?
Economic survival? Recreational enjoyment? There are few easy answers.
Although there are many instances of conflicting de.ands, one llliljor
probleia which has befuddled nearly everyone Is how to idl!fltify and
fairly and adequately allocate resource uses between recreational and
subsistence users. The State Constitution says that wildlife is "reserved
to the people for corrmon use," which means all Alaska residents have
equal rights to use wildlife. However, many people living In the bush
on low cash incomes depend more on wildlife (and other resources) for
part of their livelihood than do urban-oriented people with regular
jobs. The supply of wildlife Is limited, so when the number of hunters
increases, or when numbers of wildlife decline, somebody Is going to
return from the hunt empty-handed. The subsistence users are ITOSt
severely affected, so it seems reasonable to give them some preference
In use of wildlife. This has bel!fl done to soine extent by adjusting
seasons and bag limits to favor residents of a particular area, by a
reduced fee (25') for hunting, fishing and trapping licenses for families
with an income of less than $3,600, by regulating use of airplanes or
vehicles, and various other techniques. Recently the Board of Game was
given the power to establish subsistence use areas if it ls shown that
recreational hunting will prevent subsistence needs from being met. In
such areas regulations specifically favoring subsistence users (but not
legally barring others from use) could be adopted.
Economic conditions in the state are changing, and nore rural residents
are earning substantial Incomes which enable them to purchase lllOre of
their needs. The distinction between a subsistence user and a recreational
user is often very fuzzy and is bec0111ing aore so. There ls actually a
broad spectru~ of what ls called subsistence use, that ranges from

nearly total dependence on natural resources to very little use. Just
where to draw the line establishing what combination of resource use and
wage earning qualifies as subsistence use and what does not is difficult.
Then, too, many Native groups as well as other Alaskan residents have
expressed the view that subsistence ts not simply an economic matter,
but a lifestyle and cultural necessity also, even though they have
willingly abandoned many traditional means (a cultural element) of
obtaining such subsistence.
This has COlllplfcated the problet11 further In that while the subsistence
user's dependency on the resource ts still very real, the impact of his
use on wildlife has changed markedly from what It once was. Instead of
spears and bone fishhooks, he now uses high-powered rifles and glllnets,
and he now travels by powerboat, snow lllilchlne and aircraft. In short,
he now has much the saine iinpact on wildlife populations that his · recreational "
counterpart does, and fn some cases, a much greater Impact. The result
has been harvests of some species In certain areas which have been In
excess of people's needs, too large for the species to support on a
continued basts, or both.
Conflicts between other user groups at times assume major proportions.
Take the wolf controversy as an·example. There are some who feel 'the
only good wolf Is a dead wolf." Others blindly extoll the virtues of
wolves under any cfrcUllStance while ignoring their "faults. • Surely
there is a balanced approach possible, a middle ground , but sometimes it
seewis ft fs a •no ..an's land" and the wildlife manager is square in the
middle! The result : costly, time-consuming court suits at the expense
of the resources involved and the public.
The general problem of hunters versus anti-hunters is not likely to be
solved overnight. Because both groups share an enthusiasm for wildlife
and a basic concern for its welfare, as well as similar rights to enjoy
their preferred wildlife use, the wasted energies of unproductive
confrontations could be far better used to benefit both interest groups
and the wildlife resource. Certainly this is one more area to pursue
"detente. •
What does the future hold? Increased deaiands and Al)re confl icts, certainly.
It will be a challenge to avoid the unfortunate polarization of Alaskans
that seems to accompany conflicting interests. As competition increases,
parochialism will becoine even more obvious In the attempt to retain
local jurisdiction. Overlaps in advisory co11111ittee, borough, village
council and state and federal agency jurisdictions may create chaos
unless some integrated workable system for allocation is developed.
From past experience, it fs clear that whatever uses or combinations of
uses are provided for, actions are necessary to ensure that overuse is
avoided. There are many technical considerations. Should hunting of
feNles be all~. and if so, under what circumstances? Should predator
control be used, and under what circumstances? What 111easures IDUSt be
taken to avoid overhunting? Should vehicles be restricted? Should
hunter nUlllbers be limited? Seasons closed? How can illegal hunting
best be detected and controlled?
Under some circumstances, illegal hunting or trapping can be an especially
critical problem. In an area with intensive legal hunting, a large
illegal kill can force curtailment of legal uses, and in situations
where wildlife populations are at low levels, Illegal kills can tip the
balance and cause the populations to decline.
Enforcement of hunting, trapping, and fishing regulations is primarily
the responsibility of the Division of Fish and Wildlife Protection, in
the Department of Public Safety. However, lllOSt fish and Gallle biolog ists
are also deputized. Even so, the total number of enforcement officers
Is relatively small and consequently enforcement coverage of the state

is thfn because of the state's size and because of the seasonal need to
concentrate enforcement efforts on crucial problen1 areas.
Additional factors complicate the probl1111. Over such a large area It is
extremely difficult to keep track of thinly scattered, highly lll:lbile
hunters. Also, many hunters are from out of state and are able to avoid
prose<:ution by leaving Alaska before the violation is discovered or
before a "hard" case can be put together. Contributing f111POrtantly to
indifferent disregard for game regulations ls the lack of meaningful
penalties for convicted violators. The Alaska court records show a long
history of suspended sentences and "slap on the wrist" penalties that
have had little effe<:t, except perhaps to encourage continued violations.
Recently there has been some improvement In sentencing of violators and
a continuation of this trend ls lllJSt desirable.
Management Limitations
One final category of proble~s. here called management limitations, is
perhaps the most important of all because ft affe<:ts the capabilities of
the Department of Fish and Game fn solving all those other problems
heretofore dlscuss11d, and hence Its ability to mee\ its responsfbfl Hies
to the resource and to the public. These limitations have to do with
the Departinent's relationship to other agencies, the legislature, and
the public.
Both the state and federal governments have wildlife resource management
responsibilities, but the objectives of each are not always In concert.
Federal agencies such as the National Park Service, the Fish and Wildlife
Service, the Forest Service and the Bureau of Land Management have been
around for a long time. Their actions are sometimes ponderous, slowed
by massive bureacracies, governed by long-standing policies and inflexible
guidelines, administered by officials far removed froa1 Alaska, and
Influenced by a national public with concerns which sometimes differ
markedly from those of Alaskans.
To be sure, there are advantages to such a slow-but-steady syst1111, the
chief of which is perhaps that It Is less subject to fickle or irresponsible
management actions or local political Influences. But there are as many
Instances where inaction is as dainaging as the wrong action, and in
Alaska, where changes are occurring at breakneck speed and where unique
situations demand special considerations, Innovative approaches to
resource management are needed.
Alaska, as other states, has traditionally exercised jurisdiction over
Its resident wildlife species, Including those on most federal lands
within the state. Wildlife within national parks, however, is managed
by the federal government in that national parks are traditionally
closed to hunting and trapping. Federal wildlife refuges are generally
open to hunting, but various regulations control use of airplanes, allterrain vehicles and snow machines, and otherwise Influence the distribution,
numbers, and access of recreationists. Thus these regulations essentially
beta-.! part of the State regulations affecting wildlife use. As 110re
federal reserves are dedicated by Congress, additional rules and regulations
will undoubtedly come into effect.
In addition, State jurisdiction over most species of birds, marine
111rrinals and endangered species has been superseded by federal regulations
made pursuant to national legislation and International treaties. Use
of any species so affected is allowed only under the guidelines established
by the federal governcnent. Waterfowl hunting regulations lll!St fit the
general framework of federal regulations and be approved by the secretary
of the Interior. Management of inarine ma11111als was withdrawn from the
State by tbe Marine Mammals Protection Act of 1972, but under provisions
of that act walrus management (subject to federal approval) was returned
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to the State. Manageinent of other marine mmals Ny follow the sa111e
costly and ctrcuttous route. Federal laws protecttng endangered species
and some groups of birds also set some restrictions on State wildlife
management.
Land use policies of federal and state agencies and of private landowners
strongly affect management of wildlife. The Department of Fish and Game
owns very ltttle land. As a result, it fs most often only advisory to
other agencies on matters such as land use planning, habitat protection
or manipulation, land disposal, and access regulation. In some cases
this arrange11ent has been a stumbling block to various 11anagelll!llt efforts.
Funding largely detenaines what and how nuch the Division of Ga111e can
accQ111Pl1sh, not only by l111iting the nount of work tllllt can be conducted,
but also by limiting the llUlllber of biologists on the staff (and therefore
the tt111e each man can devote to different tasks). Everyone knows a
dollar doesn't go far tn Alaska, and for the Game Division the mileage
has been getting worse. Why? Because budgets have no~ kept pace wtth
tnflatton or need. Each year more and more money goes to pay for
"fixed costs" (salaries, rents, and equipment) and less and less ts left
for "operations" - (transportation, suppltes, and contractual services).
One important problem arising frDll the small staff available is that
not all parts of the state receive the attention they should. Although
field offices are matntatned tn 1111ny of the state's larger c01111.1ntttes,
additional field staffing ts required In various areas where the mushrooming
need for more and better quality infornation on wildlife has become
apparent.
In addition, unprecedented demands on the staff have resulted from the
Interaction between State and federal agencies on such matters as "d2"
lands, marine mammal management, Outer Continental Shelf otl leasing,
Coastal Zone Management, oil pipeline impacts and various other matters,
all of tremendous Importance to the future welfare of wildlife in Alaska.
Because there ts so 11111ch to do, some things c1n be done well and others
don't get done at all. One of the casualties of the "crunch" has been
acttvfties directed at keeping the public fully lnfoniied as to the
status of wildlife, the reasons behind certain regulations, and, in
general, what the Gaine Dtvfston is up to. The result? A serious
credibility gap which has had far-reaching impacts on inany Oepartlllent
programs,
Information and education activities aren't the only ones to suffer.
Research activities needed to acquire badly needed Information on wildlife
have been cut back, and many survey and inventory programs are reduced
to the "bare bones." Inadequate information ts available about sone
species such as furbearers and unclassified wildlife because all the
attention ts focused on "proble." species such as caribou, moose, wolves
and bears.
The cry for inoney
it rarely catches
funding are acute
on the Division's

is a chronic c11111plaint lllDng government agencies and
a s,Y11Pathetic ear. Nevertheless, the problellS of
for the Game Oivlston and they impose serious limitations
capability to meet Its responsibilities.

Control of the Department's budget is only one of several ways the
Legislature affects wildlife programs. Each year, legislation ts passed
which affects wildlife and its use either directly by governing use, or
Indirectly by Influencing other land uses which in turn impact wildlife.
Because legislation ts generally relatively inflexible and permanent
(unlike ftsh and gaiAe regulations which are annually reviewed and revi sed,
or policies which can be changed on short notice), legislation directly
affecting wildlife ts valuable and necessary to long-te1'111 direction and

continuity in wildlife programs if i t is carefully considered, addresses
ina~ers of broad scope and provides a frallll!WOrk within which regulations
may be promulgated and management can re~ln flex Ible. In contrast,
detailed and specific legislation directed at regulation of Individual
programs removes the "elbow room" needed by managers to cope with dynamic
wildlife situations. Once enacted, laws are infrequently repealed and
by their very existence become traditional. Such "fixtures," if undesirable,
reduce options and therefore the effectiveness of ~anagers.
legislation not directed at wildlife also can have significant secondary
!~pacts on wildlife.
Legislation affecting classification of lands for
agriculture, private ownership, or state parks can be a detrh11ent or
someti111es lllily benefit wildlife through changes in, or protection of,
habitat. Also, such iaeasures, and others which Influence settlement and
transportation, affect utilization of wildlife by changing its accessibility.
The Division of G~me operates within the general set of administrative
operating rules and regulations, and legislative and fiscal schedules
co11111on to all State agencies. These assorted processes of State government
all affect wildlife management programs to various degrees.
Finally, the public affects the things wildlife managers do by Influencing
actions of elected and appointed government officials including legislators,
governors, cOC!llllssloners, and members of the Board of Game. It Is the
actions of such officials which set the bounds on wtiat professional
11anagers can do.
Because wildlife managers act In the public interest as custodians of
the public's resource, they welcome and encourage public interest and
involvement in management decisions. There are times, however, when
public sentiment can Impede sound management, sometimes threatening the
resource Itself, but more often reducing or eliminating reasonable
utilization. Popularity Is not always synonymous with public interest.
We have already said something about the problem of identifying the
various "publics. " Everyone knows ttiat with lllOSt Issues there fs a
vocal ~lnorlty and a silent majority, and the perceived public desire
may not necessarily be the real broad-based public opinion. Yet It is
the perceived public opinion that sways elected and appointed government
officials, whose actions have the dual motivations of seeing to the
public Interest and of staying In office. Also, the public, or segments
of it, are sometimes subject to emotionalism and rapid polarization over
Issues, and government officials sometimes react with corresponding
brevity. The result : actions of the moment, in response to limited,
special, and/or short-lived interests , having long-term consequences on
the entire public body.
With wildlife management, as with politics , everyone seems to be an
expert on the subject. However, while use and enjo}'llM!f1t of wildl i fe are
comnon to all, the expertise required to manage wildlife is not . The
problem comes In balancing scientific professional!~ with public
involvement. The public should understand that wildlife management must
be based on biological and ecological principles and that it should be
conducted with the highest standards of professional scientific expertise.
Wildlife managers in turn should be responsive to changing public attitudes
concerning wildlife and its use, and managers should be more cognizant
of their custodial role . Essentially it is a problem of communication,
In both directions. It 1s hoped that the lnfonnation and proposals
contained 1n these Alaska Wildlife Management Plans will be the basis of
an improved mutual understanding and effective connunicatfon.
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PART II:
INDIVIDUAL SPECIES MANAGEMENT PLANS

This section contains every individual species r.1anagement plan located
in the Southwestern Alaska Re<;1ion.

The plans are arranged by spec ie'

alphabetically, and each species is introduced by a gentral description
of that spec ies in the region.

All indiv •dual plans art t itled and nui;bered for easy reference to the
maps provided with th •s booklet. Use of the map\ will help in locating
the areas described under "Location" in each ind i vidual pl.in .

Be, ause wildlife in Al .is ka has

l ~ng

been mana9ed accord 1nQ to administrat i ve

re gulatory units called "Game Management UnH \ - , ' a'<l ll 1ar to many
Alaskans, most location descriptions indicate which Game Manage-.ent Unit
or Uni ts the phn s are located in or use soirie- Gam•
boundaries as indiv idual plan area boundar ies .

Mana ~ ement

t>ni t

A Game Hanaqement

l,klit

map has been included with the color-coded wildlife plans maps to

~elp

in under \ tanding the precise location of

pr~posed

are.is .

BLACK BEARS W SOUTHWESTERN ALASKA
In Southwestern Alaska black bear { t'Paua ·1MCPicanua) populations are low
and limited primarily to the lower Cook Inlet drainages, the Lake Clark
area, and the upper Mulchatna River and Chilikadrotna River drainages.
Although the southern limit of distribution is Katmai National Monument
and the Naknek River, black bears inay be expanding their range southward.
In spring black bears are frequently found in moist lowland areas and on
the beach fringe where early growing, green vegetation ls available.
During the suimier and fall spawning salmon are eaten whenever available.
Berries are an important food item in late surmier and fall, and bears
ll'IOVe Into alpine and subalpine areas where berries are plentiful.
Little Information is available regarding natural controls on black bear
populations and the degree of population fluctuations. Deep, long
lasting snows are thought to cause mortality of adults and cubs by
slowing emergence of hibernating bears from dens and delaying availability
o'f new green vegetation after e111ergence. Such mortal! ty may cause
signi ff cant year-to-year fluctuations in bear nUlllbers. Some bears are
killed by other bears and occasionally by wolves, but the haportance of
such losses is unknown. Parasites and diseases do not cause significant
mortality. One parasite of concern to man, trichinae, is present in
some bears and is transmissable to man when raw or partially cooked bear
ineat is eaten. Available information indicates little cub mortality
through the first eight 1110nths of life. Cubs are precocious; some
orphans as young as five months of age have survived without 111aternal
care.
Black bears in Southwestern Alaska are used primarily for domestic
utilization of meat and skins by local residents. Some recreational
hunting of black bears occurs, usually Incidental to hunts for other big
gallll! species. ~spite traditionally liberal hunting seasons and bag
limits, the harvest of this species remains relatively small. However,
greater Interest in black bears as game animals has been evident In
recent years, particularly as opportunities to hunt other species in
other areas of the state have become more limited, and recreational
harvests have increased.
The harvest of 111ale bears is greatest in spring because they leave the
den before females and because females accompanied by cubs are protected
by regulation. The proportion of females in the fall harvest increases
in comparison to the spring harvest due to a greater availability of
sows that have bec11111e separated from grown cubs.
The harvest by hunters other than local residents occurs primarily in
fall when hunting seasons for other big game species are open, but there
has been same spring hunting in the Cook Inlet area. Harvests by local
residents probably is equally distributed between spring and fall.
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1.

IHTERIOR-WESTERU ALASKA BLACK BEAR MANAGEMEtlT PLAH

LOCATION
Game Management Units 9, 12 and 17-26 except for the Prospect, MintoMurphy Dome and Upper Birch-Preacher-Beaver Creeks Black Bear Management
Plan areas.
PRIHAAY MANAGEMENT

~

To provide the greatest opportunity to participate in hunting black
bears.
SECONDARY MANAGEMENT GOAL
To provide for an optimum harvest of black bears.
EXAMPLES Q.E. MANAGEMENT GUIDELINES
1.

Encourage recreational hunting of black bears to achieve greater
utilization of the black bear resource .

2.

Regulate season timing, methods and means of taking and bag limits
to provide for local use.

3.

Regulate access and methods of hunter transport, If necessary, when
In conflict with management objectives for other species.

4.

Increase public awareness of black bear behavior to reduce ad1terse
bear-human Interactions.

THE SPECIES
Black bears are widely distributed In the boreal forest and foresttundra fringe habitats of Interior and western Alaska. Although bear
densities are relatively low In comparison to south coastal Alaska, the
Interior-Western area Includes the most extensive contiguous black bear
habitat in the state. Black bears are largely absent north of the
Brooks Range, on the Seward Peninsula, the Yukon-Kuskokwlm Delta, and
the Alaska Peninsula south of the Naknek River , However, populations
appear to be expanding their range south on the Alaska Peninsula and
west on the Seward Peninsula. Black bear nlll!Oers nt4Y be declining on
the lower and ~lddle reaches of the Kuskokwlm and Yukon River drainages
but are at relatively high levels or increasing In the upper Yukon and
Tanana drainages and In the Northwestern portion of the range. Five
thousand to 6,000 black bears are estl~ted to occur In the InteriorWestern area. However, because bears are very difficult to enumerate no
systematic censuses have been conducted. Representative lowland river
bottom areas where bear densities are greatest Include the upper Kuskokwlm,
Yukon, and Tanana Rivers, the Kobuk and Selawik drainages In the northwest,
and the upper Mu lchatna, Ch!llkadrotna, and lower Cook Inlet drainages .
Human use of black bears differs over the large geographic area In
Interior-Western Alaska. Domestic utlltzatlon by local residents ts the
d011lnant use over most of the area. Most bears taken by local dOlllesttc
users are taken ror food and to a lesser extent for skins. Bears arc
taken when available throughout the year. Bears are shot by waterfowl
and 1111skrat hunters in the spring. In the fall bears are shot by berry
pickers. In the suimier bears are killed when they appear at fish camps
or fish wheels. Hany of these bears are shot and abandoned, since some

bush residents consider black bears nuisance animals. Domestic use
appears to be declining and Is currently light to moderate over the
area. Aside frOll bears shot on an opportunistic basis, relatively
little hunting is directed specifically at black bears. Boats are the
chief means of transport for bush residents who do hunt black bears.
Recreational hunting for black bears frequently occurs near human population
centers. Resident sport hunters are active along road and trail systems,
although many utilize aircraft, all terrain vehicles, or riverboats to
reach less accessible locations. The black bear is usually relegated to
a lower status than given other big game species. Interest In black
bear hunting is increasing, perhaps due in part to increasing hunting
restrictions on other big gaine species. Some guides , have focused
Increased attention on black bears as sport ani~ls tn the foothills of
the Alaska Range and In the Lake Clark Pass and Cook Inlet areas.
Recreational and domestic harvests over the Interior-Western area have
had little influence on black bear populations. Accurate h4rvest infonaatlon
is difficult to obtain because sktn or skull sealing Is not required in
much of the area. However, total harvest for the entire area probably
does not exceed 400 bears. Many areas have the potential to support
much larger harvests. Despite liberal hunting seasons and bag limits
since statehood harvests h4ve re111ained low. Industrial and urban development
have resulted in increased bear-human interactions and an increase in
the number of bears destroyed in defense of life and property.
Honconsumptive use of black bears is restricted to bear populations
irmedlately adjacent to urban population centers. Except where they
gather to exploit locally abundant sources of food, black bears in the
Interior-Western region are too sparsely distributed to provide for
significant levels of nonconsumptive use.
PROBLEMS
*

Some private lands are currently posted against public trespass, and
conveyance of land into private ownership under tenns of the Alaska
Native Claims Settlement Act 111ay restrict public access for hunting in
additional large tracts. The Department should solicit the cooperation
of private landowners to facilitate progressive management of black
bears. Easements across private lands to public lands will be sought
as provided for in the Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act.

*

The proposed additions of land Into federally administered parks,
wildlife refuges, wild and scenic rivers and national monuments under
tenns of ANCSA encompass substantial portions of black bear range and
will affect state management of black bears in these areas . If these
areas are established by congress, the Depart111ent should solicit
cooperation of the respective land nianagement agencies to allow public
use of the lands for hunting.

*

Continuing agricultural, industrial, energy and mineral resource
development, along with urban and suburban expansion, will result
in a loss of black bear habitat and cause an increase in bear depredations ,
with attendant increases in the destruction of animals In defense of life
and property. The Department will identify important habitat areas and
request habitat protection ~easures of the appropriate land management
agencies. The Deparbaent will also insist on COlllpliance with state
regulations on sanitation and garbage disposal in reiaote camps.

*

Due to manpower and funding restrictions, data on population status
and harvest levels of black bears have been limited. As harvest levels
and interest in black bears Increase, the Department should expand the
current limited sealing requlre111ent to a greater area of the region.
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*

Black bear populations will sustain greater harvests than in the
past, and hunting effort and spatial dtstribution of the harvest
aiay becoiae 1110re concentrated as a result of the Alaska Native Claims
Settletaent Act. More restrictions on access, seasons and bag
limits may have to be Imposed In local areas if overharvest occurs.

*

Since many
raanagetaent
impact the
black bear
priorities

bears are taken incidentally to hunting for other spectes,
and regulations rel•ting to these other species will
black bear harvest. Jt may becOIM! ntcessary to restrict
hunttng in some areas to avoid conflicts with management
for other big game species.

BROWN BEARS IN SOUTHWESTERN ALASKA
Brown bears (Ursua arctoo) occur throughout Southwestern Alaska except
on the islands west of Unlmak In the Aleutian Chain. This region supports
the largest populations of brown bears In the state, and although precise
data on abundance ls lacking, there ls a general understanding of the
species' status. Brown bears are probably as abundant In this region
now as they have ever been. Coastal areas support larger populations
than Interior regions, possibly due to the abundant supply of fish and
other foods that are available to bears over a longer period of the
year.
Brown bears were once classified Into a large number of species and
subspecies, but the bears of North America and Europe are now considered
members of one species by most taxonomists. Bears over the greater part
of North America fall under one subspecies, u. a. horribilis. Brown
bears on Kodiak and Afognak Islands, however, are considered a reproductively
isolated population with distinctive cranial features and are classified
as u. a. trriddRndcrffi. Other reproductively isolated populations may
exist; however, at this time there are insufficient data to detennlne if
they deserve subspeciflc designation.
All habitat types are utilized by brown bears, but grass COlllllunities
appear to be most important. The highest densities of bears occur in
lush grassland areas such as those on Kodiak Island and the Alaska
Peninsula. Where bears occur in forested areas, substantial meadows,
muskegs, sedge flats, or other grassy areas are present. Grasslands
appear especially critical for bears during spring when other high
quality bear foods are scarce.
The brown bear's diet Includes a wide range of animal and plant foods
and is highly variable between areas and during different seasons. In
spring, grass and other early-growing herbaceous plants make up the bulk
of the diet. Bears also feed on a variety of animals such as dead
seals, walrus, whales and other marine mammals which wash ashore on
coastal beaches. Spring bear predation on moose and caribou also
appears significant. During sumner and fall salmon and berries constitute
the major food items. The quantity and quality of protein foods, especially
salmon, and the longer period of the year in which food is available to
bears In coastal areas are believed to be the major factors responsible
for differences in size between coastal and Interior brown bears.
Little lnfonnation is available regarding natural controls on brown bear
populations or the degree of population fluctuations. Except for dental
and skeletal disorders, the diseases reported for brown bears are
remarkably few. Brown bears apparently possess an unusual ability to
withstand infections and to recover from fractures, many of which are
caused by fighting. Cannibalism and other lntraspeclfic strife may
cause significant mortality. Tr>ichinella spirallis Is the best known
parasite infecting bears, because it is transmissible to man In raw or
partially cooked bear meat; however, it is of minor significance to
infected bears.
In accessible, Inhabited areas, human activities are doubtless the most
significant source of mortality. Sport hunting is presently the most
important mortality factor, but there is also a high mortality of
nuisance bears near human habitations. Bears are killed when they are
attracted to garbage dumps, and endanger human safety. Losses of free·
ranging livestock sometimes necessitate removal of offending bears.
Recreational uses of brown bears predominate in Southwestern Alaska
although subsistence utilization continues to some extent. Sport
hunting Is the primary use with the Alaska Peninsula and Kodiak Island
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being preeminent as hunting areas. After the early 1940's, trophy
hunting of brown bears rapidly gained in popularity, especially on
Kodiak Island, Hunting on the Alaska Peninsula was quite limited until
the early l960's . As hunting pressure increased, regulations affecting
season lengths and methods of transport became 110re restrictive so that
allowable harvest levels were not exceeded. Guided hunters have had the
highest succass rates due to the efficiency of their hunting 11ethods.
Since the early 1960's, the annual kill In Southwestern Alaska has been
about 50 percent of the statewide harvest; management has intensified
to maintain productive bear populations. Timing of spring and fall bear
hunting seasons Is used to influence the proportion of male bears In the
harvest, allowing for manipulation of sex ratios to optimize productivity.
In the spring, 1DOre males are taken because males e111erge froa dens
before fe.ales and because feniales with cubs are protected. In the
fall, more females are available for harvest due to natural separation
of sows frm grown cubs.
Nonconsumptive use has Increased in recent years. A prime attraction in
Katmai National Monument is its undisturbed brown bear population.
Viewing and photography opportunities at unique bear concentration areas
such as at the McNeil River State Gaaie Sanctuary attract larger numbers
of people each year. Growing national interest In brown bears is certain
to increase the demand for noncons1111ptive use opportunities.

•

Well-intentioned concern by a national public may hamper effective
1111na9ement of the species and threatens future use by recreational
hunters. One 11isconceptlon Is that because brown bears are threatened
in one portion of their range, they are threatened in all areas.
Also, soine people believe that distinct, and therefore unique,
subpopulations of brown bears exist which need absolute protection.
Management of bear populations and use of bears must continue to be
based on scientific evidence. True taxonomic relationships and the
fact that brown bear in most parts of Alaska are still relatively
abundant provide sound support for continued beneficial uses, both
consumptive and nonconSU111Ptlve.

•

The eventual survival of the brown bear does not depend on the
designation of vast tracts of "unspoiled wilderness. • Confl 1cts with
bears in large national parks indicates that beyond nierely providing
space for bears, man must come to understand bears - their requirements,
behavior and their place in ecosystems, and then apply this knowledge in
land use decisions. The value of brown bears as a renewable resource
should be acknowledged and considered in land use classification.
Important brQljll bear habitats 1111st be preserved by exclusion of lnc11111Patible
development, and In areas where humans and bears co-exist, proper precautions
should be observed to avoid confrontations. Proper disposal of garbage
is of singular Importance in this regard .
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KVICHAK-HUSHAGAK-TOGIAK l!ROWN REAR f"ANAGEMEIH PLAN

~

Game Hanage11ent Unit 17 and that portion of Galle Manage.ent Unit 9 lying
north of Katmai National Monument and the drainage of the Naknek River,
but excluding McNeil River State Game Sanctuary.
PRIMARY MANAGEMENT GOAL
To provide the greatest opportunity to participate In hunting brown
bears.
SECONDARY MANAGEMENT

~

To provide an opportunity to hunt brown bears under aesthetically
pleasing conditions.
EXAMJILES Q[ MANAGEMENT GU IOELINES
1.

Maintain a highly productive brown bear population.

2.

Design brown bear hunting seasons to maintain a large proportion of
males in the harvest.

3.

Maintain a hunting season length of at least ten days.

4.

Control access, nulllber and distribution of hunters and methods of
hunter transport to distribute hunting pressure through the area
and to maintain desired harvest levels.

5.

Discourage land use practices that adversely affect the wild character
of the area.

THE SPECIES
This area has a relatively large brown bear population that has experienced
only light to moderate hunting pressure. The greatest densities of
bears occur along the Cook Inlet watershed and the Lake lllamna area.
lower densities of bears occur in the Nushagak, Wood and Togiak River
systems. Populations appear stable, but data on population sizes,
composition and reproductive success are lacking. Brown bears den
throughout this area, and areas of den concentrations have been located
in the northern Aleutian Range .
Hunting is primarily by nonresidents (67 percent of reported harvest)
but the percentage Is not as large as elsewhere on the Alaska Peninsula.
Harvest levels since 1961 have averaged 42 bears annually, with about
tllo-thirds of the harvest occurring in the fall. Fall hunts are most
popular because of the concurrent opportunity for hunters to take other
big gaiae species. tn the past five years the harvest level has Increased
to average 70 bears annually. The greater harvest ls the result of
increased hunting effort by residents and nonresidents. Most of the
Increase has occurred In Game Hanagl!llll!nt Unit 17 with hunting pressure
shifting Into that unit in response to more restrictive regulations in
Unit 9.

This area h•s a large, established guide industry, particularly for
sport fishing. Approxl~ately 32 sport fish lodges provide service to
visiting fishennen during the s~r and early fall. Associated with
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sport fishing, there has been lncn!ased guiding of hunters for big game.
In addition to brOl«I bear, lllOOSe, caribou, Dall sheep and black bear can
also be hunted. Huch of the harvest of bears by Alaskan residents is
incidental to other big g1111e hunting. Hunter transportation to and
within the 1re1 ls primarily by light aircraft with hunting conducted on
foot. Roads within this area are limited. Use of all-terrain vehicles
for hunting occurs infrequently. The area retains high hunting aesthetics
because of Its basicelly unaltered wilderness nature .
local residents have little interest In hunting brown bears for sport.
Occasionally bears are taken for domestic use, particularly in the
Togiak, Wood River, and Nushagak systems. In the llia1111a watershed
bears were regularly taken by local residents in the past, but Interest
ts now low.
The area ts essentially wilderness. The impact of oil exploration work
and hard mineral developll'll!nt has been minimal. It is probable that both
resources shall be developed In the future and will have an Impact on
brown bear management.

•

Oil and mineral exploratory work or development may seriously alter
the wilderness nature of the area, increase access, or prove detrlllll!ntal
to brown bear habitat. Efforts will be made to discourage development
In critical habitat and to modify developnent in other areas to
minimize adverse effects.

•

Land in private ownership, controlled by the National Park Service,
the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, or the State Park system may be
closed to hunting, thereby concentrating hunting on remaining
public land. Concentrations of hunters would adversely affect
hunting aesthetics or cause local over-harvest of bear populations.
Hunting regulations will be 1110dlfled to retain high hunting aesthetics
and to prevent over-harvest. The Department should seek cooperation
from federal agencies to allow hunting on lands placed In parks or
refuges and should solicit the cooperation of private landowners to
facilitate progressive management of brown bears. Easements
across private lands to public lands will be sought as provided for
In the Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act •

•

Segments of the hunting public may willfully ignore hunting regulations
to Insure high hunter success. Over-harvest of bears may result
and management objectives may become difficult to maintain.
Regulations governing hunting should be vigorously enforced.

•

Restrictions on the use of aircraft for transportation may result
1n a proliferation of all-terrain vehicles that would adversely
affect hunting aesthetics. Regulations restricting all-terrain
vehicles for hunting rnay be laiplemented as necessary.
Hunting for other game species may not be COlllPitlble with proposed
managetnent. Seasons will be established to •lntmlze conflicts with
the hunting of other species, and methods of hunting of other
species will be regulated to concur with brown bear management
objectives.

*

The reindeer Industry, If reestablished, inay lose livestock to
brown bear predation. Control of brown bears may be requested by
the herders, and non-herding losses of "nuisance• bears could
endanger Mlnagement objectives. Close herding of reindeer to
minimize losses by predation will be encouraged. Specific problem
animals may be removed by herders under the "defense of life and
property" regulation. However, low levels of brown bear predation

must bi! considered an acceptable operation hazard by the reindeer
industry.

•

The area may be connected to the main state road system by road
construction and/or marine highway system additions. The influx of
hunters resulting from Improved access would drastically alter the
present hunting patterns. Management plans will be reevaluated and
regulations altered In response to changing hunting pressure.

•

A stable brown bear population with older age class individuals
shall be 11111lntalned. Hcirvest levels may Increase slightly.

*

Recreational opportunity to harvest bears shall be ~aintained
consistent with desired harvest levels and characteristics.

..

The area shall retain high hunting aesthetics •

*

Resource development activities that are detrimental to brown bears
wi 11 be 11mi ted.

•

Hunting regulations on other ga111e species may be modified to confona
to brown bear 1111nagement objectives.

•

Restrictions or prohibitions on use of aircraft and all-terrain
vehicles for broW!I be1r hunting are probable.
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15. llAKNEK-KlllG SALMON BROWN BEAR llANAGEHENT PLAH
LOCATIOH

In Gi111e Kanagement Unit 9, all drainages Into the Naknek River west of
the boundary of Katmai National l4onU11ent.
~

HAHAGEHENT GOAL

To provide the greatest opportunity to participate In hunting brown
bears.
SECONDARY HANAGEHENT GOAL
To provide for an optimum harvest of brown bears.
EXAMPLES Q£. HANAGEMENT GUIDELINES
1.

Maintain a low but secure brown bear population.

2.

Encourage sport hunter harvest of brown bears to reduce bear-human
confronta t Ions.

3.

Increase public awareness of brown bear behavior to reduce adverse
bear-huiaan Interactions.

THE~

During the sunaer 1110nths, this area has a high density of brown bears.
As lllllny as 40 Individual bears have been In and around the c01m1Unlties
of Naknek, South Naknek and King Salmon during a single season. Originally,
few bears were present, but salmon remains from canneries attracted and
held roaming brown bears In the area. The number of bears capitalizing
upon this artificial soun:e of food gradually Increased to the high
density that now exists.
Host bears within this area occupy winter dens within Katmai National
Monument. After spring emergence, bears gradually enter the area with
the greatest Influx occurring In July and August. All ages of bears are
present, from single males to sows accompanied by cubs. Numbers then
decline as bears leave to fish the salmon spawning areas of the Naknek
River and Lake system. While in the area, nuisance bears may damage
smoke houses, meat houses or homes. A local man was severely mauled by
a brown bear In the SU11111er of 1973.
The present bear population appears to be high, but relatively stable.
local residents regularly kill bears Illegally or under the provisions
of the "defense of life and property" regulation. The known nuisance
kill averages J to S bears annually, but this figure Is ~lnlmal as 1111ny
Illegal kills are never located. The legal sport harvest has been only
1 or 2 bears annually. Legal sport hunting Is al~st entirely by local
residents. Little guiding occurs and few other Alaskans hunt here.
local residents do not value brown bears as ga111e anl~ls. Losses to the
bear population from these sources are cocnpensated for by reproduction
or by l11111lgratlon of young bears fr11111 adjoining areas. Katmai National
Monument directly adjoins this area. Brown bear production within the
Monument boundaries will provide a continuing flow of bears into the
area. Brown bears will always be present. Bears l111110blllzed and marked
In the Haknek-Klng Salmon area have been observed at Brooks Camp within
the Monument.
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•

With additional urbanization resul ting froa1 oil development and
gradual COlllllUnity growth due to an expanding econocny, the potential
for adverse bear· hUSliln interactions will increase . Efforts will be
made to encourage the c011111Unities to stop attracting bears by
cleaning up garbage and disposing of sallllOn remains in other ways .
liberal sport hunting seasons will lower brown bear populations to
~inimize conflicts.
Specific problem animals may be disposed of
under the "defense of life and property• regulations . Efforts will
be made to infona the public about bear behavior to help ~lnimize
problems.

•

Additions to Katmai National Monument and land transferred to
private ownership may be closed to public hunting. Increased
protection would allow bear numbers to increase with concomittent
increases in problems within the communities . Efforts wl 11 be made
to allow hunting to take place on National Park Service lands In
close proximity to the conmunities of Naknek, South Naknek and King
Salmon . The Department should solicit the cooperation of private
landowners to facilitate progressive management of brown bears.
Easements across private lands to public lands will be sought as
provided for in the Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act .

..
..

Harvest levels of brown bears may reduce bear populations within a
portion of Katmai National Monument. liberal seasons will be
maintained only in those areas adjacent to the communities in order
to minimize the impact on the remainder of the Monument.
The illegal harvest of bears 11ay exceed the 111axhnum desired harvest •
A vigorous enforcement program shall be maintained to insure a
minimum level of illegal harvest.

•

The incidence of adverse bear-human interactions will be reduced •

•

An opportunity for recreational bear harvest shall be maintained •

..

The total number of bears utilizing Katmai National Monument will
be somewhat reduced . losses should not have a significant Impact
on bear observation opportunities In areas of high visitor use.
such as Brooks Camp. Only near the comnunitles of Naknek, South
Naknek, and King Salmon will the opportunities for observation be
significantly reduced.
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17. CENTRAL ALASKA PEIHHSULA

BROHi~

BEAR HAHAGEllENT PLAN

LOCATION
In Game Management Unit 9, that portion of the Alaska Peninsula draining
Into the Bering Sea southwest of the Naknek River drainage and Katmai
National Honument to and Including Reindeer Creek on the south, and
those drainages Into the Pacific Ocean from Kat1114i National Monument on
the north to Cape lgvak on the south.
PRIMARY MAllAGEH£NT GOAL
To provide the greatest opportunity to participate In hunting brown
bears.
SECONDARY MANAGEMENT GOAL
To provide an opportunity to hunt brown bears under aesthetically pleasing
conditions.
EXAMPLES OF MANAGEMENT GUIDELINES
l.

Maintain a highly productive brown bear population.

2.

Design brown bear hunting seasons to maintain a large proportion of
males In the harvest.

3.

Maintain a hunting season of at least ten days.

4.

Control access, number and distribution of hunters and methods of
hunter transport to maintain desired harvest levels, and to maintain
aesthetic hunting conditions.

5.

Discourage land use practices that adversely affect the wild character
of the area .

THE SPECIES
A high-density brown bear population now occurs In this area. The
population Is dominated by younger age class animals and biased towards
females because of past sport harvest. Older age animals still occur In
the harvest. Productivity appears high, and sows with large litters are
frequently observed. Data on population size and composition are lacking,
but Indications are that nUlllbers are relatively stable or Increasing
slightly. An Interchange of bears across the Aleutian Range to the
Pacific drainages occurs regularly. Some move1"1!11ts also occur between
this area and Bering Sea drainages to its north and south. Bears den
throughout the area, but dens most coanonly occur In the lower elevations
of the Aleutian Range.
The area has been hunted heavily for a number of years. Harvest records
Indicate a minimum of 700 brown bears have been taken since 1961. The
majority of the kill has been by guided nonresidents (78 percent} and
has occurred during the fall season (SZS bears). Harvest levels increased
until the mld-l960's and then declined slightly to current levels of
about 50 bears annually.
A large guide Industry operates In the area with 15 permanent guide
camps established. Resident hunters from other areas of the state also
frequently hunt the area. The presence of both lllOose and caribou niakes

111Ultl-specles hunts possible and serves to attract hunters. Because of
the populatity of multi-species hunts, fall has been the most popular
hunting period, accounting for three-quarters of the reported bear
harvest.
Residents of the villages of Egegik, Pilot Point, Ugashik and Port
Heiden have little interest in sport hunting bears. Domestic use of the
species Is nonexistent. Occasionally a nuisance brown bear fs killed
wl thin the villages.
The area has been altered little by man's activities. Oil exploration
crews have drilled test holes and constructed large landing strips In
four locations. Seismic tests have been conducted with the aid of allterrain vehicles in the past, although recent work has been with helicopters
or with all-terrain vehicles on frozen tundra in winter. Marks from
past vehicle use are readily visible from the air but less evident on
the ground.
Transportation within the area is prill'lllrfly by light aircraft with
hunting then conducted on foot. All-terrain vehicles and 4-wheel drive
vehicles are used by a few guides for transportation. Air charter
services located In King Salmon provide transportation for many hunters.

*

Oil and mineral exploration or development may seriously alter the
wilderness nature of the area, Improve access, and prove detrimental
to brown bear habitat. Efforts will be made to discourage develop!N!nt
in critical habitat and to modify develop.ent in other areas to
minimize adverse impacts. Restrictive regulations governing hunting
11111y be applied to adjust harvest levels or characteristics.

*

Land In private ownership or controlled by the National Park Service
mey be closed to hunting, thereby concentrating hunting on remaining
public land. Concentrations of hunters would adversely affect
huntfng aesthetics or cause local over-harvest of bear populations.
Huntf ng regulations will be lllOdified to retain high aesthetics and
to prevent over-harvest. The Department should seek cooperation
from federal agencies to permit hunting on National Park Service
lands and should solicit the cooperation of private landowners to
facilitate prog~ssive management of br1111m bears. Easements across
private lands to public lands will be sought as provided for in the
Alaska Natfve Claims Settlement Act.

*

Seg11e11ts of the hunting public 11ay willfully Ignore hunting regulations
to insure high hunter success . Over-harvest may occur as a result
and management objectives would be Impossible to maintain. Regulations
governing hunting will be vigorously enforced.

•

Restrictions on the use of aircraft for transportation may result
In a proliferation of all-terrain vehicles which would adversely
affect hunting aesthetics. Regulations restricting all-terrain
vehicles for hunting purposes inay be f~letaented.

•

Huntfng for other game species may not be compatible with proposed
brown bear management. Seasons may be established to minimize
conflicts with hunting of other species, and methods of hunting for
other species may be regulated to concur with brown bear management
objectives.

..

A highly productive population of brown bears shall be maintained •
The population shall be biased In favor of fetaales and few older
bears will be present.

..
..

An opportunity for sport hunting of brown bears shall be retained
over the widest possible area.

..
..

Hunting regulations for other 9a1111t species may be adjusted to
conform to brown bear management objectives.

..

Numbers of hunters will not be restricted unless necessary to
maintain desired harvest levels or prevent crowding of hunters.

Restrictions or prohibitions on use of aircraft and all terrain
vehicles for brown bear hunting are probable.
Resource development activities that are detrimental to brown bears

wll l be limited.
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18. PACIFIC-llESHIK BROHi4 BEAR MAllAGENEllT PLAN
LOCATION
In Game Managet11ent Unit 9, all drainages Into the Pacific Ocean from
Cape lgvak on the north to Cape KU111lllllll on the south and all drainages
Into Port Heiden Bay.
~

MANAGEMENT GOAL

To provide an opportunity to take large brown bears.
SECONDARY JAAGEHENT GOAL
To provide an opportunity to hunt brown bears under aesthetica l ly pleasing
cood It ions.
~

OF MANAGEMENT GUIDELINES

1.

Design brown bear hunting seasons to 111alntaln a large proportion of
aiales In the harvest.

2.

Maintain a hunting season length of at least ten days.

3.

Control access, number and distribution of hunters and methods of
hunter transport to maintain desired harvest levels and to maintain
aesthetic hunting conditions.

4.

Oppose land use practices that will adversely affect the wild
character of the area.

THE SPECIES
Brown bears are now abundant within this area but the population does
not necessarily remain discrete within the boundaries of this area .
Bears llOVe across drainages and over the Aleutian Range Into and from
other areas. Data on population size, coaiposltlon, and areas of use are
•lnl111al. At this tl111e the population generally appears young and highly
productive, although SD1111! older age Individuals are present.
Sport hunting has become Increasingly Important in the area. Harvest
over the past five years has averaged about 30 bears annually, about
five bears per year more than the 15-year average. Approxlm.itely 60
percent of the harvest occurs in the fall when aioose and caribou are
also available. Host bears are taken by guided nonresidents. Six
per11anent guide camps have been established In the area, but most guiding
still occurs fr011 temporary camps.
Brown bear habitat has been altered little by man. Large landing strips
associated with oil or mineral exploratory work were constructed near
the Heshlk River and at Wide Bay. The use of tracked vehicles for
hunting has been limited to the Hesh1k Valley, but such vehicles have
been used throughout 11111ch of the southern orea for oil exploratory
efforts. Vehicle tracks remain readily visible frQll the air for several
years but are less evident on the ground.
The Pacific watersheds of the proposed area have received light hunting
pressure because weather frequently makes travel to, from, and within
the area difficult and , until recently, other lightly harvested game
populations were more available. The Heshlk River drainages have also
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had limited hunting because access, including aircraft, is limited.
floatplane landings are possible in some areas . The river, although
shallow, can be floated by raft. Other aircraft access is restricted to
wheel landings on fnter · tidal beaches, p1111lce patches, gravel bars, or
abandoned mining strips. Tracked vehicles may not be utilized for
hunting in the Alaska Peninsula Management Area which composes a large
portion of the proposed management area. The basic wilderness nature of
the area supplements high hunting aesthetics .
Host hunting is recreational. Only occasionally do residents of local
villages harvest bears for domestic use . Because of the sparce human
population, few bears are killed in "defense of life and property•
situations .

*

Oil and mineral exploration or development may seriously al ter the
wilderness nature of the area, Improve access, and prove detrimental
to brown bear habitat. Efforts will be made to discourage development
in areas of cri t ical habitat and to modify any development in other
areas to mlnl ~lze adverse effects on brown bears.

*

Land in private ownership or under control of the National Park
Service 111ay be closed to hunting, thereby concentrating hunting on
reiaaining public land. Concentrations of hunters would adversely
affect hunting aesthetics and cause local over-harvest of bear
populations . Hunting regulations wil l be modified to retain high
hunting aesthetics and to prevent over-harvest. The Department
$hould seek cooperation from federal agencies to permit hunting on
National Park Service lands and should solicit the cooperation of
private landowners to facilitate progressive management of brown
bears. Easements across private lands to public lands will be
1ought as provided for in the Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act .
Increased hunting pressure may reduce numbers of large bears available
to hunters or result In skewed sex ratios or excessive harvests.
Harvests will be 1110r1itored and, if necessary, season dates, harvest
levels, or methods of transport manipulated to minimize conflicts
between areas , and to restrict or destribute hunters .

*

Hunting for other game species may not be compatible with proposed
management. Seasons will be established to minimize confli cts with
use of other species and the methods of hunting other species will
be regulated to concur with brown bear management objectives.
Restrictions on the use of aircraft may result In a proliferation
of all-terrain vehicles which would adversely affect hunting aesthetics.
Regulations restricting all-terrain vehicles for hunting may be
hnp1emented.

•

Segments of the hunting public may willfully Ignore hunting regulations
to insure high hunter success. Over-harvest of bears may result
and management objectives would become impossible to mainta in.
Regulations governing hunting will be vigorously enforced.

IMPACTS
A reduced level of harvest may ensue untfl the average age of bears
reaches a desired maximum.
*

A relatively stable brown bear population wi th older age class
Individuals will be 111aintalned.

Not all hunters may be able to participate during any given season.
Restrictions or prohibitions on use of aircraft and all-terrain
vehicles for brown bear hunting are probable.
•

Resource develolll"!nt activities that are detrltnental to brown bears
will be limited.
Hunting regulations on other game species may be modified to confonn
to brown bear management objectives.
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19. LOliER ALASKA PENINSULA Jlqm1N BEAR l"ANAGEl'ENT PLAN
~

In Game Hanagement Vnlt 9, that portion of the Alaska Peninsula lying
north and east of a line between the heads of Port Holler Bay and American
Bay and to the south and west of, but not Including, the drainages of
the Heshik and Aniakchak Rivers and Kujullk Bay.
~

HAHAGEH£NT GOAL

To provide the greatest opportunity to participate In hunting brown
bears.
SECONDARY MAllAGEHENT

~

To provide an opportunity to hunt brown
condittons.
~

bea~

under aesthetically pleasing

Qf. HANAGEHEHT GUIDEllllES

I.

Maintain a highly productive brown bear population.

2.

Maintain a hunting season length of at least ten days.

3.

Design brown bear hunting seasons to 1111lntaln a large proportion of
males In the harvest.

4.

Control access, number and distribution of hunters and methods of
hunter transport to .alntaln the harvest at desired levels and to
maintain aesthetic hunting conditions.

~.

Discourage land use practices that adversely affect the wild character
of the area .

THE SPE,CIES
This area has a high abundance of brown bears. The population 111ay be
the most productive of any population tn Alaska. Data are not available
on total bear numbers, but Department research conducted In the Chignik·
Black lake area suggests females out ~ number males by as much as five to
one with few old males present. The average age of bears In the harvest
Is less than six years .
The heaviest brown bear hunting pressure on the Alaska Peninsula occurs
In this area. Over the past 10 years, ft has produced about 60 bears
annually, with about 53 percent of the harvest In the fall. Most of the
brown bear harvest Is by guided nonresidents who 11ake up 76 percent of
successful hunters. Permanent guide camps have been established at
seven locattons, with additional temporary Cil!JlS constructed seasonally.
Hunting effort by resident hunters has been Increasing In recent years.
The presence of llOOSe and caribou have been l~portant In attracting
hunters. Combination hunts for bears with one or both of these other
species are popular with both all hunters. Hunting regulations for
moose and caribou thereby affect hunting pressure on the brown bear
population.
The Chignik residents occasionally have probletas with nuisance brown
bears. "Defense of life and property" kills have averaged about one
bear annually. Illegal killing of bears re111c1ins a problem but Is less
serious than fn past years.
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Transportation within the area Is prfinarfly by light aircraft with
hunting occurring on foot. Two all -terrain vehicles have been introduced
by guides. Boats are used for transportation In the Chignik River
system and along the Pacific shoreline.
The area remains essentially wilderness in spite of numerous oil exploratory
efforts in recent years. All·terrain vehicle trail s , readily visible
from the air but less evident on the ground, mark areas of extensive
seismic work. Test holes were drilled and a large landing strtp was
constructed in one location. There Is a high probability that future
oil and mineral development will occur in the area.
PROBLEMS

•

Oil and mineral exploratory efforts and development may seriously
alter the wilderness nature of the area, Improve access, and prove
detrimental to brown bear habitat. EffortJ will be made to discourage
development in critical bear habitat and to modify any development
elsewhere In the area to minimize adverse impacts to brown bears.

•

Land In private ownership may be closed to hunting, thereby concentrating
hunting on remaining public land. Concentrations of hunters that
would adversely affect hunting aesthetics or cause local over·
harvest of bear populations could develop. Hunting regulations inay
be modified to retain high hunting aesthetics and to prevent overharvest. The Department should solicit the cooperation of private
landowners to facilitate progressive management of brown bears.
Easements across private lands to public lands will be sought as
provided for In the Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act.

*

Restrictions on the use of aircraft may result fn a proliferation
of all-terrain vehicles that would adversely affect hunting aesthetics.
Regulations restricting all-terrain vehicles for hunting purposes
may be implemented.

•

Hunting for other game species may not be compatible with proposed
brown bear management. Seasons may be established to minimize
conflicts with the hunting of other species. and methods of hunting
for other species may be regulated to concur with brown bear management
object Ives.

•

Segments of the hunting public may willfully ignore hunting regulations
to insure high hunter success. Over-harvest may result and management
objectives would become Impossible to maintain. Regulations governing
hunting will be vigorously enforced.

IMPACTS

*

A young, highly productive brown bear population will be maintained
with few old age males present.
Hunting opportunity shall be maintained by allowing spring and fall
hunting seasons.
An opportunity to hunt brown bears in aesthetically pleasing conditions
will be maintained.

•

Sport hunting shall be retained over the widest possible area .
Resource development activities that are detrimental to brown bears
may be 1i111f ted.
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20. SOUTHHESTERN ALASKA PENINSULA !\ROHN BEAR MANAGEMENT PLAN
LOCATION
In Game Management Unit g, that portion of the Alaska Peninsula south
and west of e line drawn fl'Oll the head of Port Moller Bay on the Bering
Sea side to the head of American Bay on the Pac ific side, except that
area included In the Cold Bay Brown Bear Management Plan.
~

MANAGEMENT GOAL

To provide an opportuni ty to take large brown bears.
SECONDARY HANAGEHENT GOAL
To provide an opportunity to hunt brown bears under aesthetically pleasing
conditions.
EXAMPLES OF HAl'IAGEMEHT GUIDELINES
1.

Design brown bear hunting seasons to maintain a large proportion of
males fn the harvest.

Z.

Maintain a hunting season length of at least ten days.

3.

Control hunter numbers and distribution, if necessary, to distribute
hunting pressure through the area and to maintain desired harvest
levels .

4.

Control methods of hunter transport to 111alntafn aesthetic hunting
conditions.

5.

Oppose land use practices that adversely Impact the wild character
of the area.

THE SPECIES
This area supports a high density of brown bears Including old age
Individuals. The sex and age composition of the population has not been
altered by hunting to the degree that It has elsewhere on the Alaska
Peninsula. Reproductive success appears good, but spectftc data on
population size and compos l thm are lacking.
The area has been altered little by man's activities but oil exploratory
efforts have had local impacts, with test holes drilled and large landing
strips constructed at five locations . Three communities, Nelson Lagoon,
King Cove, and Cold Bay , exist within the lrmedlate area. Residents of
Nelson Lagoon frequently travel the beeches as far as Izembek National
Wildlife Range fn four-wheel drive vehicles or other all-terrain vehicles .
The Wildlife Range is managed by the U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service
which restricts travel to foot or by boat.
Little bear hunting Is done by local residents, but the area Is popular
with Alaskan residents fl'Qm other areas of the state . Harvest levels
are c0111parat1vely low. About 66 percent of the harvest since 1961 has
been by nonresidents, a lower percentage than any other area on the
Alaska Peninsula. Four guides have established permanent hunting camps
In the area.
Since 1961, the harvest has averaged 31 bears annually, but It has
Increased in the past five years to an average of 46 bears. In 1975, 83
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bears were harvested. Host of the brown bear harvest (51 bears) occurred
In the spring of 1975 when the 110re heavily hunted central portion of
the Alaska Peninsula was closed. The level of the spring harvest has
exceeded the fall harvest In this area. Since the area lacks a huntable
moose population, it does not attract hunters interested In the multispecies big game hunts that have resulted In high fall brown bear
harvests in other areas. The reported spring harvest has been 56 percent
of the total kill since 1961. In the past five years this trend has
reversed, with more bears being taken In the fall (58 percent). Hunters
in this area are prlaiarlly Interested In brown bears, but the bearcaribou combination Is becoming an increasingly attractive hunt as a
result of restrictive big game seasons elsewhere In Alaska. The brown
bear population appears capable of sustaining the average harvest level
of the past five years while maintaining the desired harvest characteristics.
However, continued hllrvests at 1975 season levels could prove excessive
for proposed 1111nagement.
Host transportation Is by light aircraft with hunting then occurring on
foot. No all•terraln vehicles except mator bikes have been used by
guides within the area. Residents of Nelson Lagoon utilize four-wheel
drive vehicles to hunt caribou but have little interest In brown bears.
Occasionally, brown bears are killed at Nelson Lagoon and King Cove when
they become a potential danger to the communities.

*

Oil and mineral exploratory work or development may seriously alter
the wilderness nature of the area, Improve access, and prove
detrimental to brown bear habitat. Efforts will be made to discourage
development in critical habitat and to modify development In other
areas to minimize adverse Impact. Restrictive regulations governing
hunt1ng may be app11ed to adjust harvest levels or sex and age
ccmposit1on of the bear population.

*

Land In private ownership or controlled by the National Refuge
system may be closed to hunting, thereby concentrating hunting on
remilnlng public land. Concentrations of hunters would adversely
affect hunting aesthetics or cause local overharvest of bear
populations. Hunting regulations will be modified to retain high
hunting aesthetics and to prevent overharvest. The Department
should seek cooperation fro111 federal agencies to allow publ le
hunting on Refuge lands and should solicit the cooperation of
private landowners to facilitate progressive management of brown
bears. Easements across private lands to public lands will be
sought as provided for In the Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act.

*

(ncreased hunting pressure may result In younger animals, skewed
sex ratios and excessive harvest levels. Seasons may be shortened,
seasons dates adjusted, access restricted, or permits employed to
restrict and distribute hunters.

*

Restrictions on the use of aircraft for transportation may result
In a proliferation of all-terrain vehicles that would adversely
affect hunting aesthetics. Regulations restricting all-terrain
vehicles for hunting may be Implemented.

*

Hunting for other g- species may not be compatible with proposed
management. Seasons will be established so as to minimize conflicts
with use of other species, and the methods of hunting other species
will be regulated to concur with brown bear management objectives.
Segments of the hunting public will willfully Ignore hunting regulations
to Insure high hunter success. Overharvest of bears may result and
management objectives become impossible to maintain. Regulations
governing hunting will be vigorously enforced.
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•

A stoble brown bear population with numerous older individuals
shall be maintained.

*

A recreational opportunity to tlarvest bears shall be maintained
consistent with desired hllrvest levels and sex and age c011position.

•

Hot all hunters may be able to participate during any season •
The area shall retain high hunting aesthetics.

•

Resource development activities that are detrimental to brown
bears will be limited.

•

Restrictions or prohibitions on use of aircraft and all-terrain
vehicles for brown bear hunting ore probabte.

•

Hunting regulations for other game species may be modified to
conform to brown bear management objectives.
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21,

COLD BAY BROWN BEAR llANAGEMENT

PLA!~

LOCATION
That portion of Game Management Unit 9 bounded by a line starting at
Blaine Point 1n lzembek Lagoon, then due south to Kinzarof Lagoon, then
along the mean high tide line west and south to the mouth of Thin Point
Lagoon, then along a line west to Frosty Peak, then along a line northwest
to lzembek Lagoon, then along the mean high tide line north and east to
the point of or1g1n.
PRIMARY 11ANAGEHENT GOAL
To provide the greatest opportunity to participate in hunting brown
bears.
SECONDARY MANAGEMENT GOAL
To provide for an optimum harvest of brown bears.
EXAMPLES OF MANAGEMENT GUIDELINES
1.

Ma1nta1n a low but secure brown bear population.

2.

Encourage sport hunter harvest of brown bears to reduce bear-human
confrontations.

3.

Increase public awareness of brown bear behavior to reduce adverse
bear-human interactions.

THE SPECIES
The Cold Bay area supports a high density of brown bears, although there
ls little information available on total bear numbers, sex and age
structure of the population and natural mortality factors. Brown bears
occur in or travel through the area 1n all seasons except winter, with
greatest use occurring 1n summer when the bears gather 1n the local
streams to feed on spawning salmon. Brown bears den on nearby Frosty
Peak. Though data are lacking, the bear population may contain a relatively
high proportion of older, larger males since the area was closed to
brown bear recreational hunting between 1968 and 1974. Apart from
buildings and roads associated with the village of Cold Bay, lzembek
National Wildlife Range, and abandoned military installations, humans
have made little impact on brown bear habitat.
The Cold Bay area was closed to brown bear hunting between 1968 and
1974. Sport hunting resumed in 1975 with a spring and fall season.
About six bears are killed annually, with more than 80 percent of the
harvest being taken by Alaska residents. One guide occasionally brings
clients to hunt in the area. Hunter access over the area is generally
unrestricted except within lzembek National Wildlife Range where restrictions
on motorized vehicles limit access to walking except on established
roads.
Little change is expected in land ownership. Should oil development
take place in the lower Alaska Peninsula, the Cold Bay Airport would
probably become an important log istic center.

SJ

•

The village of Cold Bay has been plagued with nuisance brown bears
because of its prox1m1ty to brown bear habitat and, in particular,
the presence of several salmon spawning streams. At least 10 bears
have been killed in defense of life and property since 1970. A
photographer was killed by a brown bear near Cold Bay 1n 1974. The
Deparbnent should make every effort to inform the public of bear
behavior in order to mfnfmfze future problems. In addft1on, the
Department should encourage an acceptance of brown bears as an
integral part of life 1n the area . Where possfble, sport hunting
wfll be directed at problem anfinals .
With Increased urbanization, the potential for adverse bear-hUC11an
interactions will Increase. Where po~sible, developments wfll be
directed away from areas of prime bear use. Increased numbers of
sport hunters associated wf th coasnunlty growth should help mafntain
a lower bear population and further m1nimf ze problems.

..

Hunting seasons will reduce the frequency of adverse bear-human
fnteractions, and a lower, but stable, brown bear population will
be 11111fntained.
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22.

UNIMAK ISLAMD BROWN BEAR MANAGEMErH PLAN

LOCATION
In Game Management Unit 10, Unimak Island.
PRIMARY MANAGEMENT GOAL
To provide an opportunity to hunt brown bears under aesthetically
pleasing conditions.
SECONDARY MANAGEMENT

~

To provide en opportunity to take large brown bears.
~

QE. MANAGEMENT GUIDELINES

1.

Control access, number and distribution of hunters and methods of
hunter transport to maintain aesthetic hunting conditions.

2.

Design brown bear hunting seasons to maintain a large proportion of
lllilles 1n the harvest.

3.

Oppose land use practices that will adversely Impact the wilderness
character of the area.

Brown bears are abundant on Unimak Island. Old age animals are present,
and the population has been little affected by hunting. Specific data
on population numbers, composition, and reproductive success are lacking,
but the population appears stable. Host denning occurs on the slopes of
the Island's volcanos. Bears feed In streams when spawning salmon are
present. In addition, caribou, beach carrion, rodents and berries are
available food sources.
The Island Is wilderness except for limited areas around False Pass and
the U. S. Coast Guard stations at Cape Sarichef and Scotch Cape.
Hunting aesthetics on the island are high with the landscape unaffected
by man; the few hunters present result In little competition for animals.
Unlmak 1s part of the Aleutian Island Refuge system, and brown bear
hunting 1s regulated by a pennit system presently administered by the U.
S. Fish and Wildlife Service. The number of pennits Issued has been
low, and this has been the major factor In maintaining a low harvest
level. In recent years, the hunter kill has ranged between 2 and 5
bears with the harvest almost entirely by Alaskan residents. The small
number of bears fn the harvest precludes meaningful conclusions concerning
the age structure or sex of bears in the population.
Access for persons other than local residents is difficult and expensive.
Local air charters have not been regularly available, and small boats
for recreational use are unavailable. The U. S. Fish and Wildlife
Service restricts brown bear hunters transported by aircraft to landings
In areas below mean high tide and to water surfaces. These restrictions
have discouraged persons from using the area.
There ls little local Interest in sport hunting for brown bears. Most
hunting is by trophy and recreational hunters from other areas of the
state. Domestic use of bears is nonexistent. Because of the sparse
human population, the number of illegal kills or "defense of life and
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property" k111s are also low. Natural mortality factors have the greatest
Impact on the Island's brown bear population.

•

011 and mineral exploration and development may seriously alter the
Island's wilderness nature, improve access, and prove detrimental
to brown bear habitat. Efforts will be made to discourage development
in areas of critical habitat and to modify development in other
areas to minimize adverse effects.

•

The existing permit system regulating brown bear hunting may be
discarded by the U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service, possibly resulting
in excess1ve harvests or in crowding of hunters. Additional
restrictions may be placed on bear hunting by the Department to
maintain hunting quality and to Insure availability of large male
bears in the harvest.

•

Segments of the hunting public may willfully ignore hunting regulations
to Insure high hunter success. Over-harvest may result, and management
objectives become impossible to maintain. Regulations governing
hunting will be vigorously enforced.

•

A stable brown bear population with older age individuals will be
maintained.

•

An opportunity to hunt large brown bears under aesthetically pleasing
conditions will be maintained.
Permits, time zoning, or restrictions on methods and means of
hunting shall be applied.

•

Resource development activities which are detrimental to brown
bears may be 11mited.

23. MC NEIL RIVER BROWN BEAR MANAGEllENT PLAN
hQflli!!!!.
That portion of Gatne Management Unit 9 described as the McNeil River
State Game Sanctuary.
~

MANAGEMENT GOAL

To provide an opportunity to view, photograph and enjoy brown bears.
SECONDARY MANAGEMENT GDAL
To provide an opportunity for scientific and educational study of brown
bears.
~OF

MANAGEMENT GUIDELINES

1.

Encourage participation In viewing and photography of brown bears
by a broader spectr1111 of the public.

2.

Regulate the number and activities of visitors to the area to
~lnl~lze adverse bear-hunian Interactions.

J.

Control access of visitors and methods of transport to minimize
disturbance and harassment of brown bears.

4.

Maintain

5.

Encourage scientific and educational studies that are compatible
with public viewing opportunities.

6.

Maintain an adequate salmon escapement within the McNeil River
system to support high populations of bears and a viable salr10n
population.

7.

Disallow developments not compatible with primary management objectives
or that would substantially alter the wilderness nature of the
area.

~lnimal develo~nt

of visitor facilities.

THE SPECIES
The July and August concentration of brown bears at McNeil River has
gained worldwide fame. Prior to statehood, bear hunting was banned In
this area to protect the unique concentration. Following statehood, the
ban remained and the area became a state game sanctuary. Since 1973, a
permit system which regulated hwuan activity and densities within the
sanctuary during the period of brown bear concentration has been In
effect.
The nUIDber of bears present has varied between 75-90 In recent years.
Reports from the late 19SO's Indicate that greater numbers of bears were
present at that time. All ages of bears use the area and are highly
visible for recreational observation, photography, or scientific study.
The population of bears spends only part of each year within the sanctuary
boundaries. At least seven McNeil River bears have been taken outside
the sanctuary by sport hunters.
Between 1963 and 1972 the Depar~nt of Fish and Game collected data on
the life history of McNeil River brown bears. This program included
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lnmoblllzation and marking of animals. The program terminated, but
tagged bears remain In the population. These markings are being lost
naturally and bears are returning to a pristine appearance. FrOA1 1970
to 1975, Utah State University graduate students conducted research on
brown bear behavior.
Prior to 1970, public use of the sanctuary during tha period of concentrated
bear use was limited. In recent years, use has greatly increased and in
1975 reached 385 man days during July and August. The permit system now
regulating human use of the sanctuary was developed In response to
Increased public use. Requests have been received to develop tha area
for a larger volume of daily visitors, but have been discouraged as
incompatible with maintaining a high concentration of brown bears.
Present use Is primarily by non-Alaskans and professional or semiprofessional photographers.

*

Visitor use may prove incompatible with .aintaining a high concentration
of bears, or human activities may harass bears from the area.
Department personnel stationed in the sanctuary will police public
use to prevent abuses. The effectiveness of the permit system will
be annually evaluated and adjustments In the number of per111its or
authorized public activities made to achieve desired management .

*

Bears will be killed by visitors in "defense of life" but such
actions should not be consian. Injury or loss of hu.an life may
occur bfcause of the close proximity of bears to humans within the
sanctuary. The permit system and activities of Department personnel
should regulate public use to make adverse bear-human interactions
rare. Every effort should be .ade to prevent such an occurrence,
but the danger should be accepted by the public as a normal hazard
of entering the sanctuary.

*

Alaskan residents are inaklng minimal use of the sanctuary, with the
greatest use occurring from nonresidents and foreign nationals.
The presence of the McNeil River bear concentration and the state
management program should be better publicized within the state to
encourage a greater amount of use by Alaskans. However, the
maxilllUll level of public use will not be allowed to exceed the
l lmits of the permit system.

*

Because McNeil River brown bears are dependent upon habitat outside
the boundaries of the sanctuary, incoaipatlble land use in these
areas ~ay reduce the numbers of bears present. "4nagement shall
encourage uses of adjoining lands that are compatible with maintaining
a high concentration of brown bears within the sanctuary.

*

Sport hunting outside the sanctuary or loss of bears to "defense of
life" may significantly reduce the McNeil River bear population.
Little Illegal hunting is expected within the sanctuary as few
bears are in the area during the tl..e when hides are of good quality.
Hunting levels outside the sanctuary will be carefully lllOnitored
and restrictions Imposed if necessary. Public use in the sunmer
shall be regulated to minimize any loss of bears. Any Illegal
harvest of bears will be vigorously prosecuted.

*

Visitor use shall continue
Permits will restrict both
present, with recreational
studies or c111111ercial film

to be regulated under tenns of a pen1it.
the number and activities of persons
viewing having priority over scientific
ventures.
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*

The sanctuary will be managed as a wilderness with few develop111ents
to facilitate visitor use.

*

Transportat ion within the area shall be by foot. Aircraft landing
will be allowed on water surfaces, or fn the lnter•tidal beach
areas, but low level flights In the vicinity of the falls or any
concentration of bears will be discouraged.

*

Developments not caiipatlble with proposed 111anage.ent or which would
substantially alter the wilderness nature of the sanctuary will not
be allowed.
A high concentration of visible brown bears shall be maintained at
McNeil River falls for recreational viewing, photography, or approved
scientific study.

*

The wilderness nature of the sanctuary shall remain unaltered.
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28. AFOGllAK-SHUYAK BROWN BEAR MAllAGEllENT PLAN

In Game Management Unit 8, Shuyak Island, Ban Island, Mal'lllOt Island and
Afognak Island northwest and east of the Southern Afognak-Raspberry
Island Brown Bear Haoage11ent Plan area.
MAHAGEMENT GOAL
To provide an opportunity to hunt brown bears under aesthetically pleasing
condi tions .
EXAMPLES

Qf. MANAGEMENT

GUIDELINES

1.

Control the number and distribution of brown bear hunters to maintain
the harvest at desired levels and to maintain uncrowded hunting
conditions.

2.

Design brown bear hunting seasons to maintain the desired population
size and structure.

l.

Encourage scientific and educational studies of brown bears.

4.

Increase public awareness of brown bear behavior to reduce adverse
bear-human Interactions.

THE SPECIES
The Afognak-Shuyak area ts relatively ~te and largely uninhabited.
Recognizing the scenic and wilderness qualities of the area, the U.S.
Forest Service has recomnended that 55,000 acres 1n the Red Peak-Ban
Island areas be designated a Scenic Area. Another 5,300 acre parcel has
been designated the Paramanof Research Natural Area.
The brown bear PoPulatlon ts estilllclted at 200 to 300 antinals for the
entire Afognak·Raspberry-Shuyak Islands group. Although Information on
1110vements ts lacking, It Is suspected that there ts considerable interchange
of bears between maoagement areas. Heavily forested Shuyak Island has
few productive spawning streams and a low bear density. The northwestern
part of the area contains dense Sitka spruce forest at lower elevations,
grading Into grass-brushlands and finally extensive rugged alpine areas
above 1500 feet elevation. Eastern lzhut Bay and Tonk! Peninsula are
slightly more accessible but contain equally rugged terrain . East of
lzhut Bay, spruce forest bec011es less dense giving way to large expanses
of open alpine and steep, brushy hillsides.
The Para11anof Bay drainage
due to many open hillsides
bears. Tonkl Peninsula ts
Its ll~lted anchorages and

ts one of the 1110St popular hunting locations
and valleys with good conditions for spotting
also popular although less accessible due to
exposure to stonns.

Resident hunters are the primary users of the area. However, three
guiding operations have recently used the Paramanof Bay area . Hunting
pressure and harvest are relatively light because the area Is not very
accessible by small boat. Float and amphibious aircraft are the primary
means of transportation Into the area. Access to the Interior of the
area ts limited to a few lakes. No maintained trails exist although
scattered elk and bear trails provide limited access. Annual sport
harvests average about six bears.
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The eastern portion of the management area, including parts of the
Seal Bay and lihut Bay drainages, are scheduled for logging in the
next ten years. Future sales are planned by the U.S. Forest Service
for the northwestern part of Afognak Island. Soll1e of the timber
land has been selected by Native village corporations which can be
expected to introduce logging. The Impact of logging operations
will detract from the aesthetics of bear hunting. Defense of life
and property kills can be expected to Increase and the quality of
bear habitat may be initally reduced by clearcut logging. The
Department should enlist the cooperation of the U.S. Forest Service
and private landowners in protecting critical brown bear habitat
and to carry out cutting plans In a manner least detrl111ental to
bear habl tat.

•

Huch of the management area has been selected by Native village
corporations. Should the corporations close their lands to trespass,
a serious loss of hunting opportunity would occur. The Department
should solicit the cooperation of private landowners to facilitate
progressive manage11e11t of brown bears. Easements across private
lands to public lands will be sought as provided for In the Alaska
Native ClallllS Settle11ent Act.

•

A relatively limited number of access points serve to concentrate
hunters and reduce aesthetic hunting opportunities. Even distribution
of hunting pressure will be difficult to achieve. The Department
should enlist the cooperation of the U.S . Forest Service and village
corporations in developing foot trails, floatplane landing docks,
and recreational cabins in selected areas .

•

There are many potential competing uses of the management area,
both conmerclal and recreational, which may affect the quality of
hunting. Commercial fishing, sport fishing and hunting for other
game species may conflict with the aesthetics of bear hunting.
Hunting seasons for other species may have to be restricted In some
portions of the area to maintain aesthetically pleasing brown bear
hunting.

•

Optimum productivity of the bear population will be maintained and
large trophy bears will be available.

•

Uncrowded, aesthetically pleasing hunting conditions will be available
for a ll•lted lll.lllber of hunters each year .

•

Li•ltations on deer and elk hunting to 111aintain aesthlcally pleasing
bear hunting conditions will reduce hunting opportunity and harvest
of these spec Ies .

•

Permit hunting will be implemented to maintain even dt strlbutlon of
hunting pressure. This will reduce the number of hunters allowed
to participate.
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29. PORTAGE LAKF.

~ROHN

8EAR

~ANAGEMENT

Pl.AN

LOCATl_ON
That portion of ~ Management Unit 8 on Afognak Island which Includes
Portage lake from the outlet of Upper Portage Lake to one-half mile
below the fish pass on Portage River, Including a strip 1.5 miles wide
along both sides of Portage Lake, along Portage River and along the
outlet of Upper Portage Lake.
~

MANAGEMENT GOAL

To provide an opportunity to view, photograph and enjoy brown bears.
SECOHDARY HAHAGEMENT GOAL
To provide the greatest opportunity to participate In hunting brown
bears.
~

OF HANAGEHENT GU!OELINES

1.

Encourage public viewing and photography of brown bears.

l.

Allow hunter harvest at a time when not In conflict with viewing
and photographic opportunities.

J.

Regulate number and activities of visitors to the area to protect
brown beers froia llul:lan disturbance and harassment.

4.

Encourage melntenance of adequate salmon escapement within the area
to support a high population of brown bears and viable sal1110n
populations.

THE SPECIES
The Portage Lake drainage, Afognak Island's best red sal1110n producing
system, Is also one of the best areas to view brown bears. Bears concentrate
in red sal1110n spawning areas from mid-July to late August. Bears then
disperse to some extent, but continue to frequent the area, feeding on
pink and silver sal1111111 until October. Although heavy timber limits
viewing opportunity, bears can often be seen where streams meander
through meadows and openings In the canopy.
A recently constructed timber haul road crosses one of the 111c1jor spawning
streams near the best viewing area on Portage Lake. Traffic on this
road may reduce bear feeding activity within the drainage. Sport flshemien
frequent the area from June through September and the U.S. Forest Service
maintains a recreational cabin on the lake.
Hunting pressure Is presently light In the drainage, with only occasional
bears taken. 11 l11gal harvest 111ay Increase with l1n11roved access provided
by the road.

•

Logging activities and truck traffic will detract fro~ aesthetics
and may reduce the availability of bears In viewing areas. Seasonal
restrictions on logging activity during the period when bears are
cnost actively feeding should be requested fro. the U.S. Forest
Service.

Access created by the logging road will increase sport fishing
actlvfty and other recreational use In bear feeding areas and such
use wfll conflict with bear observation and photography. Bear
feeding areas should be closed to fishing during prime viewing
ttines.

•

Bear-llUlllln encounters will becDlle more frequent as more recreational
use occurs. Defense of 11 fe and property k111 s wl 11 occur 1110re
often and opportunity for viewing will be di~lnlshed . The Oeparblent
should provfde inforwation to recreational users on bear behavior
and avoidance, and restrict use of bear viewing areas with a permit
syste. •

•

The area has been selected by native village corporat ions who may
close these lands to trespass should they obtain ownership. The
Department should solicit the cooperation of private landowners to
facilitate progressive management of brown bears. Easements
across private lands to public lands will be sought as provided for
in the Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act.

..

Opportunity to view and photograph brown bears will continue to be
available through restrictions on number of users. Permits may be
required for vfewlng and photography of bears.

•

Soaie restrfctlons on sport fishing activity will be necessary to
llllintain undisturbed bear viewing conditions.

•

SOiie time zone restrictions 111ay be l1111osed on use of the logging
road.

30. SOUTH AFOGNAK-RASPBERRY ISLAND RROWN BEAR MArlAGEMENT PLAN
LOCATIOH

In GatlNI Management Unit 8, Raspberry Island and adjacent Slllall Islands,
except Whale Is land ; Afognak Island south and east of the Halina Bay
drainages Including drainages 1nto Raspberry Straits and Hannot Bay west
of the head of Saposa Bay and bounded on the east by the Gretchen Lake,
Laura Lake, Pauls Lake drainages and bounded on the north by a line from
Shields Point to Delphln Point, not Including drainages Into Delphln
Bay. The Portage Lake Management Plan area Is excluded.
MANAGEMENT

m

To provide the greatest opportunity to participate In hunting brown
bears.
~

OF MANAGEMENT GUIDELINES

1.

Design brown bear hunting seasons to maintain desired bear population
size and structure .

2.

Improve hunter access within the area and control methods of hunter
transport, 1f necessary, to distribute hunting pressure through the
area.

3.

Encourage scientific and educational studies of brown bear ecology,

4.

Discourage land use practices that adversely affect brown bear
habitat.

THE SPECIES
Estimates of the bear population In the Afognak-Raspberry-Shuyak Islands
complex are difficult to 11111ke due to the difficulty of observing bears
in dense forest growth. Bear densities appear to be much less In the
Afognak group than on Kodiak Island. Based on past harvest, observation
of salmon stream concentrations, hunter reports and general observations,
1t ls estimated that the bear population ls 200-300 animals.
Spruce habitat ls generally thought to support lower bear densities than
areas with higher vegetative diversity. Salmon are proportionately much
less abundant in the Afognak group than on Kodiak. Sitka spruce vegetation
is gradually invading the western side of Afognak where large areas of
open grass-brushlands now exist. As spruce invades, vegetative diversity
ls lessened and presumably habitat ts less suitable for brown bears.
The rate of spruce 1nvaston ls relatively slow and no detectable short
term effects on the bear population can be expected. A few scattered
seasonal and permanent residences are scattered through the management
area, but few changes tn the near-wilderness environment have occurred.
Limited logging activity has occurred since the 1940's, but 1t was not
until 1975 that large scale logging began in the Kazakof and Perenosa
Bay areas . Currently a logging road transects Afognak Island fr0at
K.azakof to Discoverer Bay. Although ultimately clearcuts may provide
improved vegetative diversity, tt remains to be seen if 1ncreastng
forage will offset the disturbance of bear activities and defense of
life and property mortality which generally accompany logging activity.
Dense spruce forest over much of the Afognak group makes it difficult to
observe and stalk bears. Late spring breakup and frequent inclement
weather are additional handicaps to hunters. Hunting pressure has been
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relatively light In the past with sport harvest averaging about 12 bears
annually, about half of which are taken from this area. Raspberry
Straits, Malina Lakes, Portage Lake, and Afognak Lake areas are popular
hunting spots. local hunters use seal! comaercial fishing boats or
skiffs for hunting this area. Niinerous protected anchorages are present.
Charter and private aircraft are used to reach Inland lakes.
As has occurred In the remainder of the Kodiak area, seasons 11.lve been
gradually curtailed to keep harvest at allowable levels. Afognak's
seasons r11111ln open slightly longer in spring and are open nearly three
weeks eir11er in fill than In the Southwestern Kodiak Island Management
area. Relatively IOI! hunter success will pen1it SOiie Increase In nUlllbers
of hunters without mU<:h increase In the harvest.
Residents do most of the bear hunting In this management area, although
recently an increasing number of guides have begun to take nonresidents
to Afognak as competition for hunting areas around the state Increase.
Afognak has a local reputation for large trophy bears. although only
occasionally ls an unusually large bear taken.

•

Host of the land in this management area has been selected by
Native village corporations. Should the corporations choose to
close thi5 land to trespass, a serious loss of hunting opportunity
would occur. The Department should solicit the cooperation of
private landowners to facilitate progressive manageinent of brown
bears. Easeinents across private lands to public lands will be
sought as provided for In the Alaska Native Claims Settle-ent Act.
Development of the logging Industry on village corporation lands Is
1..tnent. Regulations governing timber harvest on private lands
are •1n11111l and brown bear habitat quality can be expected to
dt•lnish without proper consideration In cutting plans. The Depart111ent
should enlist the cooperation of village corporations to consider
effects of road construction and cutting procedures on bear populations
and to protect critical bear habitat. The Department should support
legislation governing forestry practices on private lands.

•

..

Development of a cant mill for processing Afognak Island timber and
associated sewage and wood fiber could be a detriment to salmon
populations upon which brown bear feed. Increasing bear-human
encounters will result In added mortality to brown bears near the
conwnunlty. The Department should encourage consideration of alternate
locations for the mill and community.

As harvests Increase, some reduction In the availability of large
male bears may occur.

•

Haxl1n1111 productivity of the bear population will be maintained •

•

Season length !Illy have to be redU<:ed If allowable harvest levels
art approached.
A relatively large nuaber of hunters wt 11 have an opportunity to
hunt brown bears although chance of taking an animal will be low.
Crowded hunting conditions 111ay occur in localized areas.

•

Brown bear habitat quality will be maintained or Improved to the
extent that the Department can influence land use practtces competitive
with bear habitat quality.
Modification of timber harvesting procedures to maintain or Improve
quality of brown bear habitat may Increase cost of logging operations.
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31.

NORTHEASTERN KODIAK ISLAtm BROHN REAR MANAGEMENT PLAN

~

Th1t portion of Game Managenient Unit S on Kodiak Island east of Rough
Creek In Ugak Say and east of the divide between Klzhuyak Say and Sharatln
Bay Including all drainages Into Chlnlak Bay.
~

MANAGEMENT GOAL

To provide the greatest opportunity to participate In hunting brown
bears.
SECONDARY MANAGEMENT GOAL

To provide for an optimum harvest of brown bears.
EXAMPLES OF MANAGEMENT GUIOELI NES

1.

Maintain an optimum brown bear population.

2.

Design brown bear hunting seasons to maintain desired bear population
size and structure.

J.

Encourage sport harvest of bears to reduce conflicts with domestic
llvest~k and hullan safety.

4.

Increase public awareness of brown bear behavior to reduce adverse
bear-hulnan Interactions.

THE SPECIES

Chronic conflicts with human activities have resulted In a lowered
density of brown bears In this management area. This area supports most
of the Industrial, agricultural and urban development of Kodiak Island.
Huch of the co1stal portion is accessible by road. Conflict with the
cattle Industry has been primarily responsible for present management
which encourages maximum bear harvest. Cattle were f lrst Introduced to
Kodiak In 1794 by Russian settlers, and It Is safe to assllllll! that the
battle with brown bears began tn111edlately. Predation by bears was well
documented by a Department study In 1964-65. Thirty-three cattle were
verified to have been killed by bears during a 14-month study. This
represented less than three percent of the actual cattle population,
excluding calves.
Bears were systematically hunted, trapped and poisoned by ranchers with
frequent assistance from the Fe<leral government prior to statehood. The
Department continued to assist with a bear control program and liberal
hunting seasons were nialntained. Sport hunting has not been successful
In ollevlatlng the predation problem. Fencing was seriously considered
as• po5slble solution to Ingress by bears. During the early 1960's, an
aerl1l shooting program was conducted by the Departnlent, but was soon
dropped due to Intensive pub11c pressure against It. The Department
continued to control suspected pre<lator bears until 1970. Alaska law
permits the killing of any game animal In defense of life or property,
and ranchers conttnue to take bears on their grazing leases, although
few report the kill$ as Is required by regulation. Presently six ranches
are In active operation and periodic bear predation continues.

Hi

Current annual harvest from all sources probably does not exceed 15
bears. Dur1ng the three-year period 1963-1965, a total of 83 bears were
killed, an average of about Z8 per year. Forty-two bears were killed in
1963, 35 of the111 by the Department on cattle leases. The 1965 bear
population In this area was estimated at 48 bears. There is little
doubt that the Intensive bear control activities during the 1960's
drastically reduced the bear population In this area . The current
average population probably does not exceed 75 anl111als .

Ho niajor habitat changes have occurred since the lg6Q's and Increasing

frequency of bear sightings suggests that the bear population Is Increasing
S0111ewh1t despite heavy hunting pressure. Resident hunters do most of
the hunting and less than five percent are successful . Two bear guiding
operations consistently hunt the area.
PROBLEMS

•

Increasing development and human occupancy will result In some
unavo1dable attrition of bear habitat quality. The Department
should encourage the development of land use plans which provide
maxlm1.111 protection for critical brown bear habitat.

•

Host of the management area has been selected by Native village
corporations under terms of the Alaska Native Claims Settlement
Act. Should the corporate landowners close their lands to trespass,
a serious loss of hunting opportunity would occur. The Deparbaent
should so11c1t the cooperation of private landowners to facilitate
progressive management of brown bears. Easements across private
lands to public lands will be sought as provided for In the Alaska
Native ClallllS Settle111ent Act.

•

Sport hunting opportunity will be diminished by the continuing kill
of bears In defense of life and property. The Department should
direct sport hunting effort onto ranches and other areas where
bear-human conflfcts are frequent. Additional effort should be
dfrected toward educating the public In avoiding encounters with
bears and In appreciating brown bears as a natural c111aponent of the
en YI ronment.

*

Maintenance of long hunting seasons encourages out-of-season harvest
In adjacent management areas. The Department should assist the
Division of Fish and Wildlife Protection in intensified enforcement
efforts to prevent Illegal harvest.

*

The brown bear population will be maintained but at a level below
the carrying capacity of the habitat.

•

Sport hunting opportunity will be maximized, but chances of encountering
bears wtl 1 bR low.

*

0pportun1ty for observation or photography of brown bears will be
negltgfble.

•

Depredations on cattle and other conflicts with humans will be
mfnlmlzed.
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32.

SOUTHWESTERN KODIAK ISLAflD BRO"IN BEAR l"AtlAGEf1ENT PLAN

~

In Gaine Hanagtllll!nt Unit 8, all drainages into the easteT'TI side of Klzh\lyak Bay
and all of Kodiak Island south and west of the Rough Creek drainage, including
Ugan lk, While, Alnook and Sitkalidak Islands . The !Carluk Lake drainage is not
included .
HAHAGEMENT §.QM,_

To provide an opportunity to hunt brown bears under aesthetically pleasing
conditions .
EXAMPLES

Q.E. MANAGEMENT GU !DELI NES

1.

Control access, number, and distribution of hunters and methods of
hunter transport to maintain aesthetic hunting conditions .

2.

Design brown bear hunting seasons to maintain a large proportion of male
bears In the harvest.

3.

Increase public awareness of brown bear behavior to reduce adverse bearhuman Interactions .

4.

Discourage land use practices that adversely affect the wilderness nature
of the area .

THE SPECIES
Brown bear density on Kodiak Island is at least as high as In any area of
coinparable size In Alaska . Bears are distributed throughout the management
unit except on some of the smaller offshore Islands . The bear population may
exceed 2,000 animals . No recent population declines have been documented
although some local residents maintain that a higher population was present In
the past . There has been a decline in the proportion of large adult males
through selective trophy hunting. The average hide and skull size of males
harvested has declined during the past 20 years, although It now appears to
have stabilized. Annual aerial surveys do not Indicate a decline In productivity
or survival of offspring .
Infonnatfon on sources of natural mortality In Kodiak bear populations Is
scanty. Pred1tlon on cubs by adult males is colmlOnly thought to be a source
of mortal ity. Selective hunting for males as occurs on Kodiak may favor
survival of young to some extent. Mortality related to periodic food shortages
may be important. Persistent late spring snow retards plant growth and
probably limits foraging success by bears at a time when their body reserves
are lowest. Bears which entered dens In poor fall condition would be especially
susceptible to ...1nutrltlon In late spring.
The habitat in thi s inanageinent area is little changed from prehistoric times .
The coastal dwelling native population in the eighteenth century was approximately
three tl11es larger than the present human population on Kodiak Island. Five
small villages are located In the inanagement area . The Kodiak National
Wildlife Refuge occupies lllOre than three fourths of the area. This refuge ,
administered by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, was established In lg41 to
preserve the natural habitat of the Kodiak brown bear.
Relative to other ranges around the world, Kodiak's habi tat supports an
extremely high density of brown bears. Scores of streams containing from one
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four species of s~wning sall'IOO occur throughout the Island. Luxuriant
plant growth provides abundant green forage, roots and berries. Carrion and
tidal organisms are available in coastal tideland areas . Alpine habitats are
utilized heavily during early Slllllller by bears foraging primarily on sedges.
~ excellent diversity of food sources Is available and periodic movements by
bears In response to seasonal availability of the various food sources are
well documented. Salmon runs on Kodiak have decreased to approximately onethird of levels recorded In the early 1900's. The extent to which this
reduction has affected the bear population Is unknown, although there is
little doubt that salmon is an Important food resource for bears.

to

Prior to lg25, conrnerclal hunting for brown bears was c0111110n on Kodiak Island,
but regulations have becOltle Increasingly restrictive since that period.
Progressively shorter seasons have been set to keep the harvest within allowable
levels. Increasingly Intensive hunting pressure In the early 1960's resulted
In excessive harvest In popular hunting areas while adjacent areas went
largely unharvested. In 1968, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service Initiated a
syste111 on the Kodiak National Wildlife Refuge assigning hunters specific
hunting areas. This system Improved the distribution of harvest and lessened
the extent of crowded hunting conditions. Increasingly restrictive regulations
on brown bear hunting In other areas of the state and the closure of polar
bear hunting by the Marine Mammal Protection Act generated a substantial rise
in hunting pressure and harvest on Kodiak Island in 1973. The Department
Implemented a new permit system for this 11111nagement area in 1976. A limited
number of permits for each of 26 hunting units are now awarded by lottery for
both fall and spring seasons.
Annual harvests have fluctuated considerably depending on weather conditions
during the hunting season as well as changing hunting pressure from year to
year. The aver19e annual harvest for this management area was about 115
animals dur1ng the 1961-1975 period. Males generally comprise at least 60
percent of the annual harvest. Wounding loss, defense of life and property
kills and Illegal harvest are estimated at 10-15 percent of the sport kill.
Nonresident hunters account for about 40 percent of the hunting effort.
Hunting success of nonresidents, who are required to hunt with a guide,
averages approximately 70 percent compared to 30 percent for residents.
Approximately two-thirds of the annual harvest Is taken during the spring
season. Host guides conduct hunts from permanent camps along the coastline
using skiffs for transportation within the hunting area. Resident hunters,
who usually have tent cat11ps and lack boats, are restricted to hunting within a
relatively small area surrounding their camps.
Brown bear guiding ls an Important, although seasonal, local Industry.
Although nonres1dents comprise less than half the hunters, their take ls
nearly two-thirds of the annual harvest.

•

Huch of the coastal land and land surrounding lakes and rivers has been
selected by Native village corporations under tel'T!IS of the Alaska Native
ClalllS Settlement Act. Should corporate landowners close their lands to
trespass, a serious loss of hunting opportunity would occur. Such action
would also restrict access to public lands In the Interior of the Island.
The Department should solicit the cooperation of private landowners to
facilitate progesslve management of brown bears. Easements across
private lands to public lands will be sought as provided for In the
Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act.

*

Land use activities competitive with bear habitat maintenance ts a
probable occurrenc1. On private lands livestock and reindeer herding
Industries may be Introduced In which case brown bears would be systematically
eliminated as predators . Development of fishing lodges, recreational
cabins, Industrial facilities, and permanent human settlements will
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result In gradual attrition of bear habitat. A hydroelectric dam Is
under consideration In the Terror Lake area and construction of a generating
plant Is scheduled for Klzhuyak Bay, both of which would penaanently
alter the quality of bear habitat. The State Highway Department has long
range plans for a road around the Island to link remote villages. All
these activities will alter habitat quality and Increase the frequency of
bear/human encounters. Expansion of the petroleum Industry to the Kodiak
area, Including offshore exploration and development, construction of
onshore support facilities, and attendant growth of the human population
appears lmnlnent. 011 spills could damage salmon rearing areas and
Induce direct mortality to salmon. Increasing development of onshore
facilities and Increasing hURlan population would encroach on bear habitat.
The Departiaent should participate at the planning level and subsequent
stages of all land-use activities to mlnl•lze potentially hannful effects
on brown bear habl tat.
There are many potential competing uses of the management area, both
commercial and recreational, which may affect quality of bear observation
and hunting. Cannerclal fishing, sport fishing, hunting for other game
species, recreational boating, cannery operations, and conmercial and
sport flying may conflict with the aesthetics of bear-related recreational
activities. The Department should initiate zoning of various recreational
activities to mlnl~lze conflicts and contact connerclal Interests In an
attempt to •lnlmlze conflicts with bear hunters.
Federal 1111nage.ent objectives for the Kodiak National Wildlife Refuge ..ay
conflict with the Departnlent's manage111ent objectives. The Oepartlllent
should maintain open channels of coamunlcation with the U.S . Fish and
Wfldl1fe Service and attempt to reach mutually acceptable compl'Ollllses on
Issues of concern.
*

Enforcement of hunting regulations Is difficult at present levels of
manpower and budgets. The Department should Increase efforts to assist
the Department of Public Safety In enforcement matters. Additional
personnel and operating funds should be made available by the State
Legislature.

*

limitations on access, number and distribution of hunters, and methods of
hunter transport needed to promote aesthetics tn brown bear hunting will
limit the freedom of hunters pursuing species other than brown bear.
Consequently the harvest of these species will be reduced to a level
below that which could be sustained.

*

Maximum productivity of the
seasons favoring harvest of
relatively small proportion
record book bears will have

*

Overall hunter success will continue to be relatively high If desired
characteristics of the harvest can be maintained.

*

As hunting pressure Increases, the Individual hunter ' s chances to hunt
wl 11 be reduced.

"

Brown bear habitat quality will be maintained In most areas If the
Department's reconsnendatlons on land use receive serious consideration.

"

Cost of construction and inalntenance of land based Industrial and residential
developments 111y be Increased If the Department's rec011111endatlons on land
use are adopted.

bear population will be achieved by maintaining
males. Large adult males will constftute a
of the bear population, and hunters who seek
a relatively low probability of success.
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33. KARLUK LAKE RROWN

~EAR

MANAGEMENT PLAN

LOCATJOH

In Game Management Unit 8, all drainages Into Karluk Lake above the lake
outlet Including Hora1ne Creek.

PRIMARY HANAGEMEHT §QM,_
To provide an opportunity to view, photograph and enjoy brown bears.

SECONDARY MANAGEMENT GOALS
To provide an opportunity for the scientific and educational study of
brown bears.
To provide an opportunity to hunt brown bears under aesthetically pleasing
conditions.
EXAMPLES

1.

.Qf. MANAGEMENT

GUIDELINES

Regulate numbers and activities of visitors to the area to minimize
dlsturbince and harasS111ent of brown bears.

2.

Encourege scientific and educational studies of brown bears.

3.

Allow hunter harvest at a tl111e when not In confl let with viewing
and photographic opportunities.

4.

Control access, number and distribution of hunters and methods of
hunter transport to ~lntaln aesthetic hunting conditions.

S.

Discourage land use practices that adversely affect the wilderness
character of the area.

THE SPECIES

Brown bears of the K~rluk drainage have been the focus of a long-term
study by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. Containing some g6 square
miles, the area Is located In the interior of southwestern Kodiak Island
within the Kodiak National Wildlife Refuge. The U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service has estlm•ted the area's population at 160 bears, the highest
recorded population density for an area of comparable size In the world.
Historlc•lly, the Karluk system has been the major red salmon producer
on Kodiak Island. When red salmon begin arriving In good nu•bers during
July, bears congregate alDng the numerous Inlet streams and the lakeshore
to feed on spawning fish. Although peak feeding activity occurs in
July, SOiie bears !Illy pursue salinon untfl the late fall denning period.
Concentrations as high as 10 bears per square mile have been recorded In
the O'Malley drainage. The Karluk red sal1D011 declined significantly
over the last SO years. The extent that this has Influenced bear population1
Is unknown, but sun-ier bear density was probably ~uch higher when salmon
were more abundant .
ICarluk Lake has long enjoyed a reputation a1110ng hunters, naturalists and
photographers for its excellent bear populations. It is the most popular
hunting area on Kodiak Island. The average annual kill during 1954·1962
was 18 bears, a harvest which was considered within allowable limits.
The harvest reached about 30 annually by 1966, an excessive level which
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prompted a fall season closure of Karluk and several other drainages in
1967. Annual harvests averaged 11 bears during the lg68-1g75 period.
One hundred ninety-four hunters obtained bear hunting per111its during
this period, an average of 24 per year. Under the present pel'lllt system,
about 15 hunters are allowed to hunt each year, and they annually harvest
about 10 bears. Charter aircraft provide access to the lake, and SC11ll
skiffs and rafts are used for transportation within the hunting area .
Both the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service and Alaska Department of Fish
and Gaine 111aintain research facilities on Camp Island which are used
primarily during sunner and early fall. One bear guide 111o1lntains a
hunting camp near the upper end of the lake. A public recreational
cabin, administered by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, ls located at
the lake outlet.
Naturalists, photographers and tourists who want to view Kodiak brown
bears frequent Karluk Lake during the sunmer. Although no accurate
records of such visits are available, an estimated 15 to 25 parties
annually visit the area for wildlife-related recreation. Several documentary
wildlife movies have been made wholly or In part at Karluk Lake. Both
professional and amateur photographers visit the area concentrating on
red salmon, bald eagle, and brown bear photography.

*

Lands bordering approxi111ately the northern one-half of the management
area have been selected by Native village corporations. Should
these corporations decide to close their lands to trespass, proportionately
110re intensive use of the re.afnlng ava11able public land areas
would be 11ade . The Departinent should solfcit the cooperation of
private landl*llers to faci l itate progressive nianage11ent of brown
bears. Easet1ents across private lands to public lands will be
sought as provided for In the Alaska Native Claims Settleftll!nt Act.

"

Development of corporation lands could conflict with ma intenance of
bear habitat. Construction and occupancy of pennonent facilities
would increase conflicts with brown bears and reduce the opportunity
for observing brown bears In a wilderness environment. The Department
should encourage village corporations to consider alternate locations
for recreational developments and to locate any permanent facilities
in least critical areas of bear habitat.

*

Construction and manning of additional research facilities for
salmon rehabilitation projects by the Department may decrease the
opportunity for bear observation if additional disturbance occurs.
The Department should avoid construction during peak bear feeding
times and 111fnimhe disturbance of prime bear viewing areas.

*

Frequency of bear-human encounters will increase with increasing
use of the area by photographers and naturalists. The Departllent
should provide Instruction to all users on safety precautions and
techniques of bear observation. The Deparblent may consider construction
of viewing facllf ties and tra11s where feasible and not in conflict
with aesthetics and may Initiate a per11lt system for recreational
use of bear concentration areas during peri ods of peak use .

*

Other recreational uses, Including fishing and caaiplng, may be
c01RPttftive with bear observation and could reduce the quality of
bear viewing opportunity. Competing recreational activities should
be prohibited near good bear viewing areas during the prime viewing
season.
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Opportunity for observing brown bears in their natural environment
will be assured.
Hunting may be reduced to provide good opportunity for viewing,
photography, and research.
Producttvlty of the bear population will be maintained or enhanced.
Other recreational uses may be restricted seasonally to provide
best conditions for brown bear viewing.

•

Brown bear research projects may require periodic restrictions on
access for observation, hunting and other activities.

~OLVES

IN SOUTHWESTERN ALASKA

Wolves ((anis lupus) occur throughout 1110st of Southwestern Alaska, but
are absent on Kodiak Island and the Aleutian Islands west of Unimak.
Generally they appear most abundant in the eastern po~tion of the region.
Since the turn of the century wolf abundance has ~pp!rently varied,
probably in response to nuinerical changes In big gaftll! prey species.
limited government control work occurred during the 19SO's and undoubtedly
affected local wolf populations. Aerial hunting has never had a sustained
impact on Alaska Peninsula wolves because winter snow conditions seldom
favor extensive use of this technique. It has, however, been both
popular and effective In the upper drain~ges of the Hushagak and Mulchatna
Rivers. Wolves are conmonly observed throughout most areas of Southwestern
Alaska, but estimates of wolf densities In specific areas are lacking.
Wolves usually occur in packs which may consist of parents with pups of
the year, young from the previous year and often other adult animals.
The social order in the pack ts characterized by a dominance hierarchy
with a separate rank order among females and males. Fighting ts unc0111nOn
within packs except during periods of stress. Dominance order ts
maintained largely through ritualized behavior. In Southwestern Alaska
pack sizes usually range from S to 8, although packs of 18 Individuals
have been observed. The range of a pack may Include a sizeable area,
but where opti11111l food resources exist wolves may utilize areas ass.all
as a few hundred square miles. Even with adequate food, ranges of packs
often overlap. During early Su1T111er, when pups remain at dens, most
adults center their activities around dens. This reduces their mobility
although adults may travel 20 ~Iles or more fr11111 dens while hunting.
The diet of wolves In Southwestern Alaska varies according to season,
location, and prey species available. Caribou are the major prey In
most of the Southwestern Region although moose are also i1111>ortant where
they occur. During winter, these species constitute nearly the entire
diet of wolves. During su11111er, young ungulates make up the major portion
of the diet. Small animals such as voles, ll!tlll1tngs, ground squirrels,
beaver and occasionally birds and fish are Important supplements.
Generalizations about wolf-prey interactions are difficult to make
because of differences between areas and prey species. Evidence from
various studies of wolf-prey relationships suggests the effect of wolf
predation Is largely conditional upon the relative densities of predators
and prey, and the size and reproductive potential of the prey species
populations. The effect of wolf predation can range from one of minor
significance In which wolves remove far less than the annual recruitment
to the prey population, to one in which wolves can retard prey population
growth or reduce a prey population by removing the annual recruitment or
more.
Studies of wolf populations Indicate the relatively high reproductive
potential of wolves Is seldom realized. Several factors may regulate
wolf population levels either by reduced productivity or direct mortality.
These Include reduced fertility, social inhibition of breeding, malnutrition
and starvation (especially aaiong pups), cannibalism and other fonns of
intra-specific strife , disease, accidents and predation. The importance
of these factors varies. Various studies of wolf ecology suggest that,
food supply is a primary determinant of wolf densities. When prey are
abundant or easily taken, wolves exhibit increased productivity, giving
birth to more, larger litters of pups, and more pups survive their first
year of life. Conversely, when food Is scarce, fewer, smaller litters
are produced, and mortality to pups because of starvation and cannibalism
increases. ltatural mortality is greatest during the first year of life.
Fifty to si~ty percent of the pups born each spring die within eight
months.
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Wolves may compensate for human ut11fzat1on by Increased production and
survival of young. In some cases wolves can compensate for a harvest of
50 percent of the autlMlll population. Excessive hu.an exploitation,
however, can reduce wolf populations.
The treatment of wolves In Alaska has changed greatly during this century.
In 1915, Alaska's first territorial legislature established a bounty on
wolves. Prfor to 1960 there were no restrictions on the taking of
wolves, From 1948 until 1959, the federal government conducted fntenslve
wolf control operations ln many parts of Alaska usfng poisons, aerial
shooting and trapping. In 195g the State assumed management authority
for 1o10lves. In 1960 the use of poisons was dtscontfnued. In 1963 the
Board of Fish and Ga..e classified lollllves as both furbearers and bfg ga.e
an11111ls. Regulations governing methods of harvest, seasons and bag
lfmlts were promulgated thus providing addttfonal protection for wolves .
ln lg68 the legislature authorized the Board of Ffsh and Ga1111 to abolish
bounties and bounty payments were suspended fn all but three Galllt Hanagfllent
Units tn Southeastern Alaska.
The nature of h111111n use of wolves fn Southwestern Alaska has also
changed during thfs century. Early harvests were primarily by trapping
or occasional ground shooting, and harvest levels were low. This pattern
gradually shifted to aerial hunting with slllll!What Increased harvest
until the practice was discontinued fn the early 1970's. Presently most
wolves are taken by ground shooting, either by sport hunters or trappers.
Harvest 1s almost entirely by residents. Occasionally animals are taken
by nonresidents. Pelts are sold primarily to the fur 111rket with only
a few used for local clothing or handicraft. SDllt of the anl111ls
harvested are sold to hunters or taxtdenwlsts to be 1110unted as trophies .

•

Increas.1ng h..nan demands on 111oose populations that are declining or
already at low levels and the effect of wolf predation tn retarding
recoveries of these populations, creates a serious management
dllenna. The reduction of wolf n1111bers to encourage an increase tn
the nllli>er of ungulates ts not eastly accD111plished given the
controversial nature of the wolf and the practical problems In
achtevfng significant reductions tn wolf populations. The wolf
evokes powerful emotional sentiment from both those who see It as a
destroyer of ga.e coveted by 1111n and those for whom ft fs a s}'lllbol
of wilderness. Both opinions are powerfully expressed through
political and legal channels and both Influence the management of
wolves In Alaska. Opposition to wolf control programs ts widespread,
especially on the national level and It promises to remain a
serious obstacle to control progrlftlS, especially those 1nvolvfng
aerial hunting, no ..tter how well the actfon ts Justified tn terms
of the future welfare of both ungulate and wolf populations.
The role of wolves as predators and their effect on ungulate
populations must be accurately conveyed to the public. Recent
studies have shown many earlier assuiaptlons regarding beneficial or
fnconsequenttal effects of 1'1Dlf predation to be s1111pltstfc or
lt•tted tn application. Responsible 1111nage111ent of wolves must
consider the complex interrelationships of predator and prey, the
welf1re of each, and the beneffcfal uses of both that can be
dertved by 1111n.
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1. ALASKA HOLF MAtlAGEf"£tlT PLAtl
LOCATION
Entire state except Game Management Units 7, 14C (see West Chugach Wolf
Plan location description), 15, and national parks or other areas closed
to all hunting and trapping.
PRIMARY MANAGEMENT GOAL
To provide for an optfll!IMll harvest of wolves.
SECONDARY MANAGEMENT GOAL
To provide the greatest opportunity to participate In hunting and trapping
wolves.
EXAMPLES OF MANAGEMENT GUIDELINES
1.

Maintain wolf trapping seasons and bag limits consistent with
suitable wolf population levels during periods of pelt primeness.

Z.

Maintain wolf hunting seasons not necessarily limited to the period
of pelt primeness, with restrictive bag limits.

3.

Promote efficient and humane trapping methods.

4.

Maintain wolf:ungulate ratios that will allow for ungulate reproduction
adequate to sustain ungulate populations, wolf populations and
human utilization of each.

5.

Promote public understanding of the Interrelationships of wolves
with other wildlife species in the northern environment.

6.

Encourage public viewing, listening, and photography of wolves In a
wilderness setting.

7.

Increase public awareness of wolf behavior to reduce adverse wolfhuman interactions .

THE SPECIES

Wolves occur throughout mainland Alaska and on many Islands ln Southeastern
Alaska. Although wolf abundance varies greatly between area~ and from
year to year, Department estimates Indicate a statewide fall wolf population
of 8,000 or more. Southeastern Alaska has historically supported the
greatest wolf densities 1n the state. Wolves are cannon or abundant on
the Southeastern mainland coast from Yakutat Bay south and moderate on
Islands south of Cape Fanshaw. Track slghttngs and wolf-killed deer on
1,168 square-mtle Revlllaglgedo Island between 1970 and lg72 tndlcated
about lZS wolves, approxtmately 1 wolf per 10 square miles. Wolf numbers
there have since declined; winter aerial surveys between 1973 and 1975
Indicated a wtnter population of between 30 and 40 animals. Wolves are
rare on the matnland coast between Icy Cape and Yakutat Bay and absent
from Admiralty, Barenof and Chlchagof Islands. Wolves In Southeastern
Alaska generally reach greater densities on islonds, perhaps because
deer are Important wolf prey on Islands and are more abundant and vulnerable
than mountain goats, the prtmary iaalnland wolf prey.

1fi

South of the Alaska Range, historical accounts of wolf numbers In the
Nelchlna and Copper River Basins date from the early l900's. Wolves
were reported to be abundant around 1900 but declined to low numbers by
1907 and were uncOllmOn until the late 1920's. Wolves were apparently
numerous during the 19JO's and 1940's until a federally-administered
wolf control program reduced wolf numbers considerably. This program
lasted from 1948 until 1953 In the Nelchina Basin and until 1955 In the
Copper River Basin. An estimated 12 wolves remained in the Nelchlna
Basin in 1953. Wolf hunting and trapping were prohibited In the Nelchina
Basin between 1957 and 1965-66. Wolves in the Nelchina had increased to
approximately 450 animals by 1965, a density of 1 wolf per 55 square
miles. Wolves were less numerous in the late 1960's but had again
increased by 1972. In 1976, estimates of wolf density In the Nelchlna
Basin are approximately 1 wolf per 70 square miles, and densities in the
Copper River Basin may be comparable. Wolves are much less numerous in
the Copper River Delta, and a resident population did not become established
there until about 1971. By 1975 an estimated 20 wolves occupied an area
east of the Copper River. Wolf numbers in the Hatanuska and lower
Susitna River Valleys are unknown, although wolf pack sizes, which may
be directly related lo abundance, have Increased from an average of 2.5
wolves per pack In 1972-73 to 4.4 In 1973-74 and 5.2 in 1974-75. Packs
west of the lower Susitna River averaged 4.4 wolves in 1972-73, 2.0 In
1973-74 and 5.9 In 1974-75. The general increase in average pack size
suggests an increasing number of wolves, but these data are Inconclusive
because few packs were counted In some years.
Wolves occur throughout lower Cook Inlet and the drainages of Bristol
Bay, including Unimak in the Aleutian Islands. Wolf densities in Southwestern
Alaska are unknown, but populations appear to be comparatively low on
the Alaska Peninsula. Wolves are more numerous from the lake Clark area
west to the foothills of the Kilbuck Mountains. Wolves are most abundant
where both caribou and moose occur, and In these areas appear to be
Increasing in numbers.
The broad expanse of Interior Alaska north of the Alaska Range to the
Brooks Range 1s probably the most important wolf habitat in the state.
Although there are few wolves in the Yukon-Kuskokwim Delta and on the
Seward Peninsula, wolf densities In the rest of the region are the
greatest in the state, except for Southeastern Alaska. Wolf densities
from the middle Koyukuk River south to and including the drainages of
the Kuskokwim River ranged between 1 wolf per 40 square miles to 1 per
BO square miles during 1971 through 1975. The Holitna River area and
tributaries of the upper Kuskokwlm support the greatest number of wolves
in the southern part of the region. Wolves are also abundant in areas
of the Nowitna and lnnoko Rivers and along the middle Yukon. Although
far less numerous on the Yukon-Kuskokwim Delta, wolves have been recorded
within the city limits of Bethel In recent years. Wolf populations In
the Koyukuk, Tanana and Upper Yukon drainages are in excellent condition,
presumably because the region supports diverse ungulate populations.
Within this broad Interior region, wolves have Increased since the late
1950'5 when control activities, including shooting from aircraft and
poisoning, were discontinued. Intensive wolf surveys have been done
only in a 7,000 square-mile area south of Fairbanks to the Alaska Range
which corresponds to Game Management Subunit 20A, and there only since
1973. Surveys In the winter of 1975-76 Indicated a wolf population in
excess of 200 animals prior to removal of wolves from the area, a density
of 1 wolf per 35 square miles. Whether wolf density estimates derived
from Subunit 20A can be applied to the rest of the area ts uncertain,
although wolves south of Delta Junction have also been increasing in
recent years and current densities probably equal those recorded for
Subunit 20A. Wolves also appear numerous In the Tanana Hills and from
the White Mountains north to the southern slopes of the Brooks Range,
but densities have not been documented.
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Northwestern Alaska and the North Slope also support wolves, but densities
are generally lower than south of the Brooks Range. Wolves occur as far
north as the Beaufort Sea, reaching greatest abundance In the foothills
and mountains of the Brooks Range in the southern portion of the region.
Wolves were scarce in the Arctic in the early l900's, perhaps a reflection
of low caribou numbers. By the 1930's, both caribou and wolves had
substantially Increased and continued to Increase until the early
1950's. Federal wolf control efforts and public aerial hunting resulted
in a sharp decline in the wolf population, and by the late 1960's wolves
again became scarce in the Arctic. Wolves have subsequently increased
following closure of the an!a to public aerial hunting in 1970. Wolf
densities in 1975 varied frOlll 1 wolf per 60 square 111les to 1 wolf per
120 square ~Iles for a total North Slope wolf population of approxl111ately
600 anhnals. Populations In Northwestern Alaska are less well known,
but are probably sl~llar to North Slope densities. Wolves are most
abundant In this region In the drainages of the Koyuk, Shaktoolik,
Ungallk, and Unalakleet Rivers. They also appear to be Increasing In
number In this region .
Little Is known of wolf natural mortality except in a general way and In
localized an!as where wolves have been studied Intensively. Natural
controls of wolf nUl!lbers seem to sten1 mainly fr0111 vagaries of prey
abundance and availability . low prey abundance leads to poor wolf pup
survival and perhaps a decline in the proportion of breeding fecales.
Natural 110rtallty rates may be affected considerably by hi.man exploitation.
Canadian investigations of nonhunted wolves reported lower pup survival
and a lower proportion of females producing pups In comparison to Alaska's
wolves, indicating that Increased mortality due to one factor 111ay be
compensated for by lower losses to other causes. Some wolves undoubtedly
suffer Injuries, perhaps occasionally death, while pursuing large ungulates.
A substantial decline In wolf populations between 1907 and 1925 throughout
Interior Alaska has been attributed to diseases such as mange, rabies
and distemper, reportedly Introduced by domestic sled dogs.
The status of wolf habitat can presently be viewed only In tenns of the
habitat of Important wolf prey species. Hooved 11a111114ls are the major
source of food for wolves over 1111ch of Alaska, although small 111~ls,
such as voles, leninlngs, ground squirrels, hares, and beavers are occasionally
Important dietary supplen1ents In suaaer. Moose are the most i11portant
prey species In much of Interior Alaska although wolves also take caribou
and Dall sheep. Wolves on the North Slope rely heavily on caribou, with
moose and Oall sheep being less important. Deer and mountain goats are
the most important prey species In Southeastern Alaska: deer on islands
and mountain goats on the mainland. Hoose have been declining 1n numbers
over much of Alaska as a result of a decade of recurring harsh winters
and decreasing quality and quantity of moose browse. Caribou, also
Important In wolf diets, have decreased in some areas from high population
levels in the mid-1960's. These declines have occurred in some an!as as
a result of range overuse due to trampling and overgrazing. Improved
techniques In fire suppression and prevention by state and federal
agencies have probably been detri11ental to moose but have probably aided
caribou. In Southeastern Alaska, clearcut logging practices are altering
much of the climax deer winter range and may result in fewer deer and
ultimately fewer wolves. U.S. Forest Service plans call for logging
almost all coownercial grade timber in Southeastern Alaska, and the
second-growth, closed-canopy vegetation that will follow will decrease
the quality of wolf habitat. Wolf habitat has been little altered by
human expansion In the remainder of Alaska, except in the vicinity of
settlements. Much of the Interior ts currently economically unsuitable
for industrial or agricultural develoPllll!nt. Despite the recent and
perhaps continuing Increase in the number of wolves over the 111UCh of the
state in the last decade, the status of ungulate populations indicates
that wolf nUKlbers will decline somewhat over the next few years. Hoose
populations seen to be Increasing along the lower reaches of the Yukon
and Kuskokwlm Rivers, and wolves then! an! likely to become 1110re comnon.
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The increases in wolves during the past decade are probably related to
a substantial reduction in efforts at organized predator control, bans
on poisons, and more restrictive regulations on wolf hunting, specifically
on shooting wolves frOnl the air with shotguns.
Wolf harvest data are derived fr0111 a cOtllblnatlon of bounty records,
aerial pennit reports, and since lg11, a mandatory sealing requirement
on all wolves taken. The harvest data are considered reasonably complete
although same people have taken wolves without collecting bounties and
others may not comply with sealing requirements. A gap in data exists
frOll 1969 when bounties were largely discontinued to 1971 when the
sealing requiretnent was initiated. The known wolf harvest by hunters
and trappers in Alaska has averaged 921 wolves annually since 1959. The
fewest wolves reported taken were 221 In lgsg-60 and the most were 1711
in lg67-68. A reported 1,090 wolves were killed during the lg74.75
regulatory year. About 38 percent of the wolves harvested since statehood
were taken in east-central Alaska. Southeastern Alaska from Icy 11.ly
south, c0111Prlslng about 6 percent of the state's land area, has produced
more than 13 percent of the reported annual harvest. The wolf harvest
has generally consisted of slightly more males than females. Pups
comprise 40 to SO percent of the kill each year.
Snow must be deep enough to allow tracking of wolves fro~ the air and
for aircraft landings if wolf harvests are to be significant. There Is
an unknown degree of noncompliance with the statewide wolf sealing
requirement. In remote areas less than half of the wolves taken in some
years may be reported, often because pelts are used locally. Illegal
aerial hunting also occurs except In Southeastern Alaska where It Is
impractical due to the heavy forest cover. Since bounties are still
paid on wolves from Icy Bay south, the unreported harvest there ts
probably siaall, although some bounty collectors may falsely state where
the animals were taken.
The intensity of consumptive use of wolves varies considerably. Hunting
and trapping pressure Is comparatively light In the western portion of
the state. Hunting pressure on wolves seems high In eastern and central
Alaska, but it Is doubtful whether the current kill Is significantly
Impacting wolf numbers. Wolves In eastern Alaska have apparently
increased since aerial hunting was prohibited in 1971 despite growing
public interest in trophy wolf hunting and rising value of wolf pelts.
Wolf numbers In the Nelchina and Copper River Basins appear to have
fluctuated independently of harvests. Ground hunting and trapping are
the only feasible 111ethods of taking wolves in Southeastern Alaska.
Harvests may, at times, have exceeded SO percent of the population on
Revillagigedo Island, but there Is no evidence that the harvests have
permanently reduced wolf numbers. On the North Slope, wolves were
significantly suppressed by aerial hunting until the region was closed
to aerial hunting In 1970. Wolf nU111bers north of the Brooks Range
subsequently Increased. It appears that continued aerial wolf hunting
can reduce wolf numbers where open terrain affords the anhaals little
escape cover. The n!lllber of wolves taken annually statewide ts generally
dependent on winter snow conditions.
Hunting and trapping seasons for wolves have remained liberal since
statehood. Poisons were banned In lg60, and with their classification
as big game anl111als In lg6J, 1«1lves received additional protection frOlll
regulations on seasons and bag limits. Aerial hunting permits were
Issued during the lg60's and early 1970's, but were suspended in lg12.
Wolves in the Nelchina Basin were protected from 19S7 through June,
lg66. Current hunting regulations stipulate a limit of two wolves over
most of the state with an August through April season; there Is no
closed season or limit on wolves in Southeastern Alaska. Trapping
seasons generally extend from October or November through March or April
with no limit on the number that can be taken. Since 1972 most wolves
have been taken by ground shooting (44 percent) or by trapping (41 percent).

Trapping success by individuals ls generally low since many are inexperienced
trappers. The majority of wolves harvested are taken by comparatively
few people. A combination of aerial spotting and shooting after landing
is becOllling increasingly COITlllOn. A few wolves are killed by hunters
incidentally to hunting for other big game species. Host are harvested
between December and March, with March the most important month. Most
people taking wolves are resident Alaskans. While nonresident guided
hunts ere becoming more popular, and nonresident trapping occurs extensively
on military lands, the number of wolves taken by nonresidents Is small.
Wolves are sought primarily for the coamercial value of the pelts in
northern and western Alaska. Over the rest of the state a combination
of recreation and COll'lllerce motivates wolf hunters and trappers. In
Southeastern Alaska, trapping and hunting of wolves seems to occur
primarily for recreational purposes, since wolf fur quality there is
generally poor. Access to wolf hunting areas is primarily by airplane.
Snowmachlnes, both for hunting and checking traplines, are important
means of access 1n areas without roads and near remote villages. Host
wolves in Southeastern Alaska are taken with traps set along beaches
where the lines can be checked by boat or plane.
East-central Alaska, bordered on the north by the Brooks Range and on
the south by the Alaska Range, produces the most desirable trophy wolves
In the state. Wolves there are generally larger, and their pelts are
often light gray, the color most preferred for trophies and by furriers.
Wolves In Southeastern Alaska, though still sought for trophies, are
generally smaller and darker and have shorter, more coarse and less
dense fur than Interior wolves.
The number of people that enjoy seeing, hearing, or otherwise experiencing
wolves in Alaska each year is unknown. Relatively few people see wolves
except from aircraft. A growing number of people are frequenting remote
areas during summer months, however, and incidental nonconsumptive use
may be increasing. The northern Brooks Range, where the open terrain
facilitates long-distance observation, may offer some of the best opportunities
for the nonconsumptive use of wolves in Alaska.

A substantial portion of wolf range 1n Alaska has been selected by
local residents under terms of the Alaska Native Claims Settlement
Act. Once title to public lands is conveyed to private ownership,
public use on such lands may be restricted or prohibited. The
Department should solicit the cooperation of private landowners to
facilitate progressive management of wolves. Easements across
private lands to public lands will be sought as provided for in the
Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act.
Substantial land areas will be placed in parks, monuments, wild and
scenic rivers, and wildlife refuges, all under federal jurisdiction,
under terms of the Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act. Extensive
portions of these federally-administered areas may be closed to
hunting and trapping or such use may be limited by access restrictions.
The Department should seek cooperation from the appropriate federal
agencies to allow hunting and trapping to continue within these
areas.
Adverse wolf-human interactions have occurred more frequently in
recent years, particularly at pipeline construction camps and along
the Trans-Alaska Pipeline Haul Road. Several people have been
bitten by wolves that have grown accustomed to humans. Most of
these animals have subsequently been destroyed, primarily to test
for rabies. In most instances, private company regulations specifically
prohibit feeding wild animals and these regulations should be
strictly enforced. The Department may consider additional regulations
to discourage adverse Interactions.
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•

..

Wolf prey oopulatlons over much of the state are declining or are
currently at low levels. Predation by wolves may conflict with
human use of prey species fn some areas . Wolf hunting and trapping
should continue with liberal seasons and bag limits. If ft Is
established that predation fs causing declines or maintaining low
densities of prey species, the Oepartmi!nt may consider more liberal
methods and means of harvesting wolves. Should public hunting
efforts prove incapable of lowering the wolf population to relieve
predation pressure on prey species, the Oepartinent should cooslder
direct control by Department employees for a limited specified
period and to meet specific objectives.
The reduction of wolf numbers to encourage an increase In the
number of ungulates ts not easily acc0111pllshed given the controversial
nature of wolves and the practical probletRS associated wfth achieving
significant reductions In wolf populatfoos. All wolf control
efforts by the De111rtment should be justified on the basis of
substantial data and only after It has been shown public huntinq
and trapping harvests will not achieve the stated management goals.
The role of wolves as predators and their effect on prey populations
must be accurately conveyed to the public . Recent studies have
shown many earlier assumptions regardlnq the beneficial or Inconsequential
impacts of wolf predation to be simplistic or limited in application.
The Department must convey to the public all aspects of wolf
biology In an objective 11anner; the public must understand that
responsible wolf manaqe11ent will consider the complex relatlonshios
between predator and prey, the welfare of each and the beneficial
uses of all resources that can be derived by humans.

•

Domestic livestock mav be established or reintroduced by orivate
lando11111rs in areas that currently support wolves. Demands for
predator control will be forthc0111lng frOlll the dOllll!stlc livestock
industry. Hunting and trapping harvest should be the orl11arv means
of suppresslmr problem wolves, and control actions, If necessary,
will be directed at specific anl111als. The cost and responsibility
of such control will be the resoonslbillty of the Industry and only
as authorized under conditions of the state-Issued oermlt. The
Department should indicate to persons contemplating introduction of
docnestic livestock that some level of wolf predation must be accepted
as a normal operating risk.

•

Wolves In parts of Interior and Arctic Alaska are subject to llleqal
aerial hunting, and a oroport1on of people Inhabiting rural areas
are not complying with sealing regulations . Such activities make
It difficult to accurately assess annual harvests and population
parameters. An Increased enforcement effort by the Division of
Fish and Wildlife Protection and a ~ore active enforcement role by
the Oeparbaent of Fish and Game, coupled with more severe penalties
for offenders, could alleviate some of the problems.

..

•

Recurring wildfires are qenerally beneficial to browse plants
important to wolf orey species. Fire suppression and oreventlon
efforts by state and federal agencies have Improved to the point
thlt habitat quality and quantity for moose are declining In some
areas. The Department should identify critical habitat areas and
make reconnedat1ons to the appropriate a91?n<:les reqanllnq the
possible beneficial aspects of fires fn specified regions.
Extensive logging activities In Southeastern Alaska may result fn a
decline In deer and mountain qoat populations with a subsequent
decline In wolves. The Department should make recOlllllf!ndatlons and
seek agreements with appropriate manaqement agencies to minimize
adverse logging impacts on wildlife.
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•

Wolves will not be ell~lnated fl"Olll any region and will continue to
be a viable part of Alaska 's wildlife.
The reduction of wolf populations in some areas of Alaska by limited
pel"!lllt aerial hunting by the public or by organized control efforts
by the Depar~nt will allow a faster recovery of depressed ungulate
populations.

*

Selective reductions of wolf populations will decrease the opportunity
for use of wolves by hunters, trappers and nonconsumptive users In
some areas.

•

Regulations governing harvest ~111 be lllilnlpulated to aialntaln
desired population levels of wolves . In general, liberal hunting
and trapping regul ations and seasons will continue, although restrictions
on sport hunting may be Imposed to make wolf hunting compatible
with hunting regulations stipulated for other big game species .
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CARIBOU ltl SOUTm/ESTERN ALASKA
Several barren ground caribou (Rangifn• tamni!us g n:mt i'. ) populations
exist in Southwestern Alaska. On the Alaska Peninsula three ba r, ically
separate herds occur fro- King Sal110n to Unhaak Island. The la1"9e5t of
these numbered about 10,000 animals in 1975 and is located between King
Salinon and Port Holler. About 2500 range between Port Moller and Cold
Bay and at least 3000 are resident on Unimak Island. Some interchange
between the latter two groups has occurred In the past when caribou have
crossed lsanotskl Strait, a distance of about one-half Gile. All three
segments of Alaska Peninsula caribou are increasing from low population
levels, esti1110ted at 2,500 animals in the 1940's .
The Kulchatna herd, the largest in Southwestern Alaska, numbers about
14,000 caribou and ranges in an area generally south of the Stony River,
east of the Nushagak River, north of Iliamna Lake, and west of the
Alaska Range. Some interchange of Mulchatna and Alaska Peninsula caribou
has occurred when animals seasonally moved on and off the Peninsula.
However, since the turn of the century there have been no interchanges
between these populations. The Hulchatna herd is recovering frClQ the
low population levels of the 1940's.
A small herd is located on Adak Island fn the central Aleutian Islands .
Caribou were first introduced to Adak from the Nelchina herd in lg59 and
1959. Because of the abundant and excellent quality forage, the population
has grown rapidly. Large animals are c0111110n. One adult male was killed
that weighed 700 pounds, a record weight for North America. The population
numbered about 450 In 1975.
Although caribou utilize a variety of habitats throughout the year, lllUCh
of thefr time is spent on the tundra or on treeless upland areas. In
southwestern Alaska this zone can vary from sea level on the Alaska
Peninsula to above 2,500 feet north of lliamna Lake. Below Becharof
Lake the Penfnsula Is treeless. Here the lowland areas are doGinated by
wet sedge meadows, interspersed with heath on the drier sites. At
higher elevations, heath, willow, alder and grass c011111Unlties become
more abundant. Above 1,200 feet heath dominates.
A suitable calving area ls an Integral part of caribou habitat requirements.
Calving grounds generally constitute a "center of habitation" for all
caribou populations, and their occupation is the most consistent facet
of otherwise vacillating and unpredictable movement patterns. The
characteristics which distinguish calving areas are not well known but
probably relate to such factors as availability of green vegetation
following snowmelt, ease of movement, and high visibility. In Southwestern
Alaska, calving areas are above timberline or In treeless tundra areas.
Almost any vegetated habitat type can serve as caribou winter range, but
the greatest use Is inade of timbered areas, especially spruce-lichen
associations which con be found north of Becharof Lake. For caribou
wintering below Becharof Lake, sedges constitute a major portion of the
winter diet.
caribou have teeth adapted for eating soft, leafy vegetation, and are
dependent fn winter on frutlcose lichens, grasses, sedges, and decumbent
shrub vegetation. Lichens are slow-growing plant forms requiring up to
100 years for development of stands that can provide forage In significant
quantities. North of the Kvfchak River, caribou utilize extensive areas
for winter range, often using different areas in successive years as an
adaptation to the very slow regrowing capability of lichen ranges. The
wide-ranging characteristic of caribou is one of the mechanisms evolved
by the species to adapt to the limitations of the arctic environment.

Bl

Caribou depend upon climax vegetation; conditions favoring progressi OA
of vegetation through the successional series to cliinax stages, or the
inaintenance of cliiaax vegetation, favor caribou. In Southwestern Alaskt
fire does not seem to have been a significant factor In controlling
recent caribou populations because with the exception of the Hulchatna
herd they are not dependent on lichens. Possibly because of the milder
cllaiate found on the Alaska Peninsula, the range there does not appear
to be limit ing herd growth at the present tlnie. Volcanic activity over
the years has claimed an undetel"Dlined a1110unt of range .
Despite their physiological and morphological adaptations for coping
with the an:tlc environment, caribou populations have always fluctuated
numerically. Some areas In the state with few or no caribou have wellworn trails of large populations fn the past. Among many interrelated
natural factors li ~iting caribou populations growth, weather and predation
are Important factors operating directly on small populations, while
weather, disease ~nd emmigratlon induced perhaps by social stress are
Important to large populations. If reproduction exceeds mortality,
production of young can rapidly outstrip predation and spectacular herd
growth may occur on good ranges. Equally spectacular declines may occur
when the carrying capacity of the range is exceeded. Density related
stress may cause enrnlgratlon to new ranges, and reduced food quality and
quantity and Increased disease may serve to lower calf production and
survlv11l .
The most critical time for caribou Is the period just prior to and
during calving. For those caribou that have survived the winter, the
availability of new forage Is '10St Important In meeting Increased energy
demands of •lgratlon to calving areas and of calving itself. Deep snow
during spring can stress caribou. Newborn calves are susceptible to
large scale 1110rtality If severe weather strikes during the short oneweek period when most calves are born. Predation on calves and weather
Induced cal f mortality determine In large part whether populat lons
increase or decrease. In Infected populations, brucellosls can reduce
the nt111ber of viable young born.
Use of caribou for domestic consumption and utilization has long been
Important for residents of the Southwestern Region . Long hunting seasons
and liberal bag limits, which are among the least restrictive in the
state, allow for local use in the region .
Early exploitive human use of Alaska Peninsula caribou occurred In the
late lBOO's when intensive comnerclal hunting for hides and meat took
place. Declines of caribou populations in the area and reduced demands
for meat by a declining whaling Industry brought an end to large scale
harvests. Negligible harvests occurred from the early l900's until the
early lg6Q's .
Since 1960 , recreational use of caribou on the Alaska peninsula and of
Hulchatna caribou has Increased as Alaska's human population has grown
with caribou populations near human population centers in other parts of
the state harvested at .axilllUll rates, hunting pressure has shifted
toward 1110re re1110te populations.
Hunting of caribou on the Alaska Peninsula prior to 1972 was largely by
guided hunters, .any of thelll nonresidents . Jn recent years however , thP.
proportion of unguided resident hunters has increased sharply as caribou
hunting opportunities have been ll•ited elsewhere. The Hulchatna herd,
although less accessible than Peninsula caribou, have also received
Increased hunting pressure In recent years.
Almost all hunter access to caribou In Southwestern Alaska is by aircraft.
Terrain on the Alaska Peninsula, in particular, lends itself to aircraft
operation with numerous cinder-patch landing areas In the fall and
treeless snow fields In the winter. Access to Mulchatna caribou by

aircraft is limited largely to lakes durin~ snowfree periods, but improves
In winter when additional areas become accessible to ski-equipped aircraft.

•

A revival of interest in doiaestlc reindeer herding In Southwestern
Alaska has the potential for serious conflicts with caribou in the
region. The sedentary nature of reindeer can result In severe
overutilization of ranges, reducing the carrying capacity of the
area for both reindeer and caribou. In addition, unless closely
herded, reindeer herds suffer attritio~ of animals which run off
with passing caribou, necessitating construction of fences or
ellgination of caribou to galntaln the reindeer herds intact.
Finally, feral reindeer which Join caribou populations inay serve as
vectors of disease and when incorporated into caribou populations
may introduce undesirable genetic characteristics Into the wild
caribou stocks. Experience of large-scale and largely unsuccessful
reindeer herding attempts along much of northwestern, western and
southwestern Alaska during the early to mld·1900's suggests that
reindeer herding should be limited to areas where caribou and
reindeer will not COIN! Into contact and where caribou will not need
to forage in the forseeable future.

•

Accelerated exploration and development of off-shore, near-shore
and on-shore oil resources in Alaska affects the welfare of caribou
on the Alask~ Peninsula where oil deposits are known to exist.
Construction of roads and pipelines and attendant Increases In
human activity fn the area may impede caribou movements and adversely
affect crltlcal calving areas. Close control of developmental
actlvfties will be required to glnl.,lze detrilllefltal Impacts on
caribou populations .

12.

11ULCHAHJA CARIBOU l'ANAGEMENT PLAN

LOCATION
That portion of Game Management Unit 17 which drains into Bristol Bay
east of Kulukak Bay; all drainages of the Kvlchak River watershed above
the Alagnak River in Game Management Unit 9; and that portion of Game
Management Unit 19 lying south of the Chukowan River, Holftna River,
Kuskokwim River, and the Swift River, except for the area included in
the Farewel 1 Caribou Management Plan.
PRIMARY MANAGEMENT GOAL
To provide the greatest opportunity to participate In hunting caribou.
SECONDARY MANAGEMENT GOAL
To provide for an optimum harvest of caribou.
EXAMPLES OF MANAGEMENT GUIDEUNES
l.

Control hunter distribution and methods of hunter transport, ff
necessary, to distribute hunting pressure through the area and to
maintain desired harvest levels.

2.

Regulate hunting seasons, bag limits and methods and means of
taking caribou, if necessary, to provide for local use.

3.

Maintain a minimum post-hunting season population sex ratio of 25
bulls per 100 cows.

4.

Encourage fire suppression on caribou calving and wintering areas.

THE SPECIES
The Hulchatna caribou herd ranges in an area generally south of the
Stony River, east of the Nushagak River, north of lllamna Lake and west
of the Alaska Range. Numbers of caribou have fluctuated in the past,
but historical data on the herd are limited. In the mid-1960's the herd
was estimated at 3,000 animals. A census conducted in 1974 established
a minimal herd size of 14,231 animals. The herd appears to be very
productive at this time with an October 1974 calf/cow ratio of about 35
calves per 100 cows. The calving ground for the Hulchatna herd is In
the Bonanza Hills area. Scattered calving also occurs along the northeastern
shore of Lake lliamna.
Hfgrational patterns are not well documented. Wintering areas have
varied in recent years, but normally late winter concentrations occur in
the drainages of the Chllikadrotna, Hulchatna, and Hoholitna Rivers.
Prior to the turn of the century, this herd regularly crossed the Kv1chak
River and interchanged with the northern portion of the Alaska Peninsula
herd. During the winter of 1972-73 approximately 3,000 caribou crossed
the Kvichak and wintered below lglugig. There has been no repeated
major crossing since.
Data on the condition of the caribou range are lacking. The observed
reproductive success and excellent physical condition of the animals 1n
the harvest suggest the range ls in good condition: however, continued
herd growth could adversely effect the condition of the range. Predators
do not appear to be having any significant impact on the herd at this

tilll! although local residents are concerned about the effects of wolf
predation. The number of wolves killed In the area used by wintering
caribou has been high In recent years. Predation by wolves and bears
111ay have an Impact in the future, particularly If the Hulchatna herd
declines slgniflcently. No major outbreaks of disease have £een reported,
but disease could beCOllle a factor influencing the population and its
subsequent management.
Hunting pressure on this herd has been low. Historically, the herd has
been hunted by local residents, particularly from the villages of the
Nushagek River and Lake Clark-Lake Illamna area. A University of Alaska
"subsistence survey" placed the harvest at just over 400 animals 1n
1974. The majority of the harvest occurs in the winter when dog sleds,
snowmachines, and aircraft are used for transportation. Occasional
caribou are taken at other times of the ear when locally available or
when village activities allow hunting opportunity.
In the past access difficulties during the fall discouraged extensive
sport harvest, and most sport hunting was by guided hunters. In recent
years the number of guide operations within the area has increased and
there has also been an Increase in nongulded sport hunters from other
areas of the state. The estflnated sport harvest during the fall months
is considered less than 200 caribou. In the past two years this herd
has been subjected to a greatly expanded harvest level as a result of
airborne hunting during the winter months. The proximity of Its wintering
grounds to the human population centers of the Cook Inlet area has made
It readily accessible to ski-equipped aircraft. During periods of
favorable weather and snow conditions, a large force of hunters has been
transported into the area and hunter success has been high. Estimated
harvest during the late winter period has been 1,250 to 1,500 caribou.
The majority of this harvest has been by Alaskan residents living outside
the range of the Mulchatna herd.
At this tline the herd appears to be Increasing in nUlllbers, although the
large harvest of the past two winters inay have curtailed growth. Large
antlered bulls are available and the area has produced good trophies.

Development of hard mineral or oil resources within the range of
the Hulchatna herd may prove detrimental to habitat or block traditional
•igration routes. The size of the population which would be c011patible
with remaining habitat could be lowered. The numbers of caribou
then available for use by various segments of the public would be
reduced. The Department should discourage develoP111ent In all areas
of critical habitat; large development elsewhere should be modified
to minimize adv1rse effects on caribou.

•

..

Harvest pressure can be expected to increase and may reach a level
detrimental to the population. Restrictive big gaiae seasons and
bag limits in other areas of the state will encourage increased
sport hunting of this herd. Continued human population growth,
partlcularly if a large Influx of persons enter the area as a
result Of m1n1r1l development, will also place a larger demand on
the resource. The Oepartlllent will then reconmend that seasons, bag
limits, and methods of hunting be altered to maintain the desired
level and allotment of the harvest. The optimum population size
for the Hulchatna herd should be Identified and necessary adjusblents
in regulations should be made to achieve the desired level. A
relatively stable population should be maintained with the reproductive
capacity to provide for a liberal harvest.
Continued growth of this population may eventually exceed the
carrying capacity of the range. Emigration to other areas or
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actua 1 loss of animals to disease or starvation may occur. The
Oepartment will recoanend that seasons , bag limits, and methods and
sieans be regulated to produce a harvest level that will maintain
the herd In balance with its habitat.
,1

•

A proposal to establish reindeer grazing in portions of this area
might remove critical habitat from use by the Mulchatna caribou
herd depending on where the reindeer were grazed. Free-ranging
caribou may attract reindeer, causing losses to the reindeer herd .
Such action would also cause dilution of the caribou gene pool.
Past incOl!lpatlblllty of caribou with reindeer grazing has been
docu11ented In other areas of the state . Depending upon the areas
utilized by the reindeer industry, the carrying capacity of the
Hulchatna herd may be reduced and lower population size result. In
addition, hunting of caribou In areas of reindeer grazing may be
prevented, resulting In lower harvest and/or congestion of hunters
In remaining areas. Efforts should be made to prevent reindeer
grazing from being established in areas critical to the well-being
of the caribou herd. Reindeer would also have to be carefully
herded to prevent mixing of domestic: stock with caribou. In addition,
herds should be maintained at a level that will not result in
deterioration of range. The Department should recc.miend that the
reindeer be marked In a manner as to dlfferientlate the11 fron1
caribou. To i11J1let1ent these conditions, good llason and cooperation
will have to be maintained with the reindeer industry.

•

The transfer of lands to private ownership as a result of the
Native Claims Settlement Act may seriously affect access or reduce
the areas available for the public to hunt. As a result, hunting
may be concentrated on remaining public lands. Concentration of
hunters may result In local overharvest of some segments of the
herd. The Oepartment should solicit the cooperation of private
landowners to facilitate progressive management of caribou.
Ease111ents across private lands to public lands will be sought as
provided for In the Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act. Appropriate
restrictions on harvests will be lmpletnented to prevent overharvests.

*

The recreational harvest may reach a level that Is lnc011patlble
with the needs of local residents to take caribou for domestic use.
The Department will reconnend that limits , or methods and means of
hunting be altered to give local residents the most favorable
opportunity to compete for the resource. Such regulations would be
maintained so long as the demand for local use remains justified
and the harvest level is not detrimental to the resource. However,
demands for exclusive local use of the resource will not be met.

•

No deterioration of the range is expected If herd size can be
regulated.

•
•

Both domestic and recreational use of the resource will continue •

•

Uncontrolled reindeer grazing will be discouraged in areas that
would prove incompatible with caribou.
Operational costs of resource development may be increased by
stipuletions !•posed to protect caribou .

13. TOGIAK CARIBOU MANAGEMENT PLAN
~

That portion of Game Management Unit 17 draining into Bristol Bay between
Cape Newenham and Kulukak Bay and including Kulukak Bay drainages.
MANAGEMENT

~

To provide for an optilllUlll harvest of caribou.
~OF

MANAGEMENT GUIOELINES

1.

Establish a harvestable caribou population by restricting the
harvest.

2.

Regulate hunting seasons, bag limits, and methods and means of
taking caribou to provide for local use .

3.

Control hunter distribution, ff necessary, to direct harvest efforts
at specific segments of the population.

4.

Hafntafn a •1nfmuai post•huntfng season population sex ratio of 2S
bulls per 100 cows.

THE SPECIES

At present this area does not have a population of caribou, although
suitable habitat appears available. Local villages in this area have a
high domestic use demand for 111eat which exceeds the availability of
other local large game anf111l populations. The establist.ient of a
caribou herd In this area could help provide for this detnand as well as
provide new recreational opportunities for nonresidents of the area.

*

The presence of absence of suitable habitat to maintain a viable
caribou herd has not been detennfned. Studies should be conducted
and the future of proposed management based upon a detennf natf on
that suitable range exists.

•

Establishing a caribou population will be difficult ff any caribou
are killed before the herd establishes a home range and demonstrates
a herd cohesiveness and reproductive capability of a viable population.
Seasons would h4ve to be closed until harvest was biologically
desirable; the cooperation of local residents would be required to
prevent losses to the herd through Illegal hunting .

*

Private lands may not be open to public use. Cooperative agreements
with private land owners would need to be obtained to allow adequate
harvesting opportunity by any member of the public during legal
seasons ff a herd Is to be established on private lands.

•

Reindeer grazing may be established In this same area and would
conflict with a free-ranging caribou population. If reindeer
gr1z1ng Is established, plans to establish caribou should be abandoned .

•

Developsient for oil or ~fneral resources 1111y adversely !•pact
caribou habitat. Attet11Pts will be 111&de to mfnl~fze the Impact of
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such development . Cooperation of both private land owners and the
indu, try will be sought.
*

The Hulchatna caribou herd iaay establish regular migratory use of
this area, inak1ng It unfeasible to establish a resident herd.
Separate management for this area would then be rescinded and that
for the Hulchatna herd applied.

*

Domestic use by local residents and recreational use by others may
be In conflict. Harvest opportunities for both uses shall be
provided, but domestic use shall have priority. Regulations may be
established that enable use by local residents to be cCJnpetitlve
with recreational use.

!_!!PACTS
A viable resident caribou herd may be established in presently
unused habitat to provide for both domestic and recreational use.
*

The habitat within the area would be altered by its utilization by
caribou. The herd size shall be regulated at a level below the
carrying capacity of the area in order to avoid range dainage associated
with wide fluctuations in caribou numbers.
Operational costs of resource developiaent may be increased by
\ tipulations imposed to protect caribou .

15,

CENTRAL ALASKA PENINSULA CAR I BOU MA!IAGEMEflT PLAN

~

In Game Management Unit 9, that portion of the Alaska Peninsula south of
the Kvichak and Alagnak Rivers, Kukaklek lake, ~ttle lake, Hclleil Lake
and River, to a line drawn between the head of Port Moller Bay on the
Bering Sea side and American Bay on the Pacific side, except for Kat111al
Hationa 1 Monument.
~

HAAAGEHENT

~

To provide the greatest opportunity to participate In hunting caribou.
SECOHDARY MANAGEMENT GOAL
To provide for an optim1111 harvest of caribou.
EXAMPLES QE MANAGEMENT GUIDELINES
1.

Maintain a pre-calving caribou population of 10,000 to 13,000
c11r1bou.

2.

Harvest the annual Increment of caribou to the population.

3.

Control hunter distribution and methods of hunter transport, if
necessary, to distribute hunting pressure through the area and to
11111f ntafn desired harvest levels.

4.

Maintain a mini.um post-hunting season sex ratio of 25 bulls per
100 cows.

5.

Regulate hunting seasons, bag limits and methods and means of
taking caribou, ff necessary, to provide for local use.

THE SPECIES
This erea contains the largest single segment of the Alaska Peninsula
caribou population. Numbers have fluctuated widely In the past with an
apparent peak population just prior to the turn of the century and
another of about 20,000 caribou In the early 1940's. The last population
low occurred during the late lg4o•s when the U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service estimated only 2,000 caribou. Since that time the herd has
experienced steady growth. A 1975 census indicated approxl111ately 13,000
caribou in the population.
The primary calving ground Is on the Bering Sea Flats near Ilnfk. In
recent years a secondary calving ground has been established near the
mouth of Cinder River. Also, s.all bands of caribou calve at scattered
locations throughout the area. The herd is presently experiencing high
reproductive success. A June 1975 census indicated between 48 and 60
calves per 100 cows. In addition, a November 1975 count Indicated that
sunrner cilf mortality was very low. High reproductive success and good
yearling survival are Indicative of a range In good condition.
Migration patterns have been increasingly erratic In recent years.
Animals now regularly spend the sunmer and fall In the Pacific drainages.
The "traditional" migration p;ith along the Bering Sea flats Is used
sporadically and the herd appears to be spending Increasing time In the
foothills of the Aleutian Range. The break In the Migratory paths
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identified for this group of caribou In the late 1950' s ~nd early 1960's
is considered to be a reflection of the rel atively high population
density. Continued growth may be detrimental to carrying capacity of
the range.
The effect of predators on this herd are unknown at thi s time, although
wolves and brown bear are known to feed on caribou. In 1968 a inajor
infection of "hoof rot" occurred In this area. An estimated Z,000
caribou died directly or Indirectly of the disease. Undocllllll!nted reports
Indicate that a condition of freezing rain ·•silver thaw• ) may occasionally
coat the tundra In a layer of ice thick enough to prevent feeding. In
such a case a large proportion of the herd may starve In a single winter.
However, such mortality has not been documented with certainty In this
herd.
Hunting pressure on caribou In this area is moderate to high as it is
the area most readily accessible to visiting hunters. Host of the
harvest now occurring Is from trophy or recreational hunters, although
there Is a substantial harvest for domestic use. A inajor portion of the
Alaska Peninsula guide Industry utilizes this area. In recent years the
area has becClle increasingly popular with hunters from the more heavily
settled areas of the state. Selection for bulls by trophy and recreational
hunters has altered the bull-cow ratios. In the fall of 1970 the herd
had 59 bulls per 100 cows, but by 1975 the retio had dropped to 33 bulls
per 100 cows. The majority of the Alaska Peninsula caribou In the Boone
and Crockett record book were reported from this area . Nine co11111unltles
on the Alaska Peninsula harvest thi s segment of the herd for dOIM!stlc
use. A University of Alaska subsi stence survey In 1974 Indicated a
harvest of approxlmat~ly 560 caribou for doloestic use. The estflnated
annual harvest frOll all sources Is 1,500 to 2,000 caribou annually.
Precise harvest deta are lacking due In part to the lack of a harvest
report requ I remen t.
The majority of the range of this group of caribou Is still wilderness
and unaltered by development. Access Is primarily by light aircraft.

Some strips for lerger aircraft exist as a result of exploratory oil

work, but 1110st landings are on water surfaces, beaches, or natural
pumice patches and gravel bars. Tracked vehicles are locally Important
in sOllle guide caraps. local residents frequently use snow machines or
boats to facilitate harvest. Hunting aesthetics within the area remain
high.

*

Continued population growth may exceed the area's carrying capacity
and result In range deterioration . l i beral seasons and bag limits
should be maintained to encourage a harvest level that will keep
th• herd at approxhutely 13,000 caribou.
weather or disease inay substantially reduce the populetlon.
Emigration to other areas, harvest, or poor reproductive success
may also result In low numbers. Restriction in season and bag
limits will then need to be applied to re-adjust harvest to a level
that would allow for desired herd growth.

*

Continued selection for males by recreational and meat hunters may
significantly reduce the number of males in the population. Shedantler males should be protected frocn harvest during the winter
season and the bag limit restricted during the fall period when the
greetest harvest of males occurs.
loss of public hunting access to lands transferred to private
ownership or Incorporated Into National Parks or Refuges may concentrate
hunting on remaining public lands. The resulting concentration of
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hunters nay result In over-harvest of se~nts of the population.
The Departllent should enter into cooperative agreements with land
controlling agencies to inalntafn public hunt ing In as much of the
area as possible. The Department should sol icit the cooperation of
private landowners to facil i tate progressive managetaent of caribou.
Easeaents across private lands to publ ic lands will be sought as
provided for In the Alaska Native Claims Settletnent Act. Seasons,
bag limits, or aiethods and lll!ans may be restricted to prevent over•
hirvest If hunter pressure becomes excessive .
Developaient of oil and mineral resources may adversely Impact
habitat or block migration routes , thereby reducing the usable
habitat available to the caribou population. landing strips ,
roads, or population centers associated with developmen t may encourage
excessive harvest. The Department should recoarnend controls on
development that will minimize these adverse impacts.

•

The re·establistrnent of a reindeer grazing Industry would create a
situation where reindeer would occupy range utilized by caribou or
block migration paths. Free ranging caribou would attract reindeer,
causing losses of reindeer to the industry and, at the same time,
causing dilution of the gene pool of the caribou population . The
Departlllent should discourage the establishment of reindeer graz ing
in any area vital to caribou. If reindeer were established on
public lands, close herding of reindeer to minimize reindeercaribou conflicts should be required.

*

Recreational harvesting of caribou may lower success of local
residents in their efforts to obtain sufficient caribou to fill
legit11111te dollestfc needs. local residents may Insist that the
resource be inanaged exclusively for donestic use. The Department
will recOlllnend regulations to provide for both uses at a harvest
level cc:.patlble with the desired population level of caribou.
When necessary, regulations favoring domestic use would be applied,
but at no time would the level of harvest be permitted to be detrimental
to the herd's well being.

*

Harvest levels are not adequately documented. With increased
pressure, it will be necessary to accurately identify the level and
distribution of harvest. The Department will devise a program for
legally requiring harvest infonnation from hunters.

•

A pre-calving herd of lD,DOO to 13,000 caribou would be maintained,
barring natural catastrophy.

*

Range would be retained in a condition which would provide for a
healthy, highly productive population of caribou .

*

Liberal season length would provide for both domestic and recreational
use of the resource .

*

The adverse l~pacts of mineral, oil, or reindeer developments would
be minimized and a healthy herd maintained.

*

PubHc lends available for reindeer herding wil l be limited. In
areas whtre reindeer are pen11itted, herders will be required to
practice close herding practices.
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16. SOUTHWESTERN !\LASKA PENINSULJ\ CARIBOU MANAGEMENT PLAN

That portion of Game Management Unit 9 on the Alaska Peninsula south and
west of a ltne drawn from the head of Holler Bay on the Bering Sea side
to the head of American Bay on the Pacific side, and in Game Management
Unit 10, Un1mak Island.

PRIMARY MANAG£HENT

~

To provide an opportunity to hunt caribou under aesthetically pleasing
conditions.

SECONDARY MANAGEMENT

~

To provide an opportunity to take large-antlered caribou.
To provide the greatest opportunity to participate In hunting caribou.

EXAMPLES OF HAHAGEHEllT GUIDELINES
1.

Establish early hunting seasons for aesthetically pleasing hunts
and establish late seasons to allow for local use.

2.

Restrict methods of hunlt!r lransporl, If necessary, to maintain
aesthetic hunting conditions.

3.

Maintain a minimum post-hunting season population sex ratio of 40
bulls per 100 cows.

4.

Discourage land use practices that adversely affect the wild character
of the area.

THE SPECIES
This area contains two major populations of caribou. One ls on Unimak
Island and the second extends northeast on the Alaska Peninsula to the
west side of Koller Bay. Prior to the turn of the century interchange
between these two groups was documented but no documentation of such
movements exists in recent years. There ls no evidence of any interchange
of the mainland group with other caribou populations further to the
northeast, beyond Port Holler Bay. Both groups of caribou within the
Southwestern Alaska Peninsula area appear to be increasing In nUlllbers
and the geographic Isolation of the two may not be inaintained in the
future.
Historically, the size of the mainland population has fluctuated widely.
Populat ion highs apparently occurred prior to the turn of the century
and ago1n in the late 1920's. The most recent population low occurred
in the late 1940's or early 1950's when the U. S. Fish &Wildlife Service
estimated about 500 animals present. The population has been increasing
since the 1960's and in 1976 was estimated at 4,000 animals. The causes
of low populations have not been documented but a reported condition of
freezing rain which encases the tundra In Ice may occassionally cause
massive mortality during a single winter. Predation by wolves and brown
bear Is not considered significant at this tl111e. Sorne caribou losses
did occur frOll a minor outbreak of "hoof rot" during the late fall of
lg75.

This group of caribou calves In the eastern portion of the area near the
Black Hills and the Caribou River. It Is currently experiencing good
reproductive success with 49 calves per JOO cows observed in June 1971.
Data are lacking on range conditions, but the high reproductive success
and reported good physical condition of animals In the harvest suggest
the range Is in good condition. Continued growth of this population of
caribou appears probable.
Population fluctuations of caribou on Unimak Island have closely coincided
with changes In caribou nwabers on the nearby Alaska Peninsula . This
would see~ to Indicate that si~llar mortality factors have affected both
populations. The most recent population low also occurred In the late
1940's or early lgso•s when the U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service estimated
less than 500 animals on the Island. By the mld·lg6o's an estimated
1,500 animals were present. In 1976 the Unimak caribou population was
considered to be in excess of 5,000 animals.
Calving on Unlmak Island occurs in the eastern portion of the Island.
Specific data on reproductive success are lacking, but calving generally
occurs one week later than for mainland populations. Data on range
conditions are lacking.
The harvest of caribou from Unimak Island is low, with estimates of less
than 100 animals annually. Similarly, hunter harvests are low on the
adjacent mainland population, estimated at less than 200 caribou annually.
Host of the harvest of these caribou is by local residents. The harvest
by guided nonresidents is s..all. The low resident population at False
Pass, Cold Bay, King Cove, and Nelson Lagoon have only a minor Impact on
the caribou resource. The iaajorlty of hunting by local residents occurs
on an "as available" opportunity basis. Beause of the cost of logistics
to and within the area, use by hunters frOlll outside the area Is light
and usually Is concentrated during the traditional September-October
hunting period . The area lacks roads and has fe-.i man-raade landing areas
for light aircraft. As a result, ~st transportation Is by aircraft
landing on water surfaces, beaches, or natural landing sites. Local
residents hunt prhaarlly fron1 boats or use vehicles to travel the li111ited
roads or along the beaches. Because of the low harvest level, largeantlered ~ales are available for trophies on both Un1iaak Island and the
mainland.
Unimak Island 1s part of the Aleutian Island Refuge System and lzembek
National Wildlife Range occupies significant acreage in the Cold Bay
area. In both of these areas, the u. S. Fish & Wlldl ife Service has
Imposed additional restrictions on methods of transportation. These
restrictions make It unlikely that a sufficient concentration of hunters
would occur that would be imcompatlble with management objectives,
except in the inmedlate area of Cold Bay.

*

Large losses from disease or from freezing rain conditions which
coat the tundra with lee may occur. Should significant reductions
in population sizes occur, the Department will rec011111end that
seasons and bag li•lts be reduced to restrict or eli~lnate human
harvest until conditions have allowed population recovery.

•

The continued growth of the caribou population on both the malnl!nd
and Unimak Island may exceed the carrying capacity of the range .
Emigration to other areas and/or actual loss of animals through
~rtallty 111ay occur. The Oepart~nt will then reca.nend that
seasons and bag limits be altered to insure that human use of the
resource 1s not detrimental to the reinaining population. The
projected hunting pressure 1n the 111111ediate future is not capable
of regulating the population size at the maximum level compatible
with Its habitat.

•

Developnent of oil and ~lneral resources may have i11111acts Incompatible
with the maintenance of a productive, free-ranging caribou population.
Pipelines and roads may block traditional migration routes. Associated
development may Increase hunter access and/or hunter numbers to the
point that harvest may be excessive. Under such conditions the
Department would rec011111end that restrictive regulations be implemented
to Insure that the harvest level does not exceed the productive
capacity of the caribou population . Hunting could then be utilized
to regulate the populations at levels c11111patlble with their habitat
and regulated herd sizes would becOlle a manage11ent obj ective.

IMPACTS
Proposed raanagement wi ll have little effect on the caribou population
on either Unimak Island or the western tip of the Alaska Peninsula .
Numbers of animals will fluctuate naturally in response to factors
other than harvest by man.

•

Trophy hunting with selection for mature bulls may alter the sex
ratio, particularly of the mainland population. However, at the
present level of harvest, such effects would be minor.

•

Hunting conditions shall remain basically wilderness with high
aesthetic qualities .
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17. ALEUTIAN ISLANDS CARIBOU MANAGEl'ENT PLAN
LOCATION
In Gaine Management Unit 10, IJllslak, Atka and Attu Islands.
HANAGEHENT GOAL
To provide the greatest opportunity to partlclpate in hunting caribou .
~

1.

Of MANAGEMENT GUIDELINES

Entourage greater utilization of Aleutian caribou populations.

lME SPECIES

Feral reindeer occur on llnwlak, Atka and Attu Islands. Oata are lacking
for present population sizes or trends on any of these islands . Large
predators are absent, so fluctuations in numbers occur in response to
range condition and/or disease. Because of the low human population in
the area, harvest has only a •lnor Impact. Specific harvest data are
lacking.
Regulations governing hunting feral reindeer on these Islands are the
i.ost liberal In the state. Wfde fluctuations In nucnbers of animals are
expected and it Is doubtful hU1111n harvest can influence present population
trends . Local dolllestlc use shall continue as the primary use of the
resource. Cost of logistics to and within the area makes recreational
and trophy hunting lnsfgnfff cant.

*

Unregulated population growth of reindeer shall damage the limited
range of these Island populations and drastic reduction in reindeer
numbers can be expected. No efforts shall be made by the Department
to modify or minimize these natural fluctuations.

•

Access to the area Is costly and difficult. The availability of
the resource Is almost unknown to the public. Efforts should be
made to publicize the availability of these populations and encourage
use.

*

Reindeer populations on llnwlak Island may conflict with range use by
domestic sheep. Liberal seasons and bag limits shall be maintained
to encourage reindeer harvest fn order to minimize conflicts . The
State wfll not control or fence reindeer populations to benefit
sheep ranching .

IHPACTS

Reindeer populations wil l flucturate naturally In response to
factors other than hUllliln harvest.

*

The pri111ry use of the resource shall be to provide domestic use
for local residents and comaerclal fishermen.
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18. ADAK CARIBOU MAUAGEt1EIH PLAN
LOCATION
In Game Mana9ement Unit 10, Adak Island.

PRIMARY MANAGEMENT GOAL
To provide for an optimum harvest of caribou.

S£CONDARY MO.NAGEHENT GOAL
To provide an opportunity ta hunt caribou under aesthetically pleasing
conditions.

EXAMPLES OF MANAGEMENT GUIDELINES
1.

Maintain a pre-calving population of 240-250 caribou until it is
demonstrated that a larger population can be regulated below carrying
capacity levels by available hunting pressure.

2.

Control methods of hunter transport, if necessary, to maintain
desired harvest levels and to maintain aesthetic hunting conditions.

3.

Maintain a minimum past-hunting season population sex ratio of 25
bulls per 100 cows.

THE SPECIES
Caribou on Adak Island are the result of a cooperative transplant program
between the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, the U. S. Navy and the
Alaska Department of Fish and Game conducted in 1958 and 1959. Twentyfour caribou were released and became the nucleus of the existing herd.
By 1967 the herd had grown to leg animals and recent population estimat~s
place the herd in excess of 350 caribou. The herd is experiencing high
reproductive success and apparently the range is in excellent condition.
The area occupied by the caribou herd remains wilderness with high
aesthetic quality. No large predators exist on the island and indicatillil'I
are that these caribou are relatively free of the disease and parasites
reported in mainland populations. Hunting is the best available method
far stabilizing the population and preventing the extreme fluctuation in
nwnbers that have characterized other island reindeer populations.
The first hunt occurred in 1964 with a maximum of ten permits issued for
bull caribou only. As the herd increased in size, harvest quotas and
season lengths were liberalized to allow additional hunting. From 1972
through 1974 the harvest averaged nearly 100 animals annually while the
harvest approached 150 animals in the 1975-76 season. Hunting is by
persons associated with the Naval base an Adak. Harvest is monitored by
personnel of the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service and the U.S. Navy, and
1f necessary, the season i i extended or shortened by emergency order
under the authority of the Department of Fish and Game.

•

Inadequate harvest may result In a population level above which
availa6le hunting pressure cannot prevent undesired additional
growth. Unchecked growth would ultimately result In range deterioration
and a significant decline in caribou numbers. Demands to increase
the herd to a higher population level that would temporarily result

in higher hunter sut.ees~ and a larger total harvest should be
res h ted . If necessary, a temporary program to reJ1ove excess.
animals may be i• plemented to reduce the herd to the desired leve l .

*

By iaafntafnfng population levels below the carrying capac i ty of the
Island , range quality will remain high and the caribou can be
expected to maintain high reproductive success.

*

Liberal seasons and bag limits shall encourage sport hunting to
achieve the desired reduction, but control by the Department will
be applied If necessary.

•

Caribou use of the range will be at a level well below the Island ' s
carrying capacity. Range deterioration will be limited to areas of
concentrated use and will not have any significant Impact on the
caribou population or the overall carrying capacity of the range
itself.
Recreational opportunity shall be maintained for residents of Adak
Island.
Hunting conditions shall remain basically wilderness with high
aesthetic qualities .
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DALL SHEEP IN SOUTHWESTERN ALASKA
In Southwestern Alaska, Dall sheep (Ouia dalli) occupy alpine portions of the western
slope of the Alaska Range from the head of Lake Clark northward . Population
surveys have been ll•lted In this area, but a count conducted In lg67
showed a •lnillllllll of 258 sheep between Lake Clark and Two Lakes .
Dall sheep were Introduced to Kodiak Island with releases of 13 sheep In
1965 and 2 sheep In 1967. lnit1al heavy 110rta1tty and subsequent lack
of observations suggested the transplant attempt had failed. Hoorever,
in the winter of 1974, seven sheep, Including one adult ram, two lambs,
and four ewes, were observed near the head of Zacher Bay . Habitat on
Kodiak Island Is believed to be marginal for sheep due to unfavorable
snow accumulation, and It remains to be seen whether a viable sheep herd
will become establ Ished.
Like most northern ungulates, Dall sheep are subject to fluctuations In
abundance. Numbers were reportedly high In the early part of this
century. A major decline occurred in the 193D's and early 1940's,
probably as a result of unusually severe winters, which left sheep herds
throughout the state at low levels. Herds Increased again throughout
the l950's and l960's. It is probable that herds In Southwestern Alaska
reached a peak In the late 1960's, as did sheep herds elsewhere in the
state. Since this region contains the southernmost limit of Dall sheep
habitat In the Alaska Range, a limit probably Imposed by snow depth, It
Is expected that sheep numbers would fluctuate 1110re than in lllOre suitable
habitats to the north. Reports by local residents suggest the population
in the Lake Clark-Twin Lakes area may have been reduced during the
severe winter of 1969-70. Additional population data are unavailable,
but harvest lnfonnation suggests that the population is again Increasing
In the area .
Dall sheep are largely animals of alp1ne habitat. During SlllmM!r, they
occupy relatively large areas of their annual range and retaain almost
entirely above brushllne. Alpine meadows and slopes are used for feeding
and resting, while nearby cliffs or large rocky outcrops are required
for escape cover. By early November, sheep begin to congregate on their
winter ranges. These are areas of limited size where forage Is available
throughout the winter on windblown ridges or slopes, and where cliffs
and outcrops are available to enable escape from predators. A herd
occupying many square miles of su11111er habitat may be restricted to, and
limited In size by, a winter range of relatively few acres. Some herds
occupy winter habitats several miles removed from their summer range and
migrate between the two, sometimes following tradl tlonal routes leading
across timbered valleys. Breeding takes place from mid-November through
early December.
With the beginning of snow melt in spring, most sheep move down from
their windswept wintering grounds to the lower, south-facing slopes
where green plants first emerge. At this tfme, they iaay be found down
In alders and near the upper limits of t1111berllne, iauch lower than at
any other season.
Lainbing occurs In M.Jy and early June. Parturlent ewes seek Isolation in
the 110st rugged cl lffs available to give birth to their single lallbs.
Escape terrain Is particularly vital at this time to protect the coaiparatlvely
lnrnoblle mothers and newborn young frOlll predator attack . Upon c0111pletfon
of la111bing, the ewes and young follow the retreating snowline upward and
move onto sumner ranges . Rams iaay preceed ewes by several weeks in
moving to summer range.
Subsequent to lambing, sheep use natural mineral licks extensively.
Several such licks are known In this region and others undoubtedly
exist. Sheep, especially females and young, will frequently travel
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several ~Iles over well-worn trails to congregate in mineral licks where
they spend hours eating the mineral-rich soil. Use of licks ts heavy fn
early surrmer and gradually lessens as sumner advances . Natural ~fneral
licks are apparently of extreme importance to 111any sheep, although
mineral requirements are not yet clearly understood. SOiie herds apparently
do not have access to mineral licks and may substitute the use of certain
plant species to obtain the required minerals.
Dall sheep are primarily grazing animals; bunchgrasses, particularly
alpine fescue, and sedges make up the majority of their annual diet.
These are suppleniented by smaller amounts of browse such as alpine
willow. Various forbs are consumed during surrmer, while lichens become
important quantitatively tn winter.
Climate fs the most important factor regulating sheep numbers and
distribution . Deep, dense snows prevent sheep from reaching winter
forage and are important In limiting distribution, particularly in the
southern limits of Dall sheep range where heavy snow accumulation occurs
due to maritime Influences. Sheep require rehtfvely light snowfall and
wind to survive during winter. Cold temperatures keep the snow powdery
and soft allowing winds to remove it from rfdgetops and slopes, exposing
winter forage. Warm winters or thaws result fn dense, crusted snow
which the sheep cannot dig through nor the wind remove. By late winter,
sheep are often restricted to small areas of exposed, wind-scoured , low·
quality vegetation which provides less nourlshllent than fs used In daily
activities. Sheep then survive partially by metabolism of stored body
fat and tissue . If spring arrives late, body reserves may be used up
and mortality occurs . Exceptionally severe winters, such as those which
occurred fn the early 1940's, have been the only factor known so far to
have caused major •crashes" fn Dall sheep populations.
Overwinter survival of lambs Is nor1111lly low fn cauparfson to adult
sheep and severe winters depress ft further. Newborn lllllbs are particularly
susceptible to adverse spring weather such as cold wind, rain, or snow
during the critical lambing period. Sumner weather, while not as critical
as that In winter, fs also important In providing an adequate growing
season and enough forage to enable sheep to store sufficient body fat
for survival during winter.
Predation does not appear to be important fn population control except
under exceptional circumstances, such as when deep winter snows force
sheep to feed far fran protective cliffs. Parasites, diseases and
accidents also take their toll, but apparently are usually of minor
Importance.
Sheep were originally hunted for subsistence and the market during the
early days of Alaska's settlement, but they now are taken primarily by
recreational hunters. Traditionally, only mature rams with horns of 3/4
curl or greater configuration have been legal game during an AugustSeptember season. Dall sheep are recognized worldwide as one of North
P.erfca's outstanding trophy animals, and they are an important sport·
hunted species In Southwestern Alaska.
Sheep harvests fn this relatively small portion of Alaska's sheep range
have increased gradually over the past 13 years during which harvest
data have been available. Although sheep harvests have often fluctuated
fn relation to weather during sheep hunting seasons, a distinct peak was
reached In this region fn 1968, followed by a decline in 1970 and then a
steady rise until 1975. This pattern possibly reflects the 1969-70
population decline as well as Increasing hunting pressure fn the region.
The average annual harvest over the past 13 years was 11 rams, while 18
were taken fn 1975. Nonresfdent hunters took 59 percent of the harvest
In 1975 although they constituted only 34 percent of the hunters. Their
greater hunting success Is probably attrfbutable to the requirement that
nonresidents must be accompanied by a guide while sheep hunting .
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Success of all hunters would undoubtedly be lower, were ft not for the
use of mechanized off-road vehicles, including aircraft, that are used
for transport to otherwise inaccessible hunting areas .
The nlllllber of hunters utilizing the Alaska Range west of Mt. McKinley
National Park has been increasing steadily, whfle hunting success has
been decreasing. Thfs Increased hunting pressure may possibly cause the
number of large rams to decline in some herds even though adequate
breeding stocks remain. Increasing numbers of hunters are competing for
a relatively stable or declining number of legal rams. Under these
circumstances decreasing size and numbers of trophies taken and reduced
hunter success can be expected. However, the average age of rams taken
In recent harvests remains above the average age required to reach fullcurl In this region. This indicates that sufficient older rams still
remain to allow hunters to be selective for large animals rather than
merely taking the minimum legal size.
While ram-only hunting harvests do not control sheep populations,
carefully regulated, experimental either-sex hunts have proven feasible
in controlling herd numbers. These provide more animals for harvest
while apparently increasing lamb production and survival. Such Intensive
management may become necessary as hunting pressure Increases.
Although nonconsumptive usel of Dall sheep are important In other areas
of Alaska, lfttle s11ch use occurs in Southwestern Alaska due to its
inaccessibility to the general public.
~

Expanding human land use ~ay adversely affect sheep through the
alteration of f~ortant habitat or through disturbance of sheep use
of critical areas. Mineral licks, winter ranges, lambing areas,
and migration routes are particularly susceptible to damage or
Interference from such activities as mining, construction in
transportation and utility corridors, and development of alpine
recreation sites. Critical habitats must be protected from alteration
or undue disturbance.
*

Increases in numbers of hunters, development of access, and improved
transport methods have reduced availability of legal rams, even in
once-remote and lightly hunted areas. In most areas the average
size of rams available to hunters has decreased. In addition to
reduced hunter success, Increased hunting pressure has lowered the
quality of the hunting experience. Management measures to regulate
hunter density and distribution, and to increase the number of
legal rams available to hunters should receive greater ernphasis.

*

Limitation of use to rams of 3/4 curl or larger has had little
significant effect on population size or trend, even in herds in
other regions wheN! most legal r~ are reiaoved by hunters. Thus,
ra111 harvests are of little utility to 1111nageflll!nt where population
control or productive ru.nipulation is desirable. The effect of 3/4
curl management has been to create an llllbalance In sheep sex ratios
In many herds. Since SOiie sheep populations inay be near the carrying
capacity of the range, an Imbalance In sex ratios coupled with
heavy hunting pressure results in less rams being available to
hunters. Additionally, since relative densities of sheep populations
are probably high, the production and survival of lambs probably ls
low, as ft is elsewhere In Alaska under similar conditions. low
lamb survival In turn results in relatively few legal rams being
recruited into the population. Management of harvests providing
the option for either-sex hunting would benefit use significantly
as well as benefit the resource. Harvests of either sex would
allow more animals to be taken. Reduction in population density
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would i111prove la111b production and survival, as welt as possibly
decreasing potential adverse impacts of severe winter weather on
the total population. Increased production and survival of lambs
would offset larger harvests and would increase the recruitment of
rams to the population .
Population fluctuations will probably be more frequent and severe
In Southwestern Alaska than in other parts of the state due to
variations in winter snowfall which are, in turn, related to the
1111ritlme influence. Snow depths above the tolerance level for Dall
sheep probably restrict distribution south of lake Clark, and
probably cause changes in distribution and abundance at this edge
of their range that are of a greater magnitude than found in
Interior herds.
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12. FAREWELL SHEEP MANAGEMENT PLAN
~

That portion of Game Managetnent Unit 9 draining into Lake Clark east of
and Including the Tanalian River, and dra1nlng Into Cook Inlet north of
the Johnson River; that portion of Game Management Unit 17 drained by
the Chllikadrotna and Mulchatna Rivers east of the outlet of Turquoise
Lake; and that portion of Game Hanagement Unit 19 Including the area
lying east of a line drawn from the northwest corner of Ht. HcKlnley
Nationa l Park west southwest to Farewell, west to Lone Mountain, and
south southeast to the confluence of the Telaquana River and Trail
Creek, and the area drained by Trail Creek.
11ANAGEMENT GOAL
To provide an opportunity to hunt sheep under aesthetically pleasing
conditions.
~

llf. MANAGEMENT GUIDELINES

1.

Control access, number and distribution of hunters and methods of
hunter transport, ff necessary, to maintain aesthetic hunting
c ond it Ions •

2.

Develop hunter access, If necessary, to distribute hunting pressure
through the area.

3.

Discourage land use practices that adversely affect the wild character
of the area.

THE SPECIES
little lnfonnation Is available regarding past sheep populations In this
area. local residents report sheep were not abundant during the l940's,
but became more numerous during the 1950's and l960's. After 1968 the
sheep population declined somewhat during a series of severe winters.
The Farewell sheep population shows signs of good recovery from this
setback. Aerial surveys of sheep in this area during the SUllllll!rs of
1972 and 1973 suggested the population may exceed 2,000 animals. Composition
data fl'Olll both years indicated rillls composed about 25 percent of the
herd. Roughly 10 percent of the sheep observed were 3/4 curl r1111S or
larger. Sumner lamb:ewe counts in 1972-75 ranged from ZO lambs to 60
lambs per 100 ewes, with low values In 1972 and 1973 following severe
winters and delayed springs. Range conditions in the Farewell area are
poorly understood, but a ground reconnaissance of the heavily used
lambing and wintering area In the Sheep Creek drainage indicated there
has been some range damage occurring from heavy use. Another important
lambing and wintering area occurs along the headwaters of the Tonzona
River. Range conditions fn this section are not presently known .
Sheep hunting became popular In the Farewell area in the early 1960's,
and hunting pressure has increased to moderate or heavy levels fn much
of the area. Harvests have ranged from 24 sheep in 1962 to 119 fn 1974 .
Since 1973 more than 200 hunters have hunted in the area each year. The
harvest f s fairly evenly distributed through the 42-day season.
Hunter success has ranged fl'Oll 70 to 49 percent, depending on weather
conditions. Although resident hunters outnumber nonresident In MDSt
years, more than half the harvest is taken by nonresidents. Higher
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success by nonresidents results from the requirement that they be accompanied
by guides. About 15 guide§ operate In the area.
The sheep harvest has not s ignificantly reduced the availability of
legal rams except In some heavily hunted drainages. Sheep In some
drainages rarely see hunters due to problems of access. Hunters have
taken many trophy sheep from the area, including several ralllS exceeding
42 Inches tn horn length. Horn curl sizes have averaged about 34.0
Inches over the past 10 years.
Access into the area has been primarily by aircraft, with 90 percent of
the sheep being taken by airborne hunters. A few hunters utilize horse, ,
boats , and all-terrain vehicles. There are few differences between
local, nonlocal, and nonresident means of access.
Domestic use of the Alaska Range sheep was important to villagers of
Nikolai and Telida prior to 1955. Hunting usually took place after the
first snowfalls in mld·October or early November. Travel was by dog
team and the meat was hauled back to the villages by sled.
~

Huch of the Farewell area is highly •lneralized and will be subject
to Increased prospecting and mining activities in the near future.
The Sheep Creek area, an important sheep lambing and wintering
area, has been heavily staked with discoveries of extensive ore
bodies. Jn addition to disturbance of sheep In critical habitats,
mining activity may increase access Into the Farewell area, and
will result in a deterioration of the wild character of the area .
Important sheep habitat within the Farewell area should be Identified
and mining activities should be regulated to minimize disturbance
to sheep. Restrictions on developmental activities may be necessary
to minimize environmental degradation.

•

Hunting pressure has been concentrated near relatively few unimproved
bush airstrips. Availability of ril!IS in proximity to access
points ls reduced and crowding of hunters detracts from aesthetic
enjoJllM!nt of hunters . The Department may develop additional
access strips to reduce hunter crowding and to distribute the
harvest through the area.

*

Development of a proposed road from Anchorage to McGrath through
Rainy Pass and down the South Fork of the Kuskokwim River would
open the area to increased hunting pressure and use of all·terrain
vehicles. The number of hunters in heavily hunted portions of the
area will be controlled by pen11it. Off-road vehicle restrictions
would be necessary In areas accessible by road.

•

Portions of the upper Tonzona River drainages have been reconaended
for Inclusion in the proposed Ht. McKinley National Park extension.
The Tonzona drainage is an Important lambing area in addition to
supporting a significant population of sheep, and its Inclusion
into a national park will substantially reduce hunting opportunity
in the Farewell area.

IMPACTS
Pe1'11its will be used to control hunter density.

•

Productivity and survival of lambs should Improve as range conditions
Improve.

l05

Restrictions in some dr4inages on mechanized transport while hunting
will Improve aesthetic hunting conditions.
Guides and outfitters may be affected by restrictions on numbers of
hunters and controls on hunter transport.
Development of more aircraft access strips should help relieve the
present problem of hunter concentration around a few localized
areas.
SOllle seasonal or spatial limitations on mining activity In important
sheep habitat may be rec!MmM!nded.
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MOOSE IH SOUTHWESTERll ALASKA
Moose (Alcea alcca) are found throughout most of the Southwestern Alaska
mainland below elevations of 5500 feet. Prior to 1900 moose were rare
In the southern part of the region, although they were beginning to
filter south and west from the lake Clark-lake lliamna region. During
this early expansion moose reached the l<atma I area by 1910 and extended
south to Black lake by the early 1940's. Nearly all suitable habitat on
the Alaska Peninsula was occupied by the early 1950's, with major concentrations
extending frDll Katmai Monument south to the Heshik River . South of the
llesh ik drainage to Port Moller llOOSe populations have never becoaie as
dense as populations to the north. Few llOOSe exist south of Port Holler.
Cook Inlet drainages north of Kabnal and those in the vicinity of llia1111a
lake and Lake Clark have fair numbers of moose, but substantially less
than areas further south. Bristol Bay drainages from the Mulchatna
River west have few moose; these are found primarily along stream bottoms
and In the foothills of the Alaska Range.
Moose populations In the central Alaska Peninsula peaked during the mid1960's and have declined from one third to one half since that tfme,
Populations fn Cook Inlet drainages and fn the Ilfamna Lake region north
of Katmai are reduced frOll peak levels of the 1940's and 1950's and are
presently stable at relatively low densities. Moose were relatively
abundant in the Wood River-Tlkchlk Lakes area in the mid-late 1950's,
but in other northern Bristol Bay drainages lllOOSe have not been abundant
and are presently static at a low level.
Major factors causing the decline in the central Alaska Peninsula area
are believed to be habitat related. Deficiencies In habitat are generally
manifested by the scarcity of essential browse during the critical
winter months, The lack of variety of browse species has historically
limited the moose to two preferred species of willow. With those species
presently greatly reduced due to prior over-utilization ft is possible
that food quality is now low even during the prewinter 1110nths of October
and NovemlH!r. Consequently moose may not be in good condition at winter's
onset and their condition then continues to decline until spring . tows
debilitated by poor nutrition aiay give birth to weakened offspring which
they cannot adequately feed or that prove highly vulnerable to predators.
Such fs apparently the case on the central Alaska Peninsula since spring
surveys indicate the lowest swmier calf:cow ratios in the state. MidJune averages over the past 5 years have been only 21 calves per 100
cows. Additional calf mortality throughout the first year of life, such
as starvation, predation, and various other factors result in very few
yearling moose being added to the population. Such extremely poor
recruitment, In addition to natural losses and hunting mortality among
adults, has resulted in sfgnfficant population reductions.
Moose In the Cook Inlet drainages and the llfamna Lake area north of
Katlllai have been utilized by local village residents since 1100se first
became available. Recreational hunting for both meat and trophies by
other than local residents has been popular since the mld-l950's.
Several professional guides operate within the area. Annual harvests
over the past several years have averaged slightly less than 100 moose,
75 percent of which were bulls. In 1975 a shortened season and no
antlerless hunting resulted In a harvest of only 34 bulls. Aircraft and
boat travel are the most popular means of transport for hunters.
Moose in the Bristol Bay drainages from the Mulchatna River west have
been harvested by local village residents over the past several decades.
Only bull tn0ose may be legally taken. Moose nuinbers In the vicinity of
all villages are presently reduced as a result of overharvestfng of all
sex and age classes during the late winter and spring by local residents .
This harvest goes unreported and is suspected to exceed the known reported
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sport harvest by several fold. During recent years recreational hunting
by other than local residents has becoine Increasingly popular and presently
accounts for most of the reported harvest. Sport harvests have increased
greatly In the past 2 years due to a shift in hunting pressure from the
central Alaska Peninsula area, where a lack of trophy moose and shortened
seasons forced hunters elsewhere. Between 1964 and lg73 an average
annual harvest of only 34 lllOOSe were reported in the northern Bristol
Bay area, with harvests never exceeding 42 per year. Jn 1974 and 1975,
69 and 115 moose, respectively, were taken. Actual harvest levels are
substantially higher than records Indicate because of the unreported
kill by local villagers. Aircraft and boat travel are the most popular
means of transport for sport hunting while sn010111achines are Important in
the illegal winter harvest. Several professional guides are active In
this area.
Hoose populations frOlll Katmai National Monument south to Port Moller
have been heavily utilized by nonlocal hunters since the late-1950's.
The area supports a substantial and very active guide Industry, particularly
south of King Salmon. Village residents also harvest some moose for
domestic use, many of which are not reported. Curing the 1960's and
early 1970's the area supported perhaps the finest trophy 1110ose population
in Horth A.erica. Most of the largest antlered moose ever killed came
from the Alaska Peninsula.
Greatly increased hunter pressure (over BOO hunters both in 1973 and
lg74), with greater than 70 percent success, resulted in harvests averaging
650 moose (one-third females) during 1973 and 1974. Large harvests
coupled with poor recruitment of adults has resulted in a marked reduction
of moose. Ratios of bulls older than yearlings have declined from a
high of 80 bulls per 100 cows In 1963 to a low of 17 bulls per 100 cows
in 1974 . Very few extremely large bulls have been harvested during the
past 2 years. Recent prohibitions on hunting lllOose the sa111e day airborne,
shortened seasons, and restrictions on shooting moose with antler spreads
less than 50 inches, should Increase the availability of trophy bulls
within the limits that poor recruitment allows. Aircraft are the most
popular 111eans of transport for sport hunting but s11111e guide operations
11c1ke extensive use of all-terrain vehicles.

*

An influx of people associated with Outer Continental Shelf Oil
development or nearshore or onshore oil and mineral development
will contribute significantly to the hunting pressure on local game
populations. Subsequent major developments in transportation would
substantially alter the access patterns and would greatly increase
pressure on populations adjacent to transportation corridors. As
pressures increase on the moose resources of this region It will be
necessary to further restrict hunters and hunting seasons in the
area.

*

Hunting may be excluded by statute from several large areas in
Southwestern Alaska. Possible extentions of Katmai National Holllillle•t+
establishment of Lake Clark National Park and Wood River-Tikchik
State Park are potential areas for exclusion of moose hunting.
Transfer of title for several hundred thousand acres of land to
village and regional corporations under tenas of the Alaska Native
Claims Settlement Act may significantly reduce public hunting
opportunity in much of this region since the majority of hunters
come from outside the region. The Department should advocate
retention of hunting opportunity on all public lands. Public
access across private land for the purpose of hunting should be
maintained to allow the use of adjoining public lands.
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•

Populations of llOOSe may declfne in lllilny areas to the level where
they can no longer support establfshed consumptive use. As the
resource declines various segments of the public can be expected to
demand management of the resource for thefr exclusive benefit. Jn
some instances the level of detaanded use may exceed the capability
of the population to support harvest. Harvest should not be allowed
to exceed limits imposed by sound biology. The priority uses of
the resource will be established after evaluating public demands,
herd status, and the relationship of lllilnagement to l'IOOSe lllilnagement
elsewhere fn the state. Established management should be altered
only ff ft fs In the best fnterest of the resource.
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34. KVfCHAK-MULCHATNA MOOSE MANAGEMENT PLAN
~

That portion of Game Hanageeent Unit 9 north of the Egegik Bay drainages
except Katina i Na tlona 1 Monument, and a 11 of Game Management Unit 17
except the Lower Nushagak-Wood River-Togiak Hoose Management Plan area.
~

MANAGEMENT GOAL

To provide the greatest opportunity to participate fn hunting moose.

SECONDARY MANAGEMENT GOAL
To provide for an optimum harvest of moose.
~

OF HAllAGEMENT GUIDELINES

1.

Control access, number and distribution of hunters, and methods of
hunter transport, ff necessary, to distribute hunting pressure
throughout the area.

2.

Regulate hunting seasons, bag limits, and methods and means of
taking moose, if necessary, to provide for local use.

3.

Harvest antlerless moose, if necessary, to maintain the population
In balance with Its habitat.

4.

Maintain a post-hunting season population sex ratio of no less than
25 bulls pl!!r lOD cows.

5.

Discourage land use practices that adversely affect the wild character
of the area.

THE SPECIES
Moose numbers were reportedly high In the Lake lllaJ111a-Cook Inlet watershed
during the lg4o's. They have since declined and the area now (1976) has
a low density population that appears to be relatively stable. Data are
lacking on moose in the upper Nushagak and Hulchatna watersheds, but
populations there also appear to be relatively stable at a low density.
Areas of concentration have been located near Big Mountain, Chekok
Creek, the Tfkchik Lake syste11, and the upper Hulchatna-Chulftna Rivers
area. The estimated population within the Kvtchak-Mulchatna area f s
about 1,500 moose.
Both wolves and brown bears prey on moose. At the time of this report
predation is not considered to have a significant impact on the population.
However, residents of the Nushagak River drainage have expressed concern
about the impact of wolf predation and have requested wolf control or
more liberal harvest regulations on wolves .
The area Is hunted primarily by Alaskan residents. Nonresidents have
taken only 28 percent of the reported harvest since 1969. In recent
years, the area has becOllle AIOre popular with hunters other than local
residents, and harvests have been increasing. The annual kf 11 In lower
Cook Inlet has averaged 132 moose since 1969. Reduced seasons during
the 1975-1976 regulatory year lowered the kfll to only one-half that
average. The upper Hulchatna River drainages had low annual harvests
until 1975 when hunting pressure increased as a result of restrictive

seasons elsewhere in the state. That year the reported harvest increased
to 71 moose, a sharp increase from the 6 moose reported taken In 1974.
Current harvests are probably approaching maximum levels.
The Kvlchak-Hulchatna area has a well-established guiding Industry, but
e11111hasls Is on sport fishing (23 active sport fishing lodges). Hany
guides also offer big game hunting to their clients. Pressure frOll
nonresident hunters will Increase In the future . In addition to moose,
the area also has brown bears, black bears, caribou, and Dall sheep.
Multi-species hunts are popular with both residents and nonresidents.
The majority of the reported harvest ls by residents living In urban
areas of the state. Additional 1110ose are taken by local residents and
never reported. The villages of levelock, !gluglg, Newhalen, Kokhanok,
Pedro Bay, and Nondalton reported a harvest of 98 moose for domestic use
In 1973 according to a survey by the University of Alaska . Although not
located entirely within the proposed boundaries of this management plan,
the sallll! survey Indicated 113 moose were taken by villagers living along
the Nushagak River. The percentage of this harvest that occurred In the
Hulchatna and upper Nushagak drainages Is unknown. The Importance of
lllOOse as a meat anlinal Is clearly reflected by the high reported antlerless
harvest for lower Cook Inlet: 36 percent of the animals reported harvested
since 1969 have been antlerless.
Transportation within the area Is primarily by light aircraft. Boats
are used along the waterways and In the 1111Jor lakes. During the winter,
snow machines are widely used by local residents. The area Is essentially
wilderness. The Impact of oil exploration and mineral development has
been minimal . Test holes have been drilled at one location In Cook
Inlet and a few s11all clal•s are being worked. It Is probable that
resources will be developed In the future and such development may
affect moose habitat or hunting pressure. Roads within the area are now
limited to local service roads and a single road connecting lake lllamna
to Cook Inlet. Propasals to tie the existing systl!lll Into the ~aln state
highway system could significantly alter the existing transportation
patterns, cause an Influx of people Into the area, and drastically alter
the economy and life style of the area.

*

011 and mineral exploration and development 1111y Increase access and
prove detrimental to moose habitat. Development will be discouraged
In critical habitat and hopefully modified elsewhere to minimize
adverse Impacts. Restrictive regulations governing hunting may be
applied to adjust harvests ff l111proved access results in excessive
harvests.
Land In private ownership or controlled by the National Park Service,
other federal agencies. or state parks may be closed to public
hunting, or access across these lands for hunting on adjoining
lands could be prevented, thereby concentrating hunting pressure on
remaining land, possibly resulting In overharvests of local moose
populations. Huch land In the take Illamna and lower Lake Clark
area will be transferred to private ownership under terms of the
Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act. If established, a national
park In the lake Clark·Hulchatna River area would probably be
closed to recreational hunting. The possible Inclusion of a federal
fish refuge In the lake lllainna area could also affect resource
management depending upon priorities established by the administering
agencies. The creation of a proposed state park In the Wood River·
Tlkchlk lakes area may also reduce recreational and domestic hunting
opportunity. Pri111ary efforts of the Department will be to maintain
access to the moose resource. Hunting regulations will be naodlfled
as necessary to prevent overharvests of moose.

111

•

Methods used for moose hunting lllilY be incompatible with management
of brown bears. Separate seasons inay be inalntalned for the two
species, or moose hunting regulations wil1 be adjusted to be compatible
with t ~ose for brown bears.
Segments of the public niay willfully Ignore hunting regulations to
Insure hunter success. Regulations governing hunting will be
vigorously enforced.
The area c ay be joined to the main state road systeta by road construction
and/or marine highway system additions. The Influx of persons,
Increased recreational use and Increased access would undoubtedly
alter the existing life style. Management plans would be reevaluated and regulations altered to respond to changing demands on
the resource.

IMPACTS
Local domestic requirements will be satisfied tn part through
antlerless moose seasons. Antlerless seasons shall be established
when local residents can most effectively compete with other segments
of the publfc for the resource.
Sport hunting and hunting access shall be retained over the widest
poss Ible area.
tost1 of resource development may be Increased by constraints
Imposed to protect 110ose habitat.

uz

35.

LOWER NUSHAGAK-WOOD RIVER- TOGIAK MOOSE MANAGEfENT PLAN

bQflliQ!!
In Game Management Unit 17, all drainages of the Togiak River, Wood
River and Nushagak River below the confluence of the Mulchatna River and
the Nushagak River.
~

MANAGEMENT GOA!.

To provide for an optf111U1T1 harvest of lllOOSe.
SECONDARY HANAGEM!NT

~

To provide the greatest opportunity to participate in hunting lllOOSe.
~

Qf.. MANAGEMENT GUIDELINES

1.

Increase the moose population to the carrying capacity of its
habitat by restriction of harvests ff necessary.

2.

Maintain a minimum post-hunting season population sex ratio of 15
bulls per 100 cows.

3.

Regulate hunting seasons, bag lfmfts and methods and means of
taking moose, if necessary. to provide for lot al use.

4.

Control access, number and di stribution of hunters and methods of
hunter transport, ff necessary, to ~alntafn desired harvest levels.

THE SPECIES
Hoose numbers within this area are quite low. Excellent habitat occurs
along waterways and in the lower elevations of the Wood River Mountains.
Surveys have not located sufficient concentrations of animals to gather
usable data on numbers or c0111Positfon. The estimated population of the
entire area is less than 300 animals.
Hoose hunting fs almost entirely by local residents for domestic use.
Although the Wood River Lakes system experiences heavy sport fishing use
(four established guides plus additional pressure from nearby sport
fishing lodges), the low density of 110ose has not encouraged guided
sport hunting. The reported annual harvest for the past three years has
averaged 24 lllOOse. The aiajority of 1110ose killed within this area are
never reported. Host of the harvest by local residents occurs Illegally
fn winter or early spring when access by snow machine 111akes hunting easy
and lllOOSe are at lower elevations. In recent years, the intensity of
this late winter harvest has increased as snow 11achines have proliferated.
Sunshine Valley, for exaiaple, has decreased from 53 wintering moose In
1g71.72 to only 14 during the winter of 1975-76. Nearly 20 flle<Jal
late-winter kills were located In the drainage during the winter of
1971-72. A survey of villages fn Game Management Unit 17 by the University
of Alaska fn the su11111er of 1974 indicated a total harvest of 188 1111ose
fn the previous year. This exceeded the reported 1973 sport harvest for
all of Unit 17 by 448 percent. late winter harvesting of moose for
domestic use by local residents has exceeded the reproductive capabilities
of the ~se population for several years. The moose population within
this area has declined significantly and, unless the size of the Illegal
late winter-early spring harvest can be substantially reduced, the
decline can be expected to continue.

Predation by wolves and brown bears is known to cccur. Because of the
low density of 1110ose present, preda t ion is helping keep moose populations
depressed. However, predator control would not be justified so long as
illegal harvesting by local residents remains the primary factor affecting
the decline of the moose population.
The area is essentially wl lderness. Impacts of oil and mineral exploration
have been minimal. Possibilities of future development of these resources
exist and could hi ve an effect on management, particularly on private
lands. Transportation within the area is primarily by light aircraft.
Boats are used along rivers and in lakes. During winter, snow iaachines
are the primary method of transportation. A limited road system exists
In the Dillingham-Aleknagi k area, and there are local service roads In
the vicinity of some villages.
~

011 and mineral exploration or development may increase access and
prove detrimental to moose habitat. Development will be discouraged
In critical habitat areas and hopefully modified elsewhere to
ninfml ze adverse impacts . Regulations governing hunting will be
adjusted in response to major changes in harvest pressure resulting
from increased access.
Large acreages of land along river systems containing prime moose
habitat will be transferred to private ownership under terms of the
Alaska Native Cl aims Settlement Act. Use of these lands by the
public may be prohibited by private landowners, thereby concentrating
public use on lands remaining open, and creating potential overharvcst
conditions. Additional lands may be lost for moose hunting if a
proposed state park is established In the Wood River Lakes area, or
on lands controlled by the U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service. Through
agree111ents with private and governmental landowners, the Depart111ent
should attempt to maintain public hunting in as many areas as
possible. Additional restrictions on harvests would be necessary
where hunting pressure becomes excessive.
*

Methods used for moose hunting may be incompatible with management
of brown bears. Separate seasons shall be 111aintalned for the two
species or moose hunting regulations will be made compatible with
those for brown bears.

*

The area may be Joined with the 111ain state road system by additional
road construction and/or marine highway system additions. An
Influx of people Into the area and increased recreational use would
probably alter the existing life style. Management plans will be
re-evaluated and regulations proposed to respond to changing demands
on the resource.
The illegal winter-spring harvest by local residents will lower the
11111ose population to a level that can no longer support any form of
harvest . Efforts will be made to obtain voluntary compliance with
regulations and domestic harvest restricted to the open hunting
season. Seasons may be established during the period of traditional
"subsistence" use only when moose densities have Increased to near
carrying capacity and the harvest would not be biologically detrimental.
Acceptance and compliance of hunting regulations must be obtained
through a combined public relations progrAll and vigorous law enforcement.

*

A lower sport harvest will occur and Illegal take during the winter
and early spring will be reduced.

IU

*

Moose populations will increase and expend into unoccupied habitat
to a level approaching the carrying capacity of the range.

*

Use by local residents shall have priority so long as the economy
remains dependent upon use of fish and wildlife resources.
Recreational hunting and hunter access shall be retained over the
widest possible area.

*

Costs of resource devel()!)llent may be increased by constraints
imposed to protect moose habitat.
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37. BECHAROF LAKE-CINDER RIVER MOOSE MAHAGEMENT PLAH
h9ill!fil!
In Game Hanage11ent Unft 9, all drafnages fnto Bristol Bay south of and
fncludfng the Kfng Salmon River that flows Into Egegfk Bay to but not
fncludfng drainages of Port Heiden.
PRIMARY HANAGEMENT

~

To provide the greatest opportunity to partfcfpate In hunting moose.
SECONDARY MANAGEMENT GOAL
To provide an opportunity to take large-antlered moose.
~

OF MANAGEMENT GUIDELINES

1.

Mafntain the moose population slightly below the carrying capacity
of its habftat.

2.

Harvest antlerless moose, ff necessary, to maintain the desired
population size and structure.

3.

Control access and iaethods of hunter transport, if necessary, to
distribute hunting pressure through the area.

4.

Mafntafn a post-hunting season population sex ratio of 30 to 40
bulls per 100 cows.

S.

Mafntafn an average antler spread of 50 inches or more fn the
harvest of bull moose.

6.

Regulate hunting seasons, bag limits, and methods and 11111ans of
taking moose, ff necessary, to provide for local use.

7.

Discourage land use practices that adversely affect the wild character
of the area.

THE SPECIES
The greatest densities of moose on the Alaska Peninsula occur within
this area . The estfmated populatfon in the Becharof Lake-Cinder River
area ts about 2,000 moose. The largest concentrations are in the vfctnfty
of Dog Salmon River, Mother Goose Lake, and Cfnder River. Hoose spend
sunrner and fall fn the lower elevations of the Aleutfan Range. Winters
are spent at slightly lower elevations; rarely do winter snow depths
force moose far from the foothill areas.
Moose entered the area In the lgJO's and gradu.Jlly expanded their range
south and west. Numbers increased until the mfd-1960's when the population
peaked. Since that tfine, nllllbers have declined as a result of poor
reproductive success. The lack of calves appears related to past overuse
of the range during the period of peak population. Since lg7o, fall
surveys have Indicated less than 22 calves per 100 cows for any area.
Counts have ranged as low as B calves per 100 cows, and the combined
average for all count areas since 1970 is only'12 calves per 100 cows.
Moose renoved from the population by hunting, predators, disease, old
age and accidents are not being replaced through calf production. Not
all cows are successful in giving birth and there Is also an evident

decline in the abundance of calves i1m1ediately following parturition.
Although predators have been observed In calving areas, their numbers
appear too low ta account for the calf loss observed. Both wolves and
brown bears prey on moose, and predation, like sport hunting, is accelerating
the decline; however, the herd would continue to decline in the absence
of hunting and predation with the present rate of calf production.
Predation and hunting may be beneficial since lowering the number of
moose reduces browsing pressure and hopefully will speed recovery of the
habitat. However, the herd may continue to decline and eventually reach
a level where, even with sport hunting eliminated, predation would
prevent moose numbers from recovering under favorable habitat conditions.
Only in that situation would a limited predator control program be
considered a justifiable management option.
Trophy hunting has long been recognized in the area, producing some of
the largest Alaskan moose on record. Multi-species hunts for moose,
brown bears, and caribou are popular with both residents and nonresidents.
The area supports a highly competitive guide industry; 15 pennanent
guide camps are established. Harvests have averaged about 230 moose
annually since 1969, with bulls comprising 74 percent of the harvest.
Resident and nonresident hunters use the area In about equal numbers (51
percent residents). Since 1969, the area has become increasingly popular
with Alaskan residents for recreational/meat hunts. The magnitude of
the antlerless moose harvest clearly reflects the impact of this category
of hunter. This area has produced 51 percent of the total Alaska Peninsula
antlerless moose harvest over the 1969-1974 period. Harvests have
averaged 63 antlerless moose annually since 1969 with a peak of 117
antlerless moose in 1974. An increased harvest of bulls in the early
1970's also resulted from the influx of resident recreational/meat
hunters. Harvests of bulls has had a significant effect on herd composition.
In the popular hunting areas, such as Mother Goose Lake, the bull-cow
ratio dropped from 30 bulls per 100 cows in 1970 to 16 bulls per 100
cows in 1975. The less heavily hunted Dog Salmon River dropped from 62
bulls per 100 cows in lg7o to 22 bulls per 100 cows in 1974. Similar
declines were observed In other portions of the area. The most noticeable
effect of the harvest by recreational/meat hunters was the decline In
the availability of large-antlered bulls. While large-antlered bulls
were receiving heavy hunting pressure by both trophy and recreational/meat
hunters, recruitment of large bulls from the younger age classes was
reduced because young bulls were also being heavily harvested by recreational/meat
hunters. In 1976, only seven to ten percent of the population was
composed of bulls capable of growing antlers exceeding 50 inches in
spread the next year.
Harvest by local residents for domestic use has been small. A survey by
the University of Alaska Indicated the villages of Port Heiden, Pilot
Point, Ugashlk, and Egegik harvested 14 moose In 1973-74. This represented
three percent of the 410 moose reported harvested for the area that
season.
Transportation within the area Is primarily by light aircraft with
hunting then conducted on foot. Host guides operate with their own
aircraft, and many resident hunters use private aircraft. All terrain
vehicles are used by a few guides for transportation. Air charter
services in King Salmon provide transportation for both guides and
hunters. The area Is basically wilderness little affected by human
activity. Past all exploration activities included test drillings and
construction of large landing strips at four locations. Extensive
seismic work was conducted with the use of all-terrain vehicles in the
past; recent work has been with helicopters or conducted on frozen
tundra In winter. Trails from past all-terrain vehicle use are readily
visible from the air but less evident on the ground except In areas of
concentrated use.

*

Oil and mineral exploration and development may alter the wilderness
nature of the area, increase access, and prove detrimental to moose
habitat. Efforts will be made to discourage development in critical
habitat and to recomnend guldlines for development elsewhere to
minimize adverse Impacts. Restrictive regulations governing hunting
may be applied to adjust harvests if improved access results In
excessive harvests.

•

Land in private ownership or controlled by the National Park Service
(Katmai National Park or Aniakchak Caldera National Monument) may
be closed to hunting or block access to other lands, thereby concentrating
hunting pressure on remaining areas open to hunting. Concentration
of hunters could result in excessive harvests of moose. Hunting
regulations will be modified to prevent overharvest but primary
efforts will be to maintain public huntln~ on and access across
private or federal lands.

•

Methods used for inoose hunting ~Y be inc~atible with 11anageaent
for brown bears. Separate seasons ~y be ~intalned for the two
species or moose hunting regulations will be adjusted to be c()lljlatible
with those for brown bears.
Segments of the public may willfully ignore hunting regulations to
Insure hunter success. Regulations governing hunting will be
vigorously enforced.

•

Continued decline of the moose population may result in insufficient
anima"ls to maintain harvests or necessitate reduced harvest levels .
Restrictive seasons may be applied or season closures implemented
to protect re111ainlng animals. Causes of poor reproductive success
shall be Identified and corrective measures applied If feasible.

*

The harvest of bulls will be reduced.

*

Restrictive regulations on antler size or number of bulls in the
harvest will maintain a population with abundant older age individuals.

*

Local domestic requirements will be satisfied through antlerless
moose seasons, and through seasons set when area residents can most
effectively c0111pete with other segments of the public for the
resource.

•

Accessibility of bull moose to hunters will be reduced by restrictive
regulations on inethods of transport. Relaxed restrf ctfons may
apply to the taking of antlerless moose when bull moose are not
hunted.

*

Recreational hunting and hunter access shall be retained over the
widest possible area.

*

Costs of resource development may be Increased by constraints
Imposed to protect moose habitat.
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38. MESHIK-PACIFIC /"DOSE MANAGEMENT PLAN
!:QillJQ!!

In Game Management Unit 9, all drainages into the Pacific Ocean from
Katmai National Monument on the northeast to Cape K1111llam on the southwest
and all drainages into Port Heiden Bay.
~

MANAGEMENT GOAL

To provide an opportunity to take large-antlered lllODse.
SECONDARY MANAGEMENT GOAL
To provide an opportunity to hunt moose under aesthetically pleasing
conditions.
~

OF MANAGEMENT GUIDELINES

l.

Maintain an average antler spread of 50 inches in the bull harvest.

2.

Control access, nUlllber and distribution of hunters, and methods of
hunter transport to 111aintafn desired harvest levels and to maintain
aesthetic hunting conditions.

3.

Maintain a post-hunting season population sex ratio of 40 to 50
bulls per 100 cows.

4.

Harvest antlerless and young moose to maintain the population In
balance with its habitat, and to provide for local use.

5.

Regulate hunting seasons. bag limits, and iaethods and ineans of
taking moose to provide for local use.

6.

Discourage land use practices that adversely affect the wild character
of the area.

THE SPECIES

The estimated population for the entire Meshlk·Paclfic area ts less than
500 moose. Greatest densities occur In the Meshf k River and southernmost
Pacific drainages. Lower densities of moose occur In the Pacific drainages
north and east of Cape Kuyuyukak. Moose entered the area In the early
1940's and increased In numbers until the ~Id 1960's, when the population
apparently peaked. Since that t1111e nUllbers have been declining, apparently
due to poor reproductive success related to past overuse of the range.
Ho large winter 1110rtalttles have been observed and predators do not
appear to be an l~portant factor affecting the decline. Instead, It
appears that not all cows are successfully giving birth and llll!lf!dlately
following birth there is a high mortality of calves. Moose r1!1111lved from
the population by hunting or natural P10rtallty are not being replaced
through reproduction.
Results of surveys in the Heshik River since 1970 Indicate a decline In
both the number of 1110ose and the bull-cow ratio. The Pacific side has
bel!ll surveyed only twice, so trend data are lacking. Jn both areas, the
bull-cow ratio is below 50 bulls per 100 cows. Although the existing
ratios are more than adequate to provide for good reproductive success,
only ten percent of the 1110DSe observed were calves.
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The area ts pri~arlly wilderness little altered by humans. Large landing
strips associated with oil or mineral exploratory work were constructed
near the Heshik River and at Wide Bay. The use of tracked vehicles for
hunting has been established only in the Heshik Valley, but st~llar
vehicles have been used throughout most of the southern area In oil
exploratory efforts. Tracks From these vehicles are readily visible for
several years froia the air, but less evident on the ground except in
areas of concentrated use.
Sport hunting became Increasingly Important In the Meshlk-Pactftc area
during the l960's and early 1970's after hunting pressure on the Bering
Sea drainages of the Alaska Peninsula had reduced the availability of
trophy bulls. Seasons in the area were very liberal until 1975 when
greatly reduced seasons were Implemented. Over the past seven years,
the annual harvest has averaged nearly 50 moose, but the peak period,
1972-1974, produced 60 percent of the re,orted harvest. In 1975, the
harvest dropped to only one-half the seven-year average. Prior to 1972,
, Alaskan residents accounted for 63 percent of the harvest. Since 1972,
wt th the fl rst heavy trophy hunting pressure, nonres Idents have taken
more moose than residents. The importance of guiding is reflected In
the increasing level of the nonresident harvest. Six permanent guide
camps are established, but most guiding still occurs from temporary
camps. Multi-species hunts are popular with both Alaskan residents and
nonresidents. Additional hunting pressure has been attracted to the
areas because of the excellent brown bear population. The Intensity of
trophy hunting since 1972 has exceeded the capability of the moose
population to produce a sustained harvest of large antlered bulls.
Most inoose hunting Is for trophies with only a few Alaska Peninsula
residents or coamerctal flshennen hunting the area for meat. The expense
of logistics to the area has discouraged extensive meat hunting by
residents frOlll other areas. The antlerless harvest has averaged only
eight animals annually since 1969. A survey by the University of Alaska
indicates villagers of Heshtk took only three 111Dose In 1973 for dOlll!stic
use. An additional harvest by residents of the Chignik area may have
occurred but Is unreported.
Transportation for hunters ls primarily by light aircraft with landings
on Intertidal beaches or on natural pumice-gravel strips. Hunting then
occurs on foot. Track vehicles are banned for hunting In the Pacific
Management Area which encompasses a portion of the proposed Meshlk·
Pacific area. The Pacific watersheds have a record of light hunting
pressure because weather frequently makes travel to, from, and within
the area difficult and, until recently, other lightly harvested moose
populations with good trophies were more readily available. The Heshtk
River drainages have also had light hunting pressure because access,
even by aircraft, ts limited. Float landings are possible in some
locations. Other access for aircraft ts restricted to wheel landings on
p1111tce patches or abandoned mining strips. The river, although shallow,
can be floated by raft. Boats can be used on the lower river and a
single air boat ls present that can travel the river and 111any of Its
large tributaries. C0111petftlon for large-antlered bulls on the Alaska
Peninsula has recently encouraged heavy hunting pressure In spite of
these limitat tons.

•

Oil and ~tneral exploration and developnM!flt aiay seriously alter the
wilderness nature of the area, Increase access, and prove detrimental
to moose habitat. Efforts will be made to discourage development
In critical habitat and to modify development elsewhere to minimize
adverse Impacts. More restrictive regulations may be applied to
adjust harvest to desired levels or to distribute hunting pressure.

•

Portions of the area may be Included In the proposed Aniakchak
Caldera National Honument. Restr1ct1ons by National Park Service
management could eliminate hunting on a significant portion of the
moose population. Also lands within the area may be transferred to
private ownership as a result of the Alaska Native Claims Settlement
Act. Sport hunting by the publ le may be restricted by the land
owners, or access across private land to public land could be
blocked. These actions would serve to concentrate hunting pressure
on remaining lands available to recreational hunters . Hore restrictive
managenent would be essential in the areas remaining open to the
public In order to retain high hunting aesthetics and avoid hunter
crowding. The Department should solicit the cooperation of private
landowners to facilitate progressive management of moose . Easements
across private lands to public lands will be sought as provided for
in the Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act.

•

Methods used In hunting moose may be Incompatible with management
for brown bears. Separate seasons will be established for bears
and moose or moose hunting regulations will be made compatible with
those for brown bears.

•

Aircraft restrictions may encourage an Increase In the use of allterrain vehicles for hunting. Additional vehicles could result in
an excessive harvest or In a significant deterioration of hunting
aesthetics. Regulations restricting the use of all-terrain vehicles
may be Implemented.

•

A segment of the public inay willfully Ignore hunting regulations to
Insure hunter success. Regulations governing hunting will be
vigorously enforced.

•

The continued decl lne of the DIOOse population through continued
poor reproductive success may result in insufficient animals to
support hunting. Shorter seasons or season closures may be applied.
Causes of the poor reproductive success will be Investigated and
corrective Measures Instituted 1f feasible.

The proportion of large bulls In the population will Increase.

•

Domestic needs of local residents will be satisfied by providing
for antlerless moose harvests.

•

An opportunity to hunt large antlered moose under aesthetically

*

Accessibility of bull moose to hunters will be reduced by restrictive
regulations on methods of transport. Relaxed restrictions may
apply to the taking of antlerless 110ose when bull moose are not
hunted.

*

Recreational hunting shall be retained.

•

Costs of resource development may
l111pOsed to protect 1100se habl tat .

pleasing conditions will be malnt11ned.

be

Increased by constraints

39. PORT MOLLER-BLACK LAKE MOOSE HANAGe!ENT PLAN

In Game Hanagement Unit 9, the Bering Sea drainages north and east of
Port Moller, to and including all drainages into llntk Lagoon , and all
Pacif ic Ocean drainages Into Chignik Bay.
~

MANAGEMENT GOAL

To provide the greatest opportunity to participate in hunting moose.
SECONDARY MANAGEMENT GOAL
To provide an opportunity to take large-antlered moose .
~

OF MANAGEMENT GUIDELINES

1.

Maintain the moose population slightly below the carrying capacity
of Its habi tat.

2.

Harvest antlerless moose, if necessary, to maintain the desired
population size and structure.

3.

Control access and 111ethods of hunter transport, if necessary, to
distribute hunting pressure through the area .

4.

Maintain a post-hunting season population sex ratio of 30 to 40
bulls per 100 cows .

S.

Maintain an average antler spread of 50 Inches or more 1n the
harvest of bul l moose.

6.

Regulate hunting seasons, bag limits, and methods and means of
taking moose, if necessary, to provide for local use .

7.

Discourage land use practices that adversely affect the wild character
of the area.

THE SPECIES
Although moose occur throughout the area, they tend to concentrate along
the stream bottoms and in the foothills of the Aleutian Range in the
suaner and fall . Winters are spent in areas of suitable habitat on the
Bering Sea flats. The population apparently entered the area in the
1940's and increased in numbers until the late 1960's. Since that ti111e,
numbers have been declining, apparently in response to poor reproductive
success resulting frlllll overuse of the habitat that occurred during years
of abundance. No moose surveys have been made in the area so data on
population size or c0111posttion are lacking. The estimated p0pulation ts
about 500 an itna ls .
Hunting is primarily by trophy hunters. Reported harvests have averaged
nearly 40 moose annually during the past seven years . Bulls have comprised
84 percent of the harvest. In 1g75, the harvest was half the seven-year
average (20 moose) because the season length was greatly reduced.
Successful nonresidents outn1111ber successful resident hunters by nearly
two to one. The area has an active guide industry with seven permanent
guide camps established. Additional seasonal guiding occurs from temporary

caq>s. Multi wspecles hunts for moose with brown bears and caribou are
popular with both residents and nonresidents. Residents of the Chignik
area take a few moose each year for domestic use. Occasionally persons
from lvanof, Perryville, Nelson Lagoon, and Meshlk also hunt the area.
The greatest impact on the resource, however, comes from nonresidents
and Alaskan residents living elsewhere in the state.
Transportation within the area is primarily by light aircraft with
hunting then occurring on foot. Host guides have their own aircraft,
and resident hunters use private airplanes or charter with air charter
services in Naknek, King Saltn0n, or Bear Lake. Two all-terrain vehicles
have been operated by guides and, In SOllll! winters, residents of Chignik
iaake extensive use of snow machines. Boats are used for transportation
along the Chignik River system.
The area ts essentially wilderness in spite of numerous oil exploratory
efforts In recent years. All-terrain vehicles trails, readily visible
from the air, but less evident on the ground, mark the paths of extensive
seismic work. Test holes were drilled and a large landing strip constructed
In one location. A high possibility exists that the area will have oil
and mineral development In the future.

•

Oil and mineral exploration and development may seriously alter the
wilderness nature of the area, increase access, and prove detrimental
to moose habitat. Efforts will be inade to discourage development
In critical moose habitat and to recomnend guidelines for development
elsewhere to minimize Impacts. Hore restrictive regulations may be
applied to adjust harvests if Improved access results In excessive
harvests.

•

Land In private ownership may be closed to public hunting or access
to adjoining public lands inay be blocked thereby concentrating
hunting pressure in remaining areas. Concentrations of hunters
that would cause overharvests of local IMIOSe populations could
result. Hunting regulations will be adjusted to prevent overharvests.
The Department should solicit the cooperation of private landowners
to facilitate progressive 111anagement of moose. Easements across
private lands to public lands will be sought as provided for in the
Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act.

*

Hethods used for moose hunting may be Incompatible with management
of brown bears. Separate seasons shall be maintained for the two
species or moose hunting regulations will be adjusted to be compatible
with those for brown bears.

*

seginents of the public may willfully Ignore hunting regulations to
insure hunter success. Regulations governing hunting will be
vigorously enforced.

•

Continued decline of the moose population through poor reproductive
success may result in Insufficient animals to maintain harvests or
necessitate a lower harvest level. Restrictive seasons may be
applied or closures Implemented to protect remaining animals.
Causes of poor reproductive success shall be identified and corrective
measures applied ff feasible.

•

The harvest level of bul ls will be reduced frocn the levels of
recent years. Restrictive regulations on antler size or number of
bulls In the harvest will maintain a population with abundant
older-age individuals.

•

Local domestic requirements will be satisfied through antlerless
moose seasons and through seasons set when local residents can 11111st
effectively COllJl'te with other segments of the public for the
resource.

•

The nullber of hunters allowed to participate will be restricted
only if other llll!thods fall to inainta1n desired harvest levels or
characteristics.

•
•

•

Sport hunting shall be retained •
Accessibility of bull moose to hunters will be reduced by restrictive
regulations on methods of transport. Relaxed restr1ct1ons may
apply to the taking of antlerless moose when bull moose are not
hunted.
Costs of resource development may be Increased by constraints
i~osed to protect moose habitat.
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40. IVANOF-PERRYVILLE MOOSE MANAGEMENT PLAN
bQ£filQ!

In Game Management Unit 9, all Alaska Peninsula drainages into the
Pacific Ocean between American Bay and Castle Cape.
MANAGEMENT GOAL
To provide for an optil:IUlll harvest of 1111ose.
~

OF MANAGEMENT GUIDELINES

1.

Harvest antlerless moose, If necessary, to maintain the population
In balance with Its habitat.

2.

Maintain a post-hunting season population sex ratio of no less than
15 bulls per 100 cows.

3.

Regulate hunting seasons, bag ll•its, and 111ethods and 111eans of
taking l'IOOse, if necessary, to provide for local use.

THE SPECIES
The recent volcanic nature of the area is evident, and vegetation
only been sparsely re-established. Hoose within the area are not
but may be expanding Into unoccupied habitat. Data on population
composition, reproductive success, harvest, and natural mortality
lacking.

has
abundant,
numbers,
are

Hoose are used al.ost entirely by local residents for domestic use. A
bull 1111y be taken rarely fn conjunction with a brown bear hunt. Guides
have not established permanent camps, and few Alaskans, other than local
residents, hunt the area for 11100se.

)

Harvest levels are low, but data are lacking. The occasional moose
taken by residents of Perryvf11e and Ivanoff are normally not reported.
Hoose are taken wherever available. Both sexes are taken and harvests
have not necessarily been restricted to open seasons. Present use may
be mafntafnfng low population levels. Because of the scarcity of game
In the area, some hunting for domestic use occurs on the Bering Sea side
of the Aleutian Range.
The area is rugged wilderness with 111UCh of ft in early successional
vegetation stages. There has been little noticeable effect of human use
except In the imwediate vicinity of villages. Transportation to the
area is primarily by light aircraft or by c-rc1al fishing boat.
Motor bikes and "Three Wheelers• are popular with residents for local
transportation. These vehicles are also utilized as an aid In huntfng.
ffiQlli&

*

Mineral development could have serious local impacts on the limited
moose habitat or create addf tlonal hunting pressure through improved
access or Increased human population. Efforts will be made to
dfscoura!Jt! development In prl111e habitat and to recOllTllend guidelines
for development elsewhere to ~lni•ize adverse f111P4cts. Hore restrictive
hunting regulations 1111y be applied If the resource requires additional
protection.

1Z5

•

Although present harvest levels are suspected to be excessive, no
data are available with which to base regulation of harvests.
Baseline data should be obtained on moose In the area, and ff
current harvest levels exceed the capability of the population to
sustain such use, regulations would be applied to reduce harvests
to acceptable levels and encourage growth of the population to the
maximum density compatible with available habitat. To be effective,
restrictive regulations would require the cooperation of local
residents In addition to vigorous enforcement effort.
As the human population of the Alaska Peninsula Increases with the
development of oil and mineral resources, local residents may not
be able to compete with other segments of the public to obtain
moose for domestic use. Regulations should be established that
allow local res idents to most effectively compete for the resource
so long as the dependence on the resource remains Justified. Such
management would not be maintained ff the area establishes a substantially
different economy that negates the traditional dependence upon fish
and wildlife resources.

IMPACTS
Initially, Increases In n1111bers of lllOOSe and their expansion Into
additional areas are expected. Harvest will then approach the
annual recruitment.

•

Production of moose will be increased by management of moose sex
ratios to favor females.
Domestic use of the resource by local residents shall have priority
over recreational hunting. Regulations favoring such use shall be
continued.

*

Aesthetics of hunting shall not be a factor in 111anagement except as
related to other big game species.

•

Costs of resource developnient 111ay be increased by constraints
imposed to protect moose habitat.

41. SOUTHWESTERN ALASKA PENINSULA MOOSE MANAGEMENT PLAH
LOCATION
rn Game Management Unft 9, the Alaska Peninsula south and west of a lfne
drawn between the heads of Holler Bay and Alnerfcan Bay.
PRIMARY HANAGEHENT

~

To provide an opportunity to take large-antlered moose.
SECONDARY HAllAGEMENT GOAL
To provide an opportunity to hunt 1110ose under aesthetically pleasing
condf tf ons.
EXAMPLES OF HAHAGEHENT GUIOELl NES
l.

Allow the 11100Se population to increase to a level that will support
a sustained harvest .

2.

Maintain an average antler spread of SO Inches In the harvest of
bull moose.

3.

Maintain a post-hunting season population sex ratio of approximately
40 bulls per 100 cows.

4.

Control access, number and distribution of hunters, and methods of
hunter transport to maintain desired harvest levels and to niaintafn
aesthetic hunting condftfons.

s.

Regulate hunting seasons, bag limits, and methods and 111eans of
taking 1111ose, ff necessary, to provide for local use.

6.

Harvest antlerless and young moose to maintain the population in
balance wfth fts habitat and to provide for local use.

7.

Discourage land use practices that adversely affect the wild character
of the area.

THE SPECIES
Only token numbers of 11100se exist within this area, probably less than
ten Individuals. Rugged terrain at the head of Port Holter Bay appears
to prevent large numbers of moose frOll entering the area. Suitable
habitat appears available, but too few moose have fnmfgrated to establish
a viable population.
Hoose may become Important for recreational hunters and as an additional
meat source for local residents in the future. Presently, the area has
excellent populations of brown bears and caribou; a local guide Industry
has been established on these species at five pe~nent guide camp
locations . Residents of Nelson Lagoon, King Cove and Cold Bay hunt the
area, but little big gaiae hunting Is done by residents fl'Olll other areas
of Alaska.
Host transportation Is by light aircraft. Local residents use boats and
four-wheel drive vehicles along beaches. Roads within the area are
restricted to the lnmedfate vicinity of settlements. Transportation by
cDllllll!rcfal fishing boats occurs along the coast line . lzembek National
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Wildlife Refuge occurs within the area. Access and transportation on
the Refuge is restricted by regulations of the U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service. At this time, lzembek receives minimal recreational use other
than seasonal waterfowl hunting. The southwestern Alaska Peninsula is
essentially wilderness. Oil exploratory efforts have had local impacts,
with test holes and large landing strips placed in five locations. A
natural gas deposit was reportedly located In one drilling project. A
11lneral exploratory progra11 fs currently underway at Balboa Bay.

..

The area presently lacks a viable moose populatfon. Seasons should
remain closed until emigration or reproduction have established a
huntable population. Transplants could be utilized to enhance
establishment,

*

Oil and mineral exploration and development may seriously alter the
wilderness nature of the area and prove detrimental to potential
11110se habitat. Development will be discouraged In areas of prine
habitat. The Deparbaent should recoanend procedures to 111inf1111ze
adverse fmpacts elsewhere.

*

Hunting may be restricted on private lands acqufred by Natives
under terms of the Alaska Natfve Claims Settlement Act, or public
access to adjoining lands may be blocked, forcfng concentration of
hunters elsewhere. The Department should solicit the cooperation
of private landowners to facilitate progressive management of
moose. Easements across private lands to public lands will be
sought as provided for in the Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act.

*

Segaients of the public may ignore regulations and harvest moose at
a level that prevents a viable herd froai becOC1ing established.
Regulations protecting 1100se in the area will be vigorously enforced.

..

..
..

A viable moose populatfon should become established •
The opportunity to harvest moose for both recreation and domestic
use shall be established and mafntained.
Not all hunters may be able to participate during any season.
Costs of resource development may be increased by constraints
Imposed to protect lllOOSe habitat.

l2'8

MOUNTAIN GOATS IN SOUTHWESTERN ALASKA
Southwestern Alaska's only mountain goat (Cn1G111P10e tl:"Cri ~ue) population
occurs on Kodiak Islarul. This herd results frOlll transplants conducted
In 1952 and 1953 when a total of seven males and ten females were released.
The population slowly Increased and Is presently estl1111ted at 150·200
animals. The herd Is gradually expanding Its range southward and westward
from the original release site at Hidden Basin. The largest groups of
goats are found In the Crown Mountain area within a few ~Iles of the
release site. Recent population surveys Indicate that the growth of the
herds Inhabiting the Crown Mountain area 111ay have stabilized. Overall
population growth appears to have slowed considerably. large areas of
apparently good habitat have not yet been occupied or are only sparsely
populated with goats. It will be several years before the success of
the Kodiak transplant can be fully evaluated.
Fran early spring until fall mountain goats primarily utll lze alpine and
subalplne areas which are often extremely rugged and precipitous. These
areas, characterized by heavy snow accuaulatlons in winter and short,
cool sunmers, support grasses, sedges and forbs which comprise the bulk
of the goats' diet. With the onset of winter snows, goats ll'IOVe to rocky
windblown ridges and ledges where forage such as brush and ferns Is
utll lzed.
limited data suggest that mortality from winter weather conditions Is
the primary limiting factor on goat populations. In addition to limiting
forage availability, precipitous terrain and excessive snow accumulations
contribute to mortality through avalanches and accidental falls. Although
occasional predation by brown bears undoubtedly occurs, It Is probably
not a limiting factor.
Hunting of Kodiak Island goats by permit has been allowed each year
since 1968. Although the number of hunters afield has been gradually
Increasing, unfavorable fall weather limits hunting success. Most of
the hunting effort has been concentrated In the relatively accessible
Crown Mountain area which ts Inhabited by tht largest group of goats.
Occasionally goats have been observed near the City of Kodiak. In an
effort to encourage the establishment of goats In areas where they could
be easily observed, the drainages adjacent ot the Island's road system
have been closed to hunting. Presently little effort ts expended In
viewing or photographing of goats on Kodiak.

l

•

Knowledge of 1110st facets of goat ecology In Alaska and of the
Influence of hunting and land use on goat populations Is lacking .
Research should be Initiated to provide necessary management lnfonaatlon.
Until such Information Is obtained, a conservative harvest program
should be lllillntalned.

•

Hunting pressure has been concentrated In easily accessible areas •
This results In localized overharvest while adjacent, less accessible
areas receive little hunting pressure. Management of harvests will
require restricted hunting In easily accessible areas, thereby
encouraging hunting In more remote areas.

*

Goat populations are slow to move into new habitat. Although
numerous sightings of lone animals or small groups conflnn that the
goat population Is expanding, the bulk of the population Is centered
near the original transplant site. Additional transplants might
Increase the rate at which goats colonize new habitat.
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9. CROWN MOUNTAIN GOAT MANAGEMENT PLAN
!:Qlli.!.fil!.
In Game Management Unit 8, all of Kodiak Island.

!'.!ill!M!! HAMAGEMENT

m

To provide the greatest opportunity to participate in hunting mOU1'1 t<1l•
goats.

SECONOARY MANAGEMENT GOAL
To provide an opportunity to hunt 1110unta ln goats under aesthetically
pleas ing conditions.
~

Q!. MANAGEMENT GUIDELINES

1.

Limit harvests of mountain goats to allow for a population increase.

2.

Control hunter distribution, ff necessary, to maintain aesthetic
hunting conditions.

3.

Encourage public viewing and photography of mountain goats.

4.

Olscour6ye land use practices
of the area.

th~t

adversely affect the wild character

THE SPECIES
Mountain goats have steadily expanded their range since their introduction
to Kodiak Island In 1952 and 1953. Goats now occur throughout much of
the higher mountainous terrain, although 1111ny areas are sparsely populated.
The highest densities of goats occur In the Hidden Basin Creek and Wild
Creek drainages.
Winter ranges In the Hidden Basin area have been heavily utilized and
appear to have deteriorated to some extent. Mortality Is poorly doc11111ented,
but It Is suspected that a combination of heavy snows and a decline In
winter range quality produce soaae losses due to malnutrition. There is
overlap In winter range with deer and SOale of the saaie plant species are
use<I for winter forage. Goats tend to utilize steeper slopes at higher
elevations than do deer, so competition for food ls possibly not extensive.
Cattle grazing occurs in part of the goat winter range In Ugak Bay, but
competition Is negligible with current stocking and distribution of
livestock.
As a recent arrival on Kodiak, the 1110untaln goat attracts considerable
attention from local hunters wishing to hunt the species for the first
time . The first Kodiak Island goat hunt was held in lg6a, sixteen years
after the first transplant. Six goats were taken that year by nine
hunters. Hunting by pen11lt has been allowed each year since 1968.
Annual harvests have averaged about ten goats, although sixteen goats
were taken In 1974. Hunter success has averaged over 50 percent. Both
sexes have been about equally represented In the harvest. Although as
many as 66 pen111ts have been issued during the two month season, seld1111
have more than half the pennittees actually hunted. Weather severity
largely detennfnes actual hunting pressure. Most of the hunting effort
has been concentrated 1n the Crown Mountain area. Most hunters use
float equipped aircraft for transportation to either Terror Lake or

1~

Hidden Basin.
Hidden Bas fn.

Some hunt ers drive to Saltery Cove and take skiffs to

•

Concentration of hunting pressure fn the Terror Lake and Hidden
Basin areas iaay df~lnfsh quality of hunting experience and result
In localized overharvest. The Department should limit the number
of hunters fn each accessible area and direct additional hunting
pressure Into previously unhunted areas.

•

The goat population has been slow to colonize new habitat although
inuch suitable unoccupied habitat Is available. The Department
should consider additional transplants of goats In specific areas
which have potential for supporting a goat population. Harvest
should be restricted In newly established goat herds to allow herd
growth.

•

Changing patterns of land use, Including planned construction of a
road along the coastline of Ugak and Kllluda Bays and scheduled
construction of the Terror lake hydroelectric daa1 and associated
power plant and road In the Kfzhuyak Bay drainages , will hive
Impacts on goat habitat and will make goats ..ire accessible to
people. Aesthetic qualities of goat hunting will also be affected.
The Department should participate In land use planning and review
of development plans to assure 111xl111U111 protection of critical goat
habitat. Restrictions on hunters In affected areas may be necessary
to prevent local overharvests.

•

Productivity of the goat population will be maintained and additional
hunting opportunity will be available In the future as goat populations
become established In unoccupied habitat.

•

As hunting pressure Increases, further penalt restrictions will be
necessary and hunters will have less freedom to choose hunting
areas.

•

Selected drainages near the present Kodiak Island road system where
goats occur only occasionally will be 111anaged for observation
and photography. Hunting opportunity will be restricted to a minor
extent.

Ul

ELK W SOUTHWESTERN ALASKA
In Alaska, elk ( Ceruus canadenois rooseveLti ) occur only in the northern
Kodiak Archipelago on Afognak Island and nearby Raspberry Island.
Established on Afognak Island in 19Z9 by a transplant of eight calves
from Washington state, the elk population grew rapidly to an estimated
212 animals In 1948 and to a peak of 1,200-1,500 elk by 1965. A decline
associated with over-utilization of winter range began In the late
1960's . Unusually heavy acc1.11rulations of snow and cold te111peratures
during the winters of 1970 and 1971 caused taasslve die-offs and by 1972
only about 450 animals remained. The elk population appears to be
gradually Increasing and In 1975 was estimated at about 500 animals.
Even during recent relatively mild winters, however, losses to malnutrition
have occurred and It Is unlikely that the population levels of the •1d1960' s will be attained again without significant l111provements l n habitat
quality.
Elk attained their highest population levels In the grass-shrubland
areas of southwestern Afognak Island and Raspberry Island. Willow
stands along streaAIS and bogs and dense stands of elderberry initially
provided abundant winter forage but were depleted when elk populations
became excessive prior to the mid-1960's crash. Currently the highest
populations of elk winter in the densely forested central and easternmost
parts of Afognak Island. The understory vegetation found In mature
spruce forest is an ill!pOrtant source of winter forage for elk which
supplements the depleted grass-shrubland ranges. Mature forest provides
cover for elk and reduced snow depths under the forest canopy facilitate
access to forage. The spruce fringes near sea level appear to be especially
critical habitat for elk during severe winters.
Mortality caused by winter severity has been and will continue to be the
major population regulatory mechanism affecting Afognak's elk population,
until such time as hunting becomes effective In controlling elk numbers.
A different situation exists on Raspberry Island where heavy harvests of
the accessible herd necessitated a closure to hunting in 1968. Poaching
is suspected to be a primary factor controlling the growth of the Raspberry
Island herd since that time.
Elk meat was rumored to have been on local tables for several years
prior to the first legal hunt in 1950. During ZS years of hunting over
1,500 elk of both sexes have been harvested. When the population was at
Its highest, hunting was relatively successful. Harvests during the
1971-1975 period, however, have averaged less than ZS elk annually and
hunter success has been less than 15 percent. The best elk populations
now occur In interior and eastern Afognak Island where dense tlllber and
difficult access result in relatively poor hunter success. A few elk
are taken incidental to deer and bear hunting. Usually more than half
the harvest Is usually taken during September and October when floatplane
or small boat access Is best. After mid-Nov!lllber hunters utilize commercial
fish ing boats to hunt coastal areas with ll•lted success .
An Increased harvest of elk could easily be sustained as the average
harvest ts less than 10 percent of the population. Harvests may increase
on herds accessible to roads constructed during logging operations.
Other less accessible herds wi ll continue to go largely unharvested.

..

Potential losses of elk winter habitat to logg ing are an Important
consideration in the management of sustained elk populations . The
most valuable stands of commercial timber grow along the coast; and
many are critical winter habitat for elk. Depletion of willow and

llZ

elderberry stands, Invasion of spruce Into grass-shrubland conmunltles,
and growing COlllpetltton for forage from an Increasing deer population
make maintenance and enhancement of existing elk winter ranges
increasingly h1portant. While clearcut logging results in te11tporary
increases in growth of sera 1 forbs and browse species, much of this
vegetation is unavailable under winter snows. In addition, elk
generally utilize tht'! edges of clearcuts most heavily and large
clearcuts are of little benefit. Thorough assessment of vegetation
succession and elk use of clearcuts following initial logging
activity will be necessary In developing alternative cutting iaethods
whtch will produce favorable elk habitat In logged areas while
maintaining econo11ically efficient logging operations.

"

Illegal kills of elk have retarded desirable growth In the accessible
Raspberry Island elk herd. While development of an extensive
logging road system on Afognak Island will Improve distribution of
hunters and facilitate attaining desirable harvests on SOllM! elk
herds, increased poaching can be expected. Enforcement of hunting
regulations will require greater emphasis as access to elk Improve.
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1. PARAMANOF ELK llANAGEMENT PLAN
LOCATION
In Game Management Unit 8, that portion of Afognak Island which includes
the area draining into Shelikof Strait north of Tanaak Cape, and the
area north and west of the outlet stream of Little Waterfall lake.
PRIMARY MANAGEMENT GOAL
To provide an opportunity to hunt elk under aesthetically pleasing
conditions.
SECONDARY HAHAGEMENT GOAL
To provide an opportunity to view, photograph and enjoy elk.
EXAMPLES OF MANAGEMENT GUIDELINES
1.

Control hunter numbers and distribution during early seasons with
minimal restrictions during late seasons.

2.

Improve hunter access and control methods of hunter transport, if
necessary, to distribute hunting pressure through the area.

3.

Encourage viewing and photography of elk.

4.

Discourage land use practices that adversely affect the wilderness
character of the area.

THE SPECIES
Since the initial Introduction of elk to Afognek Island, they have
expanded very slowly into the interior and northwestern portions of the
island. In the early 1960's scattered small bands were observed in the
area. The population reached a peak in the late 1960's. Heavy winter
mortality in 1970 and 1971 reduced the population significantly. Malnutrition
during winters, when heavy snow accumulations limit movements and forage
availability, is the major mortality factor. The Waterfall Lake herd
winters along the coast of Perenosa Bay. The Paramanof Peninsula herd
occupies the area north of Halina Bay and the Paramanof Mountain herd
inhabits the drainages into the head of Paramanof Bay. The current
population in the area is estimated at 200 elk. Recent aerial surveys
indicate a slight upward population trend.
Sitka spruce Is invading the western coast area, but open expanses of
grass-brushland predominate over extensive areas. Browse plants have
been heavily utilized in some traditional winter ranges along Paramanof
Bay. Winter ranges are generally in better condition in this area than
in areas with a longer history of occupation by elk. Recurring winter
mortality in recent winters indicates that sufficient browse is not
available during severe winters.
Stands of cDll'llll!rclally valuable timber occur in the Shuyak Straits,
Bluefox Bay and Perenosa Bay areas. Several clearcuts are planned for
the Perenosa Bay drainage in traditional elk wintering areas. Consideration
has been given to spacing and design of the cutting units to minimize
impacts on these winter ranges. Previous studies indicate that elk are
highly dependent on spruce timber for cover and that during heavy snow
accumulation they forage extensively on understory vegetation. Some

improvement in available forage may occur as grass and shrubs invade the
clearcuts. Proportionately heavier snow accumulations in clearcuts than
in adjacent timber will limit elk to foraging along the clearcut boundaries
during severe winters.
Significant hunting pressure did not occur in the Paramanof area prior
to the late 1960's. Presently, hunting pressure is relatively light and
the area contributes less than 20 percent of the annual total elk harvest.
Floatplane access Is available to several lakes and bays although freezeup may limit fresh water access after early November. Corrmercial fishing
boats and skiffs are used by local hunters for hunting, although severe
weather limits their use in the latter part of the season. Lack of
suitable anchorages and floatplane landing areas limits access to much
of the management area.
Largely uninhabited, the northwestern part of Afognak Island provides
some of the most scenic vistas in the Kodiak Archipelago. Afognak's
highest peaks occur here and the rugged, icy profile of the Alaska Range
appears westward across Shelikof Straits. The U.S. Forest Service has
recognized these special scenic qualities by recorrmending a 55,000-acre
tract in the Red Peak-Ban Island area for a Scenic Area. Another 5,300
acres have been designated the Paramanof Research Natural Area.

Huch of the coastal land has been selected by Native village corporations
under terms of the Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act. Should the
corporate landowners close their lands to trespass, a serious loss
of hunting opportunity could occur. The Department should solicit
the cooperation of private landowners to facilitate progressive
management of elk. Easements across private lands to public lands
will be sought as provided for in the Alaska Native Claims Settlement
Act.
Logging, planned for the Perenosa Bay drainage, may have negative
impacts on elk winter range. In addition to possible loss of
available forage, disturbance by logging activity and truck traffic
may temporarily reduce elk use of some areas. The Department
should initiate research to determine effects of logging on elk
habitat and should participate in planning and layout of timber
sales to assure mitigation of negative Impacts of logging. Whether
or not the long term impacts of logging will be beneficial or
detrimental to elk populations will depend on the willingness of
the logging industry to incorporate considerations for elk habitat
maintenance 1nto logging plans.

*

Severe weather conditions and lack of adequate shelter discourage
hunting and other recreational use of the area. The U.S. Forest
Service should be encouraged to develop recreational cabins at
selected locations.

*

The limited availability of access points and trails may cause
excessive hunter crowding in localized areas. The Department
should provide assistance to and encourage the U.S. Forest Service
to develop a system of primitive foot trails linking access points
and to develop additional access points including boat and floatplane
docking facilities at designated locations.

*

Improvement in access, shelter and transporation facilities will
Improve distribution of harvest and Increase the usability of the
management area to hunters and other recreational users.
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Increased harvest may stabilize population growth and 3llow winter
ranges to recover to some extent, but may reduce the availability
of large bull elk in most easily accessible areas .
A pennlt system may be needed to achieve better distribution of
hunting pressure and avoid hunter crowding. This would 1iinit the
individual hunter's freedom to choose where and when he wishes to
hunt.

..

Participation by residents of other parts of Alaska and nonresidents
seeking wilderness hunting experiences may increase. Local hunters
would be faced with increased competition for the opportunity to
use traditional hunting areas.
Seasonal hunting closures in specific areas used by photographers
and wildlife observers rnay be needed to avoid conflicts. This may
limit hunting opportunity to some extent.
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TOHKI ELK MAUAGEHElff PLAN

LOCATION
In Game Management Unit B, that portion of Afognak Island east of a straight
line from the mouth of Seal Bay Creek to the mouth of Saposa Creek.
PRIMARY MANAGEMENT

~

To provide an opportunity to hunt elk under aesthetically pleasing condltions.
SECONDARY MANAGEMENT

~

To provide the greatest opportun1ty to participate in hunting elk.
EXAMPLES OF MANAGEMENT GUIDELINES
l.

Control access, number and distribution of hunters and methods of
hunter transport, ff necessary, to maintain aesthetic hunting conditions.

2.

Improve hunter access, if necessary, to distribute hunting pressure
through the area.

3.

Maintain a post-hunting season population sex ratio of no less than
10 bulls per 100 cows to maximize productivity of the elk population.

4.

Use either-sex harvests, if necessary, to maintain the desired elk
population size and structure.

5.

Encourage public viewing and photography of elk 1n a wilderness setting.

6.

Discourage land use practices that adversely affect the wild character
of the area.

THE SPECIES
Elk were well established in the Tonki area by the l950's. As elsewhere on
Afognak, the population declined during the severe winters of 1971 and 1972.
Aerial surveys indicated, however, that the Tonki herd was less seriously
affected than elk herds elsewhere on the Island. Approximately one-third of the
Afognak Island population now occupies the Tonki area during part of the year.
During SUllJll@r and early fall elk occupy the extensive alpine and subalpfne
areas east of Izhut and Seal Bays. Two types of winter range are used
by these elk. Mature Sitka spruce habitat in Seal Bay and lzhut Bay
drainages are utilized extensively from November through May. Other
groups of elk inhabit the capes along Tonk! Bay and Marmot Straits where
spruce forest is fnterupted by open grass meadows and heath vegetation.
The cape winter ranges are relatively small and after more than two
decades of heavy winter use are deteriorating. Apparent malnutrition·
induced mortalities have been recorded during recent winters on these
ranges. Elk inhabiting the forested portion of this management area are
less restricted in movements and winter range quality does not appear to
have declined seriously. During winters with deep snow accumulations,
however, a narrow belt of coastal forest becomes critical to survival.
Local overuse of winter range can be expected to occur under these conditions.
The Seal Bay and lzhut Bay drainages are scheduled for logging within
the next ten years. Several clearcuts are to be made in coastal elk
winter ranges. A road will be constructed linking Seal Bay and Izhut
Bay, as well as numerous roads connecting the clearcut units. Consideration
has been given to spacing and design of the clearcut units to minimize
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impact on crttlcal winter ranges. Additional forage will be provided as
grasses and shrubs Invade the cut-over areas. This forage wtll be
relatively unavailable when heavy snow accumulations occur except along
the fringes of clearcuts.
During the 1973-75 period the Tonki area elk harvest ranged frocn seven
to twelve aniinals annually. Most of the hunting effort occurs during
August , September and October when weather ls relatively mild . After
October, freeze-up ltmlts access to fresh water lakes and Staal! boat
operators are less willing to risk the chance of severe fall storms.
Larger cOllllll!rcfal fishing vessels are utilized throughout the season and
provide the only reliable access to many of the less protected bays tn
the northeastern part of the area. The limited availability of protected
anchorages or suitable landing areas continues to restrict hunting
pressure to a relatively low level despite liberal either-sex seasons.
Presently, more than half the elk hunters are Kodiak residents. Residents
of mainland Alaska and occasional nonresident hunters make up the balance.
Many hunters pursue elk rather casually, as they count on taking the
relatively more abundant blacktalled deer to make their trips successful
from a meat-gathering standpoint.
Hany hunters pursue elk with the hope of taking a large trophy bull.
Although antlered bulls make up less than ten percent of the population,
about half the reported annual harvest are males, most of which are
antlered anfinals . There is no indication that productivity ls ll~fted
either by the current harvest level or selectivity for bulls .
~

•

Limited avallabtlity of access points and trails llilY cause excessive
hunter crowding In local ized areas . The Departiaent should provide
assistance to and encourage the U.S. Forest Service to develop a
system of prf~f tlve foot trails linking access points and to develop
additional access points including boat and floatplane docking
facf l ftfes at designated locations.
Severe weather conditions and lack of adequate shelter discourages
hunting and other recreational use of the area. The U.S. Forest Service
should be encouraged to develop recreational cabins at selected locations.

•

Elk winter range in Seal Bay and lzhut Bay drainages will be impacted
by road construction and clearcut logging within ten years. The Department
should Initiate research to determine the effects of logging on elk
habitat and should participate in planning and layout of timber sales to
assure mitigation of negative impacts of logging . Whether the long
term impacts of logging wf 11 be beneficial or detrimental to elk populations
will depend on the willingness of the logging industry to incorporate
constderatfons for elk habitat into logging plans .

IHPACTS
l11111rovement In access , shelter and transportation facilities will
l11111rove distribution of harvest and 1ncrease the usability of the
area to hunters and other recreational users .
increased harvest ..ay stabilize population growth and allow winter
ranges to recover to s11111e extent, but ..ay reduce the availabi lity
of large bull elk in easily accessible areas.
A permit system may be needed to achieve better d1strfbutfon of hunting
pressure and avoid hunter crowding. This would limit the fndfvfdual
hunter's freedom to choose where and when he wishes to hunt .

•

Participation by residents of other parts of Alaska and nonresidents
seeking wilderness hunting experiences may increase. Local hunters
would be faced with increased competition for the opportunity to
use traditional hunting areas.
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3.

AFOG!~AK

ELK MAliAG81ENT PLAN

~

That portion of Game Management Unit Bon Afognak Island which Includes
all drainages Into Shellkof Strait south of Tanaak Cape; all drainages
Into Raspberry Strait, Afognak Bay, Karka Bay, Kazakof Bay, Duck Bay and
drainages into lzhut Bay west of the head of Saposa Bay; all drainages
Into Perenosa Bay west of the 1110uth of Seal Bay Creek and east of the
head of Big Waterfall Bay and Including Raspberry and Little Raspberry
Islands.
MANAGEMENT

~

To provide for an optllllUlll harvest of elk.
~OF

HAHAGEJ1£NT GUIDELINES

1.

Maintain a post-hunting season population sex ratio of no less than
10 bulls per 100 cows to 111axt11lze productivity of the elk population.

2.

Use either-sex harvests, If necessary, to maintain the desired elk
population size and structure.

3.

Improve hunter access and control methods of hunter transport, if
necessary, to distribute hunting pressure through the area.

4.

Encourage timber harvest regeneration practices that will increase
carrying capacity of logged areas for elk.

THE SPECIES
The Afognak management area Includes all or parts of the ranges of six
elk subpopulations. The Raspberry Island, Raspberry Straits, Duck
Mountain and Kitoi Lake herds range exclusively within this management
area. Herds which occur seasonally are the Paramanof Mountain and
Paramanof Peninsula subpopulations. Recent aerial surveys indicate that
the population of the area does not exceed 300 elk.
After the 1928 transplant, elk steadily expanded throughout southwestern
Afognak Island and nearby Raspberry Island. In 1961, the elk population
was estimated at 1100 animals, two-thirds of which occupied the Afognak
are1. Approximately 500 elk wintered in the Afognak-Lake-Raspberry
Straits drainages. Range surveys conducted In the early l960's indicated
serious overuse of winter ranges. By 196g a inajor de<:line In the Malina
herd was apparent. Deteriorating winter range and overharvest contributed
to the decline. The hunting season was closed In most of the Kalina and
Raspberry Straits areas in 1969 when excessive harvest in both these
herds became app1rent. Hore than half the Raspberry Straits elk population
was lost to malnutrition during the 1970 and 1971 winters. Only 45 elk
were located there during a 1972 survey. The Halina herd which numbered
over 200 animals in the mfd-1960's has failed to reoccupy its fon11er
range and may no longer exist. Gradual recovery has occurred in the
Raspberry Stra I ts herd and 1iailted hunt Ing wll 1 soon be a 11 owed.
Elk on Raspberry Island reached a lg65 peak of at least 230 animals. A
two-elk bag liaiit was in effe<:t frOll lg64 through 1966 and during this
period nearly half the total elk harvest came from Raspberry Island.
The population at Its peak was undoubtedly excessive for the available
winter range and increased harvest was needed. The population declined
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precipitously and by 1967 less than 50 elk could be located. Sport
harvest totaling 146 animals during the 1964-66 period was a major
factor fn the population decline. Unreported illegal harvest, emigration,
and a natural reduction associated with Increased winter mortality were
possible additional factors fn the decline. Despite a c011plete closure
on hunting since 1968 and good calf crops the herd has failed to Increase
significantly. Winter inortality may be a factor but fl legal hunting Is
suspected to be prhnarily responsible for the herd's failure to Increase.
The Kltoi Lakes and Duck Mountain herds are difficult to census as they
Inhabit densely timbered areas. Their total population probably does
not exceed 125 animals .
Elk winter range has deteriorated seriously in the southwestern part of
the management area. Range studies conducted fn the early l!l{;O's Indicated
severe overbrowsing on willow and elderberry, two of the major winter
forage species. The heavy die-off of elk In this area during the 1970
and 1971 winters was a further Indicator of poor range conditions.
Limited recovery of winter range may be occurring at current low elk
population levels. The fact that winter mortality has occurred during
recent less severe winters Indicates ran9e conditions are less than
optimal.
Log9lng ls the only imnlnent land use with potential IMpact on elk
habitat. A 11Mlted logging operation has been conducted on the north
side of Raspberry Straits for several years. A logging road was constructed
In 1975 linking kazakof and Discoverer Bays and clearcut logging was
begun fn late 1975. Cutting units are located throughout coastal elk
winter range along Discoverer, kazakof and Seal Bays. Consideration has
been given to spacing and design of the cutting units to minimize Impacts
on critical elk winter ranges. Some Improvement fn fora9e conditions
may be provided as grass and shrubs Invade the clearcuts . Proportionately
heavier snow accumulations 1n clearcuts than in adjacent timber will
li~it elk to foraging along the clearcut boundaries during severe winters.
Previous studies Indicate that elk are highly dependent on spruce timber
for cover and during heavy snow accumulations forage extensively on the
understory vegetation.
The first elk huntfng season occurred In the Afognak area in 1950.
Approxi111ately BO percent of the elk harvest during the 19581966 period
were taken frDlll the Raspberry Island, Raspberry Straits and Halina
herds. The southwestern part of the area contains large open expanses
of grass-brushland vegetation Interspersed with spruce, and elk are much
easier to locate there than in more heavily forested parts of the island.
Access ts relatively good. Small boats are popular for transport to the
Raspberry Straits area and float-equipped aircraft can land in several
lakes and protected bays. A good trail connects Halina Lakes, Afognak
Lake and Huskoaiee Bay. Good access and relatively easy hunting conditions
precipitated excessive harvest which eventually contributed to a population
decline. Beginning In 1968 with the closure of Raspberry Island to hunting,
the southwestern portion of the area, including the ranges of the Malina
and Raspberry Straits herds, was closed to hunting by 1973 . During 1974
and 1975 approximately half the harvest for Afognak Island was taken
from the more densely forested central part of the island In the kazakof
and Discoverer Bay drainages. Elk did not become established In signifi cant
numbers there until the early 1960's and were largely unhunted until the
110re popular hunting areas were closed. This 111anagement area has been
hunted primarily by local residents because of Its proximity to Kodiak
and the villages of Port Lions and Ouzinkie.

•

11ost of the land fn the area has been selected by Native village
corporations under terms of the Alaska Native Clal~ Settletient
Act . Should the corporate landowners close their lands to trespass,

uo

a serious loss of hunting opportunity could occur. The Department
should solicit the cooperation of private landowners to
facilitate progressive inanageiaent of elk. Easements across
private lands to public lands will be sought as provided for
in the Alaska Native Clahas Settlement Act.
*

The Introduction of logging to much of the management area may have
negative long•term !~pacts on elk habitat. Disturbance by logging
activity 111ay reduce elk use of SOiie areas, at least teiaporarlly.
The Departiaent should initiate research to determine effects of
logging on elk habitat and should participate In planning and
layout of tfllber sales to assure ~itigation of negative Impacts of
logging . Whether or not the long-term Impacts of logging wfll be
beneficial or detrimental to elk populations will depend on the
wfllfngness of the industry to Incorporate considerations for elk
habitat maintenance Into logging plans.

*

Additional access provided by logging road construction could
result in localized overharvest. Motorized access for hunting may

be

regulated by the Department.
*

Illegal harvest limits herd productivity fn localized areas and
dtmfnfshes opportunity for legal sport hunters. Additional access
provided by logging roads may Increase Illegal kills. The Department
of Public Safety, assisted by the Department of Fish and Game
should increase enforcetnent effort In areas most susceptible to
poaching.

*

Increased harvest ~y stabilize population growth and allow winter
ranges to recover to some extent.

*

Crowed hunting conditions will occur In easily accessible areas .

*

As hunting pressure increases further restrictions In
or limitations on the avaflabllfty of hunting pennlts
to keep harvests within allowable limits. Harvest of
need to be restricted In accessible areas to maintain
bull/cow ratios for maximum productivity.

•

Improvement fn access, shelter and transportation facilities will
Improve distribution of harvest and increase the usability of the
area to hunters and other recreational users.

*

If transportation means are controlled and access confined to
specific corridors, hunter's freedom to utilized favorite hunting
areas may be restricted.

season length
may be necessary
bulls may
optimum

Implementing suggested modtffcatlons fn logging plans based on elk
habitat considerations may Increase construction and operational
costs for the Industry.

ICI

DEER HI SOUTHWESTERN ALASKA
In Southwestern Alaska Sitka black-tailed deer (Odoco iZcus ltemion~s
oitkcnaia) are found only on Kodiak and Afognak Islands and several
small nearby Islands. Efforts to transplant deer to the Kodiak area
began In lgz4 with the release of 14 animals on Long Island. Two more
deer were released there In 1930, but failure of the deer to move to
Kodiak Island prompted the release of nine deer on Kodiak Island In
1934. Deer rapidly expanded Into the northeastern corner of Kodiak
Island and adjacent small Islands. The first hunting season was held In
1953. By the early 1960's, the general southward and westward lllOVl!llll!llt
of the deer population had reached the Uganlk Island area. Concurrent
with the population Increase In newly colonized areas, a significant
decrease in populations occurred In the northeastern corner of Kodiak
where deer had first becOllle established. In the late 1960's deer populations
began to build In the Uyak, Zachar and Sp i rldon Bay areas and those
areas presently have the highest deer populations on Kodiak and Afognak
Islands. Areas farther north and east appear to have experienced declines
from mld-1960's levels . On the eastern side of Kodiak Island, the
Shearwater Peninsula between Ugak and Kllluda Bay has relatively high
deer populations; however, this population appears to have declined
significantly during the 1974-1975 winter. Raspberry, Shuyak, and
Afognak Island's deer populations became well established in the late
1960' s.
Oeer that move Into new habitats reach high Initial population levels
which usually exceed the carrying capacity of the range. Within a few
years they significantly alter the carrying capacity of their habitat
and populations decline to levels below those observed In the first
years after colonization. Field observations of browse plant condition
generally conffnn that in.jor browse species on older winter ranges have
declined In forage production capability.
During different seasons of the year deer utilize most habitat types
where food Is available. Their home range Is usually small, but they do
make vertical migrations from sea level to alpine areas, Influenced by
snow depths and ava11ab11ity of food. During sunmer, deer utilize forbs
extensively. Flreweed, which grows In abundance at elevations from sea
level to subalplne Is heavily utilized. With the first frosts In Septelllber
deer begin a general J110vet11ent frDll alpine areas to lower elevations
where succulent vegetation may still be found. As fall progresses,
shrubs such as w11d rose, elderberry, willow, salmonberry, and hlghbush
cranberry constitute an increasing proportion of the deer's diet. Windbl own knolls near the coest which support heath vegetation, Including
bearberry and crowberry, are heavily utilized during winter. Alternating
periods of rain and cold wind often produce heavily crusted snow conditions
which allow deer to move to subalplne areas where they feed on shrubs
which would otherwise be unavailable. In the Afognak Island area and
other Sitka spruce habitats on northern Kodiak Island, deer also utilize
spruce tips, blueberry, and low growing forbs.
Although deer populations do fluctuate in response to winter conditions,
the fluctuations do not appear to be as frequent nor as devastating as
In Southeastern Alaska. Frequent rains during the winter usually
prevent heavy snow accumulations at lower elevations. It Is not unusual
to find deer foraging at elevations above 500 feet elevation in midwinter. Heavy deer losses did occur In the 1969-lg7o and lg70-1971
winters, but populations have since recovered and are now at moderately
high levels In many areas.
Coaipetition with cattle for winter forage occurs In the coastal drainages
of northeastern Kodiak Island, from Anton Larsen Bay to Ugak Bay.
Cattle feed extensively on willow and elderberry, two major deer forage
species. During periods of heavy snowfall woody plants provide the bulk
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of winter cattle forage. In some coastal areas where cattle concentrate,
the browse has been heavily hedged or killed by cattle. There may be
competition for forage between elk and deer on Afognak and Raspberry
Islands, where deer have only recently becOlle established.
loss of deer winter range to housing and Industrial developnent has
occurred 1n the northeastern corner of Kodiak Island where lllOSt of the
human population ls centered. Free roaJ11lng dogs are a serious decimating
factor near the town of Kodiak and other areas of human habitation.
Although actual kills by dogs are not conmon, the Indirect effects of
stress produced by dogs chasing deer take an unknown toll. Illegal
harvest by Kodiak residents occurs c0111110nly during winter months as deer
are easily accessible from the Island's road system.
Solae

Observed loss of deer to other natural 110rtallty factors have not been
significant. Deer In the Kodiak area are retnarkably free of parasites
and diseases .
Deer are the most actively pursued big game species In the Kodiak·
Afognak Island complex. Many hunters count on venison to supply a
portion of their annual red meat demands . A flve-110nth season and
liberal bag limits provide ample hunting opportunity for deer hunters In
the area. Depending on deer population levels as 11any as two thousand
Kodiak deer hunters annually harvest 600-2,000 deer. With recent reductions
of moose and caribou seasons in other areas of Alaska, increasing
numbers of hunters from Anchorage, Fairbanks and other mainland population
centers utilize the Kodiak and Afognak deer ranges. Harvests, 1nclud1ng
either-sex hunts, have not had a s1gn1f1cant Impact on deer numbers. In
the more accessible areas along Kodiak's road systent where late season
hunting is a potentially ll~lting factor, seasons and bag limits have
been restricted . Over llOSt of the deer ranges, however, deer populations
are only lightly harvested and periodic lows are related to weather
factors. With protection of habitat, deer populations should be adequate
for public use In the future .

•

D1stributton of hunting pressure proportional to deer population
density cannot be achieved. Rapidly expanding deer herds 1n retn0te
areas cannot be harvested In sufficf ent numbers to prevent range
deterioration and subsequent populatfon declines.

*

Competftion for habitat in areas with high human populatfons J1mfts
deer populations In most accessible hunting areas. Competition for
forage with cattle, usurpation of winter range by housing and
industrial develoi:-ent, Increasing harass111ent and predation by
free-roaming dogs, and Illegal harvest of deer reduce hunting
opportunity 1n readily accessible areas.

*

Development of the logging Industry may have a negative Impact on
deer range in forested areas on Afognak, Shuyak, Raspberry Islands
and northern Kodiak Island. Experience with logging In other areas
of Alaska indicates that large clearcuts in deer winter range may
be detrimental. lnfonnatlon on deer-loggfng relationships fn the
Kodlak-Afognak area ls required for rational reconmendatlons on
timber re110val and regeneration practices to m1n1~1ze adverse
Impacts on l111p11rtant deer habitat.
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1. NORTHEASTERll KODIAK ISLAND DEER MANAGEMENT PLAN
lliffiQ!!.
ln Game Ha1H1geiaent Unit a. that portion of Kodiak Island draining eastward
into Anton Larsen Bay, including all drainages Into Narrow Strait and
Chlnlak Bay, and those drainages Into Ugak Bay east of the Rough Creek
dra lnage.
HANAGEHENT ~

To provide for an optfl!IUlll harvest of deer .
~

OF MANAGEHENT GUIDELINES

1.

Use either sex harvests, ff necessary, to 111ainta tn the desired deer
population size and structure.

2.

Control access, n11111ber and dfstrfbutlon of hunters and methods of
hunter transport, ff necessary , to maintain desired harvest levels.

3.

Discourage land use practices that adversely affect deer winter
range.

THE SPECIES
Sitka blacktailed deer spread rapidly over the Chfnfak Bay draf1H1ges
after a Jg34 transplant. The deer population reached its highest levels
fn the 1950's. By 1962 it was apparent that the population had declined
appreciably from Women's Bay to kalsln Bay. The deer population still
remains far below the late 1950's level . The Chiniak Peninsula and
drainages into Ugak Bay presently have the best deer populations along
the Kodiak road system.
Habitat has undergone considerable deterioration since population highs
fn the 1950's. The conservative hunting seasons and bag lf•its during
the initia l years of hunting produced harvests which, hindsight suggests,
were insufficient to prevent overutillzatfon of deer winter ranges.
Heavy use of winter ranges by cattle further depleted deer browse,
Including 111ajor deer forage species such as willow and elderberry.
Gradual Increases fn human settlement have occurred along the road
system. Increased use of sn011111achfnes for recreation and small game
hunting Introduced an additional disturbance factor Into deer wintering
areas . Deterioration of the habitat ts indicated by the fact thilt
mortality from malnutrition has occurred even fn relatively mild winters.
As ts true on all Alaskan deer ranges, when excessive snow depths make
forage unavailable, deer mortality can be high . Predation and stress
Induced by pursuit by dogs ts another significant cnortaltty factor which
occurs near the city of Kodiak and other human settlements.
The first hunt, held fn 1953, produced a harvest of 38 bucks during the
four·day August season. The harvest was distributed from Kizhuyak Bay
to the Chfniak Peninsula, most of which is accessible by road . Harvests
have declined with reductions fn the deer population . The 1975 estimated
harvest was 86 deer (B percent of the total Game Management Unit B
harvest), as compared to the 1960 kill of 390 deer. Despite the hnplementatfon
of progressively more restrictive seasons, the deer population recains
below fonner levels .
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A 1973 survey indicated that approximately half the Kodiak resident deer
hunters pursue deer tn this iaanagl!llll!nt area one or A1Dre days during the
August through October season. Most do not hunt until October when
frosts SOlllewhat reduce the density of vegetation. Elther•sex hunting fs
now allowed only during October. The legal annual harvest fs estl111ated
at 75·125 anfinals, although the bag lfMft of one anf111al Is difficult to
enforce with adjacent areas open to the taking of four deer. Since 1110st
of the area Is accessible by road, ft fs popular for brief, spur·of·the·
110111ent hunts by kodfak cfty residents. Although lllOSt hunters use aut01110blles
for transportation, small boats and aircraft are also utilized to reach
less accessible areas. Sufficient snow seldom occurs in October to
allow the use of sno1o11114chfnes, although they were used to some extent
when seasons extended Into December.
Despite relatively easy access, hunting pressure on deer Is generally
not excessive under present seasons. In the most accessible drainages
with heavy human settlement and attendant habitat deterioration the
cunulative pressure of legal and Illegal hunting has the potential to
lfmft deer production. In the less accessible drainages deer are being
harvested at a level below the annual increment.

*

Huch of the deer winter range fs deteriorating due to residential
and Industrial development associated with human population growth
and poor land use practices. Overbrowslng of winter ranges by
cattle precludes any fMproveiaent fn the quality of these areas for
deer. Development of land use plans which consider llftPatts of
development on deer habitat will be encouraged and participated In
by the Oepartllent. Efforts will be raade to correct land use practices
detri111e11tal to deer habitat.

*

Most of the manageinent area has been selected by Native village
corporations under provisions of the Alaska Native Claims Settlement
Act. Should the corporate landowners close their lands to trespass,
a serious loss of deer huntfng opportunity would occur. The
Department should solicit the cooperation of private landowners to
facilitate progressive management of deer. Easements across
private lands to public lands wfll be sought as provfded for fn the
Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act.

*

Non·compllance wfth bag limits and out·of·season kills restrict the
effectiveness of management. The State should Intensify enforcement
efforts where needed.

*

As hunting pressure Increases further restrictions in season length
will be necessary to maintain maxim... productivity and keep harvests
within allowable limits.

*

The availability of large, trophy bucks will decrease with Increasing
huntfng pressure.

*

Assignment of hunters to specific huntfng areas may be needed to
i•prove distrfbutlon of the harvest. Lfmttatlons on methods and
111eans of hunting, transportation and hunter numbers may be necessary.

*

Crowded hunting conditfons may occur in accessfble areas .

us

2. TOHK I DEER f1ANAGEnENT PLAN
LOCATION
In GallM! Hanageiaent Unit 8, that portion of Afognak Island east of a
straight line from the llOUth of Seal Bay Creek to the mouth of Saposa
Creek.
~

MANAGEMENT

filfil.

To provide an opportunity to hunt deer under aesthetically pleasing
cond it Ions.
SECONDARY MANAGEMENT GOAL
To provide the greatest opportunity to participate In hunting deer.
EXAMPLES OF MANAGEMENT GUIDELINES
1.

Control access, number and distribution of hunters and ~ethods of
hunter transport, If necessary, to inalntain aesthetic hunting
conditions.

2.

liaprove hunter access to distribute hunting pressure through the
area .

J.

Maintain an either-sex deer hunting season.

4.

Encourage public viewing and photography of deer in a wilderness
setting.

5.

Discourage land use practices that adversely affect the wild character
of the area.

THE SPECIES
As In other sections of Afognak Island, deer In the Tonki area were well
established by the mld-196D's . Deer populations appear to be relatively
high on the Tonki Peninsula compared to other parts of Afognak. Better
conditions for winter survival may exist here, resulting in higher deer
populations than In the more heavily forested areas. Compared to central
and western Afognak, snow accumulations are generally lighter and high
winds expose vegetation on capes and steep slopes. Eastern Afognak
Island is characterized by steep hillsides covered with grass-brushlands
interspersed with spruce forest . Abrupt rock cliffs and wind blown
capes typify the coastline.
Winter deer mortality has been recorded during past years when heavy
snows occurred, and populations undoubtedly fluctuate ta same extent as
in other areas. Overuse of winter range can be expected to occur resulting
In an eventual population decline. The Tonkl area presently supports a
~lnimum of 200 Roosevelt elk occupying SOlllt of the sallll! winter ranges as
deer. Same COllpetitlon for forage may occur, but the extent of overlapping
food requlreinents is unknown . Winter ranges tn Seal Bay and Izhut Bay
are scheduled far 1099in9 within ten years. Experience In other areas
of Alaska indicates that clearcutting may be detrimental If sufficient
mature ttlllber is not maintained for winter caver and forage.
Tonki has a local reputation for producing large trophy bucks. During
August and September, deer can be readily observed in alpine areas and

selection for trophy bucks ts possible. The Isolated, inaccessible
nature of the area makes ft popular among hunters who enjoy backpack
hunting. Elk are also available early In the season and many hunters
seek both species. Excellent scenery and low density of hunters makes
ft appealing to the hunter who prefers a wilderness experience. The
single public recreational cabin at Pillar Lake Is usually fully booked
several months prior to the hunting season.
Annual deer harvests from the Tonk! area are low, probably less than 100
animals. Hunters using c011111ercfal fishing boats take much of the November
and Oecetaber harvest. A few small lakes and rldgetops provide marginal
landing areas for small planes. Fatal aircraft accidents involving
hunters occur occasionally and at least one aircraft accident fs recorded
there every t..intfng season. Protected anchorages are found In Seal Bay
and lzhut Bay, but the remainder of the coastline Is exposed to storm
winds. Few beaches are suitable for skiff landings and small boat
hunters seldom venture beyond the lzhut Bay drainages. Amphibious and
float-equipped elrcraft can operate In a few protected areas In Seal Bay
and Izhut Bay. Most hunters who use small boats and aircraft for transportation
do their hunting prior to mid-November, while daylight hours are longer
and weather Is wermer. The Tonkf area has a local reputation for unusually
severe weather.
Extensive rolling alpine areas provide relatively easy hiking routes.
During July, August and Septetnber, both deer and elk can cOllllOnly be
observed fn these areas. TIM! Tonkf area provides ample opportunity for
deer and elk phOtography during this season for those willing to undertake
a backpack trip.
~

*

The lfmfted availability of access points and trails may cause
excessive hunter crowding in localized areas. The Department
should encourage the U. S. Forest Service to develop a system of
primitive foot trails linking access points and should encourage
development of additional access points such as boat and floatplane
docking facflftfes at designated locations.

*

Severe weather conditions and lack of adequate shelter discourage
hunting and other recreational use. The Department should encourage
the U. S. Forest Service to develop recreational cabins at selected
locations.

*

Low flying aircraft, which are used to locate elk herds, disturb
deer and dfmlnfsh the quality of recreational experience for hunters
and other recreatlonfsts. The Department should discourage low
flights over the management area during July, August, Septeiaber and
early October when deer use alpine areas.

*

Deer winter range in Seal Bay and lzhut Bay drainages will be
fllpicted by road construction and clearcut logging within ten
years. The Department should initiate research to determine the
effects of logging on deer habitat and should participate in planning
and layout of timber sales to assure mitigation of negative Impacts
of logging •

.!t'!Alli.
*

Improvement fn access, shelter and transportation facilities will
improve distribution of harvest and Increase the availability of
the manage11ent area to hunters and other recreational users.

•

Increased harvest may reduce the availability of large trophy deeT
in most easily accessible areas.

•

A pennlt system iaay be needed to achieve better distribution of
hunting pressure and avoid hunter crowding. This would limit the
Individual hunter's freedom to choose where and when he wishes to
hunt.

•

Participation by residents from other parts of Alaska and nonresidents
seeking wilderness hunting experiences may increase. Local hunters
would be faced with increased competition for the opportunity to
use traditional hunting areas .

•

If transportation 111e1ns are controlled and access confined to
specific corridors, hunters freedOll to utilize favorite hunting
areas may be restricted.

•

Seasonal hunting closures In specific areas used by photographers
and wildlife observers may be needed to avoid conflicts. This may
limit hunting opportunity to some extent.
Deer and other wildlife will be less easily observed by non-hunting
recreatlonis ts during hunting seasons.

*

Improvements in access will stimulate Increased hunting pressure
and may increase the harvest of elk and brown bear. Should excessive
harvests on these species occur, It will be necessary to reduce
season lengths and reduce the extent of overlapping seasons for
these species.
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3.

SOUTHERN KODIAK ISLAND nEER 11.ANAGEflENT PLAN

~

In Game Management Unit S, that portion of Kodiak Island west and south
of the Anton Larsen Say drainage, Including Whale, Uganlk and AlnOok
Islands, and that part of Kodiak Island west and south of the Saltery
Creek drainage Including S1tkalfdak Island.
MANAGEMENT .!!.Q&
To provide the greatest opportunity to participate In hunting deer.
~

OF MAHAGEMENT GUIDELINES

1.

Maintain either-sex deer hunting seasons.

2.

Improve hunter access and facilities to distribute hunting pressure
through the area.

J.

Control access, number and distribution of hunters and Methods of
hunter transport on a seasonal basis, ff necessary, to conform with
brown bear management objectives.

THE SPECIES
Deer have made a general southwestward movement across Kodiak Island
since their Introduction, In 1934. The largest populations are found In
the most recently colonized areas frOlll Larsen Say to Splrldon Bay. Deer
are found In extremely low densities south and west of Larsen Bay, and
populations becoaie progressively lower as one 1110ves northeast from
Splrtdon Bay. In the eastern part of Kodiak Island deer numbers are
highest In the southern Ugak Bay and northern Kfliuda Bay region. In
1976 deer populations appeared to be increasing as far south as Oeadman
Bay, but at a much slower rate than occurred on the west side of Kodiak
Island.
Periodically, severe winters cause heavy mortality and subsequent population
declines. Deer In the area fl'Olll Uganlk Bay northeast to Anton Larsen
Bay appear to be lllOSt susceptible to winter 1110rta11ty. This area has
supported higher deer populations In the past and winter range quality
has declined. Although the extent of range deterioration has not been
quantified, field observations conflnll heavy utilization of willows,
elderberry, and other browse species. Highbush cranberry seems to be a
good Indicator, as ft 1s a preferred browse species of relatively low
abundance. This species Is severely hedged and appears at reduced
frequency on the older ranges in the northern part of the area. In the
area frOlll Spfrldon Bay southward, which has been e~plofted heavily by
deer for less than ten years, hlghbush cranberry Is generally vigorous
and only lightly used. This area undoubtedly has a ~uch higher winter
carrying capacity than areas with a longer history of use. Generally,
snow depth and the length of time snow persists decrease as one moves
southwestward along Kodiak Island. Possibly, high deer densities will
be prolonged by this apparent weather phenomenon. Overutfllzatfon of
the range Is inevitable with current harvest levels and an unusually
severe winter will Impact the population strongly.
Encompassing most of Kodiak Island's best deer habitat, this area sustains
well over half the Game.Management Unit 8 harvest. Even so, most of the
area ts only lightly harvested. Estf111cJted annual harvests in the mid-
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1970's have been 1000-1500 deer. Host of the harvest occurs from SplrldOR
Bay northward with less than five percent of the harvest occurring In
the areo west of Zachar and Deadllan Bays. Illegal harvest by residents
of remote areas and c1111111ercial fishermen occurs yearlong. Conservatively
this harvest f s estimated at 10 percent of the legal harvest figure, but
ft is not a limiting factor. Hales comprise at least 60 percent of the
reported harvest. Hunter success usually exceeds 50 percent. About 90
percent of the harvest occurs during Ocotber, November and December.
Comparatively speaking, the most accessible part of the area between
Outlet Cape and Anton Larsen Bay receives a moderate harvest. Whale
lsl1nd is one accessible and popular hunting area which llOSt closely
approaches harvest at maxfmun sustained yield levels.
Residents of Kodl1k and the villages of Port Lions and Larsen Bay take
rrost of the harvest. Nonresidents and residents frOJI other parts of
Alaska probably take less than ten percent of total harvest. Crowded
hunting conditions seldom occur and the area could acc0111110date a considerable
Increase In hunting pressure. Lack of accessibility significantly
limits hunting over much of the unit. The expense of chartering aircraft
or boats to the best hunting areas Is too great for some hunters.
Frequent fall storms cancel many well-planned hunting trips. Storms
lasting up to a week are not unusu11. Lack of adequate shelter In
retnate areas discourages many of the less hardy hunters.
Small skiffs provide good access to the area between Outlet Cape and
Sharatln Bay. Larger c1111111ercial fishing boats are used to reach lllDrt
reinote areas south of Uganlk Bay and In Kllluda Bay. Hore than half the
harvest Is taken by hunters using boats for transportation. Approxl11ately
one fourth of the harvest Is taken by hunters utilizing private and
chartered aircraft.

•

Areas with high deer densities are relatively Inaccessible and the
deer population is underharvested. oevelop11ent of additional boat
launching sites to provide better access should be encouraged along
with yearlong maintenance of roads to bays with boat launching
areas.

•

Lack of adequate shelter discourages hunting In more re110te areas •
The Department should encourage construction of public hunting
cabins and boat landings.

*

Many of the best deer hunting areas have been selected by Native
corporations under provisions of the Alaska Nattve Claims Settlement
Act. Native corporations may prevent trespass upon receiving title
to the land. The Departllent should solicit the cooperation of
private landowners to facilitate progressive IMlnagement of deer.
Easet11ents across private lands to public lands will be sought as
provided for tn the Alaska Native Claims Settltment Act.

*

Distribution of the harvest will be Improved by Improvements In
accessibility and provision for hunter shelters.

•

Quality of hunting experience may be reduced as hunting pressure
lncruses.

*

Improving access to hunting areas asay necessitate reductions in
seasons, bag limits and levels of hunter participation In portions
of the area.
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11.

flFOGNAK JSlflND J'IEER IWIAGEllENT PLAN

LOCATION

In Game Management Untt 8, that portion of Afognak Island west of a straight
line frOll the mouth of Seal Bay Creek to the 1110uth of Saposa Creek, and lncludtn9
Raspberry, Shuyak, Marmot and adjacent Islands except Whale Island .
l'AHAGEMENT

~

To provide the greatest opportunity to participate In hunting deer.
~

1.

QI MANAGEMENT

GUIDELINES

Maintain either-sex deer hunting seasons.

2.

l11prove hunter access and facilities within the area, if necessary.

3.

Control hunter access and methods of transport, if necessary, to
distribute hunting pressure through the area.

4.

Encourage timber harvest and regeneration practices that Improve
deer habitat.

THE SPECJES

Observations of deer on Afognak and Raspberry Islands became frequent tn
the early 1950's . Since there are no records of actual transplants to
the lsl&nds ft Is assumed that deer became established by swtl!'l11tng from
Whale Island and the Kupreanof Peninsula. By the mtd-1960's deer were
well established on Afognak and Raspberry Islands. little Raspberry,
Marmot and Ban Islands are all now inhabited by deer and deer populations
on Afognak and Shuyak Islands appear to be Increasing .
Sitka spruce forest ts the dominant vegetative type tn the Afognak Island group .
The central part of Afognak ts heavily forested and spruce Is gradually Invading
along the westernmost Shellkof Strait side. Deer here exhibit seasonal
~tgratlons typical of other Alaskan deer ranges, moving onto alplne-subalptne
ranges ln the S'-"1118r and dropping to lower elevations according to snow
conditions . Preferred winter habitats as Indicated by relative population
densities are areas with patchy spruce groves Interspersed with open areas of
grass-brushlands, such as occur on southeastern Raspberry Island. Southern
exposures near the coastline and windblown capes where vegetation ts exposed
receive heavy deer use during the winter. Oeep snows force deer to the
beachllne as occurs in Southeastern Alaska. Afognak Island generally has
heavier snowfall than further south on Kodiak Island and Afognak ' s breakup
Is frequently somewhlt later. During Aliny winters heavy rains prevent deep
snow acc1111ulatlons. When heavy snows do occur, sub-canopy snow accumulations
In mature timber are much less than in openings. Deer become heavily
dependent on tlMber near sea level to provide cover and food .
Winter deer mortality has been observed in the Afognak Island group during
periods of deep snow, but the extent to which populations have fluctuated in
the past Is unknown. Generally the population seems to be Increasing
despite periodic winter losses. Relatively htgh populations of Roosevelt
elk occupied many of the deer winter ranges during the 1960's. A heavy
die-off occurred In 1970 and 1971 end elk numbers have not recovered to former
levels. The reduction in elk numbers may have allowed Increased deer
populations in areas where elk wintered. Although deer and elk use many of the
sanoe plant species on winter ranges, the extent of competition Is unknown.
Hunting pressure ts Increasing on Afognak and Raspberry Islands as these
areas gain the reputation for producing deer. Most of the harvest comes from
Raspberry Island and the southern part of Afognak Island which are
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relatively accessible to Kodiak hunters. By lg71 these Islands yielded 10
percent of the Game Management Unit 8 harvest. In lg75 a record harvest of
Some
deer are taken Incidental to elk and bear hunting. The relatively difficult
hunting conditions In heavy spruce forest discourage 111any hunters.
256 deer from Afognak was reported (24 percent of the total Unit B kill).

Skiffs and coimiercial fishing boats are the chief transportation means
utilized by local residents. Private and charter aircraft are used to a
lesser extent. Access to the Interior of the Island is limited primarily
to a few lakes where floatplanes may land. A road recently constructed
connecting Discoverer and Kazakof Bays will improve access to a limited
extent although It does not transect particularly high density deer
range. Hunting pressure will undoubtedly Increase as logging roads
provide additional access, but it is unlikely that hunting will reach a
level sufficient to crop the annual Increment in the forseeable future.

*

Host of the area has been selected by Native village corporations
under provisions of the Alaska Native Claims Settle111ent Act. Should
the corporate landowners close their lands to trespass, a serious loss
of hunting opportunity could occur. The Department should solicit the
cooperation of private landowners to facilitate progressive management
of deer. Ease111ents across private lands to public lands will be sought
as provided for In the Alaskcl Native Claims Settlenient Act.
The logging industry has only recently been Introduced to Afognak Island.
bperlence In Southeastern Alaska suggests that 109ging can be detrimental
to deer winter range without proper design and layout of cuts. Deer
are dependent on cover and food provided by lllClture timber during severe
winters. Examination of previously logged areas on Afognak Island
Indicates that heavy growth of grass, flreweed and salmonberry dominates
clearcuts and that little forage Is available under heavy snows except
on the fringes near spruce timber. Small well-spaced clearcuts could
benefit deer populations by Increasing preferred forage and l•provlng
habitat diversity. The Department should initiate research studies
to determine effects of logging on deer habitat and should participate
In planning and layout of timber sales to assure mitigation of negative
lll!PICtS Of logging.

*

Difficult access, severe fall weather, and lack of shelter restricts hunting
effort. Improvements in floatplane and boat docking facilities should be
supported by the Department. Public and private landowners should be
encouraged to develop recreational cabins, and construction of prl•ltive
foot trails should be encouraged to provide better access to deer
populations.

~

Deer populations will continue to fluctuate according to the severity of
winter conditions and hunting will have minimal Impact on population trends.
Increased hunting opportunity may be provided if l111Proveiaents In access
and shelter are not offset by closure of private lands to hunting.

*

Habitat will be maintained or improved If proper consideration of
deer requirements can be incorporated Into logging plans.
Crowded hunting conditions iaay occur In 1110re accessible hunting
areas as hunting pressure Increases.

•

lmpletaentatlon of logging practices to benefit deer habitat may
increase the Industry's operating costs.
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FURBEARERS Ill SOUTHWESTERN ALASKA
All species of furbearers• conmon to Alaska occur In the Southwestern
Region. A greet diversity of furbearer habitat Is present in this
region which enc11111P4sses an area from the Aleutian Islands to the crest
of the Alaska Range. The distribution of furbearers reflects the diversity
of the habitat.
Excellent beaver habitat exists In the northern half of this region and
on Kodiak Island where they were Introduced some years ago. In the
Hushagak drainage beavers achieve some of the highest densities within
Alaska. Beavers do not exist on the western end of the Alaska Peninsula
or the Aleutian Islands. On the extre111lty of their range on the Alaska
Peninsula beaver populations 111ay fluctuate with the condition of their
habitat. Wolverines occur throughout the mainland portion of the region
and on Unlmik Island, but are absent on the Aleutian Islands. Wolverines
appear to be abundant, but, as elsewhere in the state, accurate lnfonnatlon
on population size and composition Is not available. Arctic fox, particularly
the blue phase, occur on many of the Aleutian Islands, the Alaska Peninsula,
and the coastal fringe to the north. Foxes were Introduced to ~any of
the Aleutian Islands and efforts have been inade recently to reiaove the111
fl'Oll Islands llhere they are seriously h11pactlng ground nesting birds.
Fox populations are abundant throughout the area but have a tendency to
fluctuate In density over the years. Coyotes are found only rarely In
some rare portions of the region and where found do not achieve the
abundance that they do elsewhere In the state. Lynx are found In the
northeastern portion of the area but do not achieve densities similar to
those In the Interior and Southcentral Regions. Land otters reach high
population levels in many portions of the region but are not present on
the Aleutian Islands. There Is little of marten habitat In the area and
they do not achieve the high densities found In the Western and Interior
areas. Marten and red squirrels were transplanted to Afognak Island In
1952 and both have become established on the Island. Hink and weasels
are found throughout most of the region and at times are very abundant.
Red squirrels and ground squirrels achieve high populations In many
portions of this area. Little ts known about population densities of
flying squirrels. Hanoot are also cOGPOn but population densities are
unkno-.m.
Population levels and trends of carnivorous furbearers are often closely
tied to relatively few prey species or even to a single prey species.
The abundance of lynx can often be predicted from snowshoe hare population
trends. Lynx tn Southwestern Alaska do not achieve densities as high
nor exhtbtt fluctuations in population levels as extreme as those found
In Interior Alaska, possibly because snowshoe hare densities are lower
than those of Interior areas. Densities of marten, red foxes, weasels
and coyotes appear to be dependent upon densities of s111all rodents,
although red fox abundance also appears related to snowshoe hare population
levels. Hink, marten, and beaver achieve population densities as high
as anywhere In the state.
The herbivorous furbearers do not appear capable of seriously damaging
their food supply. Although beavers are capable of over-utilizing their
llllllediate food supply, this rarely results in llliljor population fluctuations
because the effect Is not sl1111.1ltaneous over large areas. At any given
time a substantial percentage of the beaver population tn any drainage
Is emigrating Into new habitat as occupied habitat becomes less productive.
~skrat population fluctuations, though not well understood tn Alaska,
are related to productiveness of their habitat. Beavers, muskrats,
squirrels, and marmots are subject to significant levels of predation by
other furbearers .

* A list of furbearer species considered In these plans follows this
regional account.
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Human consuinptlve use of furbearer poPtJlatlons In Southwestern Alaska Is
highly variable and generally depends on the abundance and current
market value of the various species . Long-established traditions,
market conditions and trapping regulations have generally limited use to
the seasons when the pelts are prime. This period is generally October
through May depending upon the species. In some locations trapping
effort Is expended on beaver and wolverine regardless of market conditions.
Wolverine are In high demand far local use as parka ruffs. Beaver are
sought far food as well as fur. and beaver trapping Is a traditional
spring activity in many areas. Beaver are generally ~re heavily trapped
than other furbearer species. Beaver distribution in the lower Nushagak
drainage inay be severely restricted because of excessive utilization.
They are not present In parts of SOlll! drainages where the habitat appears
capable of supporting them. Other drainages within this area have
experienced excessively high use of beaver In the past, but In the early
1970's the harvest did not appear to be excessive.
Trapping is a very Important and traditional use of furbearers In this
region, particularly In Game Hanagel!lfnt Unit 17 and In the upper portions
of Unit 9. Over the years there has not been a great change In the use
of furbearers within this area. In some locations trapping still provides
a substantial portion of a family's needs. This situation may not
persist for a long period of ti~. If the human population Increases
significantly and new poPtJlation centers are established, the trend will
be towards more trappers who will trep on a part-time basis. The take
of furbearlng anl11111ls 111ay becoaie a less Important part of the annual
Income of the trapper. As In other areas of Alaska this may precipitate
a shift In the value of trapping from an economic sustenance activity to
a cultural or outdoor experience.
Little nonconsumptlve use of furbearers occurs In Southwestern Alaska.
Host species are nocturnal or secretive In nature and provide limited
viewing opportunities. However, red squirrels and beavers provide
viewing opportunity for fishermen and hunters, and in alpine areas
ground squirrels and marmots are connonly observed incidental to other
activities. In some areas, arctic or blue foxes and red foxes are
readily available to viewers and photographers.

*

Pressure to ban leg-hold traps has come about as a result of public
awareness of the Inhumane potential of these devices when Improperly
set and Infrequently checked. Prohibitive legislation may result In
the loss of Important commercial and recreational utilization of
the furbearer resource. The Department should promote efficient and
humane trapping methods to ensure the opportunity to participate In
trapping.

*

Beavers chronically cause problems by blocking road culverts with
dams or by flooding or cutting down trees on private property.
Blockage of some strealllS by beaver dams also presents barriers to
migrating fish which iaay affect their survival or reduce salmon
escapements. The Department should encourage trapping of beavers
In areas where damage to public and private property Is chronic,
and where streams Important to spawning salmon or other species of
fish are blocked. The Department should also encourage appropriate
design and construction considerations In public and private road
building projects.

*

Outbreaks of rabies In foxes periodically endanger h\Jllans and
da.estic animals. Increased development and the attendant Influx
of people to the area will result In greater potential contact with
foxes. Increased trapping or control efforts around population
centers and development sites 111o1y be necessary. Public education
Is needed to inform people of the hazards of rabies.
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Underharvested furbearer populations are a significant eco11011lc
loss to the erea. Efforts to properly utilize all furbearer populations
could provide substantial economic benefits •

•

Development activ i ties may occur at a rapid rate 1n Southwestern
Alaska. It Is l~poss1ble to predict long term trends In furbearer
populations or their utilization by humans . Development activities
should be monitored to prevent unnecessary destruction or loss of
furbearer habitat.

LIST OF FURBEARERS IN SOUTI!WESTERN ALASKA
Connon
C.nlcts

Scientific Name

Name

Coyote
Red Fox
White (Arctic) Fox

C'anis latnms
Vulpn vulPfs
Al opu Zagopus

Fe lids

lynx

Lyn: ccmads11Sis

fo\lste11ds

Mink

Hustsla viaon
Enhydrn lutris

Otter
Ltnd Otter
Marten
wolverine
Weasel
Sea

Lutra canadcnsis
Hartes ameri.cana
Culc gi.lo
Musts la ri.rosa

l>tustela ennina
Rodent la

Beaver
Muskrat
Snowshoe Hare
Marmot
Arctic Hare
Red Squirrel
Ground Squirrel
Flying Squirrel

Castor canadc11Sis

Ondatra aibethicus
Lepus amel'icanus
Hamrota cal igata
upus arcticus
Tamiasciurus hudoonicus
Cit.illus parryii
Claucomyo volans
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1. GREATER ALASKA FURBEARER f"AHAGEMENT PLAN
~

Entire state except Game Management Units 7, 14 and 15 and national
parks or other areas closed to all hunting and trapping.
~

HANAGEHENT

~

To provide for an optimum harvest of furbearers.
SECONDARY MANAGEMENT

fil1M:.

To provide the greatest opportunity to participate in hunting and trapping
furbearers.
~

QE HAHAGEMENT GUIDELINES

1.

Promote efficient and humane trapping inethods.

2.

Maintain trapping seasons and bag limits during periods of pelt
primeness, consistent with population levels.

3.

Maintain hunting seasons on selected furbearer species, with seasons
not necessarily limited to the period of pelt primeness and with
restrictive bag limits.

4.

Maintain restrictive trapping seasons and bag limits on beaver
based upon current beaver population level s .

5.

Encourage proper preparation and handling of furbearer pelts to
maximize fur values .

6.

Close areas well suited for viewing and photography of furbearers
to hunting and trapping or otherwise restrict use, if necessary.

7.

Discourage land use practices that adversely affect furbearer habitat.

THE SPECIES
The species of furbearers addressed in this plan Include wolverine,
marten, mink, beaver, muskrat, lynx, land otter, coyote, red and arctic
foxes, short-tailed and least weasels, arctic ground squirrel, red
squirrel, marmot and raccoon. The wolf has been treated separately.
Many of these species have wide distribution in the state; consequently
11111st are represented to S0111e extent any given area. The arctic slope,
the Aleutian Islands, and many islands In the Bering Sea, the northern
Gulf of Alaska , and Southeastern Alaska have relatively few species
present although large numbers of any one species may occur. On a
nUllber of islands furbearers are present as a result of past introductions
from fur farming or from efforts to establish harvestable populations.
Each Individual species may vary In abundance according to habitat
preferences and availability of food . There Is little lnfoniiation
available on numbers, distribution, or utilization of the various species.
Huch of what ls known Is acquired fr11111 fur export reperts, some field
observations and reports from trappers.
Furbearer population levels and trends depend primarily on the abundance
of food. Host species such as wolverine, otter and beaver rely on a
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variety of prey species or on a relatively stable vegetative food source
are less subject to fluctuations than those furbearers such as lynx and
arctic fox are dependent on a single or only a few prey species. At
times diseases cause significant reductions In furbearer populations.
Rabies. mange, and distemper affect fox populations, beavers are subject
to endemic hemorrhagic disease, and In Southeastern Alaska, nutritional
steatitis affects those 11111stellds that feed on rancid fish fat. Those
species which occupy aquatic or riparian habitats, particularly beaver,
muskrat, and mink are subject to flooding or "gladering" conditions .
A number of the Slllaller furbearers Including weasels, muskrats, squirrels,
and marmots are prey to larger furbearers or other mannalian and avian
predators.
C011111erclal end domestic utfl lzation are the most Important uses of
furbearers in lllUCh of Alaska. Some recreational trapping and nonconsumptlve
use occurs near urban centers, but viewing and photography are limited
to relatively few species whose habits provide opportunities for observation.
ltost furs are sold but some are retained for domestic use in parkas,
mukluks, or as trim for gan.ents. Wolverine, 111Uskrat, and beaver are
the species 1110st used in the d1111estlc 1111nufacture of garments, but
almost all species are utilized to some extent, particularly when the
furs are not in prfllll! marketable condition. Beaver, 1111skrat, ground
squirrels, and to a limited extent lynx and red squirrels are also used
as human or dog food.
Furbearer trapping seasons and bag lfmfts have remained relatively
unchanged since statehood. Seasons have generally been timed to coincide
with periods of pelt primeness. Liberal seasons and bag limits have had
little effect on populations of most species of furbearers except for
s.all localized areas of overharvest associated with ease of access.
The vulnerability of beavers to Intensive trapping and that of wolverines
in tundra regions to tracking by snOWS1achine has resulted fn depressed
populations of these species In some areas. In most areas of the state
and for most species harvests are regulated primarily by abundance and
avaflabfllty of furbearers, and by 111arket values. At low levels of
abundance or In inaccessible areas, trapping effort usually ceases when
ft becOlll!s unprofitable; then the high reproductive potential of lllOSt
species rapidly restores populations to carrying capacity. Trapping is
done primarily to suppl~nt Income derived from other sources. few
full·tl111e professional trappers operate In the state.
Sn~chines are the llOSt COAnOnly used llOde of transport for trapping
or hunting furbearers, although aircraft are also used extensively.
SnOMnachfnes are the standard means of transport at all bush cormunlties
and provide rapid and efficient coverage of large areas surrounding
settlements. Aircraft are useful for trapping In areas far from human
habitation and are also used as an aid In locating and shooting foxes
and wolverines from the ground. In Southeastern Alaska, boats are the
primary transport 111eans for trappers because most trapping activity
occurs along the be;ach fringe.

Wolverine occur throughout mainland Alaska and on SOllll! Islands in Southeastern
Alaska. Population densities are variable depending on suitable habitat
and, In some western and northern areas, on the degree of harvest.
Wolverines are most abundant In Interior Alaska and least abundant In
southcoastal areas. Sparse populations exist over 110st of Southeastern
Alaska, with moderate numbers In the Stlkfne, Taku, Chflkat, Yakutat and
gulf coast areas. Wolverines are generally abundant over the remainder
of the state, particularly in forested and alpine habitats. Oensitles
are relatively low on portions of the arctic slope, northwestern coastal
tundra areas, and on the Yukon·Kuskokwi• Delta.
In comparison to other furbearers, wolverine never attain high densities,
due In part to their large territorial requirements and apparently low
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reproductive rate. Wolverine have catholic food habits; much of their
food is scavenged and a dependable source of carrion may be important in
maintaining populations.
Hore than 800 wolverine are harvested each year by hunters and trappers.
Southcentral Alaska and the Yukon River drainage yield the largest
harvests with about 250 and 200 wolverine, respectively, taken there.
Although sealing (marking) of wolverine skins Is required, some skins
are used domestically for parkas, ruffs and garment trim and are not
reported; consequently, reported harvests are mlnim1111 numbers. Trapping
is the most coanon method of taking wolverines In forested areas, such
as in lnterlor end Southcentral Alaska while in the open country of
Western and Arctic Alaska or In alpine areas ground-shooting from snowmachines
or with the aid of aircraft predominates .
Use of wolverine varies bebleen areas. ln Western and Arctic Alaska,
most wolverine are in high demand for domestic use in garments and few
are sold C0111111rcially. Host skins never leave the villages. Coastal
villagers acquire pelts by bartering with Interior residents or purchasing
from conmercial furriers. In Interior and Southcentral Alaska most
skins are sold connercially with a few kept for domestic use .
Regulations and remote wilderness areas provide some measure of protection
for wolverine populations. Where lack of cover renders the animals
vulnerable to tracking wtth mechanized vehicles, local extirpation may
occur, especially near settll!ments. High prices for pelts and the
demand for local use of skins for garments provides continuous incentive
to trappers and hunters . In forested areas with relatively low wolverine
densities the species Is not actively sought and m~ny that are taken are
caught in wolf sets.
Harten occur throughout most of the state but are absent north of the
Brooks Range, on tht Yukon-Kuskokwtm Delta, and the Alaska Peninsula.
Harten were introduced to Prince of Wales and Baranof Islands in 1934
and to Chichagof and Afognak Islands In the early 1950's; they are
abundant on Admiralty Island, but are otherwise absent from lllOst of the
islands in Southeastern Alaska, Prince William Sound, and the Kodiak
Archipelago. Harten distribution coincides with that of cli11ax spruce
forests. Their dependence on mature spruce habitat makes this species
particularly susceptible to forest fires and clearcut logging practices.
In northern Interior Alaska extensive burns have resulted in reduced
populations of marten over large areas. Much good habitat is still
present in Interior Alaska, however, and .arten are abundant over the
area as a whole. Marten populations are lower south and west of Interior
Alaska; n1arten in Western and Southeastern Alaska are less abundant than
In past years.
Jn good marten habitat. population densities may be as high as four
anlnrals per square mile. Although males occupy a larger home range than
females, neither generally range over an area greater than one square
mile, except during the breeding season or In mountainous terrain where
marten ~ay undertake seasonal altltudinal 1110vements due to changing food
availability. Mlcrotine rodents constitute the main source of food for
111arten although a variety of prey ts utilized, depending on availablity.
The red squirrel Is a minor Item In their diet. Berries may be an
important food In late SUllllll!r and fall.
Past marten harvests have fluctuated widely, but In the period from lg62
to lg7z averaged about 8000 per year. Jn 1973 the harvest in<:reased to
about 18,000. The price of marten fur, a primary determinant of trapping
effort on the species, Increased fl"Olll $30 to S40 per pelt In 1973.
Current prices of $40-50 are incentive for continuing Intensive trapping
effort. Harvests In Interior Alaska have been relatively low (2000-3000
per year) despite high marten densities; here low trapping effort Is
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probably a result of the availability of other employment In the area.
Currently, Southeastern and Western Alaska have the largest harvests,
with each area exporting 4000 or more pelts per year In recent years.
Most marten trapped are sold cD11111erclally. A few are kept In Western
Alaska for domestic use as garment trim and on slippers.
Hink are cQlllllDn throughout the state except for the Kodiak Archipelago, the
~tlan Islands, the off-shore Islands of the Bering Sea, and most of the
Arctic Slope. Mink are usually associated with riparian habitats streams, ponds, marshes, and salt water beaches and their diet reflects
the variety of food species available there; 5111'111 111aimials, birds, fish, and
Insects and other Invertebrates are eaten. Southeastern Alaska and the northern
Gulf of Alaska Coast-Prince William Sound area have relatively stable, high
density mink populations, distributed primarily along the coastal fringe
where their food supply Including a variety of s111all m111m1als, marine
Invertebrates and fish, Is diverse and abundant. Mink populations In Interior
Alaska areas are characterized by lower densities and greater fluctuations
than southcoastal populations as a result of seasonal or unstable food sources,
and lower productivity of freshwater habitats. Hlcrotfne rodent populations
typically fluctuate drastically and are a primary factor affecting mink
abundance. An abundance of ~Ice or hares In upland areas will sometimes
pr0111pt mink populations to expand Inland In search of prey.
Jn 1976, mink population levels were variable over most of Alaska excluding
Southeastern. Mink in northern Interior areas and In Northwestern
Alaska were relatively abundant and Increasing. Over llOSt of the remainder
of the state, ~ink were 110derately abundant, having declined somewhat
from high levels In the mld-1960's. Populations were low In some parts
of the central Interior such as the Tanana River drainage.
Factors controlling mink population levels are not well known. Food
ava11ab111ty ls probably the major factor. In SO!lle areas spring flooding
may reduce populations by drowning young mink In dens. In southcoastal
areas nutritional steatltls may be Important; It was a significant
mortality factor to mink raised coarnerc1ally in past years.
Traditionally Mink have been one of the most Important co11111erclally trapped
species of furbearers In the state. Reduced pelt prices, increased levels of
employment, and availability of welfare, have resulted in reduced trapping
effort 1n many areas in the past decade, and mink are currently underharvested
over lllUCh of the state. Western Alaska, particularly the Yukon-Kuskokwl~
Delta, has always been an Important mink producer. Delta mink are not only
much larger than in other parts of Alaska but they are more uniform in
color which, in combination, contribute to consistently higher prices.
Large harvests also occur in Southeastern Alaska where cllrAatic conditions
are less of a deterrent to trapping than to the north. Elsewhere In
the state harvests are variable, depending as much on the abundance of
mink as on current market values. In same locations such as near Fairbanks
and along the Copper River Highway near Cordova Interest In recreational
trapping Is high despite price or abundance considerations. The inajority
of trapping effort, however, continues to be coaaerc1al In nature. Host
mink trapped are sold to outside buyers. A few are retained for use as
garment trim on slippers, gloves, hats and parkas.
Beaver are presently distributed over most of ina1nland Alaska frocn the
Brooks Range south to the middle of the Alaska Peninsula and Into Southeastern
Alaska. Beaver are rare In much of Prince William Sound, and In Southeastern
Alaska are now abundant only In the Yakutat forelands and some of the
major inalnland river drainages. They are present 1n low numbers on many
Southeastern Alaska islands. In Southwestern Alaska there has been a
general decline In the beaver population north of the Kvlchak watershed,
particularly near settlements. Beaver are abundant In remote areas and
are Increasing there because of reduced wilderness trapping. Populations
are also high and Increasing on the Alaska Peninsula and southwest of
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the Kvlchak watershed. Beaver were introduced to islands in the Kodiak
area in the 1920's and are now well established in suitable habitat on
Kodiak, Afognak, Raspberry and several other Islands. Beaver populations
ln Interior and Western Alaska are moderate to high and generally increasing
except In the lower Yukon-Kuskokwlm area where overtrapplng has occurred.
Very few beavers were present In Northwestern Alaska prior to the 1930's,
but since the 1950's populations there have been increasing and expanding
Into the Selaw1k and lower Kobuk drainages.
Olstr1butlon and abundance ls a reflection of habitat availability
except in areas where overtrapplng has occurred. The most productive
beaver habitat ls chiracterlzed by a dependable water supply with little
fluctuation in stream flow and by willow, aspen, cottonwood, or birch
vegetation. Beavers are found from sea level to elevations of 4000
feet; they are tbsent on treeless tundra bordering the Arctic Ocean and
the Bering Sea, and on the Aleutian islands. Populations fluctuate
naturally in response to availability of food in localized areas . In
socne years high water levels force beavers out of lodges where they
becocne vulnerable to predation. Endemic hemorrhagic disease can reduce
populations when they attain high densities.
Beavers are unique in the degree to which their presence modifies
riparian habitats. Beaver dams stabilize watersheds, reducing flooding
and silting. Raising of water tables and lmpoundment of water alters
vegetative cover and provides aquatic and riparian habitat for many
species of wildlife. Although some species of fish benefit by increased
production of fish food, dams often create serious barriers to spawning
anadrOlllOllS fl sh.
Beginning with the 18th century Russian fur trade, beavers have been one
of Alaska's most important furbearers. Heavy utilization of beaver in
early territorial days led to a period of scarcity in the early 1900's,
but populations have recovered and are now at moderate to high levels in
many areas . Although prices of beaver pelts have not risen as dramatically
as other furs, beavers remain an important furbearer In Alaska.
Trapping pressure varies between areas. The largest harvests come from
the lower Yukon-Kuskokwim River drainages where about 3500 beavers are
taken annually. Trapping is also heavy in the Bristol Bay drainages
where llOre than 1600 beavers are taken each year. A declining salmon
industry In that area has resulted in Increased trapping effort. Harvests
In Interior and Southcentral Alaska are relatively small; poor prices,
low limits on take and relatively high employment rates contribute to
low trapping effort. Trappers on Kodiak Island annually take about 200
beavers , but the traditional low prices offered for coastal beaver pelts
discourages effort there. Southeastern Alaska truppers also take about
200 beavers per year, mostly from the 11alnland; harvests tend to fluctuate
widely between years.
Host beaver trapping occurs near human settlecnents by local inhabitants.
Because beaver are easily overtrapped, concentrated trapping near villages
and along road systems results in overharvests and depletion of local
populations. This is especially evident in Southwestern Alaska where
beaver are five times as abundant In remote locations as compared to
areas near villages. The percentage of beavers less than one year old
(kits) in the harvest Is also Indicative of harvest pressure . Up to 30
percent of the harvest near some Southwestern and Western Alaska villages
are kits, as contrasted to 10 percent kits or less on the average In
more remote areas.
Beavers are trapped mainly for comnercial use, but in some areas such as
Western and northern Interior Alaska they are also used for human and
dog food . Pelts, particularly those from kits, lllily be used domestically
for garment trim on hats, mittens and slippers. Beaver castors are used
as a perft111e base and are valuable to trappers as a component of scent
lures.
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Beavers are one of the few furbearer species that provide for nonconsumptive
use. Much viewing and photography take place not only near the larger
human settlements, but also In "bush" areas.
Muskrats occur throughout all of the Alaska mainland south of the Brooks
Range e~cept the Alaska Peninsula west of the Ugashfk Lakes. The species
was Introduced to Kodiak Island In 1929 and later to Afognak and Raspberry
Islands, but Is absent fr<Ma most other Alaskan islands. The densest
muskrat populations are found In five areas : the Yukon Flats surrounding
Fort Yukon, Minto Flats, Tetlin Lakes, the Yukon•Kuskokwim Delta and the
Selawlk-Kobuk-Noatak area. four fifths of the annual muskrat harvest
cOnles from these areas. Muskrat abundance elsewhere In the state varies
depending on localized wetland habitat conditions. In Southeastern
Alaska, muskrats have never been abundant and are currently present in
fair nUlllbers only near Haines, Juneau, and the Stikine River. Muskrats
were once very abundant on the Copper River Delta but are now relatively
scarce throughout the northern Gulf of Alaska coast. Populations over
llOSt of the remainder of the state are generally at 11111derate levels,
down from higher densities of past years.
Muskrats are vulnerable to unfavorable weather conditions affecting
their wetland habitat. Populations are reduced by winter kill when the
fee becomes too thick and ani111als are forced into li~lted forage areas
or emigrate. In years of heavy snow, muskrats are flooded out In the
spring. Losses to predation and starvation Increase under such situations.
Reduced muskrat populations in many areas of Alaska can be attributed to
adverse winter and spring conditions of recent years.
Hunting and trappfng have relatively lfttle effect on muskrat populations.
The species is highly productive (about 15 young produced annually per
adult female) and capable of repopulating depleted habitats rapfdly.
Heavy harvests can be sustained if habitat conditions remafn good. A
relatively small proportfon of the total good iauskrat habitat is hunted
or trapped, usually only areas of high density populations wfthfn three
or four miles of •ajor streams and lakes. Unhunted areas act as reservoirs
of breeding stock.
Although the open season for harvesting ~skrats extends from November
Into June, most are taken fn the last six weeks of the season. Eighty
percent or more of the 11111skrat harvest fs taken by shooting with small
caliber rifles: trapping Is usually considered too time consuming.
In the lgso•s, 11111skrats ranked first fn numbers of furbearers harvested
In Alaska, and was among the first four fn total value. Low prices
cOllblned with increased eftlPloyment and avaflabfllty of welfare are
responsible for current greatly reduced harvest efforts, although recent
pelt price increases 111ay Increase harvests. Host muskrats are taken for
coanercfal sale of fur, but some are util ized domestically for food and
for parkas and trim on boots and slippers . In Western and Northwestern
Alaska domestic use exceeds comnercfal use. In northern Interior Alaska
muskrats are an important food In the spring. Muskrats also provide
some nonconsumptfve use, partfcularly near human populatfon centers to
which they readily adapt, but observation of muskrats Is much less than
that of the more conspicuous beavers.

!:.l!!.! occur throughout Alaska except on the Aleutian Islands, the islands
l:YriX are relatively uncOlllllOn along the northern Gulf Coast and In Southeastern
of the Bering Sea and some of the islands of Prince William Sound and
Southeastern Alaska. The lynx f s primarily an Inhabitant of the northern
boreal forest where ft feeds largely on snowshoe hares. It occassionally
occurs on the tundra beyond treelfne, and In starvation years ft ventures
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far out onto the tundra in search of arctic hares, 11!ft1111ngs, and ptarmigan.
Lynx are relatively uncOlllllOn along the northern Gulf Coas t and In Southeastern
Alaska, being present on the larger river systems where they have emigrated
from interior populations .
Population estimates are not available but lynx were very abundant over
11111ch of their range In Alaska from about 1971 to 1974. Currently lynx
are present In low numbers and are still declining. Like snowshoe
hares, lynx popul&ti ons fluctuate greatly with a 10-year periodicity in
abundance. The amplitude of lynx population fluctuatlcns Is very great
as Indicated by record~ of exported pelts. Population highs are not
synchronous throughout Alaska and broad two to four year peaks of catch
probably reflect consecutive population peaks in different areas. In
increasing lynx populations the females breed In the first year of life
and almost 100 percent of the fe111c1les conceive. Large litters and high
survival of kits Is conmon. After snowshoe hare populations decline,
female lynx may not breed during their first year, the number of kits
produced Is reduced, and those kltt that are born have low survival
rates.
lynx fur has again becoire popular for parkas, t eat trl~. jackets, hats
and muffs after a long period of unpopularity. High prices In recent
years have resulted In Intensive trapping effort. Harvests during the
recent period of peak abundance wen! about 2000 to 2500 annually, half
of which came fro, Interior Alaska. Trapping effort Is centered around
v1l lages and along road systems and the majority of the harvnt Is by
local residents. Hiist pelts are sold but some are kept for domestic
use. The meat ts edible and is occasionally used for human and dog
food.
Land otters are most abundant in the Southeastern Alaska and Prince
William Sound coastal regions, and In the Yukon•Kuskokwl• Delta , although
they are found throughout the state except on the Aleutian Islands,
Islands of the Bering Sea, and the arctic coastal plain east of Point
Lay. land otter populations are relatively stable, especially In coastal
areai where marine food is always abundant. Shellfish, crustaceans,
insects, flsh, frogs, birds, small nwurmals and vegetable matter are all
eaten. P.rasltes and disease are not normally Important mortality
factors. Flooding In the spring sometimes drowns young otters In dens.
Land otters are probably utilized l!Dre in the Southeastern and Southcentral
coastal areas than In Interior Alaska. Overtrapplng Is usually not a
factor affecting populations, but temporary reductions In local populations
can be effected by an efficient trapper. From 1000 to 2000 land otters
are taken annually, most near villages or c011111Unities in Southeastern
Alaska, Prince William Sound and the Yukon·Kuskokwim Oelta. Land otters
are an i!llpOrtant furbearer on the Kodiak Archipelago where 200-250 are
taken and sold locally. Pelt prices affect trapping effort because
otters are difficult to catch and to skin. Host otter hides are sold
co11111erclally, but in the Northwestern area they are often used domestically
for trim on gannents and slippers. Otter hides that are used domestically
are usually those which are taken late in the season and are less than
prime. Land otters often provide excellent viewing opportunities,
especially around coastal towns where they are often seen in the harbors.
apparently first arrived in Alaska about 1915. A rapid population
p s on occurred, with the center of abundance first In the Tanana
Valley around 1930 and later In Southcentral Alaska. At the present
time coyotes occur as far west as the Alaska Peninsula and the north
side of Brfstcl Bay, and are rare north of the Brooks Range. While not
especially abundant, coyotes are conmon In many areas, particularly in
the drainages of the Tanana, Copper, Hatanuska and Susftna Rivers , and
on the Kenai Peninsula. Populations may become locally abundant periodically.
Coyote~
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Although snowshoe hares 111ay be i11pOrtant prey in sowie areas and at
certain titnes, coyotes are catholic in their food habits. The diversity
of their foods and their adaptability to a variety of habitats including
those affected by inan are probably factors which have allowed them to
compete successfully against indigenous wolf populations.
Relatively few coyotes are trapped and those which are taken are usually
caught Incidental to trapping for fox, lynx, and wolf. A few coyotes
are taken by sport hunters. Most coyotes are sold connerclally. Some
are used for parka ruffs and ~lttens. Prior to 1969 there was a statewide
bounty of SJO for coyotes. No bounties have been paid since lg69.
Red foxes occur over the entire state except for some of the islands of
SOutheastern Alaska and Prince William Sound. The species ls native to
Kodiak Island but on many of the other Islands where ft occurs It was
introduced by fox farming operations In the early 1900's. Red foxes are
1110st abundant south of the arctic tundra although they are present in
Arctic and Northwestern coastal tundra regions where their distribution
overlaps that of arctic foxes. The best red fox habitat appears to be
in Interior Alaska and on the coastal areas south of Norton Sound,
including the Alaska Peninsula. Red fox populations along the northern
Gulf of Alaska coast and in Southeastern Alaska are sparse, with most
foxes occurring In the major mainland drainages which connect to interior
areas.
Red fox populations fluctuate In response to availability of food.
Fluctuations of snowshoe hare and rodent populations will cause the fox
populations to fluctuate also . Fox populations In Interior areas of the
state are currently declining due to low hare numbers. In coastal areas
such as Kodiak Island and the Alaska Peninsula, red foxes feed on carrion
on the beaches and are not so dependent on small 11111111al populations;
populations In these areas are therefore more stable. Fox populations
are affected by diseases such as rabies, mange and distemper.
Red foxes are one of the more Important furbearers In the state. In the
last two to three years the value of their pelts has Increased greatly,
which may result In Increased trapping pressure; however, foxes are
probably not overtrapped anywhere in the state. The estimated red fox
harvest in 1973-74 was 14,580.
Silver and cross foxes, color variations of the red fox , are in high
detnand for wall mounts . Host red foxes taken are sold cOAPerclally, but
some are used domestically for garments Including parkas, ruffs, hats,
and trim. In some areas such as Hc~fnley National Park, the North Slope
Haul Road and other roads and trails, red foxes provide substantial
enjoyment to viewers and photographers. The species readily becanes
accustomed to the presence of humans and once so conditioned can be
observed at close range.
Arctic or white foxes are found f n Alaska along the coast frcrn the
Aleutian Islands north. On the mainland (except the lower Alaska Peninsula)
and St . Lawrence and Nunivak Island the white color phase pred~lnates
whtle on the Prfbflofs and most of the Aleutians west of Unalaska, the
blue phase predominates. Blue foxes were transplanted to the Prib11ofs,
Aleutians and inany other Islands.
Arctfc foxes are noted for their extreme fluctuations In population
levels. Periodic peaks In arctic fox populations occur approximately
every four years In Alaska, Canada and Greenland and are tied to cyclic
fluctuations in small rodent abundance. Arctfc foxes have a high reproductive
potential, breeding at one year of age and averaging four to eight pups
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per litter. Apparently there Is a reduced production of pups during
periods of food scarcity. Studies In Canada show that mean litter size
varied directly with lemiing numbers. Although mlcrotine rodents are
the prliairy prey, arctic foxes are highly efficient predators on the
eggs and young of waterfowl, and are an Important factor governing the
nest locations of seabirds.
Considerable variation exists in the yearly harvest of Alaskan arctic
foxes . Since pelt prices have remained relatively stable the size of
the annual harvest has been most affected by cyclical abundance of
foxes . The average annual harvest between lg12 and 1963, (derived from
the number of furs exported) was 4,072 white fox pelts. Between 1968
and 1974 the annual harvest averaged 2,369 pelts. Arctic foxes are the
most haportant furbearer north of the Brooks Range because they are the
only furbearer that occurs fn large numbers. Approximately 40 percent
of the arctic fox harvest comes from the arctic slope. The highest
catch per unit of area, however, COllll!s frOll the Bering Sea islands where
about 30 percent of the harvest fs taken. Most Alaskan white fox furs
are sold and utilized outside of Alaska.
Short-tailed weasels, also known as ermine, are present throughout
Alaska except for the Aleutian Islands west of Unimak Island and the
offshore Islands of the Bering Sea . Least weasels, have a similar range
except that they are not found In Southeastern Alaska south of Glacier
Bay, the mountains fn the southeastern corner of Southcentral Alaska,
nor on Kodiak Island. The ermine favors wooded or brushy terrain with
some topographic relief whereas least weasels prefer damp, marshy habitat
with It~ high infcrotlne pof!ulatlons. Er11lne are seldOll numerous anywhere
within their range. The smaller least weasel Is sparsely distributed
throughout its range except In some years of peak rodent populations.
Weasels are voracious predators that take a variety of rodents, young
snowshoe hares, young birds, eggs, fish and earthwol'llls. When live prey
is scirce weasels utilize carrion and berries or other vegetable matter.
Weasels are not selective among prey species but take them fn direct
proportion to their abundance and availabflfty. Weasels fn turn fall
prey to r1ptors and other carnivorous furbearers.
Most weasels are now taken Incidental to trapping for other species.
Weasel pelts are sold although their value ts low. Some skins are used
for trim on pirkas and sllppi!rs and In the 111anufacture of tourist ltetas.
Arctic ¥round squirrels are found fn well drained tundra areas throughout
Alaskarom sea level to the uplands. They are most abundant fn mountainous
terrain. Ground squirrels live In colonies where there are loose soils
on well-drained slopes, vantage points from which the surrounding terrain
can be observed, and bare soils surrounded by vegetation in early stages
of succession. Colonies fn high areas or well drained slopes are least
affected In the spring by water from melting snow. Hibernation protects
ground squirrels frDlll the low tetaperatures of winter, and lasts as long
as seven or eight months. Ground squirrels feed on a variety of food
Including seeds, roots and bulbs, plant stems and leaves, 11111shr00111s,
Insects, carrion and bird eggs. Quantities of seeds and vegetation are
stored In underground chambers . Ground squirrels are an important food
source for raptors, weasels, foxes, wolverines and grizzly bears.
Residents of the Arctic Slope, northern Interior Alaska, and Northwestern
Alaska trap, snire and shoot ground squirrels and use them for food and
parkas. Ground squirrels are an Important food supplement for these
people in the spring soon after the squirrels emerge frOlll hibernation.
local residents extract fat and ofl from squirrels by boiling and eat
the fat along with the lean 111eat of other animals. Elsewhere in the
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state, utilization of the arctic ground squirrel fur is ~uch less than
other furbearers . Nonconsuinptlve use of ground squirrels occurs in
alpine areas but except for park areas and upland campgrounds, observation
of ground squirrels is usually Incidental to other outdoor act ivities.
Red squirrels are found over 11c>st of Alaska where white spruce are
present. These squirrels are abundant In the Interior, especially along
river bottOlllS with abundant stands of white spruce. They are highly
dependent on white spnx:e seeds as a food source; squirrel populations
nuctuate In r1sponse to spruce cone abundance, with sharp declines when
spruce cone failures cosie in consecutive years. Squirrels will utilize
spruce buds In winters when there are no cones, but there may be severe
attrition In the squirrel population. Red squirrels may have some
effect on the scattering of spruce seeds, aiding reforestation.
Red squirrels are prey for a variety of predators Including iaarten, fox,

lynx, and many raptors. They are also hunted and trapped by man, mostly
for recreation, with some utilization for food, fur, and trap bait.
Some are taken in traps set for other species. The hides are worth
about 50¢ to $1 . 50 each and the fur harvest Is insignificant. Many red
squirrels are shot as nuisances around human dwellings as they can be
destructive to Insulation If they gain access to a building. Red squirrels
are one of the lllOst coa1110nly observed Slllall ~nmals In Alaska. Viewing
and photography are significant uses In campgrounds, waysides and other
recreation sites.
Northern flyl~ squirrels are a relatively little-known species which
lnnablts thereal forest in Interior, Southcentral, and Southeastern
Alaska . Tht species is rarely seen due to its nocturnal habits. Flying
squirrels eat a variety of seeds, fruits, and other vegetable ~terial
and scavenge on carrion. This proclivity for meat results in flying
squirrels often be1ng caught In traps set for other species. The fur is
of no cOaJnercfal value.
Hoary marmots are present throughout most of the mountainous regions of
Alaska, but are generally absent frOll the lower regions such as the
Seward Peninsula, the Yukon-Kuskokwi~ Delta, the North Slope, and the
lower Alaska Peninsula. None are present on the Kodiak Island group or
the outer islands in the Southeastern Alaska group. Hoary marmots
prefer the precipitous sides of canyons and valleys where boulders are
large and have accumulated to a depth sufficient to give subsurface
protect Ion.
Hannots are s0111eti111es trapped and the fur used for parkas. If the pelts
are taken In the fall while they are prime and softly furred they make a
fine gannent. There is not lllUCh cOITlllercial use of mannot fur, however,
and little infonnatlon Is available on the harvest. Mannots may be seen
In some of the national parks, notably Ht. McKinley National Park, and
provide opportunities for Interesting viewing and photography.
Aclosely related species, the woodchuck Is present In eastern Interior
Alaska, In a small area lying between the Yukon and Tanana Rivers east
of Fairbanks to the Alaska-Yukon border. Woodchucks prefer open woodlands
and thickets, near fields and clearings on dry soil. They have a very
spotty distribution In Alaska .
Raccoons have been released by private Individuals In Southeastern
xtmaln the past, and a small population has become establfshed. Only
occasslonal sightings are reported.
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AREA

ZlnlOvia Strait
Chalk Bay
Gallbler Bay
Hood Bay
Favor! te Bay
Fish Bay
Hooh~ h Sound
Kaduhan Bay
HI tchell Bay
Neka Sound
Pybus Bay
Youngs Bay
Eagle R. Flats
Stikine River Delta
Rocky Pass
Duncan Canal
Gustavus Flats
St. JallleS Bay
Arrons Creek
Bradfield River Flats

,

Manage111ent Guideline No.

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

2

x

3

x

4

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

5

x
x

x

6

7

x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x

Northern Gulf Coast
Yakutat SE thru Dry Bay
Prl nee Wfl Ham Sound
Portage Flats
rt. Campbcll ·Woronzof Flats
Palmer-Hay Flats Refuge
Hatanuska Valley
Goose Bay Refuge '
Susltna Flats
Trading Bay
Redoubt Bay
Kodlak-Afognak Islands

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x

x
x
x
x

x

x
x
x
x
x

~

Nelchlna Basin
Copper River Valley
Delta Management Area
Tetl In-Northway
Hlnto Flats

x
x
x
x

x

x

x
x

Some of the areas listed h<lve exceptionally large concentrations of
waterfowl during some or all periods of the year and are considered
especially sensitive and Important from the standpoint of maintaining
undisturbed habltet. These areas Include the Stlklne River Delta, Rocky
Pass, Duncan Canal, Yakutat southeast through Dry Bay, Prince William
Sound, Palmer Hay Flats Refuge, Susltna Flats, Trading Bay, Redoubt Bay ,
Kodlak-Afognak Island, and Hlnto Flats.
The majority of areas listed receive relatively light use by hunters at
present, primarily because of their Inaccessibility to population centers .
Heaviest hunter use occurs In areas near population centers where a
short flight or bo•t trip or access via the road system puts hunting
locations within the physical and financial reach of many urban hunters.
The Stlklne River Delta, Portage Flats, Palmer Hay Flats, Susltna Flats,
Hlnto, and the Delta Management area all receive high hunter use which
may In some cases require more Intensive 11111nagenient to better distribute
and regulate hunter use.

l'bst of the nonconsumptive use of waterfowl in Alaska occurs in Southern
Alaska at relatively few locations which lend the111selves to public
viewing due to their proximity ta hl.9!an populations or their good access.
These are the Chllkat River, Wrangell Narrows, Gastineau Channel, Eagle
River Flats (Juneau), Portage Flats, Palmer-Hay Flats Refuge, and the
Hatanuska Valley.
Limited domestic utilization by local residents occurs primarily around
villages In the lower Bristol Bay area and in some Interior areas such
as Tetlin and Mfnto.

*

Pollut1on of coastal tfdelinds and estuaries and other pelagic
areas by a11 or oil industry-related contaminants poses a serious
threat to waterfowl and waterfowl habitat fn all coastal areas of
Southern Alaska. Spflls frocn massive Outer Continental Shelf (OCS)
all development, onshore support facilities, and tanker traffic
along the coast could devastate coastal waterfowl habitats and
result in the lass of hundreds of thousands of waterfowl 1f all
possible precatlons are not taken. Baseline quantitative and
qualitative data on coastal bird habitats are needed before of l
Impacts occur to provide rational recommendations for future OCS
lease areas, reconnendations for future oil spill cleanup facilities
and to document the effect of estuary contamination for mitigation
measures. Ongoing federally funded OCS bird projects by the Oepartnient
and the U.S. Fish and Wildlife service are designed to Identify and
quantify the effects of these potential probletns.

*

Construction of dams could eliminate important waterfowl habitat In
Interior Alaska. For example, a dam at Rampart would eliminate
habitat for over 2 million ducks and geese. Dams on other streams
would be less devastating but could result in significant losses,
depending on the area. The Oeparblent must work closely with the
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service and other resource management agencies
to insure that waterfowl resources are adequately considered f n
review of dam proposals and that all feasible mitigation measures
are assured if dams are constructed. In some cases, such as Rampart
D1111, the Department should oppose construction on the basis of
wildlife d11111ge.

*

Timber cutting adjacent to sedge-tideland habitats and log storage
near these areas may adversely affect waterfowl and waterfowl
habitat. An apparent decrease in waterfowl food production results
from bark decomposition fn log storage areas. Waterfowl losses
have also occurred fro11 pulp ~ill effluents. Baseline quantitative
and qualitative data on coastal bird habitats and bird nUllbers, and
relationships between them are needed to provide rational recomTiendatlons
to the U.S. Forest Service and logging companies to Insure minimum
habitat damage.

*

local encrOllchllent on waterfowl habitat is probable through highway
and airport construction, Industrial and urban development, upland
ail and gas exploration and subsequent developinent. Key waterfowl
and human use areas must be given adequate protection through land
use regulations, safeguards in development, or mitigation measures.

*

The black brant population has been declining for about 15 years.
A substantial increase In the harvest of brant is not desirable in
the forseeabl1 future. As hunting pressure Increases in Southwestern
Alaska, restrictions on brant harvests may be necessary.
New native landowners and other private landowners will probably
iiapose varying degrees of trespass restrictions on hunters. The

·~

Minto Flats, ~lta area, Yukon Flats, and Tetltn area will be the
llOst affected. The Department should solicit the cooperation of
private 11ndowners to facilitate progressive managet11ent of waterfowl.
Easements across private lands to public lands will be sought as
provided for In the Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act. The State
should secure ownership of as much of the best waterfowl land and
access to It to insure good waterfowl hunting opportunities In the
future.

•

Use of waterfowl by hunters and nonconsumptlve users will continue
to Increase, especially near urban centers . To prevent corresponding
Increases In user conflicts, crowding and reduced success, measures
must be Initiated to enhance habitat, Increase access and control
user nUlllbers.

•

Except for hunting areas in Southeastern Alaska and some lightly
hunted coastal areas in Prince William Sound and Kachemak Bay,
freezeup limits hunters to SO days or less of hunting out of a
possible 107 day season. Liberalized duck bag limits should be
allowed to partially offset reductions In hunting opportunity
Imposed by clf1111te.

•

Ingestion of lead shot by waterfowl In a few areas may be causing
substantial loss of birds from lead poisoning. Efforts must continue
to identify these areas, measure the Impact, and take corrective
action If necessary.

*

Appropriate waterfowl seasons and bag limits will be maintained on
all areas.
All listed areas are recognized as illlJl()rtant waterfowl use and/or
human use areas; future developa1ent resulting in habitat alteration
may be curtailed in recognition of the waterfowl values.

*

Control of use will generally be greater In high use areas rather
than low use areas. However, In all cases the mlnlrnu111 controls
possible will be applied to achieve the desired balance between the
resource and different user groups.
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13.

l~AKNEK

RIVER WATERFOWL MAUAGEMEIH PLAU

~

Jn Game Management Unit 9, the Naknek River from its mouth to Naknek
lake.
~

MANAGEMENT GOAL

To provide the greatest opportunity to participate in hunting waterfowl.
SECONDARY MANAGEMENT GOAL
To provide an opportunity to view, photograph and enjoy waterfowl.
~

1.

.Qf. MAKAGEHENT GUIDELINES

Control hunter access and methods of transport, If necessary, to
disturbance or harassinent of waterfowl.

•ini~ize

2.

Encourage public viewing and photography of waterfowl.

3.

Discourage human activities that disturb or harass waterfowl during
critical nesting or Dlgratlon periods .

4.

Discourage land use practices that are detrimental to waterfowl
habitat.

THE SPECIES
The Naknek River ls of interest prlinarily because of whistling swan
concentrations in the spring and fall, and lesser numbers during the
sunmer. Because the river is one of the first bodies of water to open
In the spring, large numbers of swans congregate, particularly in the
King Salmon area, for several weeks. In some years up to 10,000 swans
are present. During the sU1111er several hundred DDltlng nonbreedlng
swans can be found on the river above King Sal1110n. Fewer swans are
present during the fall than In the spring, but several thousand birds
may stay until the river freezes. Large numbers of ducks and geese also
use the river during the spring. In the aggregate, 50,000 or more birds
may be present at any one time. SU111111er populations nU111ber several
hundred ducks (primarily scoter, harlequin, and scaup), while in the
fall ~rhaps 5,000 birds can be found here at any one time.
Waterfowl viewing opportunities are excellent during the spring as large
bird concentrations are present adjacent to and in King Salmon. For
example, ducks and geese are frequently found near the river in people's
yards. local residents and others traveling through the area are the
prh11ary springtime users. Hunting pressure during fall nionths is light
and comes inalnly from King Salmon, South Naknek, and Naknek residents.
A few moose and caribou hunters also take birds Incidentally to their
primary game. Hunter access Is primarily by boat but a limited number
of trails are present.
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•

Waterfowl interpretative infoniiatton for viewers Is not available
except by personal contact at the Alaska Department of Fish and
Gaine office In King SalllOn. lnfonnatlve signs placed at primary
viewing sights and/or brochures 111de available In the deparbllent
office would aid viewers.

•

Ho land class1ffcation now exists to provide complete protection to
this important swan concentration area. The Naknek River should be
designated as critical habitat by the legislature.

•

Bird concentrations may create temporary hazards to aircraft at the
King Salnion Airport. In addition, aircraft 111y harass birds away
from areas of traditional use. The State DeRartment of Aviation
and the Federal Aviation Administration will be encouraged to
manage the airport and associated aircraft to •inl~lze problecs
related to flying safety and maintenance of high seasonal bird use.

•

The river's value as a waterfowl resting-staging area and hunting
area would be maintained.
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14. EGEGIK WATERFOWL MA1'AGE11ENT PLAN
~

In Game Management Unit 9, lands In the Egegik estuary, designated
critical habitat by AS 16 .20.230.
~MANAGEMENT

§.QM:.

To provide an opportunity to hunt waterfowl under aesthetically pleasing
condit Ions.
SECONDARY MANAGEMENT

~

To provide an opportunity to v1ew, photograph and enjoy waterfowl.
EXAMPLES Q[ MANAGEMENT GUIDELINES
1.

Maintain waterfowl hunting seasons and bag limits that reflect
climatic conditions.

2.

Obtain, 111lntafn and fiaprove public access to waterfowl areas.

J,

Encourage public viewing and photography of waterfowl and enhance
viewing facilities.

4.

Discourage human activities that disturb or harass waterfowl during
critical nesting or migration periods.

S.

Enhance waterfowl habitat In high use areas to Increase utilization
of habitat by waterfowl, and discourage land use practices that are
harmful to waterfowl habitat.

THE SPECIES
This area accomodates very large numbers of ducks , geese and swans
during the fall and spring. Peak fall duck llUlllbers are perhaps 100,000
and emperor geese nl.lllbers about 10,000 fn the Egegik area. Snow and
cackling Canada geese are also present. Spring goose populations probably
number about 10,000 during a short time period.
Hunting pressure on the area Is light. A few local residents and big
game hunters combining hunts are the primary users. Hunter access to
the area fs primarily by aircraft, except for the few local residents
who own boats. Hunting pressure In the future Is not e~pected to Increase
to a point where excessive harrassment of birds will occur.
~

*

Planned Outer Continental Shelf {OCS) oil lease sales In Bristol
Bay would result In drilling and tanker traffic that could have
devastating effects on waterfowl ff accidental spills occur.
Federally funded OCS bird studies by the Deparbnent and the U.S .
Fish and Wildlife Service must be continued and close cooperation
between state and federal agencies must be maintained . The Department
advocates that no OCS or near shore oil development should occur fn
Bristol Bay.
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*

Native land wtthdra111ls of uplands around the area could result In
Incompatible land uses which would affect the waterfowl resources.
Critical habitat status of these areas should be maintained and
close cooperation with Native landowners should be attained to
ensure habitat protection.

*

Public hunting or access may not be permitted on lands under private
at«1ershtp. Thts could result In concentrations of hunters In
remaining areas.
Public hunting and hunting access will be
maintained over the largest possible area.

•

Limitations on ofl development octlv1t1es In Bristol Bay would
assure the welfare of millions of waterfowl as well as many other
btologfcal resources of the area.
•
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15. PI LOT PO INT WATERFOWL MANAGEMEIH PLAN
!:Ql;&!Q!!

In GalM! Hanage111111t Unit 9, lands in the Pilot Point estuary, designated
critical habitat by AS 16.20.230.
~

HANAGalENT GOAL

To provide an opportunity to hunt waterfowl under aesthetically pleasing
conditions.
SECONOARY MANAGEMENT

~

To provide an opportunity to view, photograph and enjoy waterfowl .
EXAMPLES OF KANAGa!ENT GUIDELINES
l,

Maintain waterfowl hunting seasons and bag
climatic conditions.

2.

Obtain,

J,

Encourage public viewing and photography of waterfowl and enhance
viewing facilities.

4.

Discourage h~n activities that disturb or harass waterfowl during
critical nesting or ~lgratlon periods.

5.

Enhance waterfowl habitat in high use areas to increase utilization
of habitat by waterfowl, and discourage land use practices that are
har"11ful to waterfowl habitat.

~lntaln

and

i~prove

ll~lts

that reflect

public access to waterfowl areas .

THE SPECIES
This area accomnodates very large nulllber:s of ducks , geese and swans
during the fall and lesser ntlflbers of birds during other periods of the
year. Nearly all the cackling Canada geese In the world (about 150,000)
stop at Pilot Point In the fall. Host of the snow geese from Wrangell
Islands in Russia (perhaps 250,000) al io stop for a lesser period of
time. Large nUllbers of whitefronts also occasionally stop 1n the fall,
depending on weather conditions. Peak duck nulllbers on the area exceed
100,000. Probably over 25,000 emperor geese also use the area.
Pilot Point ranks as the n1.111ber two goose harvest area in Alaska.
During the four hunting season~ lg71-1974, there was a calculated average
yearly harvest of 2,165 birds. Duck harvest averaged 1,575 birds while
there was a calculated l,275 hunter days 1pent on the area. Host waterfowl
hunters using the area are from Anchorage and Kodiak, but the area Is
also popular with residents of Oillingham and the King Salmon-Naknek
area. Hunter access to the area Is primarily by aircraft, except for the
few local residents who own bo.lts. Hunting pressure in the future 1111y
increase to a point where excessive harassment of birds occurs.
~

•

Planned Outer Continental Shelf (DCS) oi l lease sales in Bristol
Bay would result In drilling and tank1r traffic that could have
devastating effects on wa terfowl If •cc identa l $~I lls occur.
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Federally funded OCS bird studies by the Department and The U.S.
Fish and Wildlife Service lllUSt be continued and close cooperation
between state and federal agencies must be maintained. The Departllleflt
advocates that no OCS or near shore oil development should occur in
Bristol Bay.
Native land withdrawals of upl1nd5 around the area could result tn
incompatible land uses occurring wtilch W011ld affect the waterfowl
resources. Critical habitat status of these areas should continue
and close cooperation with Native landowners be maintained to
ensure hab itat protection .
Public hunting or access lily not be penaitted on lands under private
ownership. This could result In concentrations of hunters In
remaining areas.
IMPACTS

*

Public hunting and hunting access will be maintained over the
largest possible area.

*

Limitations on oil development activities fn Bristol Bay would
assure the welfare of • fllfons of waterfowl as well as 1114ny other
biological resources of the area.
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16. CIHDER RIVER WATERFOWL MAllAGEMBH PLAH

In Game Management Unit 9, lands In the Cinder River estuary, designated
critical habitat by AS 16.20.230.
~

HAHAGEHEIIT GOAL

To provide an opportunity to hunt waterfowl under aesthetically pleasing
conditions.
SECONDARY 11ANAGEHENT GOAL
To provide an opportunity to view, photograph and enjoy waterfowl.
EXAMPLES OF MANAGEMENT GUIDELINES
1.

Maintain waterfowl hunting seasons and bag limits that reflect
cli111atlc conditions.

2.

Obtain, raalntain and iaprove public access to waterfowl areas .

3.

Encourage public viewing and photography of waterfowl and enhance
viewing facilities.

4.

Discourage human activities that disturb or harass waterfowl during
critical nesting or migration periods.

S.

Enhance waterfowl habitat in high use areas to Increase utilization
of habitat by waterfowl, and discourage land use practices that are
hannful to waterfowl habitat.

THE SPECIES
This area accOlllllOdates large numbers of ducks, geese and swans during
the fall and lesser numbers of birds during other periods of the year.
Peak fall duck numbers are perhaps 100,0DD and emperor geese number
about 10,000, Up to 2D,OOO sea ducks utilize the Intertidal area and
river mouth. Up to 30,000 snow and cackling Canada geese are also
present.
Hunting pressure In the area Is light. A few local residents and big
game hunters are the primary users. Hunter access to the area is primarily
by aircraft. Hunting pressure In the future Is not expected to Increase
to a point where excessive haraSS111nt of birds is experienced .

*

Planned Outer Continental Shelf (OCS) oil lease sales In Bristol
Bay would result In drilling and tanker traffic that could have
devastating effects on waterfowl ff accidental spills occur.
Federally funded OCS bird studies by the Department and the U.S.
Fish and Wildlife Service must be continued and close cooperation
between state and federal agencies must be maintained . The Department
advocates that no OCS or near shore oil development should occur in
Bristol Bay.

*

Native land withdrawals of uplands around the area could result In
incD111patible land uses occurring which would affect the waterfowl

resources . Critical habitat status of these areas should continue
and close cooperation with Native landowners be maintained to
ensure habitat protection.

"

Limitations on oil development activities In Bristol Bay would
assure the welfare of millions of waterfowl as well as many other
biological resources of the area.

17.

PORT HE IDEH WATERFOWL MANAGEMEHT

PLAI~

LOCATION

In Game Management Unit 9, lands fn the Port Heiden estuary, designated
critical habftat by AS 16.20.230.
~

IWCAGEMEMT

~

To provide an opportunity to hunt waterfowl under aesthetically pleasing
condf tfons.
SECONDARY IWIAGEMENT GOAL
To provide an oppgrtunfty to vfew, photograph and enjoy waterfowl.
~OF

MANAGEMENT GUIDELINES

1.

Hafnta1n waterfowl hunting seasons and bag lfmfts that reflect
c11111tfc clllldfttons.

2.

Obtain, maintain and improve public access to waterfowl areas.

3.

Encourage public vfewfng and photography of waterfowl and enhance
vfewfng facf11ties.

4.

Discourage human actfvftfes that disturb or harass waterfowl during
crftfcal nesting or mfgratfon periods.

5.

Enhance waterfowl habitat in high use areas to Increase utf lfzat1on
of habitat by waterfowl, and discourage land use practices that are
har11ful to waterfowl habf tat.

THE SPECIES
This area accOll!IOdates large nUIAbers of ducks, geese and swans during
the fall and lesser nllllbers of birds during other periods of the year.
Approximately 75,0DO sea ducks (scoters, elders, old-squaw and harlequin)
utilize the waters of the bay each spring and fall. Hore than 50,000
game ducks concentrate in the marshes in the fall. Peak duck numbers on
the area exceed 100,000. Probably over 25,000 emperor geese and over
25,000 total of snow, cackler, and white-fronted geese also use the
area.
Hunting pressure on the area is light. A few local residents and bfg
game hunters combfnfng hunts are the prf1111ry users. Hunter access to
the area is prfmarfly by aircraft, except for local residents who own
boats. Hunting pressure fn the near future is not expected to increase
to a point where excess ive harassment of birds f s experienced.
PROBLEMS
•

Planned Outer Continental Shelf (OCS) oil lease sales in Bristol
Bay would result fn drilling and tanker traffic that could have
devastating effects on waterfowl If accidental spills occur.
Federally funded OCS bird studies by the Department and the U.S.
Fish and Wildlife Service must be continued and close cooperation
between state and federal agencies must be mafntafned. The Department
advocates that no OCS or near shore oil development should occur in
Bristol Bay.
195

•

Native land withdrawals of uplands around the area could result In
lncOlllpatlble land uses occurring which would affect the waterfowl
resources. Critical habitat status of these areas should continue
and close cooperation with Native landowners be maintained to
ensure habitat protection.
Public hunting or access may be prevented on lands In private
ownership. This could result 1n concentrations of hunters on
retaalnlng areas. Public hunting and hunting access will be retained
over the largest possible area.

~

•

Limitations on oil develop111ent activities In Bristol Bay would
assure the welfare of millions of waterfowl as well as many other
biological resources of the area.
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18. PORT MOLLER WATERFOWL 11ANAGEMEIH PLAll
LOCATION

In Gan1e Planage.ent Unit 9, lands In the Port 11oller estuary, designated
critical habitat by AS 16.20.230.
~

MANAGEMENT GOAL

To provide an opportunity to hunt waterfowl under aesthetically pleasing
conditions.
SECONDARY MANAGEMENT !!QAh
To provide an opportunity to view, photograph and enjoy waterfowl.
~OF

MANAGEMENT GUIDELINES

1.

Maintain waterfowl hunting seasons and bag limits that reflect
climatic conditions.

2.

Obtain, maintain and Improve public access to waterfowl areas.

3.

Encourage public viewing and photography of waterfowl and enhance
viewing facfl I ties .

4.

Discourage hi.wnan activities that disturb or harass waterfowl during
critical nesting or •igration periods.

5.

Enhance waterfowl habitat in high use areas to increase uttl lzatlon
of habitat by waterfowl, and discourage land use practices that are
har.ful to waterfowl habitat.

THE SPECIES
This area acco111110dates very large numbers of ducks, geese and swans
during the fall and lesser numbers of birds during other periods of the
year. Few Canada or snow geese use the Port Holler area, but emperor
geese during spring and fall number over 100,000. Peak duck numbers are
probably over 500,000 (rnostly nongame species).
Hunting pressure on the area Is light. A few local residents are the
primary users. Hunter access to the area is primarily by boats. Hunting
pressure In the future may increase to a point where e•cessfve harassment
of birds is e•perienced ff the C011111unity of Nelson Lagoon achieves the
growth figures projected by some agencies.

*

Planned Outer Continental Shelf (OCS) oil lease sales in Bristol
Bay would result In drilling and tanker traffic that could have
devastating effects on waterfowl if accidental spills occur.
Federally funded OCS bird studies by the Department and the U.S.
Fish and Wildlife Service must be continued and close cooperation
between state and federal agencies 1111st be lllilintained. The Departinent
advocates that no OCS or near shore oil development should occur in
Bristol Bay.

*

Native land withdrawals of uplands around the area could result in
incompatible land uses occurring which lolOuld affect the waterfowl
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resources. Critical habitat status of these areas should continue
and close cooperation with Native landowners be maintained to
ensure habitat protection.
*

Public hunting or access may not be pennitted on lands under private
ownership. This could result in concentrations of hunters in
remaining areas. Public hunting and hunting access will be maintained
over the largest possible area.

IMPACTS

*

Limitations on oil developinent activities in Bristol Bay would
assure the welfare of millions of waterfowl as well as many other
biological resources of the area.
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19. IZEHBEK WATERFOWL f1At"'GE1\ENT PLAN
LOCATION
In Game Management Unit 9, the Intertidal areas of lzembek Lagoon Including
Moffet Lagoon and Applegate Cove.
PRIMARY HAMGEH£NT GOAL
To provide an opportunity to hunt waterfowl under aesthetically pleasing
conditions.
SECONDARY MANAGEMENT GOAL
To provide an opportunity to view, photograph and enjoy waterfowl.
~

OF HANAGEHENT GUIOELINES

1.

Halntain waterfowl hunting seasons and bag limits that reflect
climatfc condl tlons.

2.

Control waterfowl hunting seasons and bag limits, methods and means
of taking, and methods of hunter transport, if necessary, to distribute
hunting pressure or to minimize disturbance or harassment of waterfowl.

3.

Obtain, maintain and Improve public access ta waterfowl areas.

4.

Encourage public viewing and photography of waterfowl and enhance
viewing facilities .

5.

Discourage human activities that disturb or harass waterfowl during
critical nesting or migration periods.

6.

Enhance waterfowl habitat in high use areas to Increase ut111zaiton
of habitat by waterfowl, and discourage land use practices that are
han1ful to waterfowl habitat.

THE SPECIES

Each fall essentially the entire North American black brant population
(150,000 birds) and emperor goose population (150,000 geese) use the
area. Also, about 100,DOO lesser Canada geese and In some years onequarter of a million ducks are also found on the area. Whistling swans
numbering SOllM! 100 birds are permanent residents. intercha119ing between
Unimak Island and the southern portion of t he Alaska Peninsula. Spring
waterfowl use Is substantially less for brant and ducks . Eniperor geese,
elders and some game ducks overwinter on Izembek in mild years when
complete freeie-up does not occur. Total numbers of wintering birds
probably are less than 5,000. The lagoon Is used as a molting area
during September by Steller's elders which have traveled from North
Slope, Canadian and Russian nesting areas. Total numbers of Steller's
elders in Iiet11bek Lagoon probably exceed 100,000 birds. The world 'i
largest eel grass bed In the lagoon 1s critical to brant. Upland browse,
berries, eel grass and other foods are critical to other waterfowl. All
waterfowl which use the area, except black brant, are considered to be
fn excellent status. The brant population has decreased over 75,000
birds during the past 20 years and the population has failed to stabi lize .
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lzembek Lagoon fs the top goose harvest area fn Alaska. During the four
hunting seasons 1971-1974, an average of Z,630 geese (ZO percent of
state total) were taken there annually. The composition of the harvest
is estimated to be: Canada and emperor geese - 35 percent each and
black brant - 30 percent. The four year average nUl!lber of hunter days
on the area Is 735. Duck harvest averages 615 each year.
Although local residents at Cold Bay account for SOiie waterfowl harvest,
the majority of birds are taken by hunters frOll the Anchorage vf cfnf ty
and Kodiak. Several large groups annually charter aircraft for weekend
hunts in October. Visiting military personnel also account for substantial
harvest. Although hunting fs excellent fn September, most harvest
occurs In October when the birds are In better physical condition.
Hunter access is primarily walk-in from the roads to Outer Harker and
the Air Force radar site. Only a few other trails are available which
are suitable for standard vehicles. Limited use fs made of boats and
outboard motors on the lagoon partially due to the problem of operating
an outboard motor fn the eel grass. Growing numbers of hunters f n the
northeast end of Applegate Cove and fn the Outer Harker area appear to
be keeping the geese out of these areas to some degree. Although this
ls not adversely affecting the birds, hunting conditions at times become
crowded and success is lowered. The U. s. Fish and Wildlife Service has
closed an area around Grant Point, near the radar site, to hunting.
This fs designated as a viewing area and receives substantial use by
local and itinerant viewers. Other viewing and photography opportunities
are available along the road systems. The only factor keeping lzembek
lagoon from being Alaska's foremost waterfowl viewing area fs Its distance
from population centers.
~

•

Planned Outer Continental Shelf (OCS) oil lease sales In Bristol
Bay would result fn drilling and tanker traffic that could have
devastating effects on waterfowl if accidental spills occur.
Federally funded OCS bird studies by the Department and the U.S.
Fish and Wildlife Service must be continued and close cooperation
between state and federal agencies must be maintained. The Department
should advocate that no OCS or near shore oil development should
occur fn Bristol Bay.

•

Crowded hunting conditions and decreased hunter success are increasing
as the number of hunters using the area Increases. Lfmf ted access
and the fact that most people hunt In October cause hunter concentrations
fn a few areas, usually on weekends. Encouraging people to hunt fn
September would spread hunting effort. The U. s. Fish and Wildlife
Service should be encouraged to Improve at least one additional
access route to the lagoon. Hunting closures of some upland tundra
areas could possibly attract and hold geese near areas from which
geese are now displaced, thus encouraging field hunting and spatial
distribution of hunters.

•

The reduction fn the black brant population, although attributable
to factors operating In other areas of the species range, neverthelrss
would affect hunting opportunity in the Izembek area ff restrfctiOl'IS
on harvest are f~posed. Studies to better detennfne harvest and
crippling loss of brant at Izembek should be continued to enable a
better assessinent of such loss on the brant population.

•

If airboats are Introduced to the area as a method of hunter
transport, excessive disturbance to geese would result and many
birds would move out of the area and become unavailable to hunters.
Use of alrboats should be prohibited on the lagoon.

..

..
..
..

..

Bird concentrations may cause a temporary hazard for aircraft usfng
the Cold Bay airport. The State Oepartllll!nt of Aviation and the
Federal Aviation Administration will be encouraged to inanage the
airport and associated aircraft to minimize problems of flying
safety related to high seasonal concentrations of waterfowl .

Limitations on oil development activities In Bristol Bay would
assure the w.:::fare of millions of waterfowl as well as many other
blolaglcal resources of the area.
Efforts to reduce hunter crowding will result In a more esthetlc
hunting uperlence for most people and Increase hunting success.
Efforts to better Identify brant kill at lzembek will dictate the
need for harvest restrictions. Such restrictions would allow for a
population Increase, ff done In cooperation with other states,
Canada and Mexico.

An area critical to the world's population of black brant shall be
maintained for use by that population.

~RINE

MAMMALS IN SOUTHWESTERN ALASKA

Southwestern Altska coastal w.tters provide habitat for a number of marine
mannal species• Including harbor seals, sea lions, walrus, fur seals, sea
otters, whales, dolphins and porpoises. Although there are some specific
habitat preferences, the several species are generally widely distributed and
abundant, reflecting the high productivity of the Alaska coastal marine
environment. Several species affect and are affected by man's ut111zation of
marine fishery resources. Some species have at tinies supported substantial
connerclal or domestic human utilization. In the case of sea otters, populations
severely depleted by excessive exploitation have, under protective management,
recovered to inoderate and still · increasing levels. On the other hand , use of
harbor seals and sea lions had relatively minor Impacts on stock status;
populations of these species are near or have reached the carrying capacity
of the habitat. Since 1972, consumptive use of all marine iaannals has been
limited to Alask1n natives, and in the case of fur seals, the National
Harlne Fisheries Service, under a 110ratorl11111 on use established by the
Harlne Mammal Protection Act. Little use of iaarine manmals other than fur
seals now occurs In Southwestern Alaska.
Harbor Sea ls
Harbor seals are abundant In nearshore waters usually less than 30 fathoms 1n
depth. Unlike other species, harbor seals are at home In turbid water as
well as In cleer water. At tfmes they may lllOVe up rivers for considerable
distances . In excess of 160,000 seals are estimated to occur around the
Kodiak Archipelago, Alaska Peninsula and Aleutian Islands. Several of the
largest concentretlons of harbor sea ls In the world occur along the north
side or the Alaska Peninsula and at Tugldak Island.
Harbor seals are primarily fish eaters, although marine invertebrate species
are also taken. They compete with fishermen for certain species of sport and
coanerclally valuable fish . Depredation on gill-netted salmon has occurred,
most notably in the salmon fishery in Bristol Bay.
Population s1ze Is controlled pr1'1arfly by avaflabll ity of food. Predation
by killer whales and sharks accounts for some losses. Abandonment of pups is
relatively conman, particularly when seals In pupping areas are disturbed by
man. loss of pups also occurs due to iaalnutrltion or drowning. The presence
of pesticide and mercury accumulations in harbor seals has been demonstrated
but the effects of these contamainants are unknown.
Coastal residents have used harbor seals for food and clothing. During the
early to ~fd·1960's, te111porary high prices for seal skins effected a dramatic
increase in corrmercial harvests which subsequently tapered off as the value
of pelts declined. A substantial harvest of pups continued around Kodiak and
the north side of the Alaska Peninsula until 1972. Only limited use of harbor
seals by coastal natives has occurred since passage of the Harlne Ha11111al
Protection Act In 1972 .
Sea Lions
Sea lions are abundant along the Southwestern coast with at least lBS,000
ani1111ls known to be associated with over 150 different rookeries and haulingout sites. This area contains the largest rookeries in the world Including
Sugarloaf Island, Marmot Island, Ugamak Island, Akutan Island and Attu Island,
each of which may support 10,000 or more sea lions during the breeding
season. Rookeries and haul-out areas of lesser importance occur throughout
the area . Movements and Interchange of sea lions between these areas occurs
during the fall when iaany an llllils leave the breeding areas and move to winter
* A list of lllirine manmal species considered In these plans follows this
regional account.

feeding areas, and ag<1ln In the spring when they return to the breeding
rookeries . No changes In sea lion population size have been detected In
recent years and populations In Southwestern Alaska are probably near
the carrying capacity of their habitat.
Sea lion h1bltat can be found nearly anywhere along the coastline although
only traditional haul-out areas are used regularly. The best habitat
appears to be retn0te islands with extensive shallow water and rocky
bottoms productive of sea life. Clear waters are preferred with lllOSt
feeding occurring at depths less than 50 fatholns . Some animals are
found far offshore in association with foreign fishing fleets and Increasing
nllllbers utilize seasonal pack Ice In the southern Bering Sea. Since
they art prl1111rlly fish eaters, sea lions often concentrate In areas
where fish art abundant, such as large herring and pollock schooling
areas and spawning grounds, and salmon staging areas. Sea lions probably
travel long distances to follow and feed on their prey.
Little change hes occurred to sea lion habitat that has not been associated
with ..n. The 1111st significant hnpact has been 1111n's utilization of
food species vital to sea lions. Several of the species Important to
sea lions have become cllftf!Mlrcially valuable and are fished extensively
bath by United States and foreign fishing fleets. Some alteration of
habitat has resulted from the development of coastal cOt1111Unitles .
Continued development and pollution associated with exploration, extraction
and transportation of oil r1sources have the potential for serious
adverse l111pacts on sea lions.
Sea lion populations are limited by a variety of factors Including
availability of food, losses of pups due to adverse weather during
pupping and to abandonment, malnutrition, drowning, and losses to
predation by killer whales and sharks.
Historically, see lions were harvested by aboriginal natives for a
v1riety of uses Including 111eat, skin covering for boats , and ganaents.
Prior to passage of the Marine Ha11111l Act In 1972, coamerclal harvests
of sea lions were directed toward control of fisheries depredations and
use of pup skins for the foreign gannent trade.
Sea Otter
Between 88,000 and 131 , 000 sea otters , perhaps 90 percent of the world's
population, Inhabit Southwestern Alaska. Dense populations occur around
Afognak Island, Kujulik Bay, the Shumagin Islands, Sanak Island, the
Sandman Reefs, north of Unimak Island and the Alaska Peninsula and the
Andreanof, Delarof and Rat Islands. Smaller populations are found in
Kamishak Bay, the Fox and Krenltzln Islands. the Pribilof Islands and
the Near Islands.
Population In the Rat, Oelarof and western Andreanof Islands have reached
carrying capacity and are probably not contributing significantly to
repopulation of other areas . The population north of the Alaska Peninsula
and Unlmek Island is currently being lt•lted by periodic fonnatlon of
sea Ice. Only small numbers occur In the Pribilof Islands . All other
populations appear well established and are expanding their range into
unpopulated habitat.
Sea otters , limited to waters shallower than JO to 40 fathoms In their
foraging activities, exert a profound effect on many littoral species of
Invertebrates and possibly an certain species of bott0111 fish. sea
urchins and mollusks are preferred food and population size and structure
of these and other food species may be significantly altered by sea
otter feeding pressure. In some Southwestern Alaska sea otter populations ,
numbers of otters have reached or exceeded carrying capacity and many
hundreds of otters have died from starvation. Starvation may be the
primary natural mortality factor, particularly on subadults In late
winter. Predation 111ay account for some losses of sea otters. Although
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otters harbor several species of parasites found in other marine mammals,
mortality due to parasites ts not thought to be significant.
Heavy human exploitation, responsible for reducing sea otter populations
to small remnants during the period 1742 to 1911, was eliminated by the
fur Seal Treaty of 1911 and by subsequent federal and State management
regulations. Resultant recoveries of Alaskan sea otter populations
enabled numen>us transplants to be made to other historic Pacific sea
otter habitats within and outside of Alaska. Between 1962 and 1971
approximately 3,500 sea otters were removed from the area between Amchltka
and Adak Islands for experimental harvest, transplants and scientific
studies. Almost 600 of these were transplanted to other areas. In 1971
an estimated 1,000 or more sea otters were killed by a nuclear test at
Amchitka Island.
~

Portions of the Pacific walrus population Inhabit Bristol Bay and the waters
north of the Alaska Peninsula seasonally. Distribution of walrus In
winter ts stn>ngly Influenced by the distribution of sea lee. When sea
ice advances to Bristol Bay, a portion of the walrus population moves to
the area north of Port Heiden and Port Holler. Jn years of extreme sea
tee coverage, walrus may be found as far south as Unimak Island. In
spring most of the walrus move northward with the retreating Ice pack.
In some years 80 to 100 may haul out on Alllak Island for a brief period.
Over 10,000, mostly bulls, remain In northern Bristol Bay througout the
summer spending llllch of their time hauled out on Round Island.
Prior to passage of the Marine Mammal Protection Act of 1972, State
regulations prohibited the taking of walrus south of Cape Newenham and
the Walrus Islands were designated as a State game sanctuary. After
1972 federal laws permitted the taking of walrus In these areas by
Natives. In order to reduce disturbance, State regulations required a
permit for access to Round Island and adjacent waters. In 1976 walrus
management authority was returned to the State and hunting by all individuals
was again prohibited south of Cape Newenham.
~

The Pribilof Islands are the breeding ground for approximately 1.3
million northern fur seals. This species rarely occurs near shore in
other areas. Vast offshore areas north and south of the Alaska Peninsula
and eastern Aleutian Islands serve as feeding areas. Eastern Aleutian
passes are major migration routes. Management authority for fur seals
is under the National Marine fisheries Service. The population was
greatly reduced by commercial hunting but has fully recovered since
signing of the Fur Seal Treaty in 1911. A regulated annual harvest ts
taken each year.
Whales Dolphins and Porpoises
Hore than twenty species of whales may occur in waters off Alaska,
varying In abundance from conrnon to rare. Some species such as the blue
and Se! whales extend only Into the north Pacific, others including the
gray, minke, fin, humpback, and killer whales occur in the Chukchi and
Bering Seas as well as In the Gulf of Alaska. Some species move far
south in winter and occur off Alaska only in summer, while others remain
in Arctic waters year-round. The Belukha whale occurs only in small
numbers south of the Bering Sea. Similarly, the bowhead whale Is found
primarily In Chukchi and Bering Sea waters, and the Narwhal ts an Arctic
Ocean res 1dent.
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A nUlllber of the larger whales now under complete protection were over·
exploited by whalers during the 19th and.early 20th centuries. The
black right whale has shown slight Increases since It was driven alniost
ta ext1net1on. The bollllead, gray, blue and h1J111PbaCk whales have remained
stable or shown slight increases In populations since they were afforded
cOlllplete protection. Camnercial utilization continues on several
species with no apparent detrimental effects. Among these, the spena
whale is the most Important Industry species. Sel and fin whdles are
valuable baleen whales. Some domestic use of whales occurs along Alaska's
coast. Alaskan natives annually take from 1 ta 37 bowheads, and In some
years 1111y take from 1 to 3 gray whales. Belukha whales are an important
source of mukluk, ail, and meat far residents of the Bering Sea and
Arctic Ocean coasts. Only a few Belugas are harvested in Bristol Bay.
Because 11111st species of whales feed on plankton, krill or ocean fishes
not currently of interest to aan, few conflicts with 1111n occur. Beluga
whales feed on several species of fish utilized by 111an and their predation
on sallllOn smolt In particular 11111y Impact significantly on depressed salmon
populations In some areas such as In Bristol Bay. Killer whales are known
to take salmon and herring and thus compete directly with flshennen. In addition
killer whales damage fishing gear and Interfere with long line fisheries.
Pacific whltestded dolphins Dall porpoises and harbor porpoises occur fn
Alaskan waters; the latter two are abundant in inshore waters during
winter. These 111111111als feed on several species of C011111ercfally valuable fish
such as herring, cod, flounder, and sardines. Porpoises are sometimes
caught accidentally In fishermen's nets. Approxl11111tely 20,000 Dall porpoises
are lost each year to the Japanese high seas salmon gfllnet fishery.
Whales, dolphins and porpoises In Alaska are protected by one or -ore
federal laws and by international treaties and laws. These Include the
Merine Hanmal Protection Act of 1972, the Endangered Species Act of
1973, the International Whaling Convention signed In 1946, and the
International Convention of Trade In Endangered Species of Wild Fauna
and Flora.

•

The probleni of environ11ental contaailnants and their adverse l111Pacts
on the marine ecosystem is a major one for all species of marine
ma111111ls and ts certain to grow more critical as resource developsient
progresses in the north. Of most i11111edf ate concern Is the threat
posed by pollution resulting from the exploitation, extraction and
transportation of oil and natural gas. Marine mammal populations
may be seriously Impacted by reduction of primary productivity of
marine food webs, by direct losses of invertebrate and vertebrate
food species, by direct ingestion of toxic chemicals and by loss of
fnsulative quality of fur. Other contaminants have entered the
northern marine ecosystem primarily from sources outside of Alaska.
Significant accumulations of several pesticide residues and of
inercury have been detected in several species of marine ~all'llla ls ,
although the effects of these contaminants on marine ma11111c1ls or on
hU1141ns who consUllle them are unknown. All resource development and
utilization with the potential for contamination of the marine
ecosystem must be carefully regulated to ~tnfmlze Introduction of
pollutants and consequent effects an marine food systems . Use of
pesticides and industrial waste processing In Alaska similarly must
be closely controlled.

•

Several species of marine mantnals compete with man for fisheries
resources. To date, such competition has taken the fonn of depredations
on netted ffsh or has resulted In the destruction of sone fishing
gear. Conflicts between fishermen and 111arlne 1111nials are likely to
Increase as hulaan utilization of fisheries Intensifies . Reduction
of fish stocks Is certain to tqiact populations of marine ma1191als
which are approaching or have achieved carrying capacity levels.

Development of new or expanded fisheries will affect some species
not now Impacted. The reverse is also true. Levels of human
utilization of fisheries may be limited by intensive use of ffsh
stocks by marine manmals. Since affected species of marine mammals
are lfmfted to shallow waters in their foraging activities, much
potential conflict may be eliminated by zoning certain co11111ercial
fishing actlvitie5 to deeper waters. In some situations, conflicts
may necessitate reduction of some marine mammal populations In
specified areas.

*

Human activity including movement of people, operation of equipment
or harassment by low-flying aircraft can result In desertion of traditional
hau1Tout areas. Of particular importance is disturbance during critical
pupping periods which can result In abandonment of pups. Areas of
Importance to marine mammals for hauling out or pupping need to be Identified
by regulations which will minimize disturbance by humans.

•

The Marine Mammal Protection Act of 1972 established a moratorium
on all consumptive use of marine manmals except for traditional
oses by Alaskan Natives. It also removed management authority for
marine mammals from the State of Alaska. The Act In effect eliminated
some rational, beneficial human uses of marine mammals. Marine
ma1T111als have the capability to support significant, beneficial,
sustained use. All species utilized by United States Nationals and
managed by the State of Alaska prior to 1972 existed as healthy,
productive stocks. In April of 1976 walrus management was returned
to the State. This sets an important precedent for the return of
other marine mammals to State management. The State should continue
to presi for return of management authority for those species which
it has the capability to manage.

LIST OF MARINE MAfotlAL SPECIES IN SOUTHWESTERN ALASKA

Conmon Name

Scfenti fie Name

Seals

Harbor Seal
Northern Fur Seal
Ribbon Seal

Phoca vi.tutiria
CaZZorhinuB urBinus
Phoca faBciata

Whales

Belukha Whale
Blue Whale
Bowhead Wha 1e
Finback Whale
Gray Whale
Humpback Whale
Killer Whale
Hinke Whale
Pacific Blackfish (Pacific
Pilot Whale)
Se! Whale
Sperm Whale

DelphinapteruB leucas
Balaenoptera muaculus
Balaena myBticetue
Balaenoptera physaluB
EschrichtiuB gibboBus
Megaptcra novaeangliae
OrcinuB orca
Balaenoptcra acutoroBtrata

Oa 11 Porpo1 se
Harbor Porpoise
Pacific Whitesfded Dolphin

Phocoenoides dalli
Phocoena phocoona
Lagenorhyr1Chus obliquidens

Paci fie Walrus
Sea Otter
Steller Sea Lion

Odolumus ro8171arus
Enhydra Zutris
Eumet opias jubata

Porpoises

Other Harl ne
Harmia ls
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Globicephala melaena
Balacnoptera borealis
Physeter catodon

3. BRISTOL BAY WALRUS f1ANAGEMENT PLAN
~

Those portions of Ga. Management Units 9 and 17 In Bristol Bay.
PRIMARY MANAGEMENT GOAL
To provide an opportunity to view, photograph and enjoy walrus.
SECONDARY MANAGEMENT GOAL
To provide an opportunity for scientific and educational study of walrus.
EXAMPLES Qf. MANAGEMENT GU IDELINES
1.

Perpetuate the use of hauling grounds by walrus on the Walrus
Islands.

2.

Prohibit walrus hunting In Game Hanagement Units 9 and 17.

J.

Regulate numbers, mt!ans of transport and activtttes of visitors to
Round Island.

4.

Encourage scientific and educational studies of walrus that are
compatible wfth protection of the hauling grounds and wfth public
viewing opportunities.

5.

Disallow develop11ents not compatible wt th primary management objectives
or tlMlt would substantially alter the wilderness nature of the area
on Round Island.

THE SPECIES
A portion of the north Pactftc walrus population uses this area when
seasonal pack tee extends tnto Bristol Bay. Jn an average year several
thousand walrus may occur tn the northern portion of Bristol Bay with
smaller groups as far south as Port Heiden. Jn periods of more extreme
sea fee formation walrus may occur as far south as Unimak Island. Most
of the walrus remain offshore, although small numbers may occur at
various points along the north side of the Alaska Peninsula . Up to 100
may briefly haul out on Amak Island as the Ice retreats in spring.
lt>st of the walrus population moves north with the retreating fee pack,
but several thousand males remain In Bristol Bay using Round Island tn
the Walrus Islands State Game Sanctuary as a hauling area . Round Island
has attracted world wide fa11e as a place to photograph and view walru s.
Walrus concentrations vary fro~ day to day as animals leave the Island
to f-ed and return. NIJlll>ers vary ff'Olll less than 1,000 to ~ore than
8,000 individuals . Anlinals hauling out on the Island are primarily
inales. Females are uncOlllllOn. Walrus are present frOll the time the ice
departs In late Hay until freeze up.
Hfstorlc•lly walrus were harvested in Bristol Bay for food and other
domestic uses. Following a period of many years when walrus hunting wa ~
prohibited in the area, the Marine Mannal Protection Act of 1972 removed
restrictions on harvest by Eskimos, Indians and Aleuts. Harvests of
walrus since lg72 were primarily to obtain Ivory for sale. Little ivory
was carved and ll'Ost ivory was sold illegally as raw ivory . Ivory carving,
an art fonn which was dormant in this region for many years, has only

recently been revived. ln April 1976 walrus 111ana9ement authority was
returned to the State of Alaska and walrus hunting fn Game Hlnagement
Unfts 9 and 17 by any individual was again prohfblted.
The primary use of walrus In the area has been for vlewln9 and phOtography
on Round Island. As the nuraber of visitors to the area Increased the
Deptrtment Initiated access restrictions to Round Island and surrounding
waters. Transportation to the Island 1s primarily by boat. Floatequipped or aiaphlblous aircraft can land when sea conditions allow.
Close, low flights over the Island are not allowed as these disturb
restin9 wt 1rus.

•

Excessive human disturbance can place undue stress on walrus and
cause abandonment of haulln9 areas. Public access to Round Island
should continue to be restricted and regulated by a permit system.
The permit would Impose restrictions to prevent activities that
would be detrfmental to the walrus population. The Department
should station personnel on the Island to regulate the permit
system and prevent Illegal harvesting of animals.

•

Activities associated with oil and gas exploration, extraction,
transportatfon, refinement and other Industrial actfvltles may
result fn dfrect mortality of walrus or alter walrus habftat. The
Department should identify areas of critical walrus habitat and
areas of high recreational opportunity and should encourage studies
of the habitat requirements of walrus and elements In thefr food
chlfn . The Department should encourage regulation of Industrial
activities to minimize Impact on walrus and on walrus viewing
opportunities.

•

The opportunity to view and photograph walrus at close range In an
undisturbed wilderness setting will be preserved.

•

The opportunity to legally harvest walrus and the limited fncDllll!
from the harvest in the area would be lost. Since a major part of
the recent harvest was conducted Illegally In the restricted area
around Round Island and much of the Income came from Illegal sale
of raw Ivory, this i111pact on legal use would be minor.

•
•
•

Illegal harvest would be reduced In the vicinity of Round Island •
Income to local residents for transportation services to Round
Island should fncrease and more than offset loss of Income from
hunting.
As public deinand to visit the area Increases, penalts would regulate
nUll!tM!rs of persons present at any one tfme and would restrict h1111an
use to certain areas of the Island.
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4.

IUAMNA LAKE HARBOR SEAL MANf\GEMEtlT PLAN

~

Illainna Lake In Ga111e Hanagement Unit 9.
MANAGEMENT l!.Q&
To provide an opportunity to view, photograph and enjoy harbor seals.
~

Qf.. MANAGEMENT GUIDELINES

l.

Prohibit hunting for harbor seals In Illamna lake.

2.

Discourage h111111n activity that alght cause abandon111ent of hauling
and feeding areas.

3.

Encourage consideration of the food requirements of I lia.na harbor
seals In fisheries management.

THE SPECIES
Iliilllla Lake supports one of the few populations of fresh water seals ln
the world. Seals enter other lakes in Alaska seasonally, but only the
Iliamna population re11111fns In fresh water throughout the year. There
appears to be Interchange with the Bristol Bay seal population through
the Kvfchak River. The degree of Interchange Is unknown but appears
sufficient to consider lllamna seals a subpopulation rather than a
population by Itself. Data about nurnbf!rs of seals in the lake are
limited. During the late l960's the population numbered approximately
300 seals. In 1975 ft was estimated at less than 100. The reduction
was probably due to a series of severe winters which greatly reduced the
lfaited areas of suitable winter habitat.
No harvest data specific to llfalllla Lake are available. Seal hunting by
all persons was legal there until passage of the Marine Ma..al Protection
Act of 1972. Since then, only taking by Eskimos, Indians and Aleuts has
been peniiftted. In the past, small n11111bers have been taken for recreational
and domestic purposes. As lllaana Lake has increased In popularity as a
recreational area, the demand for viewing seals has Increased. Support
for preserving this subpopulation has grown as more people have becocae
aware of Its unique nature and the seal population has declined.

*

The Marine Ma11111al Protection Act of 1972 pennlts Eskimos, Indians,
and Aleuts to harvest 11artne lllilrr.41s without restriction on numbers
or season of take. The Act does not pennft the federal government
to restrict native take but would permit the Alaska Board of Game
to pass such restriction if management authority were returned to
the State of Alaska. The Oeparbnent should continue to press for
return of seal management authority and reinstate regulations
controlling the take of seals by all individuals.

*

Little is known about the nU111bers, degree of Interchange with other
areas, or habitat requlreiaents of seals using llia1111a Lake. The
Deparbnent should encourage studies of the lllamna Lake seal population.

Z09

•

Harvest of seals on tliamna Lake would no longer be allowed •

•

Viewing and photographic opportunities should remain si~ilar to
those in the past, unless disturbance or habitat changes beyond the
Department's control take place.
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6e. SOUTHWESTERH ALASKA SEA OTIER MANAGEMENT PLAll

Alaska coastal waters in Game Managet1ent Units 8, 9, and 10 except
Katmai National Mon~nt .
PRIMARY MAHAGOONT GOAL
To provide an opportunity to view, photograph and enjoy sea otters .
SECONDARY MAHAGEMENT GOAL
To provide for an optimum harvest of sea otters.
EXAMPLES OF MANAGEMENT GUIDELINES
1.

Allow sea otters to repopulate all of their former range.

2.

Protect sea otter populations frDlll adverse effects of resource
development activity.

3.

Encourage increased participation in viewing and photographing sea
otters.

4.

Encourage scientific and educational studies of sea otters and
their role In 111arfne c011111Unitfes.

5.

Where sea otter populations are high they 11ay be harvested under
strictly controlled conditions.

THE SPECIES
Southwestern Alaska contains a large percentage of the sea otter's
fonner range. When white men arrived in the 1740's sea otters were
distributed along most of the Southwestern coasts. There was probably
interchange between areas throughout the range although broad deep
waters between islands may have provided partial barriers to movements.
C0111111!rcfal hunting between 1742 and 1911 eliminated the sea otter from
parts of the range and greatly reduced numbers fn all other areas. In
1911 only small scattered groups of otters were left. A number of these
colonies persisted and grew. Suspected locations of surviving groups
include Augustine Island, the Barren Islands, Shuyak Islands, the Trinity
Island, Sutwfck Island, Sfmeonof Island, the Sandman Reefs, Savak Island,
northern Unfmak Island, Tigalda Island, Sanalga Island and several
locations in the Andreanof, Delarof and Rat Islands.
Some of these nucleus populations have increased to the tens of thousands,
and expanded their range into adjacent unpopulated areas and in some
cases merged with other populations. Other populations have barely
bec!Mlle established. At the present time sea otters occupy all but a few
small areas of their fonner range. Although densities in 111any areas
have reached carrying capacity and thousands starve annually, there are
large areas where densities are still well below carrying capac i ty .
Some dense populations are contributing to the repopulation of adjacent
areas while others are not.

The following Is a sunmary of the present status of sea otters in various
parts of the region.
Ka~ishak Bay - estimated population 1,000, increasing and expanding Its
range southwestward along Katina! coast.

Kodiak Archipelago - estimated population 4,000 to 6,000, near carrying
capacity around the Barren, Shuyak and northern Afognak Islands, lesser
concentrations around the Trinity and Chirikof Islands . Increasing and
expanding range around southern Afognak and northern Kodiak Islands.
Southern Alaska Peninsula - estimated population 8,000 to 10,000, near
carrying capacity between Chignik and Amber Bays, Increasing rapidly and
expanding range both northeastward and southwestward.
Sht111agln Islands - estimated population 8,000 to 10,000, near carrying
capacity In southern islands, rapidly expanding to adjacent mainland
coast.
Sanak Island and Sandman Reefs - estimated population 6,000 to 10,000,
near carrying capacity around Sanak Island and vicinity of Chern! Island,
expanding to mainland coast and merging with Shumagin population.
North Unimak-Alaska Peninsula - estimated population 5,000 to 10,000,
high densities north of Unimak Island and lzembek Lagoon. By 1970
expanded range to Port Heiden. Range and nun1bers were reduced by extreme
sea ice conditions in early lg7o's. Hay expand to Krenitfzin Islands in
future.
Pribilof Islands - estl11ated population less than 25, seven transplanted
In 1959 and 55 In 1968; possibly some l11111lgration frOll Bristol Bay.
Future of population uncertain.
Fox and Krenitzin Islands - estf1111ted population 600 to 1,200, four
established and growing concentrations, population far below carrying
capacity.
Islands of Four Mountains - no known population.
Andreanof Islands - estimated population 32,000 to 40,000, near carrying
capacity around all islands west of Atka Pass. rapid eastward expansion
along Atku Island and well established populations on Amlla and Sergeran
Islands.
Oelarof Islands - Estimated population 6,000 to B,000, near carrying
capacity, not contributing to repopulation of any other area.
Rat Islands - estimated population 17,000 to 24,000, near carrying
capacity, some animals may be emigrating from Klska to Near Islands but
most of the population not contributing to repopulatlon of any area.
Near Islands - estimated population 500, established but well below
carrying capacity.
After 1911 federal laws prohibited the taking of sea otters except by
EskllllOS, Indians and Aleuts using aboriginal means. A ~11 but unknown
ntJ1ber were taken under these laws and a few more were taken for scientific
purposes and transplants. In 1959 manageaient authority passed to the
State and all public harvest was prohibited. Between 1962 and 1971 a
total of l ,9Z7 were removed fl"Olll .a.chlth Island, 606 from Tranaga
Island, 318 from Kanaga Island, 494 from Adak Island and 144 frOl!I the
Oelarof Islands for experimental harvests, transplants and scientific
studies. In 1971 an estimated 1,000 to 1,350 were killed ot Alllchitka
Island by a nuclear test. Small numbers were illegally taken or accidentally
caught In crab fishing gear.

The Harfne Ha11111al Protection Act of 1972 returned management authority
to the federal government and removed all restrictions on the taking of
marine manmals by Natives. No known harvest other than small numbers of
accidental and illegal kills has occurred since 1972, however Native
corporations have considered the possibility of starting a sea otter
hunting Industry.

While .any areas in the region provide excellent opportunities for
viewing and photographing sea otters, most of the area is Inaccessible
to the general public. Public viewing has been a significant use fn a
few areas such as Sweeper Cove and Finger Bay at Adak and portions of
,_.,chftka Island when the Atomic Energy Conmisslon was active there.
Viewing opportunities should also increase as sea otters N!populate
range near towns. This should occur tn the Chiniak Bay area of Kodiak
in the next few years and small numbers can already be seen near Sand
Point, Cold Bay, Resurrection Bay, Nlkolskf and Atka. COll'merctal flshl!nnen,
and to a lesser degrl!!! recreational boaters, are able to visit inuch of
the sea otter range. Many Individuals throughout the world who wfll
never see a sea otter derive satisfaction from the knowledge that a
species that almost became extinct because of man's activities now
Inhabits most of Its former range fn large numbers.

Activities associated with ofl and gas exploration, extraction,
transportation, refinement and other fndustrfal activities may
result in direct mortality of sea otters or alter sea otter habitat.
Several scheduled Outer Continental Shelf oil and gas lease areas
are situated near populations that are restricted In range or
expanding into areas of low sea otter density . The Departllll!nt
should identify areas of critical sea otter habitat and areas of
high recreatf0t1al opportunity, and should encourage studies of the
habitat require11e11ts of sea otters and ele«ients In their food
chain. The Oeparbnent should request regulation of Industrial
activities to mfnfmfze Impact on sea otters and on sea otter viewing
opportunities.

•

Public access to sea otter concentrations is limited. Host viewing
actfvftfes will be concentrated fn areas of low sea otter density
near towns connnected to the road system. The Department should
promote public awareness of sea otter viewing opportunities In more
reinote areas.

•

The Marine Mammal Protection Act of 1972 permits Eskimos, Indians
and Aleuts to harvest marine marmials without restriction on numbers
or season of take. Native corporatfons have considered starting a
sea otter hunting Industry. The Act does not pennit the federal
government to restrict Native take but would pennft the Alaska
Board of Gallle to pass such restrictions ff manal}e!lll!nt authority
were returned to the State of Alaska. The Oepart.ent should
continue to press for return of sea otter management authority and
reinstate regulations controlling the take of sea otters by all
fndfvfdual s.

•

Sea otters are capable of altering the abundance and age structure
of certain conmerclally valuable Invertebrates . This 111c1y lead to
c001petftlon wfth man for a limited resource . If such conflicts
occur, the Departlllent should encourage studies of the total Impact
of sea otters and should present several management options and the
consequences of such options to the public.

•

Harvesting of sea otters could slow the rate of repopulatlon of
fonner habitat and fn some areas could reduce viewing and photography
opportunities. The Department should limit harvesting actfvftfes
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to sea otter populations that have completely recovered from exploitation
and are not contributing sfgniffcantly to the repopulation of any
other area. Harvest activities should be zoned In tl-e and space
to reduce conflicts with viewing and photography.

•

Sea otters are vulnerable to modern hunting 111ethods . F1!91Ales tend
to concentrate in 1110re protected and accessible areas . The Oepartlllent
should maintain strict control of all harvest activities and carefully
regulate numbers and precise locations of harvest.

•

Present populations should continue to expand until all areas of
former sea otter habitat support aboriginal densities. Juvenile
mortality will increase as food becomes 11mlting but will be partially
offset In areas where extensive harvests are conducted.

*

Viewing and photography opportunities should increase as areas near
population centers are repopulated.

•

Predation by sea otters should alter the numbers and age structure
of some species of Invertebrates, particularly sea urchins, crabs,
and mollusks. There may be an Increase in size of kelp beds as
grazers are removed.

7A. SOUTHERN ALASKA HARBOR SEAL MANAGEMENT PLAN
LOCATION

Alaska coastal waters In Game Management Units 1-10 and 14-17 except
Glacier Bay and JCatiAat National Monuments, and the Juneau, Resurrection
Bay, Kachellak Bay and lltaaina Lake Harbor Seal Management Plan areas.
~

MAHAGEMENT

m_

To provide for an optimum harvest of harbor seals.
SECONDARY MANAGEMENT GOALS
To provide the greatest opportunity to participate In hunting harbor
seals.
To provide an opportunity to view, photograph and enjoy harbor seals.
EXAHPLES .Q£. MANAGEMENT GUIDELINES
1.

Allow harvesting for recreational and conmerctal purposes.

2.

Collllll!rctal hunting may be regulated through
to minimize conflicts with other uses.

3.

Maintain the harbor seal population at an opti111111 ltvel .

4.

Encourage public participation In viewing and photographing harbor
seals .

5.

Protect harbor seals from adverse effects of resource developt11ent,
except where severe conflicts with fisheries warrant ~nipulatlon
of seal numbers in local areas.

tt~e

and space zoning

THE SPECIES
Land breeding harbor seals are conmon along the entire coast from Dixon
Entrance to the southern Bering Sea. During periods when seasonal pack
ice occurs in the southern Bering Sea they Intermingle with ice breeding
harbor seals but are genetically Isolated by differences In breeding
season.
Along rocky coasts seals tend to be scattered, although up to 300 might
be seen hauled out In certain prime areas. Larger concentrations frequently
occur in glacial fjords, estuaries or near extensive shallow areas where
thousands may haul out on glacial ice or sandy beaches at one time .
Exa~ples of such haul-out areas are Icy Bay, Glacier Bay, the Copper
River, Tugtdak Island, Port Moller and Port Heiden. Seals frequently
ascend 11ajor rivers where seasonal concentrations of food species occur.
It ts dffftcult to accurately assess seal numbers since an unknown and
highly variable percentage of the population is in the water at any
given time . A conservative estimate based on aerial surveys and harvest
records Is 270,000 In Alaskan waters. The population as a whole appears
to have been near carrying capacity for many years, and no major population
changes have been doctlllll!nted. However, densities have been reduced by
man In a few areas. An extensive predator control progra~ greatly
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reduced seal numbers In the Copper River in the 1950's. Connercial
harvesting in the ~id 1960's reduced densities in portions of Southeastern
and Southcentral Alaska , Kodiak Island and Bristol Bay. When hunting
pressure diminished in the late lg60's seal numbers increased and are
again near carrying capacity in most areas.
There Is no documented evidence that human activities are Influencing
seal nU111bers at the present time, although ll~lted effects 11ay occur
near towns or areas of concentrated Industrial activity. Increasing
fishing pressure on bottom fish, projected Outer Continental Shelf oil
and gas development and other industrial activities Increase the potential
for significant l11tP&cts on seal numbers In the future.
Seals have always been used by coastal residents for domestic purposes
Including clothing and food. Some were taken in conjunction with fisheries
conflicts and a bounty was paid for seal .scalps for many years . Small
numbers were used for ca.iiercial garments and souvenirs and for trap
bait. In 1963 Alaskan seal skins entered the European fur riarket. High
prices were paid for raw seal skins, stimulating a great deal of interest
in harvesting the animals. The estimated yearly harvest In Alaskan
waters climbed from about 6,000 to 10,000 harbor seals prior to 1963, to
over 50,000 seals In 1965. The market price of seal hides then dropped,
resulting In a significant decline In hunting pressure. The seal harvest
in 1966 dropped to 25,000-30,000 and continued to decline each year
thereafter. By the late 1960's the annual harvest In the area was 8,000
to 12,000 seals. Pelt prices again rose to a relatively high level in
the early 1970's, but this failed to stllaulate a significant increase in
harvest. This 11111y have been due to the fact that many potential coaaerclal
seal hunters had learned that successful c011111erclal seal hunting requires
skill, effort and in some cases a significant cash outlay.
After 1966 hunting pressure was considerably below what the population
could support. No significant harvest occurred over vast areas of
southern Alaska. Heavy hunting pressure, prhnarily directed at pups,
was limited to a few areas of high seal density. The harvest was controlled
by manlpulating seasons and, when necessary, closing areas by field
announcewient.
The Marine Hanmal Protection Act of 1972 ("'1PA) effectively te~inated
commercial hunting. While Eskimos, Indians and Aleuts were allowed to
harvest seals without restriction on numbers or season, they could not
sell them to fur dealers. Nonnatives were prohibited from taking seals
for any purpose. The lnltlal effect of the ,..PA was to reduce the
harvest of seals to a very low level. Several native groups have discussed
organizing a seal harvesting Industry. This creates the potential for a
greatly increased harvest and perhaps overharvest In some areas .
Viewing and photography of seals has increased in recent years. Seal
behavior is such that few individuals deliberately seek this species for
observation relative to some other marlne mammals; however, the presence
of undisturbed seals contributes significantly to the enjoyment of many
individuals engaged in other pursuits. Seals have become accustomed to
h11111ans in Glacier Bay Natlonal Honument and are readily observed and
photographed there .

•

Activities associated with oil and gas exploration, extraction,
transportation, refinement and other industrial activities may
result in direct mortality of seals or alter seal habitat. Refined
and crude petroleum, heavy metal and pesticide pollution may kill
seals directly, particularly pups. Additionally It inay cause
reproductive failure or affect seals indirectly through the food
chain. Excessive disturbance can cause abandonment of hauling

areas . Several scheduled Outer Continental Shelf oil and gas lease
areas are situated near major seal hauling and feeding areas. The
Department should identify areas of critical seal habitat and areas
of high recreational opportunity and should encourage studies of
the habitat requirements of seals and elements In their food chain.
The Depart111ent should request regulation of Industrial activities
to •fnimiZI! i•cts on seals.

*

Foreign fishing fleets 1111y CIJlllM!te with seals for certain fish
stocks . Excessive fishing may lower seal carrying capacity. The
Department should encourage population studies of major seal food
species and request that those stocks be managed to maintain the
seal population.

*

Seals are vulnerable to overharvest In localized areas . Harvesting
activities can disrupt certain seal activities causing higher
1110rtality or interfering with viewing and photography opportunities .
The Department should regulate harvesting activities through tf11e
and space zoning to minimize adverse Impacts on seals and on viewing
and photography opportunities.

*

Public access to seal concentrations is limited. Most viewing
activities will be concentrated fn areas of low seal density near
towns connected to the road syste111s. The Department should promote
public awareness of seal viewing opportunities In 110re reJIOte
areas .

*

The Marine Ha11111al Protection Act of 1972 permits Eskimos, Indians
and Aleuts to harvest marine manmals without restriction on numbers
or season or take. The Act does not permit the federal government
to restrict native take but would permit the Alaska Board of Game
to pass such restrictions If manageinent authority were returned to
the State of Alaska . The Act also restricts coaoerclal uses by all
individuals, which results in loss of revenue and fnefffcfent use
of harvested ani111als . The Act has made ft Impossible to effectively
resolve fisheries conflicts. The Department should continue to
press for return of seal management authority and reinstate regulations
controlling the take of seals by all Individuals.

*

Conflicts with d011estfc fishing activities may develop in localized
areas when seals damage fishing ~ar or fish caught in the gear.
The OepartJRent 111ay allow Intensive harvesting of seals fn specific
areas where signi f icant conflicts have been clearly demonstrated.

*

An industry associated with the harvest of seals, processing of
hides, and iaanufacture and sale of seal skin products would be
reestablished, providing income to a substantial number of Ind i viduals .
Waste of connercially valuable parts of seals would be reduced.

*

Portions of the seal population could be reduced to a level somewhat
below carrying capacity. This could result In Increased productivity
and survival of young .

*

Individual s of all races would be able to harvest seals for recreation
and personal use .

*

Localized confl icts with fisheries could be minimized without
wasting a valuable resource or endangering the population .

*

The potential for excessive unregulated harvest would be removed.
Viewing and photographic opportunities would be preserved .
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7a. !\LASKA SEA LION

PWIAGE~'fNT

PLAN

LOCATION
Alaska cCMst1l waters in Gallle Manage11e11t Units 1-10, 15, 18, and 22
except Glacier Bay and Kabnal National Honullll!nts, and the Juneau, Resurrection
Bay, and Chlnlak Bay Sea Lion Management Plan areas.
~MANAGEMENT ~

To provide for an optilllUlll harvest of sea lions.
SECONDARY HAHAGEMENT GOAL
To provide an opportunity to view, photograph and enJoy sea lions.
EXAMPLES Qf. MANAGEMENT GU IDEUNES
1.

Allow a harvest of s1a lions for comnercial and d0111estlc purposes.

2.

Maintain the sea lion population at an opti11U111 level.

3.

Higher harvest may be allowed in localized areas In response to
specific conflicts with fisheries.

4.

Connerctal harvest may be regulated through tinie and space zoning
to minimize conflicts with viewing and photography.

5.

Protect sea lions fl'Olll adverse effects of resource development activity.

THE SPECIES
The Alaska population of Steller or northern sea lions ts estimated to exceed
200,000. Approximately 10,000 occur in the Southeastern Region, 19,000 In the
Southcentral Region, and 185,000 In the Southwestern Region. An unknown nUlllber
range Into the seasonal pack Ice of the Bering Sea. These estt111ates are based
prlinartly on counts of animals on hauling grounds and rookeries. A large
part of the sea 11on population is hauled out at any given time although
many may be at sea. Reproductively active animals concentrate at rookeries
in surrrner for pupping and breeding. These rookeries are usually large,
often containing oYer 10,000 animals, and tend to be on remote Islands exposed
to the open sea. Limited pupping and breeding activity occurs at some
hauling areas. Hauling areas are primarily used by reproductively
inactive anilllils In SU11111er and by all anl11111ls in winter.
Use of rookeries and hauling areas varies seasonally. Some, particularly
those In more protected waters, may be used only In winter, others are
used all ye1r, although the numbers of sea lions hauling out may vary seasonally.
Some areas may be used only rarely, perhaps only when food specfes concentrate
In the vicinity. Significant shifts In concentrations of animals in the water
also occur. These aiovements are poorly understood but probably are related to
the distribution of faod species. Hovement between areas appears COi.an.
Shifts between areas may give the appearance of overall population
changes, however surveys over the last 20 years indicate no major change
In population size or In distribution of sea lions other than an increase
In numbers on the high sees associated with foreign fishing fleets. The
population eppears to be near carrying capacity In all parts of its
range. Natural 1110rtallty, particularly of pups and subadults, appears
to be the main population r~ulatory 111echanlsm although lowered productivity

has been sugg•sted. Harvest of pups may have exerted a slight Influence
on sea lion numbers In localized areas of the Kodiak Archipelago between
1963 and 1972, but no change has been observed.
No known habitat changes significant to sea lions have occurred. The
present population probably exceeds the level at the time white man
arrived, since hlstorlcol evidence Indicated that aboriginal hunting
•intafned the see 1Ion population at a reduced level .
At present the Influence of human octlvites is probably minor. However,
projected increases In activities related to the oil, logging and other
industries, projected growth of coastal coamunities, and the current
high levels of forefgh fishing for sea lion food species Increase the
chances that sea lions will be affected In the future.
Sea lion populations In Alaska have been subjected to hunting pressure of
varying Intensities for many centuries. Remains of sea lions In middens
Indicate the co1st1l dwelling natives utilized the resource to a high degree.
Historical records indicate that hunting pressure prior to the early 1900's
was so intensive that the sea lion populations in much of Alaska were reduced
to low levels. Hunting pressure apparently declined sometime after the turn
of the 19th century, because natives were no longer dependent upon them for
subsistence and white man turned to more economically attractive materials.
As a result sea lions greatly increased In numbers.
In more recent times sea lions have been hunted for a variety of reasons .
Prior to passage of the ~rlne Hanmal Protection Act of 1972 (HHPA)
fishermen annually killed an unknown but relatively small number of sea
lions In the course of domestic co.nercial fishing operations. A small
nUMber (probably less than 100) were taken for crab or shrimp bait. In
1959 a total of 630 were taken from several areas of Ga11e Management
Units 8 and 9 in a study of potential com11erclal uses of sea lions.
Between 1963 and 1972 harvests of pups for pelts were conducted at
several rookeries In Game Managetnent Units 8, 9 and 10. The total
harvest Included 14,180 frOll Mannot Island; 16,753 from Sugarloaf Island;
8,632 fro. Akut1n Island; 638 frOll Atkins Island; 574 fro11 Round Island;
3,773 fr011 Uga111ak Island and 628 froai Jude Island.
The lfflA removed all restrictions on harvest of marine manmals by Eskimos,
Indians and Aleuts but prohibited all others from taking them. This
effectively stopped the cOlmlercial harvest, however, an undetenn1ned
number have been taken either legally or illegally In the course of
domestic fishing operations. Incidental harvest in conjunction with
foreign fishing fleets appears to have increased in recent years . Some
estimates place the annual take at over 10,000. Pennits were issued for
the taking of a few hundred sea lions for scientific purposes.
Viewing and photography of sea lions has increased In recent years .
Recreational boaters and f!shennen often visit hauling areas near coastal
communities and a smell number of tourists and professional photographers travel
to more remote rookeries each year. A few Individuals derive a portion of their
annual incoaie guiding and transporting photographers seeking sea lion.
Experience prior to 1972 demonstrated that c1111111erclal harvest and viewing
of sea lions c~n be cOllJ)ltible 1f properly regulated.

Activities associated with oil and gas exploration, extraction,
transportation, refinement and other industria l activities 111ay
alter sea lion habitat or result in direct mortality of sea lions,
especially small pups. Refined and crude petroleum, heavy ~etal
and pesticide pollution may kill sea lions directly, particularly
pups. Additionally it may cause reproductive failure or affect sea
lions indirectly through the food chain. Excessive disturbance can
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cause abandonment of rookeries and hauling areas. Several scheduled
Outer Continental Shel f oi l and gas lease areas are situated near
major rookeries and hauling areas. The Department should identify
areas of critical sea lion habitat, and should encourage studies of
the habitat requirements of sea lions and elements in their food
chain. The Department should requeH regulation of industrial
activities to minimize Impacts on sea lions.

•

Foreign fishing fleets may compete with sea lions for certain fish stocks •
Excessive fishing may lower sea lion carrying capacity. The Department
should encourage population studies of major sea lion food species and
request that these stocks be managed to maintain the sea lion population.

•

Sea lions are vulnerable to overharvest In localized areas. Harvesting
activities can disrupt certain sea lion activities causing higher
mortality or Interfering with viewing and photography opportunities.
The Department should regulate harvesting activities through time
and space zoning to minimize adverse impacts on sea lions and on
viewing and photography opportunities.

•

Publi c access to sea li gn concentrations is limited. ~ost
activities will be concentrated in areas of lower sea lion
towns conntcted to the road system. The Department should
awareness of sea lion viewing opportunities in more remote

viewing
density near
promote public
areas.

The Harfne Manmel Protection Act of lg72 permits Eskimos, Indians
and Aleuts to harvest marine mammals without restriction on numbers
or season of take. The Act does not permit the federal government
to restrict native take but would permit the Alaska Board of Game
to pass i uch restrictions If management authority were returned to
the State of Alaska. The Act also restricts commercial uses by all
individuals, wh1ch results in loss of revenue and inefficient use
of harvested animals. It has made It impossible to effectively
resolve f isheries conflicts. The Department should continue to
press for return of sea lion management authority and reinstate
regulations controlling the take of sea lions by all individuals.
Conflicts with domestic fishing activities may develop in localized
areas when 5ea lions damage fishing gear or fish caught in the
gear. The Department roay allow liberal harvesting of sea lions in
spe~ 1f1 c areas where ' ignfficant conflicts have been clearly de1110nstrated.
*

Dlsturban~ e can cause abandonment of hauling areas by sea lions. This
could be particularly ir portant around rookeries during the pupping and
breeding seasons. Human visitation or activities on or near rookeries
should be controlled to mtnimize di $turbance during critical periods.

*

If sufficient interest in commercial harvest of sea lions develops,
portions of the sea lion population could be reduced to a level
somewhat below carrying capacity. This could result in increased
productivity and survival of young.

*

Establishment of a sea lion harvesting industry will create economic
opportunities for coastal residents.

*

localized conflicts with fisheries can be minimized without wasting
a valuable resource or endangering the sea lion population.

*

Sea lion viewing opportunities will be preserved.

uo
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CHINIAK BAY SEA LION f1.'INAGE!'1£NT PLAfi

~

That portion of Game 11anagement Unit B In Chlnf ak Bay between Spruce
Cape and Cape Chlnfak.
MANAGEMENT GOAL

To provide an opportunity to view, photograph and enjoy sea lions.
~

QE MANAGEMENT GUIDELINES

1.

Prohibit hunting for sea lions In Chlnlak Bay.

2.

Limit human activity that might cause abandonment of the Long
Island and Cape Chlnlak hauling areas.

3.

Encourage consideration of the food requfretnents of sea lions In
fisheries 111anagement In Chlnlak Bay.

lNE SPECIES
Chlnfak Bay fs used by several thousand sea lions throughout the year.
There are two hauling areas. Up to 75 rnay be hauled out at Long Island
and 775 at Cape Chlnlak. Little lnfor111atlon on seasonal move111ents
exists but there Is probably regular Interchange between Chlnlak Bay and
other sea lion concentrations in the area, such as Hannot Island. No
Information fs available on historic changes In sea lion occurrence In
the bay, however, the population as a whole appears to have rernalned
near carrying capacity In recent years.
HIM\an activities have not had any apparent effect on sea lion numbers In
Chlnlak Bay. Human development In the vicinity of the town of kodlak
may have altered sOMe sea lion habitat; however, the regular occurrance
of sea lions around Long Island suggests that such Impacts have been
•lnor. Proposed onshore facilities associated with Outer Continental
Shelf oil and gas developMent could Influence sea lion use of Chlnlak
Bay In the future.
little lnfo!'lllOtlon Is available on harvest of sea lions In Chlnlak Bay.
Small numbers may have been taken for doinestlc purposes, bait or animal
food, or In response to fisheries conflicts. No c0A11erclal harvest was
ever conducted In Chlnlak Bay, but a total of 14,180 pups were COlllllerclally
harvested from nearby Hannot Island between 1963 and 1972.
The long Island and Cape Chfnfak hauling areas are accessible to recreational
boaters from Kodiak and provide gOOd viewing and photographic opportunities.
As the human population of Kodiak grows In response to Outer Continental
Shelf actlvltle~. the demand for such opportunities wlll Increase.

•

Activities associated with oil and gas exploration, extraction,
transportation, refinement and other Industrial activities may
alter sea lion habitat or result In direct mortality of sea lions,
especially sinall pups. Refined and crude petroleum, heavy metal
and pesticide pollution inay kill sea lions directly, particularly
pups. Additionally ft may cause reproductive failure or affect sea

lions Indirectly through their food chain. Excessive disturbance
can cause abandonment of rookeries and hauling areas. The Deparblent
should Identify areas of critical sea lion habitat and areas of
high recreational value and should encourage studies of the habitat
requirements of sea lions and elements In their food chain. The
Department should request regulation of Industrial activities to
~lnl•fze Impact on sea lions and on sea lion viewing opportunities.

*

Foreign fishing fleets may compete with sea lions for certain fish
stocks. Excessive fishing may lower habitat carrying capacity for
sea lions. The Department should encourage population studies of
major sea lion food species and request that these stocks be managed
In a manner that will maintain the sea lion population.

*

The Marine Hanmal Protection Act of 1972 pel"llllts Eskimos, Indians
and Aleuts to harvest 1111rlne mal!'lllals without restriction on numbers
or season of take. The Act does not peT'll!lt tlH! Federal government
to restrict native take but would pel"llllt the Alaska Board of Game
to pass such restrictions If iaanagement authority were returned to
the State of Alaska. The Department should continue to press for
return of sea lion inanagenient authority and reinstate regulations
controlling the take of sea lions by all Individuals.
Disturbance can cause abandOllllll!nt of hauling areas by sea lions.
This could be particularly t~ortant on rookeries during the
pupping and breeding seasons. Human visitation or activities on or
near rookeries should be controlled to •lnl~lze disturbance during
critical periods.

*

The proposed manageinent would have no significant Impact on the sea
lion population as a whole or on the allowable harvest of sea lions
outside of Chlnlak Bay .

*

Opportunities for viewing and photography should remain similar to
those In the past, unless disturbance or habitat changes beyond the
Department's control take place.
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UNCLASSIFIED GAME Ill SOUTHWESTERN ALASKA
LAND AND SHORE BIRDS
Alaska, despite its large sfze, has a comparitively limited variety of
birds as a result of the rather unffonn character of the habitats occurring
In the state. Only 325 species have been recognized as occurring fn
Alaska. About half of the total are waterbirds, a relatively high
proportion In c0111parfson to most other states and fndfcatfve of the
extent and Importance of marine and freshwater habitats. About 170
species are landblrds, roughly divisible Into groups inhabiting tundra,
interior forest and coastal forest habitats . less than one-fourth of
the species occurring In Alaska are pennanent residents of the state.
The majority of species are new-world fonns which migrate to Alaska to
breed. Jn addition a few old-world species breed fn Alaska and about a
dozen species ~!grate to or through, but do not breed In the state .
Southwestern Alaska consists of a vegetatlonal mosaic of bird habitats
composed of markedly different plant comunltles with abrupt trans ltfons
Into neighboring types. The Alaska Peninsula and the Aleutians are
particularly distinctive for It Is here that the rich, moist, spruce·
hemlock and spruce-birch forests of Southcentral and Southeastern Alaska
end . The generally low elevation of the Aleutian Range on the Alaska
Peninsula pennf ts an Intrusion of plant species which attract some
associated birds typical of Interior Alaska, but the base of the Peninsula
remains an abrupt transition area In bird distribution . Many abundant
"llalnland" species, particularly the saaller passerlnes, extend their
range only a short distance onto the Peninsula. Although the Interior
portion of the region shares many species with Southcentral and even
Southeastern Alaska , the Alaska Peninsula has relatively few species In
cOA1110n and also supports few distinctive nongame bird species of Its
own.
As with the rest of coastal Alaska, bird species diversity and abundance
show dramatic Increases during the spring and fall migration periods;
many waterbirds heading for the Kuskokwfm and Yukon River Deltas traverse
Southwestern Alaska. Of the esthnated 60 nongame bird species that
occur in Southwestern Alaska, about 40 are suaaer residents and 20 are
present year-round. The diverse wetlands habitat on the Alaska Peninsula
Is used heavily by breeding shorebirds, especially greater yellowlegs,
least sandpipers and semfpal1111ted plovers. Winter residents of the
Peninsula that do not venture Inland are mainly waterbfr~s such as
oystercatchers and rock sandpipers. Magpies, gray jays, crossbllls,
pine grosbeaks, chickadees and woodpeckers are fairly cannon In the Lake
Clark region In winter but are rare south of Lake Illamna. Species
COlllllon In winter to both the Peninsula and the Interior of Southwestern
Alaska are limited to snow buntings, two species of redpolls, ravens ,
dippers and northern shrikes.
Human uses of nongame birds In Southwestern Alaska are l rmlted, partly
because the human population Is sparse, and because the nost avid bird
viewers and photographers generally come from distant urban areas .
There are no large Comllnfties In Southwestern Alaska. Local residents
derive considerable enjoyment from the presence of nonga11e birds.
~

The Aleutians, Prfbllofs, Senfdls, and other Island groups together with
the long coastline of mainland Southwestern Alaska support seabird
populations of greater variety and abundance than any location of comparable
area In North Allerlca. Approximately 40 species of seabirds representing
the families DI0111edeldae, Procellarfldae, Hydrobatldae , Phalacrocoracfdae,

'·
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Stercorarlldae, Larldae, and Alcldae occur as breeding residents, seasonal
residents, or ~!grants fn Southwestern Alaska during the course of a
year. Representatives of six of the seven families breed fn the region;
the exception, Dfomedeldae, including the rare short•talled albatross,
suarner in Alaskan waters but breed on islands fn the mid-Pacific.
The Aleutians harbor eno~us colonies of COlllllOn and thlck-btlled murres,
tufted and horned puffins, and pelagic connorants, Thf s area Is the
prtmary breeding ground for two species of kitttwakes, Pacific fulmars,
and red-faced cormorants. Eight spectes of auklets and ~rrelets occur
In the Aleutians with five species limited to or reaching their greatest
abundance In this area.
The Pacific side of the Alaska Peninsula IM!rbors seabird colonies along
Its entire extent. A colony on Aghlyak Island in the Semldl group
contains approximately l,DDD,DOO murres, kltttwakes, and fulmars. The
Barren Islands, midway between the tip of the Kenai Peninsula and the
Kodiak Archipelago, support an estimated 500,DOO breeding seabirds
annually.
Although much of the north side of the Alaska Peninsula Is not generally
suitable for nesting seabirds, rookeries are present on Amak and Unimak
Islands and Cape Senfavtn. The cliffs of Cape Newenham, with major
colonies of inurres, kittiwakes, puffins and conaorants, ts one of the
largest rookeries In the North Pacific and Bering Sea region . Other
large rookeries are present on the nearby Walrus Islands.
The rugged coasts and numerous Islands and Islets of Southwestern Alaska
provide a variety of nesting habitats. Most seabirds are colonial
nesters, with colony size apparently related to Inaccessibility of the
site. Steep cliffs and isolated islets devoid of ina11111alfan predators
generally support the largest and lllOSt conspicuous colonies . Colony
size and location may also be a function of the distance that adults
have to forage . Species that are pelagic feeders generally have larger
colonies and place their eggs In burrows or crevices. Inshore foragers
have smaller and more ubiquitous colonies In more exposed sites. Cllffnestlng species include the cormorants, kittiwakes, glaucous-winged
gulls, fulmars, guillemots, and some alcfds. Petrels, puffins, and some
murrelets and auklets nest fn burrows on relatively open terrain or In
crevices or fissures on cllff faces. Conman murres generally nest on
clfff ledges but also form colonies on exposed ground on Islands.
Seabirds can be grouped into two broad categories, pelagic (offshore)
and nerltfc (nearshore), depending on the distance from land they forage .
Both groups feed primarily on animal foods, especially small fish,
crustaceans, and mollusks.
Seabird species diversity ts maintained by variations in food preferences,
nesting habitat require11ents, tf~ing of breeding seasons, and foraging
zones at sea. Most pelagtc and some nerltlc species feed on organisms
near or at the water surface. Other nerltlc species may forage at the
sea floor. Gulls, petrels, and fulinars are also scavengers. Some gulls
and particularly Jaegers spectaltze in robbing other species of their
prey, and are also predators on eggs and nestlings of other seabirds .
Albatrosses, mast procellarlds, stoT111 petrels, and alcids are typically
pelagic feeders. Co~rants, jaegers, some petrels, and the larlds
concentrate In the nearshore envlronaient.
~

Raptors* whfch occur in Southwestern Alaska Include the bald and golden
eagles, osprey, rough-legged and red-tailed hawks, 111arsh hawk, goshawk,
A list of raptor species considered in these plans follows this
regional account.
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sharpshlnned hawk, gyrfalcon, peregrine falcon, merlin, kestrel, and the
great horned, snowy, hawk, short-eared and boreal owls. Goshawks and
sh1rpshlnned hawks are not widely distributed in this region. The
Steller's and white-tailed sea eagles have been recorded In this reg ion
but are rare visitors. The diurnal birds of prey are principally
s1111111er residents with the exception of the gyrfalcon and goshawk. The
owls of Southwestern Alaska are resident except for the short-eared owl
and, in SOl!le years, the snowy owl. Hlgratloo times vary alnOng species
and seasonal weather patterns, but SUDIJM!r residents generally arrive In
the region in April and leave In early fall .
Resident raptor populations appear to be at moderate densities, although
marked fluctuations In abundance occur over time. These variations are
thought to occur In response to changes In prey abundance. Although
comparative data fl'Olll earlier periods are not available, general observations
suggest that In the aid lg7o•s migratory species were at moderate levels
of abundance. Breeding populations of bald eagles, peregrine falcons,
and ospreys, endangered or threatened In eastern and southern Horth
America, do not appear seriously low at this time in Southwestern Alaska.
The Aleutian Islands provide one of the highest concentrations of peregrine
falcons In North America.
Host habitat types in Southwestern Alaska are used by raptors during the
breeding season. As a group, raptors range widely in hunting activity,
using a combination of vegetation types as foraging habitat during the
nesting season. Nevertheless, the various species display marked preferences
for particular types of nesting sites . Ospreys and bald eagles select
lowland forests along river or lake systetns as nesting habitat although
SOile eagles nest on sea cliffs and rock outcrops on the Alaska Peninsula
and Aleutian Islands. Golden eagles, gyrfalcons and rough-legged hawks
prefer to nest on cliffs . Other buteos, accipters, 111erlins, kestrels
and owls, except for the short-eared owl, are principally tree-nesters,
and are found throughout forested areas. Of these species, goshawks
display a 11arked preference for hardwood stands, lthile kestrels utilize
cavities in trees as nest sites. The peregrine falcon is c0111110nly
associated with sea bird colonies tn this region and can be found
nesting on adjacent cliffs. The marsh hawk and short-eared owl are the
only consistent ground-nesters In the region. Both of these species
select open areas for nesting, but unlike marsh hawks, nesting shorteared owls occur In tundra and forested habitats. Except for gyrfalcons
which re111aln in alpine areas throughout the year, resident raptors range
widely over all major habitat types during the winter In search of food.
The minor human-caused habitat changes that have occurred to date In the
Southwestern Region have not significantly influenced raptor abundance.
Raptors do not have high reproductive potentials and, like many other
predators, exist at relatively low densities. Given adequate nesting
conditions, raptor abundance hinges primarily on the abundance and
condition of the prey populations. The diet of raptors In Southwestern
Alaska varies seasonally and enc0111P4sses a wide array of species of
~lrds, manrnals, fish and insects . The abundance and distribution of
these prey species are important, and diseases or hannful chemical
residues carried by these species are of prime concern. Many of the
coamon diseases carried by dOllleStic fowl and by wild galllnaceous birds
are known to be transmissible to raptors. Pesticide residues have been
cited as the primary factor responsible for declines In peregrine falcon
llll!lbers not only In Alaska but throughout the world. Because little
work has been done with migratory raptor species in Alaska other than
Peregrines, ft ts not certain whether toxic chemical residues have seriously
depressed populations of these species. Findings presently available Indicate
that residues are not significantly affecting resident populations.
Observation, photography and enrichment of wilderness experiences are
recognized by the Department as the primary uses of raptors. However,
the taking of a limited number of goshawks, gyrfalcons and kestrels under a
tightly regulated falconry pennft system is compatible with nonconsumptive
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uses. The number of persons Interested fn raptors for falconry purposes
has been low fn the past, and has Included Alaska residents, nonresidents,
and aliens. There has been a slight Increase In Interest during the last
five years. The number of pennlts Issued In 1974 was less than 30, but the
dei;iand for birds to be used for falconry Is expected to Increase.
SHALL IWflALS

About 18 species of small maJTmals••• are found In Southwestern Alaska.
The house 1110use and rat are both Introduced species associated with
h1111an habitations. Of the Indigenous species, the cannon and dusky
shrew, bro!KI lemnfng, red-backed and tundra voles and the meadow jumping
ta0use are distributed throughout the 111alnland portion of this region ,
Of these species only the tundra vole fs found on Kodiak Island. Five
additional species of shrews are found In this region but are very
ll•lted In distribution. The Unalaska shrew Is found only on Unalaska
Island; the Pribilof Island shrew Is found only on the Pribilof Islands;
the tundra shrew occurs In the drainages of Bristol Bay; the pygl!IY shrew
Is knolKI only from the upper drainages of the Nushagak River; and the
northern water shrew 11 known only from the vicinity of Lake lllamna.
Three species of lenmfngs inhabit 111ainland Southwestern Alaska: the brown,
northern bog and collared lemnfngs. The brown leamtng occurs in all mainland
areas of the region. The collared lernnlng Is found on the Alaskan Peninsula
and lower basin of Bristol Bay while the northern bog lenming ts found in
the upper drainages of Bristol Bay north of Lake Iliamna. Their distributions
overlap little In this regfO!I. A fourth species, the black-footed lt11111ing,
Is found only nn St. George Island of the Pribilof group.
Other small ma11111als Include the little brown bat, the only bat occurring
In this region, the meadow vole, found only in the Nushagak River
drainage, and the collared pfka, found In suitable alpine habitat In the
southern extension of the Alaska Range.
Habitat requirements are as varied as the nulllber of species found In
this group. Species such as the pfka, which requires higher altitude
rock and talu1 slopes, or the northern bog lemnlng, which ts limited to
wet tundra and sphagnum bogs are rather narrow in their habitat requirements.
Others such as the c0111110n shrew or 111eadow JU111Plng 11Duse are adapted to a
variety of habitats 1uch as 111arshy, grassy, or forested areas.
Due to the high reproductive capacity of .any of these species, the 111afn
factor limiting numbers Is the availability of food. Voles and lt!ftlnlngs
In particular are noted for rhythmic fluctuations in numbers, generally
with 3 to 4 years between peaks. Slow-growing vegetation In alpine or
tundra habitats is rapidly e~hausted by dense mlcrotine populations,
resulting In population •crashes" or .ovecnents.
Small ma11111al s are an extremely f111POrtant source of food for many terrestrial
and avian predators. Host carnivorous furbearers utilize rodents for
food and when populations of these Slllall ina11111clls are high they fonw a
significant part of the s111111M?r diet of foxes, wolves, and bears. Avian
predators such as Jaegers and many raptors utilize rodents.

*

....

Many migratory bird species are exposed to contamination by then.teal
pollutants, especially Insecticides and herbicides. Such compounds taay
seriously affects populations either. by causing direct mortality or by
lowering reproductive success. Decreased populations of peregrine
A list of small maimial species considered In these plans follows this
regional account.
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ons resulting from chemical residues found outside Alaska are we•,
blrvillented. While other Alaskan raptors, seabirds, and other nongame
cheiia 1Pttles do not currently appear to be seriously affected by
fut~•I residues, 111igrant species may experience declines In the
ll•tteci Use of pesticides and other potentially h41111ful COfllPOUnds is
Clllat
In Alaska at this time. Strict measures should be taken to
roJ the future use of such chemicals within the state.

~troJfU!R.related conta111lnants may adversely Impact seabirds In
lo~tliliestern Alaskll .

Oil spills In marine 111ters could cause large

a 5 ts of shearwaters, fulmars, kittiwakes, and a variety of gulls

c~ atclds. Pollutants entering certain lagoons and estuaries at
da tlcal seasons could have catastrophic consequences. Baseline
c ta on coastal seabird habitat and colony location, size. and
.~sltfon are required to Interpret population fluctuations and
~1<: f1111>l icatfons of oil Impacts.

~Uss1ans and AIRericans introduced foxes to at least 77 Aleutian
slands, and open range fur fan11lng was practiced until the early
1940's. Foxes persist on many of these Islands, and they, along
"'b1th introduced rats, have reduced the population of ground-nesting
lrds. The u. S. Department of Interior has removed foxes from
soine islands as part of a recovery plan for the Aleutian Canada
90ose.

COlll!lert:iil fishing Is an unknown entity In 111arlne ecology with
Potentially adverse consequences for seabirds. SOme seabirds prey
on cOlllllll!rclally valuable stocks, and coinpetltlon between seabirds
and comnercial fishermen may become Intense . Excessive exploitation
by foreign fishing fleets may have reduced the range of at least
one se.blrd species, the ancient murrelet . Japanese gitlnet fisheries
have directly caused seabird losses as high as 10,000 birds per day
as a result of the birds being entangled in nets. local seabird
populations cannot sustain such losses indefinitely. The 200-mlle
foreign fishery limit recently passed by Congress should substantially
reduce seabird loss, especially during the breeding season.
Seabirds are susceptible to disturbances that cause nest abandolllM!nt
or egg loss. HonconsU111Ptive use of seabirds will continue to
Increase, leading to a corresponding increase fn disturbance.
Reduced reproductive success and a chronic decline fn colony sizes ,
especially near urban centers, may result unless measures are taken
to protect habitat and to control nUl!lbers and activities of hulnans.

*

t
'

Critical nesting habitat must be preserved ff raptor populations
are to be maintained in the future. Disturbances at nest sites
during critical stages of the nesting seasons such as the egg
laying, Incubation, and early brooding pllases, have probably been
the major cause of direct, ht1111an·induced reproductive failure.
Therefore, protection of raptor nesting habitat must Include the
following: 1) physical preservation of the nest sites; 2} preservation
of the general nesting areas including feeding habitat; and 3}
protection of the nesting areas from excessive human disturbance.
The extremely high value placed on the endangered peregrine falcon
and on gyrfalcons by falconers and collectors around the world
creates Incenti ve for f11egal traffic In these birds. Laws and
regulations must be stringently enforced to anfnfmlze Illegal use of
raptors. Falconry ls a leglmate and sporting method of hunting,
and its practice poses no threat to the raptor resource when decisions
regarding the number of raptors to be used annually for this purpose
are based on the sustained yield principle.

,\
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LIST OF RAPTOR SPECIES IN SOUTHWESTERN AlASkA

Scfentf(fc Name
Eagles

Bald Eagle
Golden Eagle

Osprey
Hawks

Gosha1tk

Sharpshlnned Hawk
Redtalled Hawk
Rough- legged Hawk
Marstt. Ha1tk
Falcons

Owls

lkdicu.tua leucocsphalua
Aquila chryl144tos
Pandian lialia•tua

Gyrfalcon
Peregrine Falcon
Herlfn (Pigeon Hawk)
Great Horned Owl
Snowy Owl
Hawk Owl
Great Gray Owl
long-earect Owl
Short-eared Owl
Boreal Owl

Accipittr ge11tiUs
Accipi ter 11t?"Uitus
Buteo iatflair:e1111ua

811.teo Zagopus
Cil'CIUI cyaneus

Falco 1'14Bti.colua
Falco percgri,,.,s
Falco coZUfP!baz.ius
&bo 11iivinianua
Nyct4a •candiaea
Surnia 1<l1<kr
Stz-i:r: Mbulo11a
Asio ot1<11
Asia /"t<JMJ.us
Ae9oliue funen1<e

LIST OF SHALL foMKllALS IN SOllTH11£ST£RN

COlll!IOn Name

Shrews

Bats
Pikas

Rodents

COlllllOn Shrew
Dusky Shrew
Py9A1Y Shrew
lf ttle Brown Bat

ALASKA

Scientific Name

Sorez

ci"'1NU8

Sore.r obscun.e

Hicrosore:z: hoyi
ff:1otu

liu::i/'ugus

Plka
Oclrotona coZZaz.is

Collared leimting

Bog Lemiing

Brown Leming
Red-backed Vole
Headow Vole
Tundra Vole
Alaska Vole
House House
Headow JU111pfng House
Rat
Porcupine
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Dicrostony.r groenZatiaiCIUI

Sy114pt""'!le boN1aUa
Lenr.:,,, triniuerona tue
Cla tJrrioncnrys ruti lie
Nicrotua pennsy l11anici.a
Nicrot..s oacono""'8
Nicrot"" nriurus
14.s 1'11.tacu l1<11
?.ap"UB lllidaoniue

Ratt,,,. norvcgieus
Erethi:icn doreat11:1

1A. ALASKA RAPTOR 11AHAGEl-1EIH Pl.AH
l:flf.filQ!
The enttr• state of Alaska.
~MANAGEMENT ~

To provide an opportunity to vle.1, photograph and enjoy raptors.
SECONDARY MANAGEMEKT GOAL

To provide an opportunity for scientific and educational study of raptors.
EXAMPt.ES QE MANAGEMENT GUIDELINES

1.

Protect raptor populations frOll unnatural disturbance and harasSll!ent .

Z.

Discourage resource utilization that 111ay adversely l1111><1ct raptor
nesting, roosting and feeding areas.

3.

Develop public appreciation of raptor l111POrtance ln the ecosysteta.

4.

Encourage viewing and photography of raptors.

5.

Pr0110te scientific studies of raptors.

6.

Provide for limited utilization of selected raptor species for
falconry.

TIIE SPECIES

About ZZ species of hawks, falcons, eagles and owls occur regularly
within the state. Detailed population data for raptors are lacking.
Accurate censuses of raptors are difficult because of the secretive
behavior of many species, and the wide distribution bl.It low density of
lllOSt species.
International concern has resulted from the worldwide decline of the
endangered peregrine falcon. Alaska and northern Canada provide the
last •~tensive nesting populations of peregrines In Horth Allerica.
Population estimates for Alaska range from 115 to more than 300 nesting
pairs. However, 11111ch of the potential nesting habitat has not been
surveyed and the population may be even larger.
Kestrels, 1111rsh hawks and short·eared owls are seasonal ly among the 1110st
abundant raptors. Conspicuous species such as rough·leggtd and Swalnson's
~ks, and great·horned owls are probably 110st cOlllllOllly observed. Southcentral
Alaska supports the greatest variety of species due to the diversity of
habitats presen! In the region.
llhlle raptor habitat throughout Alaska has remained re latively stable,
populations have fluctuated annually , largely In response to other
environaiental factors. local habitat changes have occurred In areas of
urban development, agriculture, or transportation corridors and have, In
addition to disturbance associated with human activity In such areas,
reduced local raptor populations, particularly nesting populations.
Viewing, photography and enrlchllent of wilderness experience are significant,
but u11111easurable uses of the raptor resource . With Increased human
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population growth in Alaska these uses will Increase. Use of raptors for
falconry has not been a COIMIOn practice In Alaska, although a few individuals
do practice the sport. Alaskan peregrine falcons and gyrfalcons have
been taken for use by falconers in other parts of the world; however,
with protection under the Endangered Species Act and the Migratory Bird
Treaty Act, protection or closely controlled utilization of raptors in
Ala1ka was effected. Currently, use of goshawks ts allowed under the
tenns of a penntt. At least one species of raptor. the snowy owl. is
utilized for domestic consumption by residents of Northwestern and
Arctic Alaska.
~

Disturbances at nest sites during critical stages of the nesting
season 'uch as egg laying, incubation and early brooding stages,
have probably been the major cause of direct. human Induced reproductive
failure. In view of increased human activity throughout the state,
critical habitat, particularly that associated with nesting raptors,
lllUSt be preserved ff raptor populations are to be maintained in the
future . Identification of i111J>Ortant raptor habitats and quantitative
population Information are required for meaningful management
decisions. Multi-agency collaboration would be the most effective
approach.
Of special concern ts the acc111111latfon of pesticide residues in
raptors and their prey. Although pesticides are used to a very
limited e~tent In Alaska, raptors are subjected to contaiatnation
from contaialnated prey that migrates into Alaska and from contaminated
prey consumed in southern wintering areas. Over a period of time
these residues concentrate within raptor tissues and eventually
reach levels sufficient to reduce reproductive success. Decrease
In eggshell thickness, a s)'llllltcai of such contamination, has been
documented for peregrine falcons nesting in Arctic Alaska. National
and International efforts to reduce environinental burdens of Implicated
chemical contaatnants 11111s t be encouraged.

•

lndlscrl~tnate shooting of raptors occurs near human population
centers. Public attitudes toward raptors 11111st be !~proved by
Increasing public awareness of the value of raptors.

~

Increased interest In raptors by nonconsumptlve users may necessitate
strict controls governing the season, duration and types of activities
during periods of use. This 111ay be especially true when phi>tography
or viewing of nesting raptors ts Involved.
Falconry will continue to be allowed on selected species under
provisions of a closely controlled pennlt program. The delineation
or 111anagement of critical habitat for raptors may alter managment
of other wildlife species and restrict or Inhibit resource develop111e11t
In selected areas.
Critical nesting habitat will be protected through specific land
classification procedures.
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--la • ALASKA BALD EAGLE FIANAGEHENT PLAN
~T!Off

Entire state of Alaska .
f!lllAAY MANAGEMENT !!QM.
To provide an opportunfty to view, photograph and enjoy bald eagles.
SECOICDARY Ho\MAGEllEHT !!Q!!!:.
To provide an opportunity for sclentltlc and educational study of bald
eagles.
EXNff'l.ES QE KAllAGEMENT GUIDELINES
1.

Encourage public awareness of bald eagle ecology.

2.

Dfscourage resource utilization that may adversely Impact bald
eagle nestfng, roosting and feeding areas .

3.

Protect bald eagles from unnatural disturbance and harassment.

4.

Identify areas best suited for viewing, photography and scientific
studY of eagles and encourage their wise use.

5.

Discourage viewing and photography during critical nesting periods.

THE SPECIES
The highly productive coastal zone areas of Southeastern Alaska, the
Gulf of Alaska, and the southwestern coast to the Aleutian Islands
support the largest populations of bald eagles in Horth America. Eagles
are also found along major Inland drainages of Western and Southcentral
Alaska, although not In the densities present In coastal areas. Numbers
of eagles within the state vary seasonally. Stam1er populations exceed
50,000 birds, but ~lgratlons reduce the total substantially by winter.
Spawning cycles of several fish, prhnarlly salmon and herring, cause
spectacular concentrations of eagles In some coastal strealllS and spawning
grounds. Noteworthy concentration areas Include the lower drainages of
the Chflkat and Stlkine rivers, and coastal shorelines near Klawock and
Craig.
Kestlng pairs are distributed throughout the species' range. Surveys In
Southeastern Alaska have revealed at least 1,709 eagle nests with less
than SO percent of the habitat surveyed. Additional nesting concentrations
occur In Prince William Sound, the Kodiak Archipelago and along some
Aleutian Island sea cliff habi tat .
In the p.1St, persecution of eagles by COl!lllerclal ffshennen ~s predicated
on the belief that eagles had s igni ficant adverse impacts on the salmon
fishery. At one time bounties on eagles were offered to provide Incentive
for their reduction. Since 1953 the bald eagle has received COA1plete
protection under law, and populations In Alaska have rema ined healthy.
NonconsUC11Ptive uses include viewing and photography, especially at
feeding concentration sites . In addition, scientific studies of eagles
In Alaska provide ecological bases of conparlson for evaluating status
and trends of endangered bald eagle populat Ions In other parts of the
country.
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•

With increasfng recreational viewing and photography of eagles,
greater disturbance and harasSlll?flt can be expected. Nonconsurnptlve
use that Is not detrlaiental to bald eagles should be encouraged,
but at the sa111e time aaeasures should be taken to li111t nUIDbers and
actfvitfes of users durfng critical nesting periods.

*

Pollution of coastal tidelands and estuaries by oil or oil industryrelated conta11inants poses a critfcal threat to bald eagles and
their habitat. Massive Outer Continental Shelf oil developaent and
tanker traffic fn Prince WilllaJll Sound, Bristol Bay and the Aleutian
Islands could devastate coastal habitat In the state ff all possible
precautions are not taken . Baseline quantitative and qualitative
data on coastal bird habitats are needed before oil linpacts are
made In order to provide rational reconnendatfons for future oil
spill cleanup procedures and to docUllll!llt the effects of estuary
containinatfon for mitigation 111easures. Continued efforts by the
State, U.S. forest service and U.S. fish and Wildlife Service wfll
fdentffy and quantify the effects of these potential problt!lllS.

•

Although bald eagles are protected by law, 1111ny are killed by
Ignorant or misinformed people. The Departlaent should encourage
greater public understanding and appreciation of the values of
eagles. Strict enforce111ent of existing protective laws by federal
and state agencies should be maintained.
logging of forests on private lands, not subject to Forest Service
requlreinents protecting eagle nest trees fn national forests. 111ay
result In the loss of nesting habitat in some areas . Private
logging interests should be encouraged to safeguard eagle nest
trees on private lands. The Department should cooperate with
federal agencies In identifying existing eagle nest sites.

*

Alaskan bald eagles, like other raptors, are susceptible to cheiitlcal
contamination of the environment. Those eagles which migrate south
for the winter are subject to greater contamination than birds
resident within Alaska. Although present levels of cont1111lnants
are probably low in Alaskan birds, Increased use of pesticides or
herbicides fn the state could have serious detrhaental effects on
eagles. Future use of such chemicals In Alaska should be closely
controlled.

•

Delineation and management of critical eagle habitat areas may
restrict resource developnent activities within such areas .

•

Controls on nUlllbers and activities of noncons1111Ptfve users will
become necessary to protect eagles In some areas as user numbers
increase .
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16. ALASKA SEABIRDS HAIMGEMEIH PLAN
~

Entire state of Alaska
~

MANAGEMENT GOAL

To provide an opportunity to view, photograph and enjoy seabirds .
SECOHOARY HANAGEKEHT

~

To provide an opportunity for scientific and educational study of seabirds .
EXAMPLES OF MANAGEMENT 6UIDELlll£S
1.

Encourage public viewing and photography of seabirds.

2.

Encourage scientific and educational studies of seabird ecology.

3.

Discourage resource utilization practices and human activities that
adversely i~act seabird nesting, roosting and feeding habitat.

4.

Develop public

5.

Protect seabirds from unnatural disturbance and harassment, particularly
at colonies during critical nestfng periods.

6.

Allow utilization of seabirds for traditional d0111estlc use .

awa~ss

of seabird ecology.

TH£ SPECIES

Over 40 species of seabirds migrate through, breed on, or visit Alaska' s
coastline and adjacent waters. Approximately 24 species are known to
breed in Alaska, usually in colonies ranging fro11 a few hundred to a
million or 110re birds. Most of the large colonies are locited on
islands In the Bering Sea or in the Aleutian Islands , but sizeable
colonies are located wherever precipitous sea cliffs occur along the
calnland coast frocn t.lpe lisbume to Southeastern Alaska . The lllOSt
abundant nesting species are murres, murrelets, gulls, kittiwakes ,
fulmars , and petrels. Several species of auklets, puffins, and cormorants,
though not as n1111erous as some other species, are widely distributed.
Seabird populations in Southwestern and Southcentral Alaska exhibit
greater species diversity than those found In the remainder of Alaska
because of greater diversity of favorable habitats .
In addition to millions of nesting seabirds, many millions more utilize
pelagic waters off Alaska as s1111111er feeding grounds. Of these, slender·
bll led and sooty shearwaters are the most numerous.

J

Seabirds migrate south as winter aPIJroaches and populationi in Alaskan
waters become 11111ch reduced fro111 those of swrmer. Many birds, however,
overwinter in ice-free waters, and substantial nUlllbers are found In and
south of the Aleutian Islands .
Historically, seabirds have provided food and clothing to coastal native
people In the state. Traditional use of seabird eggs and adult bird, ,
principally auklets, puffins and 1111.1rres, has been greatest alo119 the
Northwestern and Western Ala1ka coast. limited dolllestlc use of seabirds
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occurred In Southeastern and Southcentral Alaska. Consumptive utilization
has decreased In the past 10 to 20 years as coastal residents have
adopted a cash econOlllY·
Nonconsumptlve use Is now bec0111ln9 the dominant use of seabirds. As the
potential Impact of energy resource development on these species has
becDClll! apparent, scientific surveys of Alaskan seabirds are being conducted
throughout the state. Studies of seabird distribution, population
$lzes, and habitat requlreinents should Increase knowledge about these
species. Seabirds 111ay eventually serve as biological Indicators of the
health of marine envlrOlllllents.
Viewing and photography are becoa1lng major activities at seabird nesting
colonies In the 11111re accessible waters of the state. The 1110re conspicuous
colonial nesters such as gulls, 11111rres, and kittiwakes support the lllDSt
use, but less llU!llerous or 11111re secretive species such as puffins, conworants,
auklets, and aiurrelets are receiving increased attention. Fortunately,
ll'tilny seabird colonies are protected frlllll habitat alteration or undue
disturbance by their Inclusion In the National Wildlife Refuge System.
These areas receive additional protection under the state's refuge and
sanctuary system.

..

.

Pollution by petroleua related contaminants poses a serious threat
to seabirds using Alaska's coastline and ll'tilrine waters for nesting,
feeding or resting. Outer Continental Shelf (OCS) oil developaient
and tanker traffic could result In large oil spills or chronic
pollution which would devastate seabird habitat and kill millions
of seabirds. Baseline quantitative and qualitative data on coastal
seabird habitats and colony location, size and composition are
needed to properly Interpret population fluctuations and Impacts of
oil development. These data are necessary to provide rational
recOlllll!ndations for future OCS lease areas, recOl!lnl!ndations for
future oil spill cleanup facilities and to docU111ent the effect of
estuary contamination. Stringent controls on oil development and
associated lwlllan activities will be necessary to minimize envirollllll!fltal
hazards.
Coaaerclal fishing Is an unknown factor with potentially adverse
consequences for seabirds. SOllle seabirds prey on c011111erclally·
valuable fishery stocks. and conf11r:t and c011Petitlon between
seabirds and connerclal fishermen may bec11111e Intense. Excessive
exploitation by foreign fishing fleets may have reduced the range
of at least one species (ancient 11Urrelet). Japanese glllnet
fisheries have directly caused seabird losses as high as 10,000
birds per day from birds being entangled In nets. local seabird
populations lllilY be unable to sustain such losses indefinitely. The
200-mlle foreign fishery limit recently passed by Congress should
substantially reduce seabird loss, especially during the breeding
season.
Seabirds are susceptible to disturbances that lead to nest abandonment
and nestling or egg loss. Nonconsuinptlve use of seabirds will
continue to Increase with a corresponding Increase In disturbance.
Reduced reproductive success and a decline in colony sizes, especially
near urban centers, may result unless measures are taken to protect
habitat and to control nlllllbers and activities of h1111c1n visitors.
Introduction of furbearers and rats on Alaska islands has resulted
in the elimination or serious reduction of seabirds nesting on
those islands. Future proposals for Introductions of any exotic
animals to any Islands 11111st be carefully evaluated for possible
consequences to indigenous wildlife.
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*

In some areas, ocean floor ~lnlng, coastal dredging, or gravel
removal may alter coastline habitat or alter productivity of near
shore waters through siltation, adversely affecting seabirds and
other marine life. Mining and dredging or gravel removal activities
should be regulated to mlnlMlze adverse Impacts on the marine
ecosystem.

*

Some limitations on access, periods of use, and activities of
visitors to seabird colonies will be required to reduce disturbance
to colonies subject to frequent human visitation.

•

Traditional cons11111Ptive dOMestic use will continue but is expected
to decrease as lifestyles change.

•

Expansion of biological knowledge of seabird species will provide
an additional monitoring tool for Interpreting man ' s impact upon
the marine envirorsient . Such capabilities may dictate changes In
the patterns of use of other resources .

*

Increased demands for nonconsumptlve use may foster developaent of
interpretive and user transport services.

?JS

KATtlAI NATIONAL MONUMENT WILDLIFE MANAG81ENT PLAN
~

Katmai National Monument Is located on the Alaska Peninsula In Game
Hanagetnent Unit 9 approximately 290 alnnlles southwest of Anchorage.
~MANAGEMENT ~

To provide an opportunity to view, photograph and enjoy wildlife.
SECONDARY MANAGEMENT

~

To provide an opportunity for the scientific and educational study of
wild! ife.
~

I.

!!f.. MANAGEMENT GUIDELINES

Cooperate with the llatlonal Park Service In Its management of
Katmai National Monument according to established National Park
Service aianageiaent objectives including but not limited to:
Assuring iaaxlmum protection of the wild lands and life forms
therein by kei!plng both geologic and biotic processes essentially
undisturbed by modern man.
*

Providing visitors with opportunities for wll~rness-related
experiences and assuring that developments and visitor use of
the area do not Interfere with a major objective of the area:
the preservation of a naturally perpetuated Alaska brown bear
population.

THE SPECIES
An abundant brown bear population occurs within the Monument boundaries.
Data are lacking on ~rs present, but a denning survey conducted in
May, 1974, located 107 dens within the Monument. There Is free interchange
of bears between the Monument and public lands outside Its boundaries.
Bears captured in Naknek have been observed travelling through Brooks
Camp. Bears are subject to legal sport hunting when they travel outside
the Monument. Except for the "defense of II fe and property" kfl ls in
the Naknek-King Salmn area, the level of harvest has been low.
Hoose are locally abundant wfthln the park, particularly in the headwaters
of the King Salmon River and around Naknek Lake-Savonskl River. A mid·
winter survey in 1975 Identified 1,097 moose In the Monument area. The
moose population within the monument has been experiencing poor calf
production, and is declining in nutnbers. Moose that spend a portion of
their lives Inside Katmai are important In providing the domestic needs
of residents of Naknek, King Salmon and South Naknek. Prior to the 1964
extension of the MonUlnl!nt boundaries around the western end of Naknek
Lake, this area provided the majority of the moose hunting for local
residents.
Caribou occasionally range inside the Monument boundaries in the winter.
Concentrations of up to 1,000 animals have been observed, but use to
date has been only temporary. No resident animals exist and caribou are
dependent upon the habitat outside the Monument.

Wolves are c0111110nly observed in the Monument, but data on numbers are
lacking. Hoose provide the primary big game prey species for wolves .
Other ma11111C1ls present in the HonU111ent are red foxes, lynx, wolverines,
river otters, mink, weasels, beavers, arctic h<lres, and snowshoe hares.
Several species of squirrels and small rodents are also present. Coastal
waters abound with marine life. Sea lions, harbor seals and sea otters
are often observed, as well as various species of whales and porpoises.
Whistling swans, ducks, loons, grebes, gulls, terns and shorebirds nest
on the lakes and In marshes. Spruce grouse and ptanalgan occur In the
upland areas. Hore th<ln 40 species of song birds spend their suimners at
Katlllal. Along the coast seabirds are abundant with several substantial
rookeries of cor1110rants, 1111rres, kittiwakes and puffins. Bald eagles
nest In nearly all areas of the Monument except the rugged Aleutian
Range Itself. Surveys conducted in sunmer 1974 Identified 57 active
eagle nests in the Katmcil area. Ospreys, falcons, hawks, and several
species of owls also occur In the area.
Major eruptions have deposited ash In the Katmai area 10 times during
the past 7,000 years. Today most volcanoes of Katmai are dormant;
however, the area may exhibit further volcanic activity as evidenced by
the Augustine Island eruption In February, 1976. Plumes of smoke rising
from Ht. Hagelk, Ht. Hartin, and Ht. Trident indicate the potential for
new eruptions. An eruption bringing major change to Katmai could occur
any time.
The resident wildlife species are used primarily as a nonhunted population
for the enjoyment of tourists. Tourists are attracted to the region
largely through package tours of the HonUlllent offered by the concessionaire.
As a result, nearly all visitor use occurs In the area of Brooks Camp •
the Valley of Ten Thousand Smokes. Tourl$111 presently contributes only a
small part to the regional economy, especially In years of large salmon
runs. Host tourist activity occurs between June 1 and September 15.
Total visitation to the Monument has varied SOlleWhat from year to year;
however, frOlll 1970 through 1973 about 10,000 tourists visited the Honuiaent
annually. The National Park Service projects an annual visitation to
Katmai of Z0-25,000 people by 19Bl.
Weather Imposes certain constraints on access. Strong winds and sudden
rain stonns frequently sweep the area. The sky Is clear only about 20
percent of the sunmer. Winter weather Is more severe. Winter use of
the Monument Is low. Access by users is by amphibious or float aircraft
during the sul!'lller. A concessionaire bus travels the road from Brooks
River to the Valley of Ten Thousand Smokes. Foot trails and small boats
are also available. Local residents of the area µrimarlly enter the
monument on the road from King Salmon and utilize small boats for transportation
within the area. Recreational opportunities Include sport fishing,
camping, animal observation, and berry picking.
In the past the area at the western end of Naknek Lake was Important to
local residents as an area they hunted and trapped, but with the lg64
extension of Monument boundaries such use has been curtailed.

•

Future volcanic action 111ay seriously alter habitat resulting In
massive losses of wildlife. No actions are considered as ,he area
wt 11 be aI lowed to respond naturally to such occurrences.

•

Wide fluctuations In wildlife numbers may occur due to natural
factors . During periods of low population levels, opportunities to
observe wildlife species will be reduced.
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Illegal hunting may reduce wlld11fe populations or alter sex and
age structure of populations within the Monullll!nt. Greater enforcement
efforts by the "atlonal Park Service and the state are required to
curtail poaching. Some allowance in Monument regulations should be
made for consumptive domestic utilization in areas of traditional
use where this use Is not In conflict with established visitor use .
Brown bears, both inside and outside the Monument, may represent a
danger to life and property. Legal sport hunting shall be encouraged
to reduce bear population levels In the imnedlate vicinity of human
c01T111Unlties outside the MonUllll!nt boundar ies In order to Minimize
probll!lllS . The Defense of Life and Property regulation may be used
to re1110ve specific problem bears. Transplants of problem bears 1111y
also be employed within the HonlMll!nt. A public infonaation progra•
should be established to advise visitors of the potential dangers
of certain wildlife t onfrontatlons.

IMPACTS
Management of wildlife wfthfn Katmai National Monument ts under the
Jurisdiction of the National Park Service. This plan only recognizes
those uses compatible with National Park Service management and
does not suggest changes from established uses other than allowing
consu1111tive domestic use In areas of traditional use where not In
conflict with established vi sitor use.
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